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ABSTRACT
Under certain conditions a sewer pipe may completely lose its structural integrity and 
‘collapse’; resulting in capital, social and environmental costs. A number of integrated 
methods have been used to identify and understand the factors associated with an increased 
likelihood of sewer collapse; namely, a series of sewer collapse site visits, the development of 
an Interaction Matrix (IM) based on expert knowledge, a statistical investigation and 
experimental work.
The statistical investigation involved the integration of 6 previously disparate data sources 
into a single data set representing 636km of sewer. Analysis of the data using the logistic 
regression method allowed the formation of univariate and multivariate models to investigate 
the association of 18 independent variables with sewer condition. In addition, first order 
interactions of the independent variables were considered. Of the 18 explanatory terms 
investigated, 14 were found to be statistically significant in univariate analysis and 10 were 
retained by stepwise multivariate logistic regression. Further to this 7 first order interaction 
terms were found to be significant.
The site visits, IM method and statistical investigation returned similar results in that all 
methods identified a wide range of parameters as being important in determining the 
likelihood of an existing rigid sewer pipe collapsing. The methods were not able to highlight a 
parameter, or small group of parameters, as being of particular importance.
A laboratory based soil box test facility for the structural testing of small diameter sewer pipes 
was designed and constructed. Experimental work was conducted to investigate the 
performance of sewer pipes under repeated cyclical loading conditions when laid within 
beddings of varying compaction levels. Pipes within compacted material were found to 
perform significantly better, over both short and long time periods, than those in uncompacted 
material.
Suggestions were made regarding the potential for UK water companies to develop predictive 
models for sewer structural condition as part of overall sewer rehabilitation strategies.
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GUIDE TO THE PORTFOLIO
This portfolio consists of two volumes. Volume I contains details of all research conducted 
during the course of this EngD, including all the information which demonstrates the 
‘contribution’ to knowledge’ of this doctorate. This information is in the form of a traditional 
thesis, split into eight chapters, and 5 published papers which are contained within the 
Appendices (Appendix A). The Executive Summary contained in Volume I contains 
references to the 5 published papers contained in Appendix A to assist the reader in linking 
the thesis to the conference and journal papers.
Volume II contains seven progress reports submitted to the University of Surrey EngD office 
at 6 month intervals throughout the doctorate. The submission of these reports, and their 
inclusion in this portfolio, is mandatory in accordance with the EngD regulations. These 
reports do not include any relevant information additional to that contained in Volume I, but 
simply provide a chronological perspective on the development of the research.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. INTRODUCTION
Sewerage systems are networks for the collection of wastewater and/or surface water, which 
is conveyed via pipes, conduits and ancillary works from its point of origin to either treatment 
works or watercourses. The UK has approximately 302 000km of public sewers, with an 
estimated gross replacement cost of £104billion (OFWAT, 2000). Over 90% of this network is 
made up of pipes considered to be of ‘rigid’ materials (Read & Vickridge, 1997), typically clay, 
concrete and reinforced concrete.
Under certain circumstances a sewer may completely lose its structural integrity and 
‘collapse’. This generally results in an immediate cessation of service as much of the sewer’s 
cross-sectional area is lost and the sewer may become incapable of supporting the 
surrounding ground.
UK sewerage rehabilitation strategy is based on the concept of critical sewers as defined by 
the WRc (1994). Critical sewers are those for which the costs of reconstruction are highest
i.e. the consequences of failure, are greatest; such sewers typically make up 20-25% of any 
network. Generally, CCTV inspection is targeted at critical sewers, those sewers shown to be 
in an unsatisfactory condition are then assessed and, if necessary, are programmed for 
rehabilitation. In this way, critical sewers are subject to a proactive rehabilitation programme. 
The remaining, non-critical, sewers are maintained only on a reactive basis.
An increased knowledge of the factors associated with the structural deterioration and 
collapse of rigid sewer pipes may assist in maximising the benefit of proactive sewer 
rehabilitation by helping identify those sewers most likely to fail structurally. Such information 
will allow survey investigation, and hence, sewer rehabilitation, to be directed more effectively 
by targeting it at those sewers with both the highest consequence and likelihood of collapse.
1.1 Research objectives
The overall research objective of this project was defined as:
‘To identify, and investigate, the factors which influence sewer deterioration and
instances of sewer collapse’
A further objective was defined as:
To assess the general viability of the development of a predictive model for sewer collapse 
as part of an overall rehabilitation strategy’
These objectives were met by assessing the association of various factors with poor sewer 
structural condition by a number of methods, namely:
1. through a series of visits to sewer collapse sites;
2. through the development of an Interaction Matrix to record and harness expert 
knowledge;
3. through the completion of a detailed statistical investigation.
In addition, a laboratory based facility was designed and constructed to test small diameter 
clay sewer pipes under structural loading. The facility was used to assess the effect of 
bedding and sidefill conditions on pipe performance.
1.2 Benefit to Thames Water
Thames Water operate and maintain approximately 78 000km of sewers in London and the 
Thames valley. Water companies in the UK are under increasing pressure from stakeholders 
such as regulators, shareholders and customers, to find efficiencies in working practices 
which lead to costs savings, whilst continually improving levels of service. The meeting of the 
objectives stated above is likely to contribute significantly to improved sewerage management 
in terms of proactive sewer rehabilitation.
2. CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
A detailed review of the literature was carried out which identified and described the 
numerous factors that have been suggested as having influence on the structural stability of 
rigid sewer pipes in the field. Where relevant, published work concerning the structural 
stability of buried pipes in general was also considered. The full review is contained within 
Chapter 2 of this thesis and also in Paper 2.
The factors identified fell within 3 main groups, namely: construction features, local external 
factors and other factors. The factors were found to be numerous and widely varied in nature,
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but detailed knowledge of the manner of the factor’s interaction in determining how a rigid 
sewer pipes deteriorate structurally was found to be limited. A large proportion of the 
published research was produced in the late 1970s and 1980s following publication of the 
National Water Council (NWC) / Department of the Environment (DoE) report, ‘Sewers and 
Water Mains -  A National Assessment’, in 1977. Much of the research produced at that time 
was conducted by a relatively small number of institutions including the Water Research 
Centre (WRc), Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) and Clay Pipe Development Association 
(cpda).
Only a very limited number of studies concerning the statistical association of construction 
features and other factors with sewer structural condition were identified. These investigations 
amounted to the analysis of little more than 1000km of sewers in total.
3. INVESTIGATION OF FACTOR ASSOCIATIONS
3.1 Sewer collapse site visits
In total, 15 visits were made to sewer collapse sites during the course of the project, with 4 
visits being written up in detail as case studies (Chapter 3). Each case study included 
information regarding the following:
• details of event notification;
• description of local environment;
• description of sewer;
• description of failure;
• possible reasons for failure.
In general terms, the information recorded on site related to the factors identified in the 
literature review concerning construction features and local factors etc. Following each site 
visit, supplementary information was collected including the relevant Thames Water sewer 
collapse report, local street map and Thames Water GIS asset map. A further important 
source of information, which was informally collected, was the views and opinions of the 
various Thames Water and contracting staff involved in the particular collapse being visited.
The site visits provided a very useful practical appreciation on the problem, and effects of, 
sewer collapse. A number of general features were observed which were of some surprise, 
including: the range of construction and ‘ad-hoc’ features; the extent of services contained in 
the ground; and the variation in the standards of construction. At the vast majority of sites it
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proved very difficult to identify a specific cause of failure with any degree of certainty. In most 
cases it seemed likely that a combination of factors had been responsible for the deterioration 
and eventual collapse of the sewer. The site visits also served to highlight the scale and 
extent of local disruption that sewer collapses may cause, as well as some of the problems 
associated with repair and reinstatement. Although none of the collapses visited were 
categorised as ‘major incidents’ a number resulted in the flooding of nearby residential 
properties, some with foul sewage, and all caused disruption to pedestrians and/or road 
users.
3.2 Interaction Matrix method
As already described, the sewer collapse site visits (Chapter3) provided an excellent 
opportunity to informally canvass the views of many Thames Water personnel (as well as 
contractors) regarding the sewer collapse problem. Following this it was decided that it would 
be a useful exercise to, in some way, more formally elicit and record the ideas and views of 
experienced sewerage practitioners. It was decided that the Interaction Matrix (IM) method 
would provide a convenient and novel way of harnessing expert knowledge to help in 
assessing the roles that various factors play in the deterioration and collapse of rigid sewer 
pipes (Chapter 3, Papers 1 & 4).
The major concept behind the IM methodology (as described by Hudson, 1992) is that of 
applying an ‘analytical’ modelling approach to break down the system being analysed into the 
smaller, interacting components that make up the whole. The method allows the 
representation of total system behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters of a 
problem and their interactions. The basic approach in developing an IM is to list the main 
factors or parameters inherent in the system along the leading diagonal of a matrix (from top 
left to bottom right). The interactions that occur between these parameters are considered 
and recorded in the ‘off diagonal’ boxes.
The IM method was found to be particularly suited to the problem of sewer collapse because 
of the large number of parameters which may contribute to the system, and the complex 
interactions that exist between these parameters. This makes the collapse problem difficult to 
describe and represent using more traditional methods.
28 parameters were used to construct the main diagonal of the sewer deterioration / collapse 
matrix; the vast majority of the parameters having previously been identified by the literature 
review. Coding of the potential 756 interactions between these parameters was then 
completed by a number of experienced sewerage practitioners from Thames Water and the
University of Surrey. Each single interaction was considered and coded by each expert with 
the interactions all being contemplated in the same context, i.e., “What is the effect of 
(parameter) X  on (parameter) Y, within the context of sewer deterioration /  collapse”. Coding 
of the interactions was completed to provide a semi-quantitative assessment of the views 
expressed in describing the interactions, with each interaction being assigned a value ranging 
from 0 (no interaction) to 4 (critical interaction) depending on the perceived level of 
interaction. In this way the matrix coding reflected the knowledge and expertise of the 
individuals involved, the discussion of each interaction ensuring that all expert participants 
operated within the same framework and with a common understanding of the parameter 
contexts.
Analysis of the matrix coding allowed ‘Interaction Intensity’ and ‘Parameter Dominance’ 
values to be calculated for each of the 28 leading diagonal parameters. Such values allow 
insights to be made regarding the type of role and level of involvement that each parameter 
has within the system, as perceived by those who completed the identification and coding of 
interactions.
Overall, the IM developed for the sewer collapse system highlighted the fact that there is no 
single parameter, or even small group of parameters, which stand out as having a particularly 
strong influence over the system. However, 11 parameters that may be thought of as having 
a higher than average level of influence were tentatively identified. These parameters were:
• Surface use;
• Connections;
• Groundwater regime;
• Bedding arrangement;
• Infiltration / exfiltration;
• Age of sewer;
• Investment history;
• Depth of cover;
• Native soil;
• Standard of workmanship; and
• Other utility maintenance.
3.3 Statistical investigation
The Interaction Matrix analysis provided a convenient way of ‘framing’ the problem of sewer 
collapse and the contributory variables. In addition, and as already described, it also served 
to help harness the views of expert sewerage practitioners in highlighting the roles that
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various parameters play in the sewer deterioration and collapse system. However, due to the 
reliance on expert views, the results are largely subjective. It was because of this that it was 
decided to investigate the association of the variables previously identified with sewer 
structural condition in a more objective manner by means of a statistical investigation 
(Chapter 5, Papers 3, 4 & 5).
Ten data sources were initially considered for use within the statistical investigation, the 
sources being identified with the aim of supporting the variables identified in the literature 
review. The sources were:
• CCTV data;
• soil data;
• traffic data;
• burst water main data;
• borehole logs;
• property age data;
• sewer collapse records;
• Thames Water corporate GIS;
• hydraulic data;
• Local Authority streetworks records.
Detailed data quality assessments were made for each of the ten sources; the result being 
that only the first 6 sources in the list above were retained, that is, the final four were deemed 
to be not of sufficient quality for the proposed investigation and were, therefore, discarded.
Due to the fact that the 6 data sources retained were entirely disparate, a process of data 
integration or data matching was required in order that the sources be reduced to a single 
body of data. The CCTV data formed the reference point to which all other data sources were 
matched; the CCTV records containing sufficient geographical information to allow all 
variables from other data sources to be cross referenced back to this source. The majority of 
the matching was completed using a Thames Water software development known as 
GAZLEAK. GAZLEAK contains a full 7 digit Ordnance Survey grid reference for each address 
to which the Post Office delivers; allowing the attachment of spatial data (e.g. soil maps) to 
address based data (e.g. CCTV data). In addition, GAZLEAK includes tools such as name 
matching routines to allow the integration of 2 previously disparate address based sources, 
e.g. burst water main data and CCTV data.
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Following data matching a data set consisting of 12 000 records was formed, with each 
record representing one manhole to manhole sewer length. This translated to 636km of sewer 
drawn from numerous London Local Authority areas. The data set incorporated 19 variables 
in total. The ‘dependent’ variable was a binary representation of sewer structural condition, 
with T  representing a sewer in a ‘collapsed’ or ‘collapse imminent’ state. The 18 
‘independent’ potentially explanatory variables were a mix of categorical and quantitative 
parameters.
The logistic regression method was used to perform the statistical investigation, allowing both 
univariate and multivariate models to be constructed as a means of investigating the 
association of the 18 ‘independent’ variables with sewer structural condition. In addition, first 
order interactions between the variables were also investigated. Multivariate models were 
constructed using stepwise selection methods, and coefficients were interpreted by the use of 
odds ratios. The statistical analysis completed contributed significantly to the work done 
previously by other authors in this area, specifically by:
• increasing the size of the data set investigated in terms of sewer length;
• increasing the number and range of variables investigated for statistical associations; and
• increasing the sophistication of the statistical method used.
The analysis performed suggested that there are a large number of variables which are 
significant in assessing the risk of a sewer deteriorating to such a degree that it collapses or 
that collapse is imminent. Of the 18 explanatory terms investigated, 14 were found to be 
statistically significant (at the 5% level) in univariate analysis and 10 were retained by 
stepwise, multivariate logistic regression. Further to this, of the 15 first order interaction terms 
investigated, 7 were retained and added to the 10 ‘individual’ terms in a ‘final’ stepwise, 
multivariate logistic regression model. These 17 terms were as follows:
1. Debris;
2. Sewer pipe (section) length;
3. Sewer size;
4. Sewer use / purpose;
5. Soil fracture potential;
6. Soil corrosivity;
7. Sewer location;
8. Groundwater regime;
9. Sewer material;
10. Bus flow;
11. Sewer size * Sewer pipe length;
x
12. Sewer size * Soil fracture potential;
13. Sewer size * Soil corrosivity;
14. Soil fracture potential * Sewer material;
15. Soil fracture potential * Debris;
16. Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential;
17. Sewer location * Sewer material.
3.4 Comparison of findings
In broad terms the collapse site visits, IM method and statistical investigation all returned 
similar results in the sense that all identified a wide range of parameters as important in 
determining the likelihood of an existing rigid sewer pipe collapsing. The methods were not 
able to pinpoint a parameter, or even a small group of parameters, as being of overriding 
importance.
The vast majority of parameters found to be significant in statistical analysis were also found 
to be of above average influence in the IM; such parameters include groundwater regime, 
native soil conditions and sewer location / surface use (both describing the use of ground 
immediately above the sewer). However, a number of discrepancies concerning the 
importance of a small number of parameters were also identified in the results; the 
parameters in question including (individual) pipe section length and surface loading.
4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
A laboratory based test facility for the structural testing of small diameter sewer pipes was 
designed and constructed (Chapter 6). The test facility was constructed for the purpose of 
conducting detailed investigations of the various factors influencing sewer pipe structural 
stability; both as part of this EngD project and in the future. Such a facility is likely to be of 
particular use where expert knowledge concerning the detailed role of various parameters is 
incomplete and/or when the quality data necessary for statistical investigation is unavailable. 
Experimental work is also likely to prove useful in the ‘fine tuning’ of results from both 
statistical investigations and expert knowledge acquisitions.
Prior to the facility being designed, a literature review concerning the experimental loading of 
buried pipes was conducted. It was found that past research had generally been completed 
within three main environments, namely: laboratory based soil boxes; test pits, and in the 
field. Tests on rigid pipes had generally been concerned with the derivation of design Bedding 
Factors and had been completed in test pits during the 1970s and early 1980s. More recently,
tests on flexible pipes had been completed in laboratory based soil box facilities, the benefits 
of such an environment including more readily controllable conditions and lower costs. There 
was little evidence of the design and use of soil boxes to test rigid sewer pipes under varying 
load regimes in various ‘ground’ conditions.
A laboratory based soil box facility was designed and constructed. The objectives of the work 
were broadly as follows:
1. to design and construct a test facility for small diameter sewer pipes, giving due 
consideration to boundary conditions and the practicalities of use;
2. to compare the performance of pipes within the soil box to that of pipes within previous 
test pit and field studies;
3. to investigate the performance of pipes under repeated, cyclic loading conditions; and
4. to compare the performance of pipes laid on beddings of different compaction levels.
A steel soil box of dimensions 0.6m x 1m x 1m was designed and constructed, giving due
consideration to aspect ratios and edge effects. In addition, a low friction layer was designed 
for the inner surfaces of the box to limit the transfer of loading to the steel box walls rather 
than to the buried pipe. Structural loading apparatus consisted of a computer controlled 1MN 
INSTRON FastTrack servo-hydraulic machine. 150mm diameter clay sewer pipes were 
instrumented with strain gauges mounted at invert, soffit and springing levels. 10mm pea 
shingle was used as bedding, sidefill and backfill material for the soil box.
A series of loading tests were conducted with the following factors being varied:
• fill cover to the pipe;
• level of compaction;
• load regime (including provision of cyclical loading over 6 hour periods).
During each test, strain gauge and load cell extension readings were taken at 1 second 
intervals.
The results of the 10 soil box tests and 8 BS EN 295-3 (1991) crushing tests allowed the 
following conclusions to be made:
• Comparison tests conducted to determine experimental Bedding Factors returned similar 
values to those tests conducted in test pits and in the field by other authors.
• Pipes laid within ‘hand’ compacted beddings and sidefills, and covered with ‘hand’ 
compacted materials, were found to perform in a predictable, consistent manner in both 
short and longer term tests.
• Pipes laid within uncompacted beddings and sidefills, and covered with uncompacted 
materials, were found to perform significantly worse than those in ‘hand’ compacted 
materials and with a greater degree of variability and inconsistency. This was the case for 
both short and longer term tests.
• In initial phases of loading, the settlement of pipes laid in uncompacted bedding/sidefill 
was significantly greater than that of pipes laid in ‘hand’ compacted bedding/sidefill, this 
difference was reduced to a negligible amount within a small number of loading cycles.
5. PREDICTIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A brief review of sewer condition predictive models, within the context of sewerage 
maintenance management systems, was completed (Chapter 7). Four main model types 
were identified, namely:
• Models based on expert knowledge;
• Deterministic Models;
• Probability based Markovian models; and
• Cohort survival models.
All models displayed the important trade-off between the amount of information required for 
decision making and the functionality of a tool.
The detailed sewerage data assessments completed as part of other sections of this EngD 
allowed suggestions to be made regarding the future development of predictive models for 
UK water company use. The major elements in the process of the formation of a sewer 
rehabilitation strategy were described as were the major elements in the process of the 
formation of a predictive model for sewer condition.
A number of limitations, which affect the viability of predictive tool development, were 
identified in current UK sewerage data management practices, these included:
• no formal data quality assessments;
• an emphasis on data presentation as opposed to data content and use;
• a general lack of integration between various data sources; and
• incomplete asset attribute information.
Such limitations obviously affect the viability of any predictive model development, the 
accuracy of any model being dependent on the original information. However, while the 
limitations with UK sewerage data may preclude the development of data intensive models 
such as the Markovian Probability Model or Cohort Survival Model, Fenner et al (2000) and 
Fenner & Sweeting (1999) have shown how a deterministic type predictive model can be 
developed for a UK system, albeit with a limited number of explanatory variables. If such 
models are to be further developed and refined then it is likely that improvements in the 
collection, collation, integration and general management of sewerage data will be required. 
In prioritising such actions, detailed information regarding the role played by various physical 
parameters in sewer deterioration and collapse, such as that contained within this EngD, is 
likely to be of high importance. It is only with this level of information that sewerage 
management practices may incorporate the risk management strategies which will allow the 
maximum benefit to be drawn from proactive sewer maintenance.
6. ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
This project has been carried out as part of the University of Surrey / Brunei University 
Engineering Doctorate in Environmental Technology. A key part of the programme is that 
each project is required to make a contribution in the field of environmental performance. In 
the case of this project, such a contribution is clear. Sewer collapses can lead to the 
contamination of groundwater, the flooding of streets and properties and the operation of 
overflows into local watercourses. This project has identified, and increased the 
understanding of, the factors associated with an increased likelihood of sewer collapse. In 
addition, suggestions have been made regarding how predictive models may be developed to 
assist sewerage managers in developing maintenance management systems. These 
contributions are aimed at reducing the number of serious sewer collapse events in the 
future, thereby reducing the associated environmental impacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE SEWERAGE SYSTEM
Sewerage systems are networks for the collection of waste water and/or surface water, which 
is conveyed via pipes, conduits and ancillary works from its point of origin to either treatment 
works or water courses. The waste water carried includes the used water of business, 
industry and dwellings and the surface water incorporates the flow of storm water from roofs, 
highways and paved surfaces, sometimes these flows are combined in one sewer.
The UK’s sewerage system began to develop in the early 19th century as a direct result of 
the Industrial Revolution which caused a large proportion of the population to move from the 
countryside into towns and cities. Today, there are approximately 302 000km of public sewer 
in the UK, with an estimated gross replacement cost of £104 billion (OFWAT, 2000). The 
development of the existing system over such a long period of time has resulted in sewers of 
varying shapes, sizes, materials, construction methods and construction standards being in 
service today. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 describe the distribution of sewer age, material and size in 
the UK.
Age Brick (%) Clay (%) Concrete (%) Other (%) All (%)
Pre 1914 3 19 0.1 0.3 22
1914-1945 0.7 23 1.4 0.5 26
Post 1945 0.2 36 13 3 52
All 4 78 14 4 100
Table 1.1 Sewers in England and Wales -  age and material (Read & Vickridge, 1997)
Diameter Percentage
300mm or less 70%
300mm to 1m 25%
Over 1 m 5%
Table 1.2 Size o f sewers in the UK (Read & Vickridge, 1997)
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In accordance with BS EN 1295-1 (1997), pipes of different materials are classified according 
to the strength criterion required to be proven in testing or otherwise established for use in 
design. Thus, pipes whose strength is established in crushing tests are classified as ‘rigid’. 
Clay, concrete and reinforced concrete pipes are thus invariably classed as rigid, whilst 
asbestos cement pipes which also have specified minimum crushing strengths, are normally 
regarded as rigid. Typical features of rigid pipes, which, as can be seen from Table 1.1, make 
up over 90% of UK sewers, include (WSA/FWR, 1993):
• no appreciable deflection under load up to the point of fracture;
• lateral passive resistance not mobilised, but horizontal active earth pressure may assist;
• crushing load resisted by moment of resistance of pipe wall;
• design strength determined by applying factors to test crushing strength.
In addition to rigid pipes, two further classifications of ‘semi-rigid’ and ‘flexible’ also exist, 
examples of which are ductile iron and plastics respectively. The structural behaviour of such 
pipes varies considerably from that of a rigid pipe.
This thesis is concerned only with sewer pipes classified as rigid, and, hence, concentrates 
mainly on pipes of clay and concrete materials.
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1.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
According to BS EN 752-2 (1997) the basic performance requirements to which sewers shall 
operate are that:
a) the pipework operates without blocking;
b) the flooding frequencies shall be limited to prescribed values;
c) public health and life shall be safeguarded;
d) the sewer surcharge frequencies should be limited to prescribed values;
e) the health and safety of operator personnel shall be safeguarded;
f) receiving waters shall be protected from pollution within prescribed limits;
g) sewers shall not endanger existing adjacent structures and utility services;
h) the required design life and structural integrity shall be achieved;
i) drains and sewers shall be watertight in accordance with testing requirements; 
j) odour nuisance and toxicity do not arise;
k) appropriate access shall be provided for maintenance purposes.
Under certain circumstances, a sewer may completely lose its structural integrity and 
‘collapse’. This generally results in a cessation of service as much of the sewer’s cross- 
sectional area is lost and the sewer may become incapable of supporting the surrounding 
ground. A CCTV image of a typical sewer collapse is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 CCTV image of a collapsed sewer
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Water companies in England and Wales currently spend approximately £230 million per 
annum on sewer maintenance. Around £150 million of this is infrastructure renewals 
expenditure, this is planned spending on replacing larger sections of the sewer network. The 
remaining £80 million is operating expenditure, encompassing reactive and planned 
maintenance (OFWAT, 1998). In 1984, the Water Research Centre (WRc), estimated that 
around 5000 collapses occurred annually in the UK (Cullen, 1984). Information from OFWAT 
suggests that there is no evidence of an increase in the number of sewer collapses over the 
last 15 years (OFWAT, 1998) and that the collapse trend is reasonably stable (OFWAT, 
2000). These statements indicate that the figure of 5000 collapses per annum remains 
reasonably accurate today.
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, borne by the water company, which relate to 
repair and reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered which 
may be borne by various sectors of society. Such social costs may include (Peters, 1984, 
Hahn & Schmitt, 1986, Probert etal, 1982):
• delays to traffic due to diversions etc;
• disruption of local economic activity;
• flooding of properties;
• loss of amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell;
• public health consequences;
• environmental consequences.
In recent years it is perhaps the environmental and public health consequences of structurally 
unsound sewers that have commanded the most attention amongst these social costs, the 
two often being considered concurrently. Bishop et al (1998), in a summary of a report 
produced for the Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA, 1996), 
list bacteria, inorganic nitrogen species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as potential 
sewer related pollutants with the potential for contaminating groundwater and hence, 
potentially, drinking water supplies. Schleyer et al (1992) state that the full extent of the 
potential hazard confronting groundwater from leaking German sewers was only recently 
recognised. They estimate that approximately 300 million m3 of wastewater seeps into 
German groundwater each year.
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1.3 SEWER REHABILITATION
Note: The term ‘rehabilitation’ is used throughout this thesis to describe all aspects of
upgrading the performance of existing sewer systems and, therefore, includes repair, 
renovation and renewal.
Prior to the advent of CCTV inspection in the late 1960s (Cox, 1981), very little was known 
about the condition of sewers that were too small for man entry (typically those with a 
diameter less than 1m). As these make up around 95% of the system, the condition of the 
vast majority of the assets was unknown at the time, the only signs of poor performance 
being blockages and flooding. All rehabilitation of the sewerage network was done on a purely 
reactive basis. Such an approach ignores any growing deterioration problems and may lead 
to a total breakdown of the system (WRc, 1994). It is inevitable that any structure subject to a 
varying regime and no maintenance will deteriorate with time.
The widespread introduction of CCTV in the early 1970s allowed sewerage engineers to 
begin to make a tentative assessment of system performance. It soon became apparent that 
if sewers were to be kept functioning effectively then significant increases in sewer 
rehabilitation expenditure would be necessary. In 1977 the National Water Council 
(NWC)/Department of the Environment (DoE) produced a report suggesting that a 
considerable backlog of work existed in sewer rehabilitation and quoted capital figures 
required for maintenance that were far in excess of those being assigned at that time. 
Following this report the, Water Research Centre (WRc) began to investigate the extent of 
the problems and to propose solutions and strategies. In 1984, following a £10 million 
investment programme, the Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (SRM) was published; this was 
the first coherent attempt to lay down procedures for the assessment and grading of sewers 
according to their importance and structural condition. The current, 3rd edition, of SRM (SRM 
III), as published in 1994, forms the basis for current UK sewerage practice with respect to 
the planning of sewer rehabilitation. (At the time of writing, the 4th edition of SRM is near 
completion, it is the author’s understanding that the overall approach recommended by the 
new edition will not differ significantly from the 3rd edition)
The sewerage rehabilitation strategy outlined in SRM III is based on the concept of ‘critical’ 
sewers. Critical sewers are typically those for which the cost of reconstruction following failure 
are highest i.e. the consequences of failure, in capital terms at least, are greatest. Typically, 
critical sewers make up around 20-25% of the network and have one or more of the following 
characteristics (WRc, 1994):
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• above average depth;
• bad ground and/or high water table;
• brick or stone construction;
• man entry size;
• close proximity to buildings or major underground services.
In general, CCTV investigation is targeted at critical sewers, those sewers shown to be in an 
unsatisfactory condition are then assessed and, if necessary, are programmed for 
rehabilitation. In this way, critical sewers are subject to a pro-active rehabilitation programme. 
The remaining 75-80% of sewers, the non-criticals, are maintained only on a reactive basis. 
Hence current practice attempts to strike a balance between reactive and proactive 
rehabilitation.
6
1.4 PROJECT RATIONALE AND RESEARCH AIMS
Water companies in the UK are under increasing pressure from stakeholders such as 
regulators, shareholders and customers, to find efficiencies in working practices which lead to 
cost savings, whilst continually improving levels of service. An increased knowledge of the 
factors associated with the structural deterioration and collapse of rigid sewer pipes may 
assist in maximising the benefit of proactive sewer rehabilitation by helping identify those 
sewers most likely to fail structurally.
The overall research objective of this project may be defined as:
To identify, and investigate, the factors which influence sewer deterioration and
instances of sewer collapse’
The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those sewers most at risk, 
allowing survey investigation, and hence sewer rehabilitation, to be directed more effectively.
A further objective may be defined as:
To assess the general viability of the development of a predictive model for sewer collapse 
as part of an overall rehabilitation strategy’
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1.5 THESIS STRUCTURE
The overall structure of this volume of the portfolio is summarised in Figurel .2.
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Figure 1.2 Volume I overall thesis structure
Chapter 2 provides a detailed assessment of the current state of knowledge regarding the 
factors influencing rigid sewer pipe deterioration and collapse by reviewing the available 
literature. This serves as a general literature review, although brief, more specific, literature 
reviews are included in Chapters 6 and 7 which are relevant to the specific nature of the work 
discussed there. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe four distinct sections of work, which, in 
different but complementary ways, all assess the association of various factors with the 
structural deterioration and collapse of rigid sewer pipes. Chapter 7 consists of a general 
discussion and comparison of the results gained, as well as describing the practical 
significance of the results in terms of the development of predictive tools for sewer structural 
condition. Chapter 8 provides concise conclusions.
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2. CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE - A REVIEW OF THE FACTORS 
INFLUENCING THE STRUCTURAL DETERIORATION AND COLLAPSE
OF RIGID SEWER PIPES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter aims to identify and describe the numerous varied factors that have been 
recognised as influencing the structural stability of rigid sewer pipes in the field, by 
summarising the available technical literature. Where relevant, published work concerning the 
structural stability of buried pipes in general has also been considered. Areas of contention 
and uncertainty will be identified, as will deficiencies in current understanding.
Following a brief description of the general process of rigid sewer pipe failure, the factors 
thought to influence rigid sewer pipe stability will be considered in three main groups, namely, 
construction features, local external factors and other factors.
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2.2 THE STRUCTURAL FAILURE OF RIGID SEWER PIPES
In 1983, following a £10 million investment programme (Serpente, 1994), the first edition of 
the WRc’s Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (SRM) was published. This was the first coherent 
attempt to lay down procedures for the assessment and grading of sewers according to their 
importance and structural condition. The background work leading to production of the 
manual incorporated both field studies and laboratory/theoretical work (Jones, 1994); some of 
this being published in the form of technical papers and reports which provide more detailed, 
supplementary information to the general guidance provided by the SRM. This pattern has 
continued as the SRM has proceeded to its current third edition published in 1994; knowledge 
of the condition of the sewer network and the causes and extent of structural deterioration 
having greatly improved since the first publication (Hoffman & Lemer, 1992). Although 
numerous authors have published important work within the field, the identification of the 
basic mechanism by which sewers deteriorate and fail is generally attributed to the WRc. A 
description of this mechanism is reproduced here.
The 3 stage ‘process of sewer collapse’ has been documented by Jones (1985), Hoffman & 
Lemer (1992), WEF/ASCE (1994) and Serpente (1994) as well as by successive editions of 
the SRM from the first in 1983.
STAGE 1 -  an initial defect
Collapse of a sewer normally originates where an initial, often minor, defect allows further 
deterioration to occur.
STAGE 2 -  deterioration
Deterioration often involves the loss of support from the surrounding soil. This is discussed in 
more detail below.
STAGE 3 -  collapse
Collapse is often triggered by some random event that may not be related to the cause of the 
deterioration. Therefore, it is not possible to predict when a sewer will collapse. However, it is 
feasible to judge whether a sewer has deteriorated sufficiently for collapse to be likely.
Typical structural defects for rigid pipe sewers are identified in Table 2.1. A standard 
procedure for defect identification and recording is provided by the WSA/FWR ‘Manual of 
sewer condition classification’ (1993a).
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Defect Description
Longitudinal Cracks 
& Fractures
Tension Cracks
Circumferential 
Cracks 
& Fractures 
Broken Pipes
Socket Bursting 
Deformed Pipes
May occur at springing level as well as at the crown and invert. In CCTV 
surveys, any defect at invert level is likely to be obstructed by the flow 
(Jones, 1984). A result of excessive ‘crushing’ or ‘ring’ stress (WSA/FWR, 
1993).
Cracks are diagonal and spread from the point of overload which is often 
a hard spot beneath the pipe (White, 1974).
Relative vertical movement of successive lengths of pipe causing cracks 
and/or fractures due to excessive shear or bending stresses. Most likely 
to occur near joints (WRc, 1994).
Occurs when pieces of a cracked or fractured pipe visibly move from their 
original position. Normally represents a further stage in deterioration of a 
cracked or fractured pipe and is a very serious defect (Jones, 1984). 
Excessive pressure inside the joint due to the expansion of the jointing 
material may cause a bursting failure of the socket (White, 1974).
Occurs when a longitudinally cracked or fractured pipe loses the support 
of the surrounding ground (Serpente, 1994)
Table 2.1 Typical defects in rigid pipe sewers
Trott et al (1982) described how a longitudinally cracked sewer can sustain a vertical load 
well in excess of that necessary to initiate cracking, providing that the soil on either side is 
sufficiently stiff. There is general agreement that the load carrying capacity of an in situ sewer 
derives partly from the intrinsic strength of the pipe, and partly from the strengthening effect 
of the materials in which the pipe is embedded (Olliff, 1982). Serpente (1994) stressed that in 
assessing the structural condition of a sewer the state of the surrounding ground is of 
fundamental importance and, hence, the loss of support from such ground may have serious 
consequences.
The loss of ground into a defective sewer can result in the formation of voids or zones of low 
density soil adjacent to the sewer which permit progressive deformation of the defective 
sewer (WRc, 1994). In general terms, it is thought that the typical process involves the 
passage of water from the surrounding ground through defects in the sewer wall, and the 
transport of soil particles with the water (WEF/ASCE, 1994). The main factors that affect the 
rate of soil loss into the sewer are thought to be (Serpente, 1994):
• sewer defect size;
• hydraulic conditions;
- water table
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- frequency and magnitude of surcharge 
• soil properties.
Water that leaks into the sewer system through defects in pipework and manholes is known 
as infiltration (Fiddes & Simmonds, 1981), Fenner (1990) reported that it is most likely 
through a pipe joint.
Figure 2.1 CCTV image of infiltration into a sewer
Infiltration is most often related to a high groundwater level but can also be influenced by 
storm events or leaking water mains (WEF/ASCE, 1994). The magnitude of infiltration can be 
considerable, Reynolds (1995) described a case where infiltration accounted for over 75% of 
total sewer flow. A prerequisite for the passage of groundwater and, potentially, soil into the 
sewer is that the sewer is defective (Serpente, 1994). Much of the guidance within the second 
and third editions of SRM concerning ground loss was based on the work described by 
Rogers (1986) which examined the relationship between the internal condition of a defective 
sewer, the ground condition around it, and the internal hydraulic regime. The experimental 
work described by Rogers (1986) is divided into the two distinct sections referred to as ‘small’ 
and ‘large’ scale tests. The small scale tests used apparatus which consisted of a rectangular 
box of approximately 600mm x 300mm x 150mm with an adjustable slot in the base to mimic 
a sewer pipe fracture. Soil was packed into the box and water pressure applied to the upper 
surface of the soil. The large scale tests used apparatus consisting of a rectangular box made
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of two parallel transparent sides 1440mm x 2226mm connected by a base and sides 200mm 
deep. A 150mm diameter pipeline ran through the box parallel to its shortest side, this 
simulating a cross-section through a pipe in the ground. The pipe had a longitudinal crack in 
the crown and was surrounded with soil, the groundwater level and the flow level in the pipe 
could be varied. Effectively, the second experimental set up allowed the effects of surcharge 
and reverse flow through the defect to be investigated. Surcharging occurs when a sewer 
cannot, hydraulically, meet the demands made on it and the flow type changes from free 
surface gravity flow to pressure flow (Delleur, 1989). Assuming that the sewer is defective, 
sewage is then likely to exfiltrate into the surrounding ground (Reynolds, 1995) provided that 
the pressure head is sufficient. Rogers (1986) also presented the conclusions from a number 
of site inspections of deteriorated sewers in support of the laboratory findings.
Jones (1984) summarised the different processes of soil loss in cohesionless and cohesive 
soils. In soils with little or no cohesion, movement of soil particles occurs. This can take the 
form of migration of fine soil particles through a coarse soil matrix, or the washing out of 
particles of all sizes. In soils which have significant cohesion, erosion of soil particles can 
occur. This takes the form of attack on surfaces of soil exposed to flowing water. Erosion 
occurs when the cohesive attraction of surface particles is overcome by flow. A detailed 
description of how different soils, from fine granular to high plasticity clays, perform under 
various hydraulic conditions and different defect sizes is given by Rogers (1986). The 
summary information given in the third edition of SRM is reproduced as Tables 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4 below. Figure 2.2 depicts a sewer pipe deteriorating to the point of collapse due to 
deformation.
Sewer Defect Size Risk o f Ground Loss
HIGH
Severe Defects (>10mm)
Large Defects (5 - 10mm)
Medium Defects (2 - 5mm)
Small Defects (0 - 2mm)
LOW
Table 2.2 The effect o f sewer defect size on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
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Hydraulic Surcharge Risk o f Ground Loss
HIGH
Frequent, high magnitude
Frequent, low magnitude
Occasional, high magnitude
Occasional, low magnitude
Never
LOW
Table 2.3 The effect of hydraulic surcharge on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
Soil Type Risk o f Ground Loss
HIGH
Silts, silty fine sands or fine sands
Medium to coarse sands
Low plasticity clays (Plasticity Index <15)
Fine to medium gravels
Well graded sandy gravels
Medium to high plasticity clays (Plasticity Index
>15)
All clays if sewer constructed by tunnelling
LOW
Table 2.4 The effect of soil type on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
STAGE 1
Cracking caused by poor practice, 
overloading or disturbance. Sewer 
remains supported by surrounding 
ground.
STAGE 2
Infiltration or infiltration/exfiltration 
caused by surcharge transports soil 
particles into sewer. Loss of side 
support, further deformation, cracks 
become fracture.
STAGE 3
Further loss of side support allows 
further deformation. Once exceeds 10% 
pipe becomes increasingly likely to 
collapse.
Figure 2.2 Deformation of cracked sewer pipe (WRc, 1994)
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2.3 CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
2.3.1 Load transfer
There are four principal situations in which a pipeline may be installed (WSA/FWR, 1993):
• in a ‘narrow’ trench which is subsequently backfilled;
• in a ‘wide’ trench or on the surface of ground over which an embankment is subsequently 
built;
• in a trench in ground over which an embankment is subsequently built;
• constructed by trenchless methods such as pipe jacking, heading or tunneling.
The loading on a buried pipe is influenced by the soil surrounding the pipe and the shape and 
size of any excavation, the load transmitted varying by as much as a factor of ten (Kennedy, 
1971). Considerable research activity regarding the transfer of loads has taken place since 
the publication, in 1913, of Marston’s earth-load theory for pipes in ditches. Despite this, the 
work of Marston (1913 & 1930), and later, Spangler (1964) at Iowa State University is still 
very much in evidence in the design methods used in the UK (BSEN 1295-1, 1998) for the 
first three of the methods listed above. There would appear to be no formal design method in 
use for the trenchless technique (WSA/FWR, 1993).
The work conducted at Iowa concerned the application of soil arching concepts to the design 
of buried pipes. A brief description of the arching mechanism was provided by Terzaghi 
(1943) and is reproduced below, a more detailed description of general soil arching theory 
was given by McKelvey (1994).
“When one part of the support of a soil mass yields while the remainder stays in 
place, the soil adjoining the yielding part moves out of its original position between 
adjacent stationary masses of soil. The relative movement within the soil is opposed 
by a shearing resistance within the zone of contact between the yielding and the 
stationary masses. Since the shearing resistance tends to keep the yielding mass in 
its original position, it reduces the pressure on the yielding part of the support and 
increases the pressure on the adjoining stationary part. This transfer of pressure 
from a yielding mass of soil onto adjoining stationary parts is commonly called the 
arching effect” (Terzaghi, 1943).
A diagrammatic representation of what Marston and Spangler described as ‘ditch conduits’ is 
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Ground surface
Trench fill
Shear
Planes
Natural ground
Figure 2.3 ‘Ditch’ or ‘Narrow Trench’ conditions (Spangler, 1964)
By equating the forces acting upward to those acting downward, a linear differential equation 
may be created from which an expression for the earth load acting on a conduit in a relatively 
narrow trench may be found. In effect, the load resultant on the pipe is less than that of the 
prism of soil directly above the pipe due to the frictional forces mobilised along the sides of 
the trench. This is known as positive arching or the ‘narrow trench’ case and has obvious 
benefits to pipe designers. The maximum value of the vertical shearing force is the shear 
strength between the backfill and the trench sides, this maximum value defines the limiting 
amount of arch support which is available to help carry the weight of the backfill. The planes 
along which relative movements are assumed to occur are imaginary vertical planes 
extending upward from the sides of the trench. It is, therefore, apparent that as the trench 
width is increased, the proportion of total soil load that the arch support may carry, decreases 
and hence the load on the pipe increases. If trench width increases greatly then this load 
becomes unrealistically high.
Marston also developed formulae for the scenario where a pipe is laid on the surface of the 
ground over which an embankment is subsequently built, as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Top of embankment
Shear
Planes
_ Before loading 
After loading
Natural ground
Figure 2.4 ‘Embankment’ or ‘Wide Trench’ conditions (Young & O’Reily, 1983)
In general, as the embankment settles, the natural ground will settle slightly and the pipe will 
settle into its foundation. The soil at the sides of the pipe will be compressed and the system 
will continue to settle downwards until equilibrium is reached. As settlement takes place, there 
is relative movement of the prisms of soil directly over the pipe and on both sides of the pipe. 
In this case the planes along which relative movements occur are assumed to extend 
upwards from either side of the pipe, as in Figure 2.4. If the pipe is rigid, the side prisms 
settle downwards with respect to the centre prism and ‘drag’ the centre prism downward. The 
result is that the load on the pipe is greater than the weight of the prism of soil directly over 
the pipe. This is known as negative arching and is assumed to occur not only in the case of 
an embankment, but also in the case of a ‘wide’ trench.
Marston’s equations are considered to give conservative values for the soil loads transmitted 
to buried pipes (Allan, 1984). Olliff (1992) reported that substantial differences in the pipe load 
result from variations in the assumption regarding the value attached to the coefficient of 
lateral earth pressure, and to the distribution of the backfill pressure between the pipe itself 
and the sidefill between the pipe and the trench walls. Olliff also suggested that the method of 
load measurement used in the Iowa tests accounts for the fact that not since the original tests 
have any other researchers demonstrated experimental loads as high as those predicted by 
Marston. Gumbel (1983), in a discussion of arching analysis, questioned the assumption of 
vertical sliding surfaces in the embankment case and cites experimental work (Yoshikoshi, 
1976) which confirmed that no sliding takes place on vertical planes. Rather, it was suggested 
that a soil arch operates by virtue of the relative compression of concentric layers of fill and
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does not involve any shear failure. Two other references are given, Duncan (1979) and Selig 
et al (1978), that confirm the ‘inadequacy’ of the prism load concept. Much of the research 
conducted within the field has concentrated on the use of elastic models and the nature of the 
soil-pipe interaction. Such work has included the development of finite element models 
(Krizek & McQuade, 1978, Moore & Booker, 1987), laboratory studies (described in section 
6.2.2) and field work (described in section 6.2.4). Despite this, our understanding of the 
transfer of soil loads and soil-pipe interaction remains incomplete (Read & Vickridge, 1997).
2.3.2 Standard of workmanship
As well as the manner of construction being important in influencing the structural stability of 
a sewer pipe, the standard of workmanship may also be a crucial factor (Boden et al 1977). 
Boden et al (1975) stated that deficiencies in site practice may lead to leakage at joints, to 
structural defects and possibly to complete structural failure. In a report concerning the 
primary causes of sewer failure at 151 different sites, Britton (1982) went so far as to say 
that, “construction workmanship is the primary cause of sewer collapse...” Examples of poor 
construction include (NWC, 1982):
• not removing rocks and tree roots from trenches;
• laying pipes to gradients other than design gradients;
• supporting pipe sockets on bricks or blocks;
• not consolidating bedding material sufficiently or uniformly;
• not completing pressure tests to a sufficient standard;
• damaging pipe with excavator bucket when consolidating backfill;
• backfilling whole trench before starting compaction.
Hammad (1995) explained how construction methods in the 19th century may sometimes 
have contributed to the formation of voids around the pipe due to:
• timbers left in trenches decaying with time;
• sub drains not being removed or filled;
• voids between permanent and temporary works not being adequately filled and 
compacted.
A further concern relates to the fact that although ‘narrow’ trench conditions may be specified 
they are not always obtained in the field (Jones, 1986). Jones (1985) described an 
investigation of the failure of a 1.8m diameter reinforced concrete pipe at a motorway 
junction. It was found that the trench conditions assumed in design had not been obtained on 
site, resulting in structural failure. Gumbel (1983), however, stressed that there is no real 
advantage to be gained from specifying narrow trench construction and that over excavation 
of specified trench widths is not a major cause of rigid pipe failures. He suggested that, while
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friction at the walls of a narrow trench reduces the vertical load appreciably, it also reduces 
the horizontal load, so that the difference or distortional load on the pipe is virtually 
unchanged from the embankment conditions.
2.3.3 Sewer size
A number of authors have investigated the relationship between sewer size and structural 
stability. Lester & Farrar (1979), in an examination of the defects observed in six kilometres of 
sewers found little association between defect frequency and pipe diameter. In a similar 
study, but involving a much larger sewer sample length of 180km, O’Reilly et al (1989), found 
that the incidence of longitudinal cracks and fractures increased with diameter. It was also 
found that fractures were much more common than cracks in the larger sizes. When all 
defects were considered O’Reilly et al (1989) found that the ‘middle’ range of diameters (300 - 
700mm) showed more defects than the smaller or larger pipes. Balmer & Meers (1982), 
however, provided evidence which suggested that, within their sample of 606km of sewer in 
the Severn Trent area, it was larger sewers that were the more structurally sound. In all of 
these studies, few explanations are advanced for the findings. Whetman (1979) provided 
anecdotal evidence to suggest that larger pipes are more at risk to structural damage due to 
their bulk and weight making them more difficult to lay accurately.
2.3.4 Sewer depth
In investigating the effect of depth on sewer structural condition, O’Reilly et al (1989) found a 
steady decreasing defect rate to a depth of 5.5m below which, the defect rate began 
increasing with depth. It was suggested that the first occurrence probably reflected the 
decreasing influence of surface factors such as road traffic and utility/surface maintenance 
activity. The second occurrence or pattern was explained by the increasing effect of 
overburden pressure or problems arising from the construction of sewers in headings. Lester 
& Farrar(1979) also found the frequency of defects to decrease with increasing depth and 
Fenner & Sweeting (1999) and Fenner et al (2000) described sewers at depths of less than 
2m as having higher than average failure rates. Jones (1984) suggested that, in shallow 
sewers, the effect of seasonal moisture variations in the soil surround may be significant. In 
an analysis of over 4400 sewer failures, Anderson & Cullen (1982) reported that 65% of all 
incidents occurred at a depth of 2m or less and 25% from 2 to 4m deep, although no 
indication is given of overall sewer depth distribution. Changes in cover depth may also be 
important in determining a sewer’s structural stability. Britton (1982), in a report describing the 
results of sewer collapse investigations carried out by WRc engineers, reported that at a 
number of sites considerable depths of fill, placed after sewer design and construction, had 
been noted.
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2.3.5 Sewer bedding
All sewer pipes require proper bedding so as to have adequate structural support to ensure 
that their long term structural performance is in accordance with the assumptions made 
during the structural design analysis (WSA/FWR, 1993). The bedding also facilitates the 
laying of pipes to the required line and level (Jones, 1986). BS EN 1295-1 (1998) describes 
six bedding classes for rigid sewer pipes, namely classes D, N, F, B, S & A, which use four 
main groups of bedding materials: selected backfill, all in granular, granular and concrete 
(details of these are reproduced in Appendix B). Falconer & McMilllan (1984) reported that 
class B bedding was amongst the most common in the UK, this being a single size granular 
cradle type bedding. Each of the six bedding classes is assigned a ‘bedding factor’ ranging 
from 1.1 (class D) to 3.4 (class A, reinforced). This bedding factor is effectively the ratio of the 
strength of the pipe given the specified bedding, to its strength when measured in the 
standard crushing test as specified in BS EN 295-3 (1991) for clay pipes. The bedding factor 
is determined by the effectiveness with which the bedding materials and backfill around the 
pipe distribute the loads and support pressures acting on it; the more uniformly these are 
distributed around the pipe the lower will be the bending moments produced and the higher 
the bedding factor (Young & O’Reilly, 1983).
In the UK, a significant amount of research concerning bedding factors has been conducted 
by the Clay Pipe Development Association (cpda), often in collaboration with the WRc and/or 
the British Ceramic Research Association (BCRA). Such work is described in publications by 
Bland & Picken (1973), Bland (1981), Sheppard et al (1984) and Bland (1986). The majority 
of the work concerns loading tests carried out in large concrete test pits, the work by 
Sheppard et al (1984) concerned a finite element model of such tests. Investigations of the 
adequacy of the bedding factors quoted in standards have been carried out by a number of 
authors. Jeyapalan & Jiang (1987) and Allan (1984) reported that bedding factors used in 
design are, in general, overly conservative. This view is partly supported by Jones (1986), but 
it is pointed out that changes in practice should only take place given an improved 
understanding of current levels of workmanship and site supervision. The work conducted by 
Bland (1986) incorporated a test where pipes were purposely laid with voids beneath a 
socket. In otherwise normal class B conditions, the pipe was found to have a bedding factor 
of 1.35, 29% lower than the design value used at that time. As a result of tests carried out by 
the National Clay Pipe Institute in the United States, Sikora (1979) reported that flooding of 
the bedding material led to decreases in the bedding factor for all bedding types. It was also 
noted that sand bedding may cause problems because of its bulking effect at varying 
moisture contents. Sikora (1979) also compared the relative performance of angular and 
rounded granular bedding material and found a higher bedding factor for the angular material. 
This was thought to be due to angular materials having a natural stability that enables the 
bedding to resist displacement and retain more of its pipe supporting ability. Jones (1986)
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described how inadequate attention to bedding material choice in relation to native ground 
conditions is a common cause of sewer structural failure. An extreme example was cited in 
the use of 40mm aggregate in a native ground consisting of silty sands with a high water 
table, water flow within the bedding causing the erosion of supporting soil from around the 
sewer. The flow of sewage into bedding material was investigated by Rauch & Stegner 
(1994). It was found that the grain size of the bedding material had a strong influence on the 
exfiltration rate, larger particles allowing a higher flow rate.
Fenner (1991) compared the patterns of soil migration and infiltration into sewers laid on 
minimum beddings with similar pipes laid in beddings incorporating full granular surrounds. 
Results of an experimental programme showed that in the event of a pipeline defect 
developing on a sewer laid on a minimum bedding, rapid stabilisation of the backfill material 
surrounding the pipe can occur. This in turn leading to a rapid attenuation of infiltration. It was 
suggested, therefore, that minimum beddings are preferred to granular beddings, which can 
help to maintain infiltration for long periods of time.
2.3.6 Sewer material
As previously mentioned, the vast majority of sewers in the UK may be considered as ‘rigid’. 
Read & Vickridge (1997) estimated that 92% of sewers in England and Wales are 
constructed from either clay (78%) or concrete (14%). Both materials have been in use for 
some time, Riley (1981) reported that clay pipes were first introduced in approximately 1850, 
and concrete pipes some 50 years later. A summary of the advantages and limitations of 
modern clay and concrete pipes, as outlined in the WSA/FWR ‘Materials Selection Manual for 
Sewers, Pumping Mains and Manholes’ (1993) is displayed below as Table 2.5.
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Material Advantages Disadvantages
Clay Good crushing and beam strength Brittle and susceptible to impact
Fabric of pipe is inert and therefore damage, not suitable for above ground
resistant to attack from almost all applications unless protected
chemicals Heavy. Larger sizes require use of lifting
Good abrasion resistance equipment
Not affected by temperature Spigot mouldings may be vulnerable to
May be stored uncovered 
Wide range of fittings available
on-site damage
Concrete Good crushing and beam strength Can be susceptible to lime leaching by
Resistant to attack from majority of sewage or groundwater, and to sulphate
common chemicals and acid attack
Good abrasion resistance Apart from small diameters, too heavy
May be used for above and below to be lifted manually
ground applications May crack or spall if handled incorrectly
May be stored uncovered 
Not affected by temperature
Difficult to cut on site
Table 2.5 Advantages and limitations o f modern clay and concrete pipes (WSA/FWR,
1993)
Of all the issues noted in Table 2.5, it is probably that of susceptibility to corrosion that has 
commanded most attention within the available literature. Perkins (1982) provided an 
overview of ‘corrosion problems in sewerage structures’ and also described preventative and 
remedial measures to address the problems. Saegrov (1999) and Parent (1982) described 
condition assessment programs for concrete sewers in Norway and Los Angeles respectively. 
Parent (1982) claimed that the primary cause of concrete sewer failure is the corrosive action 
of hydrogen sulphide. A detailed description of the hydrogen sulphide cycle, and how it may 
lead to the corrosion of cementitious materials, is provided by Pomperoy (1982). The cycle 
begins where, under anaerobic conditions, sulphide reducing bacteria present in slime layers 
and the sewage itself, reduce sulphates to form dissolved hydrogen sulphide. Hydrogen 
sulphide gas released from the sewage is then oxidised by bacteria in the presence of 
moisture to form sulphuric acid which may attack cementitious materials.
H2S + 202 -> H2S04
Parent (1987) reported that the strength of this corrosive action depends on several variables 
including sulphide concentration, pH, biological oxygen demand, residence time, temperature,
flow velocity and sewer configuration. Among the methods for preventing corrosion is that 
described by Sydney (1996) whereby the crown of a concrete sewer pipe is sprayed with a 
high pH mixture to deactivate the sulphur or sulphide-oxidising bacteria and neutralise the 
acid at the sewer crown.
Amongst the limited statistical investigations concerning sewer materials and structural 
defects, Balmer & Meers (1981) suggested that concrete sewers are more likely to be 
structurally sound than clay sewers. This result is partially supported by O’Reilly et al (1989), 
although in further analysis it is suggested that this is at least partly due to the fact that clay 
pipes within the sample were, as a whole, significantly older than the others.
2.3.7 Sewer joint type and material
A further sewer construction feature associated with sewer material is sewer joint type and 
joint type material. The main functions of a sewer joint are as follows (ASCE, 1982):
• to be water tight;
• to be durable;
• to be resistant to root intrusion.
Reynolds (1999) described how early clay sewer pipes were butt jointed with the joint 
sometimes sealed with clay. In the early 20th century, pipes with spigot and socket joints with 
puddled clay seals were developed, tarred gasket helping to keep the pipe concentric. Rigid 
jointing of both clay and concrete pipes was also developed around this time, the joints being 
cemented in position. Flexible joints were developed in the 1950s (Fenner, 1990) to provide a 
degree of flexibility in line and level, their use is now almost universal. Lester & Farrar (1979) 
provided a graphical representation of how joint types have changes over the past 100 or so 
years, this is reproduced below as Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Joint types and construction period (Lester & Farrar, 1979)
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Quick (1979) described how the watertightness of a modern flexible joint is dependent on the 
stress within the joint ring; it being essential that the correct sized ring is used, and that the 
pipes are concentrically joined to distribute the stresses within the ring as near equally as 
possible. The same author also voiced doubts over the long term effectiveness of both 
natural and synthetic rubber sealing rings, some rings exhibiting fine cracks after only one 
years immersion in domestic sewage. Perkins (1982) pointed out that although clay pipes are 
chemically resistant, the jointing compounds should be carefully considered in relation to 
aggressive conditions in the sewers and sub-soil, some jointing compounds being vulnerable 
to organic solvents and bacteria. Park & Lee (1998), in describing a sewer evaluation and 
rehabilitation strategy for Seoul, Korea, cited improper selection of joint type as the major 
cause of joint related structural defects.
2.3.8 Sewer pipe section length
The structural design of rigid sewer pipes, as outlined by BS EN 1295 (1998), is effectively 
restricted to cross-sectional design. In practice, pipelines experience not only transverse 
loadings but also longitudinal loadings which produce beam bending, axial tension and 
compression (WSA/FWR, 1993). Due to the fact that precise pipe bedding conditions can be 
difficult to predict accurately, beam bending calculations are problematic and, therefore, it is 
assumed that longitudinal effects are covered by the factors of safety incorporated into the 
design of the pipe cross-section. Although longitudinal bending stresses increase with 
increasing pipe diameter, they do so at a slower rate than the increase in the pipe’s section 
modulus, hence pipes which have high length to diameter ratios may be more likely to suffer 
from excessive bending stresses (Young & O’Reilly, 1983). Jones (1986) commented that the 
question of how strong a pipe needs to be as a beam to perform satisfactorily in the field was 
not easily quantifiable. Despite the fact that this issue is well documented within the literature, 
there is little evidence of any numerical or statistical investigation of the effect of high pipe 
length to diameter ratios having taken place.
2.3.9 Sewer connections
BS EN 1610 (1997) gives general guidance on connections to pipes and manholes and states 
that. “Connections .... shall be made by using prefabricated components” (p9). The use of a 
purpose made section generally leads to a more stable sewer connection, although cracking 
may occur as a result of differential settlement and ground movement may result from the 
construction of a trench for installation (WRc, 1994). In general, though, many more problems 
are encountered with ad hoc connections, often formed by knocking a hole in the main sewer 
and connecting the branch into it, with or without a saddle piece or concrete surround (Jones, 
1984). The WEF/ASCE, ‘Existing Sewer Evaluation & Rehabilitation Manual’ (1994) 
described the provision of an ‘inadequate connection’ as an example of an initial sewer defect
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that may eventually lead to a complete structural failure. Britton (1982) reported that 20% of 
over 200 sewer collapses visited by WRc engineers were associated with connections. Lester 
& Farrar (1979) found that a third of all connections within a 6km sewer sample were 
defective, and went on to emphasise the importance of ensuring that all connections to 
sewers are constructed to an adequate standard. The frequency of defective connections 
was also investigated by O’Reilly et al (1989) who found that of 5567 connections examined, 
some 1280 (23%) were found to be faulty. A major conclusion of this study was that, “the 
elimination of connections and their substitution by junctions would remove a major source of 
structural defects in pipe sewers”.
Figure 2.6 CCTV image of a defective, intruding connection
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2.4 LOCAL EXTERNAL FACTORS
2.4.1 Surface use
Sewers may be found in a variety of locations including beneath roads, footpaths, fields, 
gardens, and even beneath buildings and railway lines. The purpose to which the ground 
above a sewer is put will obviously affect the loads experienced by the sewer, changes in 
land use over time may also result in load variations. Sparrow & Everitt (1977) described 
how, for sewers beneath roads, the amount of vibration caused by passing traffic affected the 
rate of growth of any voids which may surround the sewer.
O’Reilly et al (1989) investigated the frequency of structural defects at various locations and 
expressed surprise that structural defects were more frequent beneath gardens than under 
roads. It was suggested that the high incidence of defects in gardens may stem from 
disturbance either during house construction or at a later date. The frequency of defects 
under premises was also found to be high, highlighting the undesirability of ‘building over’.
2.4.2 Surface loading and surface type
The location of a sewer will obviously affect the magnitude of surface loading to which it is 
subject; for sewers beneath roads the main component of such loading is likely to be that 
from traffic. The majority of design codes estimate the vertical stresses at pipe level caused 
by a wheel load by the method based on Boussinesq’s equations for the calculation of the 
distribution of stresses in a semi-infinite elastic homogenous material loaded from its surface 
(Young & O’Reilly, 1983). Clarke & Young (1962) used the Boussinesq method to develop 
loading charts, variations of which are still in use in BS EN 1295 (1998) Structural Design of 
Buried Pipelines Under Various Conditions of Loading, Part 1: General Requirements.
The Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL, now known as the Transport Research 
Laboratory) has been responsible for a number of reports concerning the effects of traffic on 
road structures and buried pipes, including those by Leonard et al (1974), Pocock et al, Nath 
(1981) and Taylor & Lawrence (1985). Leonard et al (1974) investigated the effect of vehicle 
weight on dynamic loading and vibrations in road structures for eight commercial vehicles 
with gross weights in the range 32 to 44 tons. In general no obvious relationship between 
gross vehicle weight and dynamic loading or vibrations was found; the dynamic behaviour of 
individual suspension systems proving to have the most influence on loading and vibrations. 
Pocock et al (1980) monitored the bending strain developed in a shallow buried pipeline due 
to static and rolling wheel loads. The measured bending strains were found to increase 
linearly with axle load, the strains for any given load tending to decrease with increasing 
vehicle speed. Maximum strains were always associated with pipes that had been 
deliberately poorly bedded. Taylor & Lawrence (1985) found that the response of an
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instrumented cast iron pipeline to heavy vehicles depended on several factors including the 
structure of the pavement, the depth of cover and the pipe bedding. Maximum strains of 13% 
of failure strain were recorded.
In numerical analysis, O’Reilly et al (1989) found that increases in traffic flow appear to have 
been associated with a small increase in structural defect rates in principal and non-principal 
roads by comparison with other roads. However, the defect rate under trunk roads was found 
to be low, the suggestion being made that this was due to stronger road pavements and 
greater care in design and construction at such locations. This result is partially supported by 
Lester & Farrar (1979) who reported a greater incidence of cracked and fractured sewers for 
main roads when compared to through and minor roads, although no distinction between 
main and trunk roads was made.
The effect of loads experienced during construction has been considered by a number of 
authors, including Trott & Gaunt (1975) and Trott & Gaunt (1976), who monitored the 
performance of two sewers through construction to surface reinstatement and beyond. It was 
found that the most severe loading conditions occurred during the construction period, this 
being due to the heavy construction traffic traversing the pipes before the road was 
completed. Despite the fact that there is general recognition in the design guides that loads 
from construction vehicles can be significant, there is little formal guidance available for 
estimating such loads. Allen (1984) comments that most designers would be reluctant to 
increase project costs to cater for a temporary loading condition.
2.4.3 Water mains bursts and leakage
Serpente (1994) identified a ‘water main break’ as an example of a random event that often 
triggers the third stage in the process of a sewer collapse, the actual collapse itself. This view 
is supported by Jones (1984) who commented that, “...events such as bursts or leakage from 
water mains may have a profound influence on the stability of sewers in the vicinity.” This 
inter-relationship between sewers and water mains is also identified by Sellek (1981). Koeper 
et a/(1983) and Sparrow & Everitt (1977) provided further detail on this relationship by 
describing how water from a pressurised main may cause the formation of voids in soil 
surrounding a sewer by the washing away of soil or the compaction of adjacent soil. Failures 
stemming from water main leaks may occur rapidly or over a long period depending on the 
degree of water loss from the main (Koeper et al, 1983). Sellek (1981), however, commented 
that it was often difficult to establish, at the scene of a sewer collapse, whether the water 
main had burst first or whether the sewer had collapsed and caused the water main to 
fracture. Despite numerous authors commenting on this relationship, there appears to be little 
evidence of any detailed statistical or numerical study of the association having been 
completed.
2.4.4 Ground disturbance
Ground movements associated with trench excavations and the effect on nearby buried 
services has been investigated within a number of technical papers, including those by 
Rumsey (1982), Rumsey & Cooper (1982), Symons et al (1982) and Rumsey et al (1982). 
Rumsey et al (1982) identified four stages of movement caused by trenching:
• as excavation proceeds and before support is installed;
• as the ground moves into contact with the support system and as the support system 
deflects under load;
• as the trench support is withdrawn and the trench backfilled;
• after backfilling depending on the nature and the quality of the backfill and the 
groundwater conditions.
Movement may continue to occur until such time as the stresses in the backfill, and those in 
the surrounding ground, have equalised. Rumsey (1982) described procedures to minimise 
ground movements at each stage in the pipeline construction process.
Full scale trenching trials in London clay conducted by Symons et al (1982) showed that 
zones of movement normal to the trench extended to a distance of 2 -  2.5 times the trench 
depth on each side, with lateral movements extending slightly further than settlements. 
Deflections of up to 60mm were recorded in nearby pipelines and ground movements of up to 
150mm were measured. In similar field experiments, Rumsey & Cooper (1982) reported 
horizontal ground movements of up to 120mm and vertical movements of up to 230mm for a 
5.5m deep, 3.5m wide trench in a soft, sandy clay with hydraulic trench support. According to 
Rumsey et al (1982), the amount of ground movement at any point will depend on the: 
distance from the trench wall, depth below ground level, geometry of the trench, soil type and 
properties, method of excavation, ground support, standard of construction and level of 
supervision. Farrar (1981) provided some measurements of differential settlement above 
reinstated sewer trenches on the public highway. Of the thirteen trenches studied, the 
surfaces of four were found to have failed within one year (two within ten days) while those 
remaining suffered differential settlement of up to 16mm over one year and 23mm over four 
years.
2.4.5 Groundwater level
As previously described, water flowing through defects may cause ground loss and a 
subsequent lack of support to the sewer through a loss in soil density or the formation of a 
void. If the natural groundwater level lies, either permanently or intermittently, above sewer 
level then there is a source of water available for infiltration. The likelihood of a stable void
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occurring depends, in part, on the position of the water table, the following points being 
important (Jones, 1984):
• in the long term all unsupported voids below the water table are unstable;
• above the water table, voids in clay soils are generally stable. In fine or well graded 
granular soils, voids may exist through capillary suction.
Rogers (1986) made a detailed assessment of the effect of different groundwater levels on 
soil loss, for various soil types, as part of his experimental work already described. These 
experiments resulted in the much simplified guidance given by the Sewerage Rehabilitation 
Manual (WRc, 1994) which is reproduced below as Table 2.6.
Water Table Risk o f Ground Loss
HIGH
Above sewer
Close to sewer
Below sewer
LOW
Table 2.6 The effect of groundwater level on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
2.4.6 Ground conditions
As well as influencing the risk of ground loss into a sewer, as described earlier, soil type may 
influence the stability of a sewer in a number of other ways. For instance, a sewer may 
become subject to various stresses if the ground within which it is built undergoes shrinkage 
and/or swelling. This is an effect associated with particle hydration in clay soils (TRRL, 1973) 
and is due to adsorbed layers of water on clay particle surfaces growing during the wetting of 
a clay and shrinking during loss of moisture due to evaporation or transpiration from 
vegetation. A related effect was documented by Monie & Clark (1974) who completed 
laboratory and field studies to investigate the loads on underground pipes due to frost 
penetration. It was found that the freezing of soil moisture caused an expansion of the soil, 
thereby resulting in the imposition of vertical forces on underground pipe structures. The 
effects of cold weather on underground pipeline failures was also investigated by Bhmanyar & 
Edil (1983). Rajani & Zhan (1996) proposed two methods for estimating frost load effects in 
trenches and under roadways. It was found that, in the case of a trench, the frost load 
developed primarily as a consequence of different frost susceptibilities of trench backfill and 
sidefill, and the interactions at the trench backfill-sidefill interface.
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2.4.7 Soil I backfill type
O’Reilly et al (1989) described the distribution of structural defects within 8 broad soil types 
for 180km of sewer. It was found that, with the exception of two very small samples in rock 
and in fill, the defect rate was somewhat higher on clay than on chalk and sand. Gravel soils 
were associated with the lowest defect rate, the results supporting “engineering experience 
that such soils are the most tractable”. This outcome is partially supported by Balmer & 
Meers (1981) who also found sewers in clay soils to be the most problematic.
2.4.8 Root interference
Reed (1982) commented on the damage tree roots may cause to the fabric of a sewer, the 
pressure they exert sometimes being sufficient to break sewer pipes as they search out 
moisture. Sparrow & Everitt (1977) made similar comments.
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2.5 OTHER FACTORS
2.5.1 Sewage characteristics
Whilst domestic sewage is generally not aggressive to the fabric of sewer systems, the 
quality of the sewage varies from place to place and is dependent on several factors. It can 
vary from relatively weak domestic sewage, perhaps diluted with large quantities of 
stormwater or infiltration, to strong and potentially aggressive sewage with a high proportion 
of trade effluent (WSA/FWR, 1993). Table 2.7 describes typical composition for sewage in 
the UK.
pH range pH 6 to pH 9
Temperature range 5°C to 20°C
5 day BOD 300 to 400 mg/l
Organic sulphates 4mg/l
Inorganic sulphates 20mg/l
Sulphur contained in proteins 2mg/l
Total solids (dissolved and suspended) 1000mg/l 
Suspended solids 300mg/l
Table 2.7 Typical UK sewage composition (WSA/FWR, 1993)
The Materials Selection Manual for Sewers, Pumping Mains and Manholes (WSA/FWR, 
1993) also outlined sewage properties which may result in the attack of cementitious sewer 
materials such as concrete and asbestos cement. They are:
• pH < 5.5 and/or
• sulphate > 200mg/l and/or
• free C02 (mg/l) > 0.23 x carbonate hardness
2.5.2 Inappropriate maintenance methods
There is substantial evidence to prove that the use of inappropriate cleansing techniques has 
accelerated sewer deterioration (Reed, 1982). Methods that may be used for cleaning sewers 
include: jetting, rodding, flushing, winching, cutting, and hand maintenance. In recent years 
there has been some concern that the high water pressures sometimes involved in jetting 
may cause damage to some types of modem sewer materials. Jetting is primarily used to 
clear blockages or to displace sewer sediment which may significantly increase the risk of 
sewer surcharging. A discussion regarding the occurrence and behaviour of sewer sediments 
if provided by Verbanck et al (1994); a description of the theoretical basis for sewer self
cleansing gradients is given by Marriott (1994). Other cleansing techniques which may cause
damage to the fabric of a sewer include rodding, winching and cutting (WSA/FWR, 1991).
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Delleur (1994) identified ‘repeated rodding’ as an example of an event that may cause pipe 
rupture.
2.5.3 Age of sewer
The development of the UK sewerage system over so many years since its origin in the early 
19th century (Reynolds, 1999), has resulted in sewers of vastly varying ages being in service 
today. Read & Vickridge (1997) provided a summary of construction age information which is 
reproduced below in Table 2.8.
Construction period %
Pre 1914 22
1914-1945 26
Post 1945 52
Table 2.8 Construction period data for UK sewers (Read & Vickridge, 1997)
Reynolds (1999) described the history of UK sewer construction and highlights the major 
changes in approach through the years. Lester & Farrar (1979) found no evidence of a linear 
relationship between sewer age, divided into 20 year periods, and structurally damaged 
pipes, those sewers constructed between 1918 and 1939, the inter-war period, having the 
highest defect rate. O’Reilly et al (1989), however, reported more structural defects in older 
sewers, with a clear breakpoint in the trends at the end of the Second World War. The overall 
defect rate for the periods up to 1944 ranged between 7.4% and 11.3%; the overall defect 
rate in the following 25 years was 2.0% and in subsequent periods 0.6% and 1.2%. “Improved 
technology” is stated as the main reason for this trend. The sewer sample investigated by 
Balmer & Meers (1981) appears to show elements of the two trends identified by Lester & 
Farrar (1979) and O’Reilly et al (1989), old sewers and those laid in the 1940s and 1950s 
being identified as the most problematic.
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2.6 SUMMARY OF FACTORS
Table 2.9 below, summarises the factors thought to influence the structural deterioration and 
collapse of rigid sewer pipes as identified within this paper.
Construction Factors
Installation method 
Standard of workmanship 
Sewer size 
Sewer depth
Bedding material and type 
Sewer pipe material 
Joint type and material 
Pipe section length 
Connections
Local External Factors
Surface use
Surface loading (including 
construction traffic)
Surface type 
Traffic characteristics 
Water main bursts/leakage 
Ground movement 
Maintenance of other buried 
services
Groundwater level 
I nfiltration/Exfiltration 
Soil/Backfill type 
Root interference
Other Factors
Sewage characteristics 
Use of inappropriate 
maintenance methods 
Asset age 
Sediment level 
Surcharge
Table 2.9 Summary of factors identified
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS
The following general conclusions may be made.
• The factors that may influence the structural stability of a rigid sewer pipe are numerous 
and widely varied in nature.
• It would appear that many of the factors identified would be difficult to support 
comprehensively with data routinely collected or maintained by water companies.
• Detailed knowledge of the manner of the factor’s interaction in determining how sewer 
pipes, of various types, structurally deteriorate is relatively limited.
• Much of the research has been conducted by a small number of institutions including the 
Water Research Centre (WRc), Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) and Clay Pipe 
Development Association (cpda).
• A large proportion of the published research was produced in the late 1970s and 1980s
following the publication of the National Water Council (NWC) / Department of the
Environment (DoE) report, ‘Sewers and Water Mains -  A National Assessment’, in 1977.
• Statistical investigations concerning the association of construction features and other 
factors with sewer structural condition are limited to the small number highlighted within 
this report. These investigations amount to the analysis of little more than 1000km of 
sewer.
• The research completed highlights the fact that a sewer must be considered as a 
composite structure consisting of the pipe itself, the ground in which it is buried and the 
local environment.
• Evidence from studies of the effects of construction standards and construction traffic,
coupled with evidence from the limited asset age analyses completed, lead to the
suggestion that the concept of the ‘bathtub’ type failure curve (Figure 2.7) may be 
applicable to rigid sewer pipes, as identified by Dakers (1980).
Failure probability 
increases due to approach 
of end of useful life
Comparatively high 
failure probabilitydue 
to construction 
defects etc.3■&a
Steady, relatively low 
failure probability
Time
Figure 2.7 Bath tub curve
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• Given the lengthy anticipated asset service life, design assumptions regarding changeable 
variables such as depth of cover, surface loading, groundwater level and surface type 
should be made carefully.
If CCTV survey work and proactive sewer rehabilitation are to be directed most effectively in 
coming years, then it is essential that the factors associated with structural deterioration and 
failure are identified and understood. Such knowledge will also assist in the processes of risk 
identification, risk assessment and risk management essential for rational asset management.
Following the completion of the literature review it was thought that it would be beneficial if a 
series of visits to actual sewer collapse sites were made to provide a practical appreciation of 
the problem. The visits made are described in detail in the following chapter (Chapter 3), as 
are the objectives in making such visits.
3. SEWER COLLAPSE SITE VISITS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Visits to sewer collapse sites have been made throughout the course of the EngD, although 
the vast majority of visits were made within the first 2 years of the project. The main purpose 
of the visits was to provide the author with a practical appreciation of sewer collapse sites and 
the problems that result, both in terms of local disruption and in system repair and 
reinstatement. In addition, it was hoped that visits to collapse sites would provide an insight 
into the sewer deterioration and collapse process, allowing an initial feeling to be gained for 
the variety of factors involved and their relative importance. The third major purpose of the 
visits was to provide practical, anecdotal evidence to support the other sections of work 
described within this thesis.
This chapter describes the co-ordination of the site visits and details the range of information 
collected. Four visits are described in detail as case studies. The problems encountered with 
the visits and their level of success, in general terms, is discussed allowing conclusions to be 
drawn.
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3.2 THE SITE VISITS
3.2.1 Information collected
Notification of collapse events came from numerous personnel, mostly within Thames Water’s 
regional Customer Network Service (CNS) offices and Event Support Group, with whom 
contacts had been made over the course of a few months. Individuals were asked to contact 
the author by e-mail or mobile telephone whenever a suitable collapse was believed to have 
occurred. A suitable sewer collapse was defined as one which had taken place on a Thames 
Water sewer, on public (as opposed to private) land and was safe to view. Once notification 
had been received and the details confirmed, a visit was made to the site and relevant 
information collected whenever possible.
In general terms, the information recorded on site related to the factors identified in the 
literature review in Chapter 2, concerning construction features and local factors etc. In 
addition, though, and where possible, details concerning the specifics of the failure 
mechanics, such as the location and nature of fractures, was also recorded. The information 
was recorded on the form shown in Appendix C. The form also contains guidance notes (as 
shown) as the author was accompanied by a member of Thames Water Research & 
Technology staff on a number of visits. Also contained within Appendix C is the Risk 
Assessment / Hazard Identification Study completed for this work. Whilst on site, photographs 
of the collapse excavation and the local environment were taken wherever possible
Prior to any visits being made it was considered whether the work should include the 
collection of samples, such as bedding and backfill materials, for further analysis. It was 
decided that this would not form part of the work due to the issues associated with gaining the 
large number of samples necessary to form a meaningful and representative selection. 
Analysis of the samples would also have proved time consuming and costly, and would have 
been unlikely to lead to any firm conclusions regarding the effect of the parameter in question 
on the collapse.
Following each collapse visit, further background information was sourced, such information 
included od3c forms, GIS maps and local street maps as described below.
od3c form / failure report
The od3c form constituted the formal Thames Water method of reporting sewer collapse 
incidents until it was replaced by a computer based failure reporting system during the year 
1999 - 2000. An uncompleted copy of the od3c form is shown in Appendix C. The od3c 
records summary information regarding the nature of the collapse and, when in use, was 
generally completed by the engineer in charge of the sewer repair and reinstatement.
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GIS maps
Thames Water assets are digitally mapped on corporate GIS systems which show the general 
spatial layout of assets as well as asset attributes.
Local street maps
Typically A to Z type maps which show the local environment in reasonable detail.
A further important source of information, which was informally collected, was the views and 
opinions of the various Thames Water and contracting staff involved in the particular collapse 
being visited.
3.2.2 Visits made
In total, 15 site visits were made. This was a lower number than was initially envisaged due to 
a number of reasons. Firstly, the timing of site visits proved very difficult. In many cases, the 
breaking of the road surface and excavation to the point of collapse took a considerable 
amount of time, given local traffic considerations etc. This often meant that a number of days 
would pass before the collapsed pipe was exposed. The pipe would then only be visible for a 
period of minutes before being removed and replaced with a new section. The result of this 
was that a number of collapses were missed despite a significant amount of time being spent 
in pursuing them.
Secondly, it was found that a significant number of incidents initially reported as collapses 
were in fact found to be ‘hard blockages’. Of the 15 sites visited, 4 were later found to be hard 
blockages rather than collapses. Following a number of such incidents, it was found prudent 
to await confirmation of a ‘certain’ collapse before travelling to site.
Thirdly, but perhaps most importantly, after the 15 visits had been made it was apparent that 
very little new was being learned with each visit. Therefore, even though each collapse 
continued to be of interest, it was decided the time involved with ‘chasing’ and visiting 
collapses would be better spent on alternative endeavours.
Of the 11 ‘successful’ sewer collapse site visits made, four have been written up as Case 
Studies. These studies have been chosen as providing a reasonable representation of the 
sites visited in total.
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3.3 CASE STUDIES
3.3.1 York Road, Barnet
3.3.1.1 Event notification
Notification of a sewer collapse in the London Borough of Barnet was received by e-mail on 
12th February 1999. The collapse had been found following a CCTV investigation which was 
conducted after repeated foul flooding to a local residential property. Repair and 
reinstatement was being controlled by an engineer at Thames Water’s Waltham Cross 
Regional Design Centre, who was contacted for further information. A visit was made to the 
site on 15th February 1999. The completed sewer collapse inspection form is copied in 
Appendix C, as is the od3c form.
3.3.1.2 Local environment
The Borough of Barnet is located on the northern edge of London, the collapse occurring on 
York Road, near the junction with Richmond Road, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Location of York Rd sewer collapse in Barnet
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Although York Road may be described as ‘lightly’ trafficked by local standards, it is part of a 
bus route and is a popular local ‘cut-through’. The local area is predominantly residential, 
nearby houses having an estimated year of construction of 1920.
Figure 3.2 shows the junction of York Road with Richmond Road, the road opening and 
excavation at the point of collapse can also be seen.
Figure 3.2 Junction of York Rd and Richmond Rd showing point of collapse
Also shown in Figure 3.2 are the traffic measures which were introduced; traffic lights being 
required due to the enforced closure of one side of York Road. The photograph also clearly 
shows a number of trees in close proximity to the point of collapse, there being 10 within 5m 
of the collapse point and 15 within 10m of the collapse point. The maximum height of the 
trees was estimated at 15m.
Figure 3.3 shows the collapse area from the opposite side to Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.3 Collapse site at York Rd
Of interest in Figure 3.3 is the evidence of traffic calming measure which have been 
introduced, notably the coloured road surfacing (8m x 3m) which forms part of a dummy 
junction which has been installed, allowing priority to vehicles climbing the hill. The actual 
point of collapse was in the area where cars descending the hill stop to give priority to 
vehicles approaching from the opposite direction. This is shown as a sketch in Figure 3.4.
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Richmond Rd
Coloured road patch TREES
Priority junctionArea of CollapseBollard
York Rd
TREES
RAILWAY LINES
Figure 3.4 Sketch of collapse site at York Rd
Running parallel with York Road is a 4 track railway, a distance of approximately 30m 
separating the road from the nearest track, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5 Railway lines running parallel to York Road
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The surfacing on York Road was a rolled asphalt.
3.3.1.3 Sewer description
The collapse occurred on the 300mm diameter foul sewer connecting manholes 
TQ126955704 and TQ26955701. The sewer was of clay material. Figure 3.6 shows the sewer 
layout and details as recorded on Thames Water’s corporate GIS system.
Based on the Ordnance Survey map with the Sanction o f the controller o f H .M . 
Stationery O ffice, licence no. W U 2 9 8 5 5 7 . Crown Copyright Reserved.
Figure 3.6 GIS asset map of York Rd collapse area
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The collapsed sewer utilised spigot and socket type jointing with a rubber seal. It was not 
possible to determine the length of individual pipe section lengths. The depth of cover to the 
sewer was approximately 2m. No connections to the sewer were visible within the excavated 
area, the nearest connection was believed to be approximately 8m away. The sewer was 
originally constructed in a trench, with clay forming both the native soil condition and the 
backfill material. Figure 3.7 shows the material excavated from the collapse site, which was 
found to contain less than 1 % stones by volume.
Figure 3.7 Material excavated from collapse site at York Rd
Excavated material also indicated that the sewer was laid within a granular bedding.
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3.3.1.4 Description of failure
Figure 3.8 shows a view into the excavated area.
Figure 3.8 View into the excavated area at York Rd
Although it was not possible to view the collapsed pipe in-situ, inspection of the remains of the 
sewer and discussions with Thames Water and contracting staff at the site, revealed that the 
pipe had suffered multiple fractures, resulting in a complete loss of structural integrity. On 
either side of the failure point were found further damaged pipe section lengths with open and 
displaced joints. The explorative CCTV inspection revealed that the sewer contained a large 
amount of debris in the form of silt.
No evidence of significant voids was found during excavation and no other utilities were 
visible within the excavated area. There was evidence, however, of minor tree roots within the 
excavated area. No groundwater was encountered during excavation and there was no 
evidence of bad construction practice.
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3.3.1.5 Possible reasons for failure
In this instance, there are numerous factors which may have contributed to the collapse. 
These include the obvious traffic calming measures, believed to have been introduced around 
18 months prior to the collapse, which may have caused initial damage to the sewer during 
resurfacing works. In addition, the failure point was located very close to the stopping point for 
the priority junction, which may have resulted in the sewer being subject to higher traffic loads 
than previously, slow moving or stationary traffic being known to result in more severe loading 
than faster traffic (see Chapter 2). As already mentioned, the road is also part of a bus route. 
The presence of silt within the sewer suggests that surrounding ground may have been 
transported into the sewer, although no significant voids were encountered during excavation, 
and no inconsistencies in the road surface were observed. In addition, there was no evidence 
of ground water near sewer level, although the sewer was known to be subject to 
surcharging.
In summary, the combination of these factors, together with the presence of tree roots and, 
potentially, rail induced vibrations, makes indicating a specific reason for collapse very 
difficult.
3.3.2 Wilkin Street, Camden
3.3.2.1 Event notification
Notification of a sewer collapse in the London Borough of Camden was received by telephone 
on 17th May 1999. The collapse had been found following a CCTV investigation which was 
conducted after repeated complaints regarding flooding from a surface water drain. 
Notification was received from the engineer dealing with the incident at a Thames Water 
regional Customer Network Service office. A visit was made to the site on 17 May 1999. The 
completed sewer collapse inspection form is copied in Appendix C, as is the od3c form.
3.3.2.2 Local environment
The Borough of Camden is located in North London, the collapse occurring on Wilkin Street, 
NW5 as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 Location of Wilkin St sewer collapse in Camden
Wilkin Street is a narrow roadway in a residential area of Camden. On arrival at site, the road 
was found to be closed to traffic with a local diversion in place. Observation of the diversion 
route suggested that Wilkin Street was subject only to very light local traffic. A photograph of 
Wilkin Street is shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10 View of road closure caused by sewer collapse at Wilkin Street, Camden
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On one side of Wilkin Street is located a number of blocks of residential flats as shown in 
Figure 3.11. The flats have an estimated construction date of the late 1970s or early 1980s.
Figure 3.11 Wilkin Street residential flats
On the opposite side of Wilkin Street is a children’s play area as shown in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12 Children’s play area adjacent to Wilkin Street
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In general, the road surface on Wilkin Street appeared to be in good condition with no 
evidence of any recent surface openings or repair work.
3.3.2.3 Sewer description
The collapse occurred on the 225mm diameter combined sewer connecting manholes 
TQ128845804 and TQ28844801. The sewer was of clay material. Figure 3.13 shows the 
sewer layout and details as recorded on Thames Water’s corporate GIS system.
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Based on the Ordnance Survey map with the Sanction o f the controller o f H .M .
Stationery Office, licence no. W U 298557. Crown Copyright Reserved.
Figure 3.13 GIS asset map of Wilkin St collapse area
The collapsed sewer utilised spigot and socket type jointing, but no joint sealing material was 
present. Individual sewer pipe sections were 2.5m in length. The depth of cover to the sewer 
was approximately 3.8m. At the point of collapse, a vertical connection was made to the 
sewer, enabling two surface water drains to join the main sewer. The main sewer was 
originally constructed in a trench, with clay forming both the native soil condition and the 
backfill material, however, a layer of made ground was present near the surface. The material 
excavated from the site was found to contain a high proportion of stones and other rogue
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materials. Similarly, the material on which the pipe was bedded was found to be a mix of clay, 
gravel, larger aggregate and crushed brick.
3.3.2.4 Description of failure
Failure occurred at the point where two surface water drains connected with the combined 
sewer, as shown in Figure 3.14.
Surface water drain Surface water drain
Ground leveln
Y-junction with concrete 
seals around joints
1.5m
225mm combined sewer
U
Figure 3.14 Sketch of collapse at connection to Wilkin St sewer
At the point of connection a complete structural failure of the sewer occurred, with multiple 
fractures and a broken pipe. Contractors on site reported that the connection to the main 
sewer was poorly made and lacked an appropriate, purposely made, connection piece. It was 
also noted that the sections leading from the surface drains were in poor condition, with 
multiple cracks present.
Figure 3.15 shows a view into the excavated area.
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Figure 3.15 View into area excavated at Wilkin St collapse
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the upstream and downstream joints and surrounding ground 
either side of the collapse point.
Figure 3.16 View of upstream joint area at Wilkin St collapse
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Figure 3.17 View of downstream jo in t area at Wilkin St collapse
Figure 3.18 shows a piece of the broken Y-junction joint.
Figure 3.18 View of broken Y-junction joint at Wilkin St collapse
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There was no evidence of significant voids within the ground surrounding the sewer, although 
it was noted that a number of rodents were sighted.
3.3.2.5 Possible reasons for failure
In this instance, a number of features were discovered during the inspection which highlighted 
bad practice in the construction of both the main sewer and the surface water connection. 
These included the general poor quality of bedding and fill material, the lack of a proper 
connection piece and the rigid joints poorly sealed with concrete. It is this poor standard of 
construction which is likely to have accounted for the sewer collapse.
This view was supported by the contractors charged with repairing the sewer who blamed the 
poorly made connection for the collapse, it being suggested that such a connection would 
render the main sewer incapable of supporting the weight of the Y-section above.
3.3.3 St Peters Road, Reading
3.3.3.1 Event notification
Notification of a sewer collapse in Reading, Berkshire was received by e-mail on 30th June 
1999 from an engineer at Thames Water’s Regional Design Centre in Reading. Further 
contact revealed that repair works would commence on 12th July 1999. A CCTV 
investigation, conducted after repeated flooding of local properties over a 1 year period, had 
revealed a collapsed sewer in St Peters Rd. A site visit was made on 13th July 1999. The 
completed sewer collapse inspection form is copied in Appendix C, as is a paper copy of the 
computer based failure report.
3.3.3.2 Local environment
Figure 3.19 shows the location of the collapse.
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Figure 3.19 Location of collapse at St Peters Rd, Reading
The collapse occurred on St Peters Rd near to the junction with Brighton Rd. The area is 
mainly residential but has a small number of shops such as the one shown in Figure 3.20, 
which suffered flooding due to the collapse.
Figure 3.20 Shop on corner of St Peters Rd and Brighton Rd which suffered flooding
due to sewer collapse
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Despite being situated in a mainly residential area with terraced housing, St Peters Road is 
subject to relatively high trafficking as motorists tend to use it as a short cut to avoid the busy 
Wokingham Road which runs parallel. Due to this, traffic calming measures in the form of 
speed bumps have been installed along St Peters Road. The road has also been the subject 
of much resurfacing and patching work, with patches on top of patches in some places. The 
original road surfacing is of Macadam type. The terraced houses which line one side of the 
road have a construction date of around 1900, while on the opposite side of the street are a 
number of trees, approximately 5 within 10m of the collapse, with a maximum height of 15 to 
20m.
3.3.3.3 Sewer description
The collapse occurred on the 300mm diameter surface water sewer connecting manholes 
SU74721502 and SU74720602. The sewer was of clay material. Figure 3.21 shows the sewer 
layout and details as recorded on Thames Water’s corporate GIS system.
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Figure 3.21 GIS asset map of St Peters Rd collapse area
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The collapsed sewer utilised spigot and socket type jointing with mortar being used to seal the 
joints. Individual sewer pipe sections were 0.6m in length. The depth to the sewer invert was 
approximately 1.7m. The main sewer was originally constructed in a trench, with clay forming 
both the native soil condition and the backfill material, however, the backfill was found to 
contain a significant percentage (up to 10%) of stones with a maximum size of 100mm. Some 
of the excavated material is shown in Figure 3.22.
Figure 3.22 Excavated material from St Peters Rd collapse
Contractors on site reported that the pipe was laid on a sand bedding. Near the point of 
collapse a 150mm lateral connection had been made to the sewer. The connection had been 
made by creating a hole in the main sewer and joining the lateral to the main sewer by 
concrete encasement. A section of the removed lateral, with concrete encasement, is shown 
in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23 Section of removed lateral with concrete encasement at St Peters Rd
3.3.3.4 Description of failure
Failure occurred over a length of around 3.5m and was located approximately 5m from the 
downstream manhole. The pipe had suffered a complete loss of structural integrity with 
multiple fractures, broken sections and holes. Tree roots of up to 25mm in diameter were 
observed in the excavated area as shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25.
Figure 3.24 Tree roots visible within the excavated area at St Peters Rd
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Figure 3.25 Tree roots around sewer joint at St Peters Rd
In addition, the CCTV investigation which identified the collapsed showed that roots had 
penetrated the sewer 10m upstream of the collapsed area.
Figure 3.26 shows the excavated area with the 150mm lateral connection visible
Figure 3.26 Excavated area at St Peters Rd collapse
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No significant voids were found during excavation at the site and no groundwater was visible. 
However, the sewer was known to surcharge on a regular basis.
3.3.3.5 Possible reasons for failure
In this instance there were many factors which may have contributed to the collapse of the 
sewer. These include:
• root interference;
• relatively heavy trafficking;
• resurfacing and repair work;
• presence of speed bumps;
• poor backfill material;
• rigid jointing;
• frequent surcharge; and
• poorly made lateral connection.
Given this long list of factors it is impossible to pick a precise cause of failure. It is likely that a 
number of those listed contributed to the loss of structural form.
3.3.4 Thames Street, Hampton
3.3.4.1 Event notification
Notification of a sewer collapse at Thames Street in Hampton, South West London was 
received during a telephone conversation with a member of Thames Water’s Event Support 
Group on 1st March 2001. The collapse had been found on 21 February 2001 following 
reports of sewage at street level. Repair work had commenced immediately and a visit to the 
site was made on 2nd March 2001. The completed sewer collapse inspection form is copied 
in Appendix C, as is a paper copy of the computer based failure report.
3.3.4.2 Local environment
Figure 3.27 shows the location of the collapse.
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Figure 3.27 Location of collapse at Thames St, Hampton
The collapse occurred on Thames Street which forms part of a heavily trafficked ‘A’ road, 
close to Hampton High Street. The road is lined on both sides with mainly office buildings, 
many of which have been converted from former residential properties. As can be seen from 
Figure 3.27, the road is in close proximity to the River Thames. Figure 3.28 shows a view of 
Thames Street and the area of collapse.
Figure 3.28 Sewer collapse at Thames St, Hampton
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The road surface at Thames Street is a rolled asphalt. An area of the surfacing had recently 
been repaired following a trench excavation across the width of the road at a distance of 5m 
from the point of sewer collapse.
3.3.4.3 Sewer description
The collapse occurred on the 225mm diameter surface water sewer located within the 
highway at Thames Street. The sewer was of clay material. Figure 3.29 shows the sewer 
layout and details as recorded on Thames Water’s corporate GIS system.
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Figure 3.29 GIS asset map of Thames St collapse area
The collapsed sewer pipes were plain ended, butted together at joints and partially sealed 
with what appeared to be a type of mortar. It was not possible to determine the length of 
individual pipe section lengths as no sections were found intact. The depth to the sewer invert 
was approximately 2.5m. The sewer was originally constructed in a trench within made 
ground. The backfill material did not appear to differ significantly to the surrounding ground 
but was found to contain a significant percentage of stones. Some of the excavated material 
is shown in Figure 3.30.
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Figure 3.30 Excavated material from Thames St collapse
The sewer was found to have an unusual bedding arrangement, where the pipe appeared to 
sit on a layer of concrete approximately 100mm in thickness which in turn sat on a layer of 
bricks of similar thickness.
3.3.4.4 Description of failure
In the area in which the pipe had collapsed were found multiple cracks and fractures and 
broken sections of pipe, resulting in a complete structural failure. Part of a pipe section 
recovered from the excavation is shown in Figure 3.31
Figure 3.31 Part of sewer pipe section at Thames St collapse
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The collapsed sewer had not been subject to root intrusion or interference and no evidence of 
significant voids was encountered during excavation. However, the sewer did contain a 
significant amount of debris in the form of silt and was known to surcharge relatively 
frequently.
3.3.4.5 Possible reasons for failure
Pinpointing a reason for the collapse of the sewer at Thames Street, Hampton is very difficult 
as no contributing factors stand out as particularly important. Although the sewer was bedded 
in an unusual manner, it had obviously survived in this way for a significant period of time, up 
to 100 years according to the contractors on site. Similarly, although the road was heavily 
trafficked, this too has been the case for a number of years. However, in the weeks and 
months preceding collapse, the Thames Water region as a whole had been subject to 
prolonged bouts of heavy rainfall leading to the surcharging of many sewers. The Thames 
Street sewer was known to be prone to surcharge in general, so the particularly heavy rainfall 
was likely to have led to frequent surcharging of high magnitudes. The evidence of significant 
levels of silt in the sewer, together with poorly jointed pipe sections may indicate that the 
sewer suffered a gradual loss of support leading to structural instability and collapse. 
Although it appears that this is the most likely cause of collapse it remains inconsistent that no 
evidence of significant voids were found during excavation.
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3.4 DISCUSSION
Despite the problems outlined in section 3.2.2, the sewer collapse site visits proved very 
worthwhile in providing the author with a realistic, practical appreciation of the sewer collapse 
problem. Although the literature reviewed in Chapter 2 had emphasised the substantial 
variation in sewer construction features and standards, this wasn’t fully appreciated until a 
number of site visits had been made. The visits also served to rectify any lingering 
misconception of there being a ‘typical’ sewer collapse, each collapse visited being distinct to 
any previous one. General features observed which were of some surprise included:
• the range of construction and ‘ad-hoc’ features;
• the extent of services contained in the ground;
• the variation in standards of construction; and
• the extent of the layers of made ground in urban areas.
At the vast majority of sites it proved very difficult to identify a specific cause of failure with 
any degree of certainty; the exception to this being where there was evidence of very poor 
construction practice, such as that at Wilkin Street, Camden. In most cases it seemed likely 
that a combination of factors had been responsible for the deterioration and eventual collapse 
of the sewer.
As previously described, specific collapse incidents were discussed, whenever possible, with 
Thames Water engineering staff and contracting personal. This often led to the expression of 
many differing views regarding both specific collapses and the collapse problem in general, 
the ‘main cause’ of incidents frequently being disputed. Despite this, there were numerous 
factors or causes that came up repeatedly during such discussions, these included:
• work by other utilities;
• root intrusions;
• poorly made connections;
• ‘building-over1; and
• heavy traffic loading.
Such a list, however, should be treated with caution as it is apparent that all of these factors 
are amongst those which are easiest to recognise visually. In comparison, factors such as 
sewage quality, small scale ground movement and infiltration / exfiltration are more difficult to 
identify at the scene of a collapse. What is also difficult to appreciate is the effect of various 
parameters, each perhaps seemingly relatively trivial, interacting to produce an overall effect.
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The site visits also served to highlight the scale and extent of local disruption that sewer 
collapses can cause, as well as some of the problems associated with repair and 
reinstatement. Although none of the collapses visited were thought of as ‘major incidents’ a 
number resulted in the flooding of nearby residential properties, some with foul sewage, and 
all caused disruption to pedestrians and/or road users. In terms of repair and reinstatement, 
the issues concerning the ‘juggling’ of resources were apparent as repair jobs were delayed 
and rescheduled as other events occurred. This emphasised the difficulties in the 
appropriation of resources for reactive maintenance work, some repairs being on-going for a 
period of months before reinstatement was complete.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn:
• The site visits provided a very useful practical perspective on the problem, and effects of, 
sewer collapse.
• The wide variation in construction features and standards was particularly apparent.
• There was no ‘typical’ sewer collapse, all events were very different.
• At the vast majority of sites it proved difficult to determine a specific reason for collapse, 
there were often several factors which could potentially have been highlighted as 
important.
• The views of Thames Water staff and contracting personnel provided an interesting 
additional perspective on the causes of sewer collapse; the views expressed were 
sometimes conflicting.
• Even seemingly ‘minor’ collapses caused disruption to local communities.
The following chapter (Chapter 4) describes the construction of an Interaction Matrix which 
describes the sewer deterioration/collapse system. It was thought that such a method would 
provide a novel means of describing the complex system described by the literature review in 
Chapter 2. In addition it would also provide the opportunity to formally canvass expert views 
on the deterioration /collapse problem; such views having been of significant interest during 
the collapse site visits described above.
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4. INTERACTION MATRIX METHOD
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The literature review in Chapter 2 highlighted the fact that there are numerous factors 
involved in determining the likelihood of a sewer deteriorating to an extent where collapse is 
likely. It was also apparent that these factors interact in a complex manner. Although the 
sewer collapse site visits described in Chapter 3 provided the author with a realistic 
perspective into the nature of sewer collapses in the field, and the problems caused, it proved 
difficult, as already discussed, to make any conclusive judgements regarding which factors 
were most prominent and how they interacted in sewer deterioration and collapse. It did, 
however, provide the author with an excellent opportunity to informally canvass the views of 
many Thames Water personnel (as well as contractors) regarding the sewer collapse 
problem. Those talked to ranged from Area Service Managers to foremen and gang 
members, providing a wide range of perspectives. It was during this time that it was first 
thought that it would be a useful exercise to, in some way, harness the views and ideas of 
experienced sewerage practitioners.
In discussions regarding the sewer collapse problem with staff at the Centre for 
Environmental Health Engineering (CEHE) at the University of Surrey, the Interaction Matrix 
(IM) method was suggested to the author. A number of academics at CEHE had previously 
used the method to investigate problems in fields ranging from geotechnics to environmental 
science. On closer inspection of the method and its previous uses, it was decided that the IM 
method would provide a convenient and novel way of harnessing the expert knowledge of 
sewerage practitioners to help assess the roles various factors play in sewer deterioration 
and collapse.
Although the IM method uses the knowledge of experts, it does not try to mimic the 
judgement or performance of a human expert and, therefore, does not qualify as an ‘expert’ 
or ‘knowledge based’ system. Rather, it may be described as a means of documenting and 
displaying expert knowledge as a novel means of describing a complex system.
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4.2 THE INTERACTION MATRIX METHOD
4.2.1 Basic description
The interaction matrix was proposed by Hudson (1992) as an analytical method to aid the 
understanding of complex rock engineering problems. The methodology was developed in 
response to the widely expressed need amongst rock engineers and associated professionals 
for a procedural technique to help with the analysis and understanding of increasingly 
complex rock engineering problems.
The major concept behind the interaction matrix methodology is that of applying an ‘analytical’ 
modelling approach. An analytical approach essentially employs a ‘top down’ strategy, in that 
the process or system being analysed is broken down to identify the smaller interacting 
components that make up the whole. The method allows the representation of total system 
behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters of a problem and their interactions. The 
converse to this is the ‘synthetic’ modelling approach, whereby the process or system is ‘built- 
up’ from an identification of the separate components.
4.2.2 Matrix formation
The basic principle underlying the IM approach is to list the main factors or parameters of the 
system under consideration along the leading diagonal of the matrix (from top left to bottom 
right). The interactions that occur between these parameters are considered in the off- 
diagonal boxes as shown in Figure 4.1
Effect of 
Y o n X
Effect of
Z o n X
Effect of 
X on Y
Effect of 
XonZ
Effect of 
Y  on Z
Effect of
ZonY
Figure 4.1 Basic formation of the IM
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The first stage in the development of an interaction matrix is to decide on the elements which 
comprise the leading diagonal, these are the principal parameters which influence the system. 
The matrix may have any number of leading diagonal parameters from 2 upwards. Once 
these elements have been chosen, the next stage is to consider the interactions between 
them and enter these into the matrix. The interaction between two primary elements may take 
various forms from a simple numerical relationship to a description of how the two elements 
relate. It is important to note that off-diagonal terms are not necessarily the same in “forward 
and reverse directions” i.e. the matrix isn’t necessarily symmetrical. With reference to Figure 
4.1, this would mean that the effect of X on Y is not necessarily the same as the effect of Y 
on X.
The 3 x 3  matrix shown in Figure 4.1 has 3 main diagonal parameters and 6 possible off- 
diagonal interaction terms (n2-n, where n is the number of leading diagonal terms). A matrix of 
this size is relatively simple, although even at this scale the evaluation and representation of 
the parameters and their interactions using traditional methods would be difficult. For more 
complex problems, it is evident that the presentational technique of the IM can be an 
extremely useful analytical technique, not least in allowing a complex problem to be ‘framed’.
4.2.3 The IM and sewer deterioration I collapse
The interaction matrix method is particularly suited to the problem of sewer collapse because 
of the large number of parameters which may contribute to the collapse system and the 
complex interactions which exist between these parameters. Many of the parameters interact 
simultaneously, affecting other parameters as well as the system as a whole. This makes the 
collapse problem difficult to describe and represent using traditional methods. The interaction 
matrix method allows these parameter interactions to be displayed and accounted for as sub­
systems within the overall matrix.
Listed in Table 4.1 are the 28 parameters which were used to construct the main diagonal of 
the sewer deterioration / collapse matrix. The vast majority of these parameters were 
identified by the literature review in Chapter 2, a small number of additional terms, namely, 
sewer line and level, presence of rodents and investment history, were added following 
discussions with experienced sewerage professionals at Thames Water and the University of 
Surrey. In addition, the soil/backfill factor identified by the literature review was split into two 
separate parameters, namely native soii and backfill material. The parameters listed in Table
4.1 are split into three groups as in Chapter 2.
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Construction features Local external factors Other factors
Construction method 
Standard of workmanship 
Sewer size (diameter) 
Depth of cover 
Bedding arrangement 
Pipe material 
Pipe section length 
Presence of connections 
Line and level 
Backfill 
Joint type
Surface use 
Surface loading 
Surface type
Water mains bursts / leakage 
Ground movement 
Other utility maintenance 
Groundwater regime 
Infiltration / Exfiltration 
Native soil 
Root interference
Rodents
Sewage characteristics 
Inappropriate maintenance 
Age
Sediment level 
Surcharge 
Investment history
Table 4.1 Main diagonal factors I parameters
A number of the parameters listed are quite broad in nature and could easily have been 
further subdivided. For example, surcharge could have been split into surcharge frequency, 
surcharge magnitude and surcharge time. It was decided, though, that with 28 leading 
diagonal parameters and a possible 756 interactions, further subdivision of the parameters 
was unwarranted as it would have resulted in a matrix of unmanageable size.
A representation of the 28 x 28 matrix is given in Appendix D.
4.2.4 IM coding
Following the construction of the matrix, potential interactions between the leading diagonal 
elements were considered. Each potential interaction was contemplated in the same context, 
that is, “What is the effect of (parameter) X  on (parameter) Y, within the context of sewer 
deterioration /  collapse”.
Consideration of the interactions was completed by up to 5 experienced sewerage 
professionals in a number of meetings held over a few weeks. During these meetings, the 
interactions were also ‘coded’. This was done in order to provide a quantitative assessment of 
the subjective views expressed in describing the interactions. Hudson (1992) proposed a 
number of different coding methods ranging from a simple binary method, where interactions 
are switched either on or off, to more complex mathematical solutions via partial differential 
equations.
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The sewer collapse matrix was coded using an ‘expert semi-quantitative’ method which 
assigns numerical values to each off-diagonal box based on the level of interaction it 
represents. Coding values were assigned as follows:
Code Perceived Interaction
0 None
1 Weak
2 Medium
3 Strong
4 Critical
Coding was completed, initially separately, by a number of individuals and, following 
discussion, a consensus arrived at, giving the assigned value. In this way the matrix coding 
reflected the knowledge and expertise of the individuals involved, the discussion ensuring that 
all participants operated within the same framework and with common understanding of the 
parameter contexts.
4.2.5 Cause and effect analysis
At this stage the matrix formation and coding is complete and analysis can begin. It now 
becomes apparent that the summation of the assigned values along each row of the matrix 
give an indication of the influence each leading parameter has on the rest of the system. 
Conversely, the summation of the assigned values through each column of the matrix 
represents the influence of the rest of the system on that particular parameter.
X1+X2+X3 
represents 
effect ‘A ’ has 
on system 
ie CAUSE
Y1+Y2+Y3 represents effect that system has 
on ‘A ’ ie EFFECT
Figure 4.2 Cause and effect calculation
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In this way ‘Cause’ and ‘Effect’ values were determined for each of the 28 leading diagonal 
parameters within the system. Hudson (1992) describes how these summations may be used 
to evaluate the ‘Interaction Intensity’ and ‘Dominance’ of each of the leading diagonal 
parameters as follows:
Interaction Intensity = CAUSE VALUE + EFFECT VALUE
A high value would indicate a parameter that both affects the rest of the parameters and is 
affected by the rest of the parameters, such a parameter would play an important part within 
the system. A low value would indicate a parameter that has little influence within the system 
as it does not affect the other parameters or become affected by the other parameters.
Parameter Dominance = CAUSE VALUE - EFFECT VALUE
A high Dominance value would indicate a parameter that has a large effect on the rest of the 
system without the rest of the system having much of an effect on it. Such a parameter would 
be termed ‘dominant’ and will have a significant effect on the rest of the system if changed. A 
low dominance value would indicate a parameter that is greatly affected by the rest of the 
system without itself having much of an effect on the other parameters, such a parameter 
would be termed ‘subordinate’.
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4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Coding
The distribution of scores assigned to each of the 756 interactions is shown in Figure 4.3. No 
interactions were considered ‘critical’ (score 4) to the sewer deterioration / collapse system.
s 200
0 = no interaction
1 = weak interaction
2 = medium interaction
3 = strong interaction
Figure 4.3 Distribution of matrix coding scores
Scores for the entire matrix are shown in Appendix D.
4.3.2 Cause and effect scores
The Cause and Effect scores for each of the 27 leading diagonal parameters, calculated as 
described in section 4.2.5, are shown in Table 4.2.
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Factor Cause (C) Effect (E) 0 1 m C + E
Standard of Workmanship 29 17 12 46
Other Utilities Maintenance 31 22 9 53
Ground Movement 10 34 -24 44
1 nfiltration/Exfiltration 18 38 -20 56
Investment History 39 13 26 52
Surcharge 9 24 -15 33
Surface Loading 19 11 8 30
Depth of Cover 30 6 24 36
Root Interference 19 31 -12 50
Construction Method 19 28 -9 47
Native Soil Properties 33 11 22 44
Surfacing Type 13 9 4 22
Surface Use 48 7 41 55
Fill Quality 21 26 -5 47
Inappropriate Maintenance 11 19 -8 30
Bedding Arrangement 19 36 -17 55
Connections 36 24 12 60
Ground Water Regime 33 34 -1 67
Age of Sewer 32 5 27 37
Sewage Characteristics 15 22 -7 37
Sewer Material 19 22 -3 41
Line and Level 10 28 -18 38
Sewer Diameter 29 12 17 41
Joint Type 14 21 -7 35
Sediment Level 10 38 -28 48
Presence of Rodents 2 24 -22 26
Pipe Section Length 11 13 -2 24
Water Main Burst/Leakage 21 25 -4 46
Table 4.2 Cause and effect scores
Figures 4.4, 4.5 & 4.6 show scatter plots of cause and effect scores for each of the 
parameters split into the 3 main parameter groupings of construction features, local external 
factors and other factors.
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Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the cause and effect scores for each parameter respectively, the 
factors being displayed from the highest scoring parameter to the lowest. The scores are 
given in terms of the percentage of the total matrix Cause or Effect value which the term 
represents.
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Figure 4.7 Cause scores for each o f the 28 main parameters
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Factor
Figure 4.8 Effect scores for each of the 28 main parameters
4.3.3 Parameter Interaction Intensity
As already described, the ‘Cause + Effect’ value may be termed the Interaction Intensity. The 
Interaction Intensity values calculated in Table 4.2 (C+E) may be expressed as percentage 
values of the total matrix score for Interaction Intensity. This allows the Interaction intensity 
value to be related to the deterioration / collapse system as a whole. Figure 4.9 shows the 
Interaction Intensity scores as a percentage of total system score, the factors being displayed 
from the highest scoring parameter to the lowest.
Factor
Figure 4.9 Interaction Intensity scores for each of the 28 main parameters
The distribution of the Interaction Intensity scores is shown in histogram form by Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Distribution of Interaction Intensity scores
4.3.4 Parameter dominance
As already described, the ‘Cause - Effect’ value may be termed the Parameter Dominance. 
Figure 4.11 shows the Parameter Dominance scores calculated in Table 4.2, the factors 
being displayed from the highest scoring parameter to the lowest.
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Figure 4.11 Parameter Dominance scores for each of the 28 main parameters
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4.4 DISCUSSION
4.4.1 Interaction intensity
Among the 28 leading diagonal parameters, scores for Interaction Intensity ranged from 
1.83% to 5.58%. This indicates that all parameters have a certain amount of influence within 
the system, with no parameters scoring a particularly low, or particularly high, score. For 
practical purposes, however, it is useful to find some arbitrary means of grouping the large 
number of parameters according to their Interaction Intensity. One such method, is to use the 
distribution of the scores (shown in Figure 4.10) as below:
Mean Interaction Intensity = 3.57%
Standard Deviation (SD) = 0.93 
Mean+1SD = 4.5%
Mean -1SD = 2.64%
High Interaction Intensity = >4.5%
Medium Interaction Intensity = 2.64-4.5%
Low Interaction Intensity = <2.64%
The obvious problem associated with grouping parameters in this way is the creation of step 
changes between parameters which may have similar levels of influence. This, as well as the 
fact that all parameters were scored as having at least a certain level of influence, should be 
remembered when considering Figure 4.12.
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Ground Water Regime 
Presence of connections 
Infiltration/Exfiltration 
Surface Use 
Bedding Arrangement
Other Utilities Maintenance 
Investment History 
Root Interference 
Sediment Level 
Construction Method 
Backfill
Standard of Workmanship 
Water Main Burst/Leakage 
Ground Movement 
Native Soil 
Sewer Material 
Sewer Diameter 
Line and Level 
Age of Sewer 
Sewage Characteristics 
Depth of Cover 
Joint Type 
Surcharge
Surface Loading 
Inappropriate Maintenance 
Presence of Rodents 
Pipe Section Length 
Surfacing Type
Figure 4.12 Arbitrary banding of parameters according to Interaction Intensity
As previously described, parameters which score highiy in terms of Interaction Intensity are 
likely to figure as both ‘Causes’ and ‘Effects’ within the system, figuring in a large number of 
interactions, and are, therefore, of high importance. Conversely, parameters with low 
Interaction Intensity scores are likely to of be less importance within the system as a whole, 
figuring in fewer interactions.
The comments which follow below attempt to identify the main ‘surprises’ contained within the 
Interaction Intensity scores, as discussed by those involved in the formation and coding of the 
matrix. They also relate to the importance of the parameters as suggested by the literature 
reviewed in Chapter 2.
With reference to Figure 4.12, those parameters which scored highest include GW Regime, 
Presence of Connections and Infiltration/Exfiltration, three parameters which figure strongly in 
the literature review in Chapter 2. The Bedding Arrangement parameter also scored relatively 
highly, but given the importance of bedding in determining a pipe’s response to load, this,
HIGH INTERACTION INTENSITY
MEDIUM INTERACTION INTENSITY
LOW INTERACTION INTENSITY
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again, is not surprising. What is perhaps surprising is the high Interaction Intensity score 
attached to the Surface Use parameter, which was attributed the fourth highest score. 
Surface Use scored particularly highly in terms of ‘Cause’ which will be discussed in more 
detail below.
Scores for a number of factors were perhaps lower than may have initially been expected. 
These include the Surcharge parameter which was assigned a ‘Cause’ score of only 9, and 
the Surface Loading parameter which was assigned relatively low scores in both ‘Cause’ and 
‘Effect’. Although ranked at just above half way in the list in Figure 4.12, it was a surprise that 
the ‘Standard of Workmanship’ parameter did not figure more strongly given the importance 
attached in the literature reviewed in Chapter 2.
Amongst the lowest scoring parameters were the Presence of Rodents, Pipe Section Length 
and Surfacing Type. Of these, it is perhaps only surprising that Pipe Section Length did not 
score higher, Presence of Rodents and Surfacing Type not featuring strongly in the reviewed 
literature.
When considering the original designation of factor types given in Table 4.1, it is interesting to 
note that the five parameters with ‘High Interaction Intensity’ are all construction features or 
local external factors. In addition, of the 10 factors which scored lowest for Interaction 
Intensity, 5 of them were from the ‘other factors’ group which only contained 7 factors in total.
4.4.2 Parameter dominance
With reference to Figure 4.11, 11 parameters had cause values higher than effect values 
leading to 11 ‘dominant’ parameters, the remaining 17 parameters having higher effect values 
than cause values leading to 17 ‘subordinate’ parameters.
The most dominant parameter, by a significant margin, was Surface Use, other particularly 
dominant parameters included Age, Investment History, Depth of Cover and Native Soil. 
Such parameters help determine much within the sewer deterioration / collapse system, but 
are not affected greatly by the rest of the system. If these parameters are thought of as 
variables within the system, and are changed, then it is likely that a significant effect on the 
system will result.
The most subordinate parameters included Sediment Level, Ground Movement, Presence of 
Rodents and Infiltration / Exfiltration. The main role of such parameters within the sewer 
deterioration / collapse system is as effects. This is not to say that such parameters do not 
affect other parameters and the system as a whole, but scored much higher as effects as
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opposed to causes. A number of the most subordinate parameters, such as Sediment Level 
and Ground Movement, are typical of what may be monitored for change, as effects of the 
system, to suggest a deteriorating sewer.
When considering the original designation of factor types (Table 4.1), it is interesting to note 
that 5 of the 7 ‘other factors’ were subordinate i.e. having effect values higher than cause 
values.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn:
• The IM method is particularly suited to the problem of sewer deterioration and collapse 
because of the large number of parameters which may contribute to the system and the 
complex interactions which exist between these parameters.
• The IM method has provided a convenient method of harnessing the views of expert 
sewerage practitioners in highlighting the roles that the various parameters play in the 
sewer deterioration and collapse system.
• The method has allowed the problem to be ‘framed’ and displayed in a novel way, the 
construction of the matrix forcing consideration of all aspects of the problem. The IM 
methodology presented the author with an excellent opportunity to learn from others in 
considering sewer deterioration and collapse in a broader context.
• In very general terms, ‘construction features’ and ‘local external factors’ had a greater 
level of influence than those in the ‘other factors’ grouping.
• Overall, the parameters which scored highest in terms of Interaction Intensity were:
0 Surface Use 
0 (presence of) Connections 
0 Groundwater Regime 
0 Bedding Arrangement 
0 Infiltration / Exfiltration
• In addition, the following parameters were deemed ‘Dominant’ as well as having a 
‘Medium’ Interaction Intensity:
0 Age
0 Investment History 
0 Depth of Cover 
0 Native Soil
0 Standard of Workmanship 
0 Other Utility Maintenance
• When considered together, these 11 parameters may be thought of as having the most 
influence within the system, according to the IM method applied.
The following chapter (Chapter 5) describes a statistical investigation of sewer
deterioration/collapse. This links to the previous chapters in 2 main ways:
1. It provides a detailed analysis identified as missing by the literature review (Chapter 2).
2. It complements the expert opinion based, subjective Interaction Matrix method described 
above by providing an objective approach.
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5. STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As previously described, the Interaction Matrix analysis provided a convenient way of ‘framing’ 
the problem of sewer collapse and the contributory variables. It also served to help harness 
the views of expert sewerage practitioners in highlighting the roles that various parameters 
play in the sewer deterioration and collapse system. However, due to the reliance on expert 
views, the results are partially subjective. It was because of this that it was decided to 
investigate the association of the previously identified variables with sewer structural condition 
in a more objective manner by means of a statistical investigation. It was thought that such an 
investigation would also provide the opportunity to investigate the issues and practicalities 
associated with various sewerage related data sources.
Due to the fact that the author has limited experience in the field of statistical analysis, expert 
advice on this section of work was provided by statisticians at Reading University Statistical 
Services Centre (RUSSC) who have significant experience in providing statistical advice to 
industry. RUSCC provided advice and guidance on various aspects of the work including the 
following:
• data issues (formatting, quality, content);
• statistical method;
• statistical software;
• interpretation of results;
• presentation of results.
It should be remembered, however, that although advice and guidance was provided by 
RUSSC, all work described was completed by the author.
The sample of Thames Water sewers used for the analysis was selected to provide as 
realistic a representation as possible of Thames Water’s London (rigid) sewer pipes as a 
whole. This was achieved as follows:
• Selecting sewers from a range of London boroughs, including inner city and suburban 
areas etc. (Distribution of sewer length by borough is described in 5.5.5.2)
• Ensuring that the physical attributes of those sewers chosen (size, depth, material) where 
representative of Thames Water’s London sewers as a whole. (By comparing the 
distribution of the attributes of those chosen to the distribution of the attributes of Thames 
Water’s total London asset stock).
The selection of the sample size is described in section 5.5.5.1.
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5.2 DATA SOURCE DESCRIPTIONS
Described in detail below are the ten sources of data considered for use within the statistical 
investigation. The ten data sources were identified with the aim of supporting the variables 
identified in Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis. The ten data sources are described in terms of 
data origin, data content and coverage, and potential data use.
5.2.1 CCTV data
5.2.1.1 Data origins
Internal inspections of sewers are made to collect information on a sewer’s appearance; this 
information being used to help assess the sewer’s structural condition and some other 
aspects of performance. Information of this type may be collected either by manual walk­
through inspection or by use of a CCTV camera. Due to the fact that the vast majority of 
sewers in the UK are too small for man entry, sewer surveys are generally conducted by 
CCTV.
CCTV surveys in the Thames Water region are conducted in broad accordance with Water 
Services Association/Foundation for Water Research (WSA/FWR) ‘Model Contract Document 
for Sewer Condition Inspection’ (1994). A national standard for defect coding is provided by 
the WSA/FWR ‘Manual of Sewer Condition Classification’ (1993a). Surveyors are required to 
hold a specialist sewer survey qualification.
Prior to a transfer to a new computer system during the year 2000, records of Thames Water 
CCTV surveys were held on a computer system known as PRIME. The PRIME system came 
into operation in the early 1980s and between then and 2000 an estimated 500 000 sewer 
surveys were logged (one survey corresponding to one manhole to manhole length).
5.2.1.2 Data content and coverage
CCTV records contain 2 types of information. The first type is known as ‘header* data and 
includes the following:
DATE OF SURVEY 
OPERATOR
START MANHOLE NUMBER 
FINISH MANHOLE NUMBER 
LOCATION (Road name)
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LOCATION (Place)
START MANHOLE DEPTH 
FINISH MANHOLE DEPTH 
SEWER USE (Foul, Surface Water etc)
SEWER SIZE 
SEWER SHAPE 
SEWER MATERIAL 
SEWER LINING (if present)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE LENGTH 
TOTAL LENGTH
LOCATION CODE (beneath road, garden etc)
The second type of information is known as ‘condition’ data and is used to describe defects, 
features and general observations. This information is recorded, alongside the chainage at 
which it occurs, by the surveyor as the CCTV camera moves along the sewer length. 
Additional information, such as a clock reference which describes the position of a defect or 
connection, is also recorded for some condition codes. Table 5.1 below contains condition 
codes as described by the WSA/FWR ‘Manual of Sewer Condition Classification’ (1993a), 
within which further information, including detailed definitions of the condition codes, may be 
found.
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Code Definition
B Broken pipe
BR Branch major
CC(J) Crack circumferential (at joint)
CL(J) Crack longitudinal (at joint)
CM (J) Cracks multiple (at joint)
CN Connection
CNI Connection intruding
CU Camera underwater
CX Connection defective
CXI Connection defective, intruding
D Deformed sewer
DB Displaced bricks
DC Dimension of sewer changes
DE Debris
DEG Debris grease
DES Debris silt
Dl Dropped invert
EH(J) Encrustation heavy (at joint)
EL(J) Encrustation light (at joint)
EM(J) Encrustation medium (at joint)
ESL Scale light
ESH Scale heavy
ESM Scale medium
FC(J) Fracture circumferential (at joint)
FL(J) Fracture longitudinal (at joint)
FM(J) Fractures multiple (at joint)
GO General observation
GP General photograph number
H Hole in sewer
ID(J) Infiltration dripper (at joint)
IG(J) Infiltration gusher (at joint)
IR(J) Infiltration runner (at joint)
IS(J) Infiltration seeper (at joint)
JDL Joint displaced large
JDM Joint displaced medium
JN Junction
JX Junction defective
LC Lining of sewer changes
LD Line of sewer deviates down
LL Line of sewer deviated left
LN Lining defect
LR Line of sewer deviates right
LU Line of sewer deviates up
MB Missing bricks
MC Material of sewer changes at this point
MH Manhole / node
MM Mortar missing medium
MS Mortar missing surface
MT Mortar missing total
OB Obstruction
OJL Open joint large
OJM Open joint medium
RF(J) Roots fine (at joint)
RM(J) Roots mass (at joint)
RT(J) Roots tap (at joint)
SA Survey abandoned
SC Shape of sewer changes
SSL Surface damage, spalling large
SSM Surface damage, spalling medium
SSS Surface damage, spalling slight
SWL Surface damage, wear large
SWM Surface damage, wear medium
SWS Surface damage, wear slight
V Vermin (rats and mice)
WL Water level
X Sewer collapsed
Table 5.1 Sewer condition codes (WSA/FWR, 1993a)
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The recording of such information allows each sewer length to be assigned a peak internal 
condition grading. The PRIME computer scans the CCTV record and assigns a score to 
each structural defect. The peak score for the length is calculated and the sewer is then 
assigned one of five internal condition grades according to where the peak score falls within a 
set of threshold values. This system for calculating internal condition grade is detailed in the 
WRc’s Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (SRM) (1994). The individual structural defect scores 
as assigned by PRIME for pipe sewers are shown in Table 5.2 below; the grading thresholds 
are shown in Table 5.3. It should be noted that both tables differ slightly from those published 
in the SRM edition in use at the time of writing (the 3rd edition).
Defect Description Code Score
Open Joint Medium OJM 1
Large OJL 2
Displaced Joint Medium JDM 1
Large JDL 2
Cracked Circumferential (at joint) CC (CCJ) 1
Longitudinal CL 2
Longitudinal at joint CLJ 5
Multiple (at joint) CM (CMJ) 5
Fractured Circumferential (at joint) FC (FCJ) 8
Longitudinal (at joint) FL (FLJ) 15
Multiple (at joint) FM (FMJ) 40
Hole Radial extent <0.25 H 100
Radial extent >0.25 H 140
Collapsed X 165
Broken Pipe General B 60
At joint BJ 60
Deformation 0 - 5% D 20
6-10% D 80
>10% D 165
Obstruction General OB 10
At joint OBJ 10
NB For peak score calculation
1. Assume longitudinal defects extend for 1 m, unless otherwise otherwise recorded
2. If a number of circumferential defects appear at the same chainage, only the most severe single defect is included.
Table 5.2 PRIME structural defect scores
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Internal condition grade Peak score
1 0-9
2 10-59
3 60-99
4 100-139
5 140-999
Table 5.3 PRIME internal condition grading thresholds
It is important to note that, in this case, only the peak score along a sewer length is 
considered in determining the internal condition grade, therefore, the grade relates to the 
worst defect or grouping of defects.
Table 5.4 below has been adapted from the SRM (WRc, 1994) and describes features and 
implications associated with the five internal condition grades for clayware and concrete pipe 
sewers.
Grade Typical defect description Implication
5 Already collapsed 
Deformation >10% and broken 
Extensive areas of fabric missing 
Fracture with deformation >10%
Collapsed or collapse imminent
4 Broken
Deformation up to 10% and broken 
Fracture with deformation 6-10% 
Serious loss of level
Collapse likely in foreseeable future
3 Fracture with deformation 0-5% 
Minor loss of level
Collapse unlikely in near future but 
further deterioration likely
2 Fractures
More severe joint defects
Potential for further deterioration
1 Cracking
Moderate joint defects
Minor structural defects
Table 5.4 Features and implication associated with internal condition grades (adapted
from WRc, 1994)
SRM (WRc 1994) states that further supplementary data may be required in providing an 
accurate assessment of a sewer’s stability. The supplementary data considered important 
includes:
• type of soil surrounding sewer;
• frequency of surcharge;
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• groundwater regime;
• maintenance history;
• heavy traffic loading;
• special features;
• construction standard.
However, it is noted that supplementary considerations will not affect the overall perception of 
a sewer which has been assigned an internal condition grade of 5 i.e. it will continue to be 
considered in a ‘collapsed or collapse imminent’ condition regardless of any supplementary 
information.
Thames Water CCTV records are sorted according to Local Authority (LA) area within the 
PRIME system. A substantial number of surveys have been completed for all LAs.
5.2.1.3 Potential data use
Unfortunately, the relatively antiquated nature of PRIME means that extracting anything other 
than limited standard reports is troublesome. Therefore, prior to any further work 
commencing, a computer consultant was commissioned to investigate the PRIME system 
and write a piece of software that would allow the extraction of complete CCTV records in a 
readable format. The successful completion of this work meant that practically all information 
of interest could be retrieved.
CCTV data provides information on a number of physical variables which are of interest 
including the assigned internal condition grading. The fields of interest include sewer location 
information and may be listed as follows:
Local Authority area; 
start manhole number; 
finish manhole number; 
location (road name & place); 
manhole depths 
sewer use;
geographical location;
sewer material;
debris;
infiltration;
sewer size;
internal condition grade.
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5.2.2 Soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity
5.2.2.1 Data origins
The Soil Survey and Land Research Centre (SSLRC) at Cranfield University is the primary 
UK centre for national and international research, development, and consultancy concerning 
soils and their interaction with the atmosphere, land, and water resources of the earth. 
Thames Water Research & Technology (R&T) have a license agreement governing the use 
of two data sets relating to soil fracture potential class and soil corrosivity class covering the 
Thames Water London water supply area which have been developed by SSLRC.
The SSLRC data was supplied in an ARC/lnfo format for GIS use. This has since been 
converted into a number of other formats, including a series of character separated value 
(csv) and text (txt) files which describe the data attributes and polygon co-ordinates 
respectively.
5.2.2.2 Data content and coverage
The soil corrosivity and fracture potential data covers the Thames Water London water supply 
area. The data is based on a 100m x 100m resolution raster data set derived from the 1:250 
000 National Soil Map Sheet 6, South East England (Jarvis et al. 1983) which identifies soil 
type.
Soil fracture potential is classified into one of eight bands ranging between Very Low’ and 
‘High* (Alluvial)’. The banding assigned to a soil depends on the potential for damage being 
caused by variations in moisture content. These changes may cause stresses in the soil 
materials leading in turn to stress on structures within the soil. Clay particles, generally 
defined as being less than 0.002mm in size, occur in most types of soil and begin to exert a 
strong influence on the behaviour of the whole soil where there is in excess of 35% clay-sized 
material present (SSLRC, undated).
Soil corrosivity potential is classified into one of eight bands ranging between ‘Non- 
Aggressive’ and Very Highly Aggressive’. The banding assigned to a soil being dependent on 
a number of factors including soil moisture content, soil acidity, soil aeration, soluble salt 
concentration and electrical resistivity.
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5.2.2.3 Potential data use
The SSLRC data provides measures of specific soil characteristics at a reasonable level of 
detail.
5.2.3 London Research Centre (LRC) traffic data
5.2.3.1 Data origins
The LRC was established in 1986 to meet the needs of the London boroughs for research, 
information and consultancy about local government and urban affairs. The Centre also 
undertakes work for other public and private sector clients. It is controlled by the London 
Research Centre Joint Committee, made up of one member from each of the London 
boroughs and the Corporation of London. LRC traffic data originates from counts performed 
by the individual London boroughs as well as traffic counts performed by the LRC 
themselves. Thames Water R&T purchased traffic count data from the London Research 
Centre (LRC) in 1995.
The LRC data was supplied in an ARC/lnfo format for GIS use; this has since been converted 
into a dbase file (dbf) for use in other applications.
5.2.3.2 Data content and coverage
The LRC traffic data covers “all major routes in the London area”, coverage being more 
complete than that provided by the (then) Department of Transport data available in 1995. 
The data relates to the year of 1991 and is an amalgamation of actual counts and synthetic 
data generated by a ‘mass-balance’ type model where actual data was not available. The 
majority of the data, however, originates from actual counts.
Table 5.5 below describes the fields contained within the LRC data.
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Field Description
ANODE A node of link (unique reference number)
BNODE B node of link (unique reference number)
DIST Distance (km/100)
LTYPE Link type
JURC Jurisdiction code
CAPIND Capacity indicator
SP/TIM Speed/Time
TIME Free flow time (minutes/100)
CAP Capacity (passenger car units/hr)
ZONE Zone of B node
DTP Department of Transport road classification
BUS Bus flow (vehicles per hour)
VXTR Extra vehicles (preload) (vehicles per hour)
GV Goods vehicles flow per hour (*100)
PCUX Extra passenger car units per hour
CL10 Car and light vehicles per hour (*100)
PC10 Passenger car unit flow per hour (*100)
VH10 Vehicle flow per hour (*100)
Table 5.5 Fields within LRC traffic data
5.2.3.3 Potential data use
In terms of traffic flow, the fields of overall vehicle flow per hour (VH10), goods vehicle flow 
per hour (GV) and bus flow per hour (BUS) are of interest. The Department of Transport road 
classification (DTP) is also of interest, this field assigns a code as follows:
1. A road
2. B road
3. Unclassified (includes C roads)
5.2.4 FRAXCOM (Thames Water burst water main database)
5.2.4.1 Data origins
Fraxcom is the Thames Water burst water main database. The information recorded on 
Fraxcom is collected on site by contractors who make repairs to a burst main following 
instructions from Thames Water personnel. The database is currently used as the basis for 
burst main reporting to the water industry regulator, OFWAT.
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5.2.4.2 Data content and coverage
Fraxcom is updated on a daily basis and, at the time of writing, contains records of around 50 
000 bursts dating back to July 1990. The information is held in Microsoft Excel format and 
covers the entire Thames Water region.
Table 5.6 details the fields contained within Fraxcom.
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Field Description
SERIAL Ref. no. of form
AREA Old district ref. e.g. NL1
SUBDIST Sub-district ref
DATE Date burst started
DATEO Date burst repaired
TIME Time burst started
TIMEO Time burst repaired
LOCATION Street name
LOCAT2 Number of house
LOCAT3 Town
POSTC Post code
JMSREF JMS job number
JMSCC Cost code of job
GRIDREF Grid ref.
LA Local authority
PZONE Pressure zone
SIZE Size of main in mm
DIST Distance of main from kerb
DEPTH Depth of main
MATERIAL Material of main
JOINT1 Joint type
FAIL Failure type
INTER Internal protection type
EXTERN External protection type
VISIB Visible signs of deterioration
DEPOSIT Deposit in main(no longer used)
COLOUR Colour of deposit(no longer used)
CONDITION Condition of main
INTCONDIT Internal condition of main
EXCONDIT External condition of main
METHOD Method of repair
SURFACE Surface usage (no longer recorded)
TRAFFIC Traffic crossing/parallel to main(no longer recorded)
GROUND Type of ground
SOI LOT Description of ground (no longer recorded)
DISFORM Disinfection form no. (no longer recorded)
DETAILS details of incident " "
DETAIL2 i t  i i  i i  i i  i i
PROPERTIES Addresses of properties affected
PROPERT2 Number of properties affected
LOSS Was loss aduster call ?
SHEET Not used
NEWAREA New district ref. e.g. cen = central
Table 5.6 FRAXCOM database fields
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5.2.4.3 Potential data use
Fraxcom provides information regarding the water main burst history of all roads and streets 
within the Thames Water region. The information recorded allows calculation of a repair rate 
per km of water main for a particular road or street, thus giving an indication of the extent of 
ground disturbance either from burst events themselves or from subsequent repairs.
5.2.5 Borehole log
5.2.5.1 Data origins
The Geotechnical Division of Thames Water Site Services, based at Ashford Common, 
maintain a record of borehole logs from the Thames Water region. Boreholes are generally 
sunk as part of site investigations which precede construction works such as major 
infrastructure schemes or treatment plants. Surveys completed prior to 1990 are stored in 
paper form only, those completed from 1990 onwards surveys are stored on a database.
5.2.5.2 Data content and coverage
Borehole logs provide a useful summary of the ground conditions encountered during 
investigation, enabling a rapid appraisal of the soil profile to be made. A detailed description 
of each stratum is given and the levels of strata boundaries shown. The depths at which 
ground water was encountered and any subsequent changes in groundwater levels are 
detailed.
An example borehole log is shown in Figure 5.1 below.
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BOREHOLE LOG
Location: Barnhili
Client: RFC Consultants
Boring Method: Shell and Anger to 14.4 m
Rotary Core Drilling to 17.8 m 
Diameter: 150 mm
NX
Casing: 150 mm to 5 m
BOREHOLE NO. 1 
Sheet 1 of 1 
Ground level: 36.30 
Date: 3Qi7:77 
Scale: 1:100
Description of Strata
TOPSOIL
Loose, light brown 
SAND
Medium dense, brown 
gravelly SAND —Z -
Firm to stiff, yellowish- 
brown, closely fissured 
CLAY of high plasticity
Very dense, red, silty 
SAND with decomposed 
SANDSTONE
Red, medium-grained, 
granular, fresh 
SANDSTONE, 
moderately weak, thickly 
bedded
Level
35.6
33.7
32.5
31.9
24.1
21.9
18.5
Legend Depth
fc.0.7
2.6
= 4.4
: 12.2
:
::::::::::::::::::::::
l i t
r 14.4
ii:
117.8
Samples
- D
- D
f - U
- u
- u
- D
15
ca
kN/m2
50 for 
210 mm
80
86
97
105
U: Undisturbed Sample REMARKS: Water level (0930 hn)
D: Disturbed Sample 29:7:77 32.2m
B: Bulk Disturbed Sample 30:7:77 32.5m
W: Water Sample 31:7:77 32.5m
S Z .: Water Table
Figure 5.1 Example borehole log (Craig, 1993)
This data source contains approximately 50 000 borehole logs from across the Thames 
Water region dating back to the early 1960s.
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5.2.5.3 Potential data use
The borehole logs provide a useful source of data concerning local groundwater levels and 
soil type. However, information concerning soil characteristics is readily available from other 
data sources in a more accessible, manageable format; therefore, the borehole data will be 
considered for use solely for the provision of information regarding groundwater levels.
5.2.6 Property age data
5.2.6.1 Data origins
Estimations of property age for all streets in London have been made by the Thames Water 
Corporate Modelling Group through the development of age contour maps. The maps have 
been formed by tracing the development of London A-Z maps from the mid 19th century 
onwards to create the age contours. Ages intermediate to the contours have been inferred by 
assuming linear development in the years intervening the contours and interpolating on the 
basis of the distance between the two ages. Eight A-Z maps were used in total dating from 
1840 to 1990 at roughly equal intervals. An algorithm was been developed which estimates 
the building age for each quarter km square on the basis of the various age contours. For 
each square the algorithm :
• identifies the nearest preceding and matching age-contour boundaries;
• finds the distance to each of these age boundaries;
• interpolates age for the interior square on the basis of these distances.
5.2.6.2 Data content and coverage
The data covers the London area, which is broken down into a series of 250m x 250m 
squares. For each such square an estimated construction date is attached.
5.2.6.3 Potential data use
There is very little information available concerning the construction dates of actual sewers in 
the Thames Water area. It is, however, a plausible assumption that from the late 19th / early 
20th century onwards, development of new buildings was mirrored by the development of 
sewers to serve them. Property age data may, therefore, be used as an indication of likely 
sewer age for the same location.
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5.2.7 od3c (sewer collapse) records
5.2.7.1 Data origins
The od3c form constituted the formal Thames Water method of reporting sewer collapse 
incidents until it was replaced by a computer based failure reporting system during the year 
1999 - 2000. The od3c records summary information regarding the nature of the collapse 
and, when in use, was generally completed by the engineer in charge of the sewer repair and 
reinstatement. The main use of the od3c was as a basis for regulatory reporting and the 
monitoring of collapse figures.
5.2.7.2 Data content and coverage
The information recorded on the od3c forms relates to the location and time of the sewer 
collapse and also includes details of the sewer’s construction features and the surrounding 
area. An uncompleted copy of an od3c form is shown in Appendix C. As can be seen from 
Appendix C, not all fields were deemed ‘compulsory’ in terms of completion. The od3c forms 
available date back to 1991, there being approximately 3500 in total from all over the Thames 
Water region.
5.2.7.3 Potential data use
The od3c forms provide details of previous sewer collapse events dating back to 1991. As 
well as providing specific location information, they also provide details regarding sewer, and 
surrounding area, characteristics.
5.2.8 Thames Water corporate GIS
5.2.8.1 Data origins
The Thames Water corporate GIS provides a digital map of Thames Water assets set against 
a detailed street map for the entire Thames Water region. As well as displaying the location of 
assets, the system also stores asset attributes. The sewer related information contained on 
the system was acquired as part of the Regional Sewer Mapping Contract (RSMC) which ran 
for a number of years following privatisation in 1989. The system now provides the ‘official’ 
map of all Thames Water assets and is used for many varied purposes across the business. 
The system is continually updated to reflect any new assets, for example, sewers to new 
properties, and also to correct any inaccuracies discovered.
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5.2.8.2 Data content and coverage
The corporate GIS system covers the entire Thames Water region. As already stated, the 
system holds a map of all sewerage assets but also contains attributes concerning those 
assets. There are two main sets of attributes relative to this investigation, namely ‘Manhole 
Data’ and ‘Sewer Data’. The main fields contained within these attribute sets are detailed in 
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 below.
Field name Explanation
REFERENCE NUMBER Manhole reference number
MAINTAINER Responsibility for asset maintenance
DRAINAGE AREA Name of STW to which sewer drains
PURPOSE Use of asset e.g. foul, combined, surface water etc
VENTED Yes/No/Unknown
ABANDONED Yes/No
SIDE ENTRANCE Yes/No
COVER LEVEL Surface cover level with reference to sea level
INVERT LEVEL Lowest internal point in sewer with reference to sea level
COMMENTS Any comment about the manhole
Table 5.7 Main corporate GIS manhole data fields
Field name Explanation
MAINTAINER Responsibility for asset maintenance
DRAINAGE AREA Name of STW to which sewer drains
PURPOSE Use of asset e.g. foul, combined, surface water etc
YEAR CONSTRUCTED Construction year
YEAR CODE Construction period
ABANDONED Yes/No
MATERIAL Sewer fabric material
SHAPE Shape of sewer
HEIGHT/DIAM Height of sewer or diameter if no width specifies
WIDTH Width of sewer
LINING MATERIAL If any lining present
CRITICALITY Status of sewer
U/S INVERT OD level of sewer (upstream)
D/S INVERT OD level of sewer (downstream)
COMMENTS Any comments about the sewer
Table 5.8 Main corporate GIS sewer data fields
5.2.8.3 Potential data use
The Thames Water corporate GIS potentially provides useful information regarding the 
location and characteristics of sewerage assets.
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5.2.9 Hydraulic models
5.2.9.1 Data origins
Water companies use computer based hydraulic models for the analysis of the performance 
of existing sewer networks. Models that are built generally fall within one of the following 
types (WaPug, 1998):
Type I - Skeletal Planning Model
Type II - Drainage Area Planning Model
Type III - Detailed Design Model 
Type IV - Model for Sewer Quality Modelling
(The description and discussion of the ‘Hydraulic model data’ which follows refers to models
of Type II only, as these make up the vast majority of the hydraulic models developed by
Thames Water).
A drainage area planning model is generally used to give an overview of problems within a 
specific drainage area which may be a discrete catchment or may be part of a larger 
catchment. The purposes of such a model may be to (WaPUG, 1998):
• identify hydraulic problems such as surcharged pipes, reverse flows and the operation of 
strormwater overflows;
• identify the need for possible hydraulic upgrading schemes and to carry out initial scheme 
appraisals;
• assess the impact of proposed developments;
• establish the hydraulic operation of stormwater overflows so that a broad assessment of 
water quality problems can be undertaken.
A drainage area planning model would typically incorporate between 6 and 20 ‘nodes’ per 
1000 population.
5.2.9.2 Data content and coverage
Thames Water have developed drainage area plan type models for all catchments in the 
Thames Water region. Such models have been built to specific company guidelines but are 
generally used to meet requirements such as those described above.
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5.2.9.3 Potential data use
As described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the surcharging of sewer pipes may lead to the 
exfiltration of sewage, subsequent infiltration and, potentially, ground loss. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the hydraulic modelling data be investigated as a potential source of 
information regarding which sewer lengths in a catchment are vulnerable to surcharge.
5.2.10 Local Authority streetworks records
5.2.10.1 Data origins
Local Authority offices have a responsibility to maintain records of streetworks such as those 
carried out by utility operators and the like, including water companies, gas companies and 
telecommunications companies.
5.2.10.2 Data content and coverage
All Local Authorities have the same responsibilities regarding the logging of streetworks, so 
data coverage is complete at this level. However, different authorities maintain records in 
various formats, common content being limited to fields such as the timing of any works, their 
purpose and the company or companies (including contractors) involved.
5.2.10.3 Potential data use
Local Authority streetworks records are potentially useful in providing information regarding 
the history of surface openings, and associated ground disturbance, at any given location.
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5.3 DATA QUALITY
5.3.1 Data quality defined
Orli (1996) defined a number of characteristics by which data quality may be assessed, these 
are reproduced below.
Accuracy
1. The measure or degree of agreement between a data value (or set of values) and a 
source assumed to be correct.
2. A qualitative assessment of freedom from error.
Completeness
1. The degree to which values are present in the attributes that require them.
Consistency
1. Data are maintained so they are free from variation or contradiction.
2. The measure of the degree to which a set of data satisfies a set of constraints.
Timeliness
1. The extent to which a data item or multiple items are provided at the time required or 
specified.
2. A synonym for currency, the degree to which specified values are up to date.
Uniqueness
1. The ability to establish the uniqueness of a data record (and data key values).
Validity
1. The quality of the maintained data is rigorous enough to satisfy the acceptance 
requirements of the classification criteria.
2. A condition where the data values pass all edits for acceptability, producing desired 
results.
A further criteria is that data must be properly labelled and defined to be meaningful. That is 
to say that the data describing the data, known as metadata, must be accurate. It should also 
be remembered that quality data does not necessarily mean perfect data.
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5.3.2 Preliminary data quality investigation
Prior to any detailed data quality assessments being made, it became apparent that two of 
the ten data sources initially identified would not be of sufficient quality to be included in the 
statistical analysis. The two sources had quality issues so evident that it was not deemed 
necessary to complete the more detailed analysis to which the remaining eight sources were 
subject. The main aspects concerning the quality issues of the two sources are described 
below.
5.3.2.1 Hydraulic models
Although the Thames Water waste water modelling group have developed hydraulic models 
for practically all catchments in the region, the vast majority of models relate only to trunk 
(principal) sewers. Such sewers make less than 1% of the network and, therefore, would 
provide information only on a small, highly skewed section of the overall network. Hence, it 
was not possible to include any hydraulic modelling data within the investigation for reasons 
of both sample size and statistical validity.
5.3.2.2 Local Authority streetworks records
A number of Local Authority offices were contacted to discuss the possibility of using 
streetworks records within the analysis. However, it was found that the format and accuracy, 
as well as the availability, of such records varied significantly between Local Authorities, the 
majority of Authorities simply stating that the records were not available. A number also 
commented that the records were not particularly well maintained or user friendly.
5.3.3 Detailed quality assessments
The remaining eight data sources were subject to detailed quality assessments according to 
the criteria outlined in section 5.3.1.
5.3.3.1 CCTV data 
Accuracy
As CCTV records rely on visual inspection there will inevitably be errors incorporated in this 
data source. However, as already described, surveyors are required to hold a specialist 
qualification, and survey methods and reporting follow industry standard documents. The 
level of accuracy is likely to vary between the numerous fields that the CCTV data source 
provides, from the simple fields such as the geographical location through to the more
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complex assessments in describing the extent and nature of cracks/fractures etc which 
contribute to the internal condition grade. As a generalisation though, this data source may be 
subjectively described as being reasonably accurate.
Completeness
Of the fields generated by the CCTV data, only the field of manhole depths is not 100% 
complete, incomplete records accounting for 4 - 5% of the total number of CCTV records.
Consistency
It is possible that interpretations of various defects will vary from surveyor to surveyor, the 
categorisation of a defect as a crack or a fracture for example. However, as already 
described, the industry standard documents are designed to minimise such variations and 
produce a consistent standard of survey.
A further issue concerning consistency arises from the manner in which the data collected Is 
moved between various formats. Initially the data is recorded on site in a standard format by 
the CCTV contractor. A disk containing the information is then posted to Thames Water 
before being loaded onto the PRIME system. A further format change is performed when the 
data is downloaded from PRIME to a spreadsheet. Attempts are made to minimise errors 
during the transfer to PRIME as data accepted by Thames Water must meet certain criteria 
relating to the number of characters accepted in certain fields and their numeric/alphanumeric 
nature.
Timeliness
CCTV data refers to a specific period in time, the PRIME records considered for use 
originating from between April 1989 and February 1999.
Uniqueness
The start and finish manhole numbers may be used to establish the uniqueness of each 
record, where duplicate surveys exist the SRS key (effectively a survey number) may also be 
useful. For records where unique manhole numbers do not exist, location and sewer purpose 
fields may generally be used to establish uniqueness along with the SRS key
Validity
Validity checks at the point where Thames Water accept information from the CCTV 
contractor should ensure, as far as practicable, that the data values are valid within their 
fields. However, the validity checks do not mean that the entry of invalid data is impossible 
only that it is very unlikely.
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5.3.3.2 Soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity 
Accuracy
Much of the information from which the classes of soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity 
are assigned is derived from the 1:250 000 National Soil Map. For very high accuracy, 
interpretation is more successful using soil data at a scale of 1:50 000 (Jarvis & Hedges, 
1994). At this scale, individual soil series can be identified as soil map units, as opposed to 
1:250 000 and smaller scales, where each soil map unit may comprise of a number of soil 
series or types which are found associated together in a particular type of landscape (SSLRC, 
Undated). However, soil maps are published at a scale appropriate to the detail recorded 
from the actual survey and to the natural complexity of the soils in the landscape. Therefore, 
in order to improve the accuracy of this data source, either existing base maps would have to 
be expertly re-interpreted or the soils of the Thames Water London area would need to be re­
surveyed (SSLRC, Undated). Both of these measures are not justifiable given the scale and 
nature of this investigation.
Completeness
The SSLRC soil fracture potential and corrosivity data was designed to provide complete 
coverage of the Thames Water London water supply area.
Consistency
As already discussed, the SSLRC data was supplied to Thames Water in ARC/Info format 
before being converted to character separated value (csv) and text (txt) files, a simple 
transfer operation. Prior to this the data had been within the control of the SSLRC who have 
had national responsibility for researching and documenting the soils of England and Wales 
for the last 50 years. Given the high level of knowledge and expertise associated with the 
SSLRC, any problems associated with data consistency are unlikely.
Timeiiness
The 1:250 000 national Soil Map Sheet 6, South East England (Jarvis et al, 1983), upon 
which much of the fracture potential and corrosivity information is based, was published in 
1983. Although other forms of data e.g. CCTV were collected subsequent to this date, it is 
unlikely that significant changes occurred within this time period. The SSLRC data may, 
therefore, be assumed to be up to date.
Uniqueness
The Ordnance Survey co-ordinates that define the geographical location of the various soil 
fracture potential and corrosivity bands ensure that each polygon is easily identifiable and 
hence unique.
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Validity
Although this data source has a complex, technical history, the simplicity with which 
geographical areas are assigned a categorical banding means that there are few problems in 
ensuring that all records have a meaningful entry.
5.3.3.3 LRC traffic data 
Accuracy
As already described, the LRC traffic count figures originate from a number of sources and, 
potentially, various count methods have been incorporated ranging from manual to fully 
automated. Obviously this means that accuracy will also vary between the original data 
sources, although the varied sources means that it is very difficult to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of data accuracy. However, given the large geographical area 
under consideration, it may be assumed that the LRC data is amongst the most accurate 
available, particularly as in the majority of cases, figures relate to actual counts and not to 
projections.
Completeness
Although all fields within the dataset are complete with values, the data is restricted to “major 
routes in the London area”, hence there is no data for very minor roads and streets which are 
not considered part of the traffic network due to their minimal loadings.
Consistency
As with data accuracy, the consistency of the data is very difficult to assess due to the 
relatively large number of initial data sources involved in providing the information. However, 
all data submitted to the LRC is scrutinised and verified prior to incorporation into the overall 
model.
Timeliness
Both the traffic count data and the road classification data relates to a specific point in time, 
i.e. 1991. Given the long history of some sewers, the changing nature of road layouts and the 
dramatic increase in traffic in recent years it is obvious that this data source is not 
representative of that history. However, traffic count data is by nature time dependent and 
therefore any data of this nature is likely to be compromised in terms of timeliness.
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Uniqueness
The Ordnance Survey co-ordinates that define the start and end nodes of each link (section 
of road) ensure that each record is easily identifiable and hence unique.
Validity
Although this data source has a complex history, the data extracted is of a simple format and 
is limited to a small number of fields, this means that there are few problems in ensuring that 
all records contain meaningful entries.
5.3.3.4 Fraxcom 
Accuracy
As with CCTV data, accuracy is likely to vary between the large number of fields the Fraxcom 
data source contains. However, the only fields to be used are those containing geographical 
information, the simple nature of which should mean that the information is of an acceptable 
accuracy.
Completeness
The vast majority of records within the Fraxcom database contain complete geographical 
information in terms of street or road name and area. Fraxcom is used as the basis for burst 
main reporting to the regulator, its completeness being sufficient for this purpose. The only 
burst repairs which are not routinely recorded are those minor repairs that occur during water 
main rehabilitation which are fixed immediately.
Consistency
The potential for errors through inconsistency occurs when information is transferred from 
paper records to the database, following this transfer the data is maintained on one database 
only.
Timeliness
It is important to note that Fraxcom logs burst repairs, not actual bursts. Hence, it is possible 
that some water mains leak for substantial periods of time before appearing on Fraxcom. It is 
also important to note that Fraxcom records date back to July 1990, hence it is possible that 
the date of CCTV survey precedes that of any bursts/repairs at a particular location.
For this investigation the identification of the burst history of a particular location will have to 
be made regardless of whether the Fraxcom date field precedes the sewer CCTV survey date 
or not, although obviously a water main which burst in 1998 is unlikely to have influenced the
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condition of a sewer as surveyed in 1990. If a relationship between water main repairs and 
sewer condition is discovered then further attention will be given to the date fields within the 
respective data sources.
Uniqueness
The fields which describe geographical location within the Fraxcom data, together with the 
record serial number are sufficient to ensure that each record is easily identifiable from 
another and hence unique.
Validity
The information recorded within the geographical fields is of a simple format and is recorded 
on site. The geographical fields are of primary importance within the Fraxcom database as a 
whole, the vast majority of records have meaningful entries.
5.3.3.5 Borehole log 
Accuracy
Water table levels are generally determined by measuring the depth to the water surface in a 
borehole. Water levels in boreholes may take a considerable time to stabilise, this response 
time depending primarily on the permeability of the soil. Care must be taken to ensure that 
water levels in boreholes stabilise to a constant level before reading and that further strata 
are not penetrated prior to stabilisation resulting in artesian conditions and the water level in 
the hole rising above water table level. If a perched water table exists, the borehole must be 
cased to allow the main water table level to be determined.
The fact that borehole logs rely on human interpretation means that the considerations 
detailed above describe just some of the potential problems concerning the accuracy of 
borehole ground water observations. However, all boreholes within Thames Water records 
are completed by specialist contractors or Thames Water geotechnics personnel who have 
sufficient experience to overcome such interpretation complexities and return accurate results 
in the vast majority of cases.
A further factor which may cause problems with accuracy is the existence of seasonal ground 
water levels in some locations. However, areas particularly prone to such variations have 
been highlighted by Thames Water Geotechnical Division so that due consideration to this 
effect may be given.
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Completeness
As previously described, the data source contains borehole logs from across the Thames 
Water region, and number in excess of 50 000. All records detail groundwater observations 
although a number do not make reference to stabilised water table levels, only to ‘water table 
strikes’ or similar. Such records have been treated with caution, particularly in cohesive soils 
where levels recorded as ‘water table strikes’ may be particularly misleading.
Consistency
Problems involving data inconsistencies may occur as a result of the large number of 
technical personnel who have contributed to the data source. This is minimised as far as 
practicable by industry standard practice documents for ground investigations and Thames 
Water standards. The information recorded changes format only once, when being 
transferred from site notes to technical documentation and, therefore, there is little 
opportunity for inconsistencies in data maintenance.
Timeliness
Although borehole records within the data source date back to the 1960s, of the sample used 
within this investigation less than 20% are dated pre 1980. Groundwater observations 
contained within the records relate only to a specific point in time but on a macro scale the 
general levels of groundwater or the existence of tidal groundwaters may be thought of as 
reasonably consistent.
Uniqueness
The ‘Boring No.’ attached to each borehole site and the Ordnance Survey co-ordinates for 
each individual borehole are sufficient to establish the uniqueness of each record.
Validity
All borehole records make reference to groundwater observations. However, as previously 
described, some records only make reference to groundwater strikes and not stabilised 
groundwater levels. In some cases these observations are not valid for the purposes of 
determining the level of the water table. However, such instances form a minority the majority 
of records providing meaningful, valid data.
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5.3.3.6 Property age data 
Accuracy
The property age data has been created on a ‘macro’ type scale and it is recognised that the 
construction dates assigned to particular streets will not be perfectly accurate. Potential 
sources of errors in accuracy include:
• sewers being replaced or rehabilitated;
• many 19th century buildings may not have had sewers connected;
• buildings may be demolished and replaced with new properties;
• building ages within quarter square kilometres may vary;
• development is unlikely to be perfectly linear between age contours as described.
However, it is thought that for the purpose of identifying particular periods in history, e.g. turn 
of the century, the inter war years, the data accuracy will be sufficient to identify any 
relationship between property age and sewer condition.
Completeness
Property age information is complete for the London area.
Consistency
Data are maintained in one location only and does not undergo any changes in format except 
the change from quarter square km to street references. This process is described in section 
5.4.
Timeliness
The information provided is a snapshot at particular points in time and is, therefore, not 
representative of continuing development. For example, the snapshots cannot account for the 
full range of building destruction and renewal during and after the second World War. As most 
development is long term, however, such problems should be minimal.
Uniqueness
The co-ordinates that define the location of each quarter square km ensure that each ‘record’ 
is unique.
Validity
Data values may only fall between the publication dates of the earliest and most recent A-Z 
maps, hence all records have valid entries.
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5.3.3.7 od3c records 
Accuracy
As with a number of other data sources, accuracy is likely to vary across the numerous data 
fields within the od3c. However, all are completed manually and, therefore, have the potential 
for incorporating errors. As part of a separate project, around half of the od3c records in 
existence (1700) were audited and significant inaccuracies found in a range of fields. Among 
the most common errors was the misappropriation of a ‘hard blockage’ as a collapse.
Completeness
As previously described, not all fields on the od3c are ‘compulsory’ to complete. Hence, the 
completeness of records varies significantly. Approximately 3500 od3c records are held in 
total (as of March 2000).
Consistency
od3c records are registered and stored at one location only and are paper based. Hence, 
there are no issues apparent concerning data consistency.
Timeliness
od3c records are generally submitted and filed within 3 months of the collapse incident 
occurring. However, no formal, regular auditing procedure of collapse details exists.
Uniqueness
Each od3c is assigned a unique reference number.
Validity
As no formal procedure for regular auditing exists, little information is available concerning 
data validity. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that older records in particular contain a 
significant proportion of invalid entries.
5.3.3.8 Thames Water corporate GIS 
Accuracy
Accuracy not only varies across data fields but also geographically. Information displayed on 
the corporate GIS varies from that collected by detailed site survey to that obtained by simply 
digitising old sewer maps.
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Completeness
The corporate GIS covers the entire Thames Water region and is believed to include the vast 
majority of wastewater assets. However, the completeness of the ‘attribute’ fields varies 
significantly as shown in Table 5.9.
Field % o f assets with entry (by length)
Sewer purpose 100%
Year code 3%
Material 31%
Shape 90%
Height / diameter 92%
Table 5.9 Completeness o f asset attribute fields on corporate GIS
Consistency
Data held on the corporate GIS is strictly maintained at a single location.
Timeliness
The corporate GIS is continually updated to reflect changes in the wastewater system, 
providing a system which is always ‘current’ as far as is possible.
Uniqueness
Assets and attributes are described by unique manhole references stored on the GIS.
Validity
Data attributes must meet certain acceptance criteria before being accepted to the system. 
Hence, all data on the system are valid.
5.3.4 Summary
Quality issues have been identified for all 8 remaining potential data sources. The main 
concerns identified generally surround the issues of accuracy, timeliness and consistency. In 
theory at least, the accuracy of all sources could be improved; for example, soil maps could 
be reproduced on more detailed scales. Accuracy within sources is also subject to variation; 
for example, the large and varied number of variables supported by CCTV data means that 
some variables are identified with more confidence than others. Another issue affecting more 
than one data source is that of timeliness, an example being traffic data which refers to a 
specific date and, therefore, only a brief snapshot in a sewer’s life span. The issue of data
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consistency was apparent in all sources which rely on human influence, for instance CCTV 
surveys are liable to minor variation depending on the personnel who complete the survey.
It is important to note, however, that quality data does not necessarily mean perfect data and 
in any data gathering exercise and subsequent analysis a balance has to be struck between 
data quality and data manageability.
Based on the quality assessments, it was decided that the od3c records and the Thames 
Water corporate GIS would not be utilised further. In these instances it was thought that the 
issues identified (in particular, accuracy and completeness) meant that these sources could 
not be reliably used. In the case of the corporate GIS, it is also important to note that the 
variables supported by this source are also supported by other sources such as CCTV data.
In summary, the data sources identified as being of sufficient quality to be utilised for the 
statistical investigation were:
• CCTV data;
• soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity data;
• LRC traffic data;
• Fraxcom;
• borehole logs; and
• property age data.
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5.4 DATA MATCHING
At this stage in the work the six data sources were entirely disparate, being held in various 
formats in different locations. In order that the statistical analysis could take place the six 
sources had to be ‘matched’ to produce a single body of data.
5.4.1 Basis for matching
The CCTV data formed the reference point to which all other data sources were matched. As 
described in section 5.2.1.2, the CCTV records contain geographical information concerning 
the road name, place and local authority where a particular surveyed sewer length is located. 
This provided sufficient information to allow all variables from the other data sources to be 
cross referenced back to the CCTV information.
5.4.2 Methods of matching
5.4.2.1 GAZLEAK
GAZLEAK is an analytical tool which was written by Thames Water Corporate Modelling 
Group as part of the Network Asset Performance and Strategy Project for the Technical 
Directorate. This software was written as part of a project which aimed to understand the 
performance of Thames Water clean water assets. The Soil Fracture Potential, Soil 
Corrosivity, LRC Traffic, FRAXCOM and Property Age data sources were all matched to the 
CCTV data using this method.
The critical data source for GAZLEAK is the Address Point data assembled by the Ordnance 
Survey and the Post Office, which Thames Water R&T purchased for the Thames Water 
region. This data contains:
• every address which the Post Office delivers to;
• the full 7 digit grid reference for each address;
• the postcode, and for commercial sites, other address details.
This information means that spatial data, for example soil type, can be attached to an 
address point by making use of the 7 digit grid reference. Such attachments have been made 
for every street within the London area. The location information from the CCTV records is 
then linked by street name and locality to the address point data, thus attaching the soil 
fracture potential and corrosivity, LRC traffic and Fraxcom data to the CCTV data.
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Although not strictly relevant to this investigation, this street based approach has a number of 
advantages relating to the possible future expansion of data sources in subsequent 
investigations, including:
• other man-made effects, such as dwelling development, are likely to be readily 
describable by streets;
• traffic effects, eg bus routes, are naturally specified in terms of streets rather than by 
Ordnance Survey grid references;
« local authorities are more likely to have other information, such as tree lined roads and 
traffic calming measures, organised by streets.
There are, however, obvious weaknesses in working with reference to streets, including:
• street names are far from unique, e.g. there are some 140 Albert Roads in London;
• street names are prone to misspelling and variable abbreviation which can inhibit street- 
matching;
• some streets are long and may not allow accurate focus on a location.
To help overcome these difficulties, a number of refinements were introduced to GAZLEAK, 
including:
• street names are always associated with their GPO 4 digit outcode and locality, this then 
gives rise to unique street locations;
• name-matching routines have been developed to minimise the problems of spelling 
variations;
• streets which cross zonal (water pressure) boundaries are treated as separate locations, 
so each street is unique to a zone. Together with the link to a unique outcode this makes 
for reasonably short streets in practically all cases.
5.4.2.2 Local Authority basis
Information from borehole logs relating to the local groundwater regime is attached to the 
CCTV records on a local authority by local authority basis to provide an overall picture of local 
groundwater regimes in particular areas. As both the borehole records and the CCTV records 
contain a local authority reference this is a relatively simple process.
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5.5 THE DATA SET
5.5.1 Variable types
Cabena et al (1998) describe two main types of variables, namely categorical and 
quantitative.
Categorical
The possible values are finite and differ in kind. There are two subtypes: nominal and ordinal. 
Nominal variables name the kind of object to which they refer, but there is no order among 
the possible values, for example, gender (male, female), and marital status (single, married, 
divorced). Ordinal variables have an order among the possible values, for example, condition 
assessment (poor, average, good).
Quantitative
There is a measurable difference between the possible values. There are two subtypes: 
continuous (values are real numbers) and discrete (values are integers). Examples of 
continuous variables are income and distance. Examples of discrete variables are number of 
employees and day of the month.
5.5.2 The ‘Dependent’ variable
The dependent variable for this analysis was internal condition grade. The five grades (see 
section 5.2.1.2) were reduced to a dichotomous (binary) categorical variable where 1 
indicated a sewer in grade 5 condition (collapsed or collapse imminent) and 0 represented a 
sewer in any one of the other four internal condition grades (1 ,2 ,3  or 4). The grade 5 sewers 
were distinguished from other grades as a means of isolating those sewers in the poorest 
condition, and also to overcome concerns relating to survey repeatability in the grading of 
sewers within the lower internal condition grades.
5.5.3 The ‘Independent’ variables
5.5.3.1 Sewer depth
Sewer depth was designated a continuous quantitative type variable where figures were 
quoted in metres. If measures of both start manhole depth and finish manhole depth were 
complete, then the two were averaged. If only one measure was present then that value was 
assumed.
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5.5.3.2 Sewer use/purpose
Sewer use/purpose was designated a nominal categorical type variable, categories were 
assigned as follows:
0 = Combined Sewer
1 = Foul Sewer
2 = Surface Water Sewer
5.5.3.3 Sewer size
Sewer size was designated a simple continuous quantitative variable where figures were 
quoted in millimetres.
5.5.3.4 Sewer material
Sewer material was designated a nominal categorical variable, categories were assigned as 
follows:
0 = Concrete
1 = Clay
2 = Other
5.5.3.5 Sewer pipe length
Sewer pipe length was designated an ordinal categorical variable where categories were 
assigned as follows:
0 = < 0.9m 
1= 0.9m-1.49m 
2 = >1.49m
5.5.3.6 Sewer location
Sewer location was designated a nominal categorical variable where categories were 
assigned as follows:
0 = Main road - Urban (town or city centre with HGVs)
1 = Main road - Suburban/rural (all other roads with HGVs)
2 = Light Road - all other roads and parking areas
3 = Footpath or verge (within the highway boundary)
4 = Other
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5.5.3.7 Root intrusion
The presence of root intrusion was designated a dichotomous, nominal categorical variable 
where categories were assigned as follows:
0 = No root intrusion within sewer length
1 = Root intrusion (of any form i.e. fine, mass or tap) within sewer length
5.5.3.8 Infiltration
The presence of infiltration was designated a dichotomous, nominal categorical variable 
where categories were assigned as follows:
0 = No infiltration within sewer length
1 = Infiltration (of any form i.e. dripper, seeper, runner or gusher) within sewer length
5.5.3.9 Debris
The presence of debris was designated a dichotomous, nominal categorical variable where 
categories were assigned as follows:
0 = No debris within sewer length
1 = Debris (of any form i.e. grease or silt) within sewer length
5.5.3.10 Soil fracture potential
Soil fracture potential was designated a categorical variable. There were five ordinal fracture 
potential classes and a further additional nominal class used to account for alluvial soils. 
Categories were assigned as follows:
0 = Very low
1 = Low
2 = Moderate
3 = High
4 = Very high
5 = High* (alluvial)
5.5.3.11 Soil corrosivity
Soil corrosivity was designated a categorical variable with five ordinal corrosivity classes. 
Categories were assigned as follows:
1 = Non-aggressive
2 = Slightly aggressive
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3 = Moderately aggressive
4 = Highly aggressive
5 = Very highly aggressive
5.5.3.12 Goods vehicle flow
Goods vehicle flow was designated a discrete quantitative variable.
5.5.3.13 Bus flow
Bus flow was designated a discrete quantitative variable.
5.5.3.14 Vehicle flow
Vehicle flow was designated a discrete quantitative variable
5.5.3.15 Road classification
Road classification was designated a nominal categorical variable. Categories were assigned 
as follows:
1 = ‘A’ Road
2 = ‘B’ Road 
3= Unclassified
5.5.3.16 Burst history
Burst history was designated a continuous quantitative type variable, measured as burst rate 
per km of water main.
5.5.3.17 Groundwater regime
Groundwater regime was designated a nominal categorical variable. Categories were 
assigned as follows:
0 = GW level is in the vicinity of sewer invert level (i.e. 2-6m below surface level)
1 = GW level is generally below sewer invert level (i.e. greater than 6m below surface
level
2 = GW level is indeterminate (i.e. insufficient data or soil type not conducive to
measurement
3 = GW level is subject to tidal influence
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5.5.3.18 Property age
Property age was designated an ordinal categorical variable, categories were assigned as 
follows:
0 = Before 1900
1 = 1900-1924
2 = 1925-1949
3 = 1950-1974
4 = 1975-1999
5.5.4 Summary o f variables
Variable Name Dependent / 
Independent
Variable Type Data Source
Sewer Condition Dependent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Sewer depth Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer use/purpose Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer size Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer material Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer pipe length Independent Ordinal categorical CCTV
Sewer location Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Root intrusion Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Infiltration Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Debris Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Soil fracture potential Independent Ordinal categorical Digital soil maps
Soil corrosivity Independent Ordinal categorical Digital soil maps
Bus flow Independent Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Goods vehicle flow Independent Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Vehicle flow Independent Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Road classification Independent Nominal categorical LRC traffic data
Burst history Independent Continuous quantitative Fraxcom
GW regime Independent Nominal categorical Borehole log
Property age Independent Ordinal categorical Property age data
Table 5.10 Summary of variables for statistical investigation
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5.5.5 Data content
5.5.5.1 General description
The data set used for the analysis contained approximately 12 000 records, each record 
relating to a single manhole to manhole sewer length. The total length of sewer within the 
sample was 636km. This sample size was determined by attempting to balance the 
requirement to provide a significant sample with the fact that the analysis had to be 
manageable using a personal computer. The content of the data was analysed to ensure that 
the sewer lengths chosen were reasonably representative of the Thames Water asset stock 
as a whole. The graphs which follow describe the distribution of the data for each individual 
variable, where variables were continuous in nature the data has been grouped for ease of 
display. Also included is a graph (Figure 5.2) which indicates the geographical origin of the 
sewer lengths according to Local Authority area within London.
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BX Bexley
EA Ealing
HG Haringey
HK Hackney
LW Lewisham
NW Newham
RM Richmond
WW Wandsworth
Figure 5.2 Distribution of data across Local Authority areas
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of sewer depth within the data set
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of sewer use/purpose within the data set
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Figure 5.6 Distribution of sewer size within the data set
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Figure 5.7 Distribution of sewer material within the data set
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Figure 5.8 Distribution of individual sewer pipe section length within the data set
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of presence of root intrusion within the data set
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Figure 5.11 Distribution of presence of infiltration within the data set
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Figure 5.12 Distribution of presence of debris within the data set
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Figure 5.14 Distribution of soil corrosivity within the data set
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Figure 5.16 Distribution of bus flow within the data set
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Figure 5.19 Distribution of water main burst history within the data set
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5.6 STATISTICAL METHOD -  LOGISTIC REGRESSION
5.6.1 Linear regression modelling
The basic aim of modelling is to derive a mathematical representation of the relationship 
between an observed response variable and a number of explanatory variables, together with 
a measure of the inherent uncertainty of any such relationship (Coilett, 1999). Regression is 
concerned with the relationship between a response variable (dependent variable) and 
explanatory variables (independent variables) on which the response variable is assumed to 
depend. To describe this relationship we must define a model, and the simplest such model is 
a straight line,
y  =  a  +  px +  s
In this model, y, is the dependent variable, x is the explanatory variable, a  and p are unknown 
parameters to be estimated and e is a random error variable representing the error in 
predicting y  from x. The parameter a, called the intercept, represents the value of y  when x is 
zero. The parameter p represents the change in y  associated with a one unit increase in x, or 
the slope of the line that provides the best linear estimate of y  from x. In multiple regression, 
there are several predictor variables. If k is the number of independent variables the equation 
becomes,
y  =  a  +  p \x \+ pixi+....+pkXk +  s
Estimates of the intercept, a, and the regression coefficients, p^ p2,...pk, are obtained 
mathematically using the method of ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation. Suppose that 
y „ y2, ..., yn are n independent observations such that the expected response for the /th
observation is E(y) = Eftx^ with / = 1 ,2  n. The least squares estimates of the unknown
parameters in the model are then those values which minimise the sum of the squared 
deviations of the observations from their expected values, given by
n n
s = Ysiy*~E(yOf = Z  o  -/?<>-p ixu -...-p *xk i) 2
i*=i i = i
These estimates produce the equation
Y =  a  +  bixi +  b2X2+....+bvck
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where Y is the value of y  predicted by the linear regression equation, a is the OLS estimate of 
the intercept a, and b1f b2, ..., bk are the OLS estimates of the partial slopes p1t p2.-” Pk.
5.6.2 A binary response variable
Data are said to be binary, or quantal, when they fall into one of two categories, examples 
being dead or alive, male or female and yes or no. Such responses are generally coded (1,0), 
‘1’ often being referred to as ‘success’ and ‘0’ being ‘failure’. When the dependent (response) 
variable is of this nature, use of the linear regression model described in section 5.6.1 above 
becomes troublesome. There are 3 main problems associated with its use (Collett, 1999 & 
Menard, 1995):
1. The fitted values for the dependent variable may be higher or lower than the possible 
values for the dependent variable. The fitted p values (b) are totally unconstrained, so 
that any linear combination of them can, in principle, lie anywhere in the range (- oo.oo). 
Hence the fitted value of the dependent variable may lie outside the range (0,1).
2. The error terms are heteroscedastic, i.e. the variability of the residual will depend on the 
size of the independent variables. This condition implies that the estimates for the 
regression coefficients will not be the best estimates in the sense of having a small 
standard error.
3. The residuals will not be normally distributed and therefore the construction of confidence 
intervals for the regression coefficients will not be valid.
Such problems mean that an alternative form of regression is used in cases where the 
dependent variable is binary, the most common of the alternatives is logistic regression.
5.6.3 Logistic regression
The logistic regression model is a non-linear transformation of the linear regression. This 
allows the problem to be reconceptualised into trying to predict the probability that a case will 
be classified into one, as opposed to the other, of the two categories of the dependent 
variable. Instead of using a linear model for the dependence of the success probability on the 
independent variables, the probability scale is first transformed from the range (0,1) to (- 
oo,oo). A linear model is then adopted for the transformed value of the success probability, a 
procedure which ensures that the fitted probabilities will lie between zero and one. Although 
there are a number of alternative transformations, the probit and complementary log-log 
transformations being among them, the logistic transformation is generally preferred and has
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become the standard method of analysis for the case of a binary dependent variable (White, 
1996). The main reason for the prevalence of the logistic transformation is the direct manner 
in which the transformed variable may be interpreted (Collett, 1999).
If the probability of a ‘success’ (i.e. y=1) is p then the probability of a ‘failure’ (i.e. y=0) is 1-p. 
The odds of a success is the ratio of the probability of y=1 to the probability that y=0. Hence,
Odds(y =
1 - p
One further transformation of the odds produces a variable that varies, in principle, from -o o  to 
oo, this transformation is the natural logarithm of the odds, known as the logit.
f  p  > 
lo g it (p) = ln\  -----
\ l - p j
It can be seen that any value of p in the range (0,1) corresponds to a value of logit(p) in the 
range ( -o o ,  o o ) .  As p-»0, logit(p) - > - o o ;  as p-> 1, logit(p) -*» , and for p=0.5, logit(p)=0. Figure 
5.22 below shows the values of the logistic transformation of p.
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Figure 5.22 The logistic transformation of p
Using the natural logarithm of the odds that y=1 as the dependent variable means that there 
is no longer a problem with the estimated probability values exceeding the maximum or
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minimum possible values for the probability. The equation for the relationship between the 
dependent variable and the independent variables then becomes,
logit(p) = a + f l i x i + fi2X2+....+flkXk
Following some rearrangement,
a + f i \X \+ f i2 X 2 + . . . .+ f ik X k
w
ta + /3 \X l+ /3 2 X 2 + ....+ fik X k
Although the model transformation has resolved the problem concerning the range of the 
fitted probabilities, it now becomes apparent that because the dependent variable may now 
be infinitely small or large, the ordinary least squares (OLS) method can no longer be used to 
estimate the parameters. Instead, the Method of Maximum Likelihood is used, which, unlike 
OLS (which is able to solve directly for the parameters) estimates the solution by iterative 
means. Estimates are found such that the joint likelihood function, the product of the values of 
the distribution function for each observed data value, is as large as possible. The estimation 
process involves considering the observed data values as constants and the parameter to be 
estimated as a variable. A brief description of the method of maximum likelihood when 
applied to logistic regression is given below, having been reproduced from Collett (1999).
Suppose that binomial data of the form y, successes out of n,trials, /= 1, 2 ,..., n, are available, 
where the logistic transform of the corresponding success probability, p, is to be modelled as 
a linear combination of k explanatory variables, x1h x2h ..., xkh so that,
In order to fit a linear logistic model to a given set of data, the k+1 unknown parameters p0, 
P l ..., pk have first to be estimated. The likelihood function is given by,
l0git(p) = 00 + filXH + j32X2i+....+flkXki
Where the n  symbol denotes a product.
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The likelihood depends on the unknown success probabilities p„ which in turn depend on the 
p values , hence the likelihood function can be regarded as a function of p. The problem now 
is to obtain those values p0, p1t..., pk which maximise L(p), or equivalently In L(p).
The logarithm of the likelihood function is,
In L ( f i)  = 2^ h i +y ilnp>  + ( m -  y i) ln ( l -  p i)
i \y 0
=z In
f n>
\y 0
+ y itji -  m ln ( l + e11' )
where,
iji = $ Xji xot = * ^or va u^es z*
The derivatives of this log-likelihood function with respect to the k+'l unknown p parameters 
are,
<?lnZ(/7)
dpi
= “  2 nixjten>{ 1 + e* ') \  j =  0,1,...A:
Evaluating these derivatives and equating them to zero gives a set of k+1 non-linear 
equations in the unknown parameters that can only be solved numerically. In practice it is 
more straightforward to use an algorithm known as Fischer’s method of scoring to obtain the 
maximum likelihood estimates. Details of this algorithm, as used by widely available statistical 
software packages, are given by Collett (1999).
Once the p values have been obtained, the estimated coefficient values can be used to find 
the fitted probabilities using,
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pt =
l  + eT‘
5.6.4 Model selection
5.6.4.1 Stepwise regression
Stepwise regression refers to the use of decisions made by computer algorithms to select a 
set of predictor variables for inclusion in or removal from a regression model. In order to be 
included in the model, a predictor variable should contribute significantly to the accuracy of 
the estimation. Stepwise regression may be performed in a backward or forward direction. In 
backward stepwise regression, the starting point is a model containing all possible 
independent variables, the variables being eliminated one by one as it is determined they 
contribute little to the model. In forward stepwise regression, the starting point is to fit only 
one independent variable and then to continue to add other variables so long as they 
significantly improve the model. Usually, the results of backward elimination and forward 
inclusion methods will be the same, but when they differ, backward elimination may uncover 
relationships missed by forward inclusion (Menard, 1995).
The decision of whether to add or drop a term in the model is commonly made by use of 
Mallows’ Cp statistic. In general terms, as the number of parameter estimates (p) in the model 
increases, Cp will also increase unless there is an offsetting decrease in the model residual. If 
there is a variable in the model which does not contribute significantly to the model it will 
increase the value of p but not greatly affect the numerical value of the residual, hence 
causing a larger value of Cp. Thus when comparing different models, that which has the 
smallest value of Cp is chosen (Dowdy & Wearden, 1991). In performing a stepwise 
regression, the Cp statistic for the current model, as well as those for all reduced and 
augmented models is calculated. The term that reduces Cp the most is then added or 
dropped accordingly.
5.6.4.2 Comparing linear logistic models
Alternative linear logistic models for binomial data can be compared on the basis of a 
goodness of fit statistic such as the deviance (Collett, 1999). In general, the deviance statistic 
measures the extent to which the current model deviates from the full or saturated model (i.e. 
a model that fits the data perfectly) and is calculated by comparison of the likelihood functions 
of the two models. In making such a comparison it is convenient to use minus twice the 
logarithm ratio of these maximised likelihoods, which is denoted by D, so that,
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D  =  -2  ln^~J = -2(lnLc -  In Lf)
where:
D = deviance
Lc = maximum likelihood under the current model
Lf = maximum likelihood under the full or saturated model
Large values of D are encountered when Lc is small relative to Lf, indicating that the current 
model is a poor one. Conversely, small values of D are encountered when Lc is similar to Lf, 
indicating that the current model is a good one.
However, in the important special case of binary data, the deviance can be shown to depend 
(see Collett, 1999) on the binary observations y, only through the fitted probabilities p, and so 
it is uninformative regarding the agreement between the observations and their corresponding 
fitted probabilities. In this case, though, the deviance is of use in comparing two nested 
models, i.e. when one model contains terms that are additional to those in another. The 
difference in deviances may be used to measure the extent to which the additional terms in 
one model improve its accuracy in comparison to the observed response variable, and since 
the deviance for each model has an approximate x2 distribution, the difference between two 
deviances will be approximately distributed as %2. Collett (1999) provides an example:
Suppose that two models are being compared, where model (1) is nested within model (2); 
model (1) will therefore have fewer terms than model (2). Let the deviance for model (1) be D* 
on v-, degrees of freedom (df) and that for model (2) be D2 on v2 df. Denoting the maximised 
likelihood under model (1) and model (2) by Lc1 and LcZ respectively, the two deviances are,
Di — — 2(lnZ/ci — In Lf)  ,  D i  =  — 2(lnZc2 — In Lf)
Since Df has an approximate %2 distribution on v* df and Dz has an approximate %2 distribution 
on vz df, the difference in deviance will have an approximate x2 distribution on vr vz df. When 
comparing the two deviances, the term involving Lf disappears and,
D \ - D i -  -2(ln Ld -  In L a )
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The chi-squared approximation to the difference between two deviances can therefore be 
used to compare nested models for binary data.
5.6.5 Coefficient interpretation
The most common form of coefficient interpretation is by use of odds ratios. It is important to 
note that the odds ratio is not a separate measure of the relationship between the dependent 
variable and the independent variables. It contains the same information as the logistic 
regression coefficient or the probability, the difference being in the way the information is 
presented.
When two sets of binary data are to be compared, a relative measure of the odds of a 
success in one set relative to that in another is the odds ratio. If pr and p2 are the success 
probabilities in these two sets of data, then,
, ,  . p i / ( I - p i )
odds ratio (V) = — —--------p i / ( i - p i )
When the odds of a success in each of the two sets of binary data are identical, i|/ equals 
one. A \)/ value of less than 1 would suggest that the odds of a success are less in the first set 
of data than in the second, while an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that the odds of a 
success are greater in the first set of data. For example, suppose the odds of owning a car 
are 0.50 for men and 0.75 for women, then the odds ratio for women to men is 1.5(0.75/0.50). 
Thus a unit increase (switching from male=0 to female=1) is associated with a 50% (1-1.5) 
increase in the odds of owning a car.
Consider the simple case of a single, binary independent variable (x) where a model 
logit {p}=0o+fiiXi,
where x*=0 — —  =
l - p i
where xt=7 — —  = e^0+^
I -  p i
The ratio of the odds of success for x=1 to x=0 are,
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/ * > / ( 1 - / 7 2 )
When statistical software is used to carry out the fitting procedure, the standard errors of 
parameter estimates are usually calculated. This allows confidence intervals to be inferred for 
the parameters and, hence, the odds ratios.
In the case where the probability of a success is to be related to a single polychotomous 
exposure factor with m levels, it is usual practice to fit the model with m-1 independent 
variables to avoid overparamatisation, i.e.
l0git(/?») =  p  0 + p 2X 2  + P3X3+...+pw Xm
The parameters p2, p3.... Pm are then interpreted relative to pv
In the case of models containing combinations of different types of term (continuous, 
dichotomous, polychotomous) and even interactions of such terms, the parameter estimates 
may still be interpreted as odds ratios. Odds ratios fitted for parameters which follow other 
terms being described as adjusted odds ratios.
5.6.6 Assumptions
Logistic regression is popular, in part, because it does not incorporate many of the restrictive 
assumptions of OLS regression (Garson, 1999):
• logistic regression does not assume a linear relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables;
• the dependent variable need not be normally distributed;
• the dependent variable need not be homoscedastic for each level of the independent 
variables;
• normally distributed error terms are not assumed;
• logistic regression does not require that the independent variables be unbounded.
However other assumptions still apply (Menard, 1995 & Collett, 1999):
• the linear function is the correct model;
• the logit transformation of p to y  is the correct transformation to achieve the linear 
function for y  (with the previous assumption, this amounts to assuming that the linear 
logistic model is the correct model);
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• the independent variables are fixed, i.e. none of the independent variables are random;
• error terms are assumed to be independent;
• independent variables are not linear functions of each other.
5.6.7 Method used for this analysis
The potential association of variables with the occurrence of sewers in Grade 5 internal 
condition ('‘collapsed" or "collapse imminent”) was assessed by both univariate (considering 
each variable separately) and multivariate logistic regression, using SPLUS statistical 
software.
Following completion of the initial univariate analysis and analysis of deviance, all variables 
were included in forward and backward stepwise regression models, results being compared 
with those from univariate analysis before discarding any ‘uninformative’ variables. Analysis of 
deviance was then performed on those terms remaining in the multivariate model. A 
supplementary investigation of first order interaction terms was then completed using a 
stepwise regression (forward and backward), analysis of deviance being performed on this 
‘final’ multivariate model.
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5.7 RESULTS
Analysis of deviance results for the univariate logistic regression analysis performed on all 
variables (individually) are given in Table 5.11.
Variable Deviance Degrees o f freedom Significance probability (p)
Sewer depth 25.34 1 <0.01
Sewer use/purpose 33.83 2 <0.01
Sewer size 274.29 1 <0.01
Sewer material 241.66 2 <0.01
Sewer pipe length 285.86 1 <0.01
Sewer location 43.45 4 <0.01
Root intrusion 0.17 1 0.73
Infiltration 0.89 1 0.35
Debris 381.68 1 <0.01
Soil fracture potential 64.34 4 <0.01
Soil corrosivity 33.78 4 <0.01
Bus flow 21.98 1 <0.01
Goods vehicle flow 11.37 1 <0.01
Vehicle flow 13.30 1 <0.01
Road classification 20.35 2 <0.01
Burst history 2.55 1 0.11
GW regime 38.97 3 <0.01
Property age 8.65 4 0.07
Table 5.11 Analysis o f deviance results for univariate analysis o f all individual
variables
Analysis of deviance results for the ten variables retained by the stepwise multivariate logistic 
regression model are shown in Table 5.12. The same terms were retained whether the 
Mallows Cp statistic or the AIC criteria was used for term selection, or whether the regression 
was performed in forward or reverse direction.
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Variable Deviance df p
Debris 381.68 1 <0.01
Sewer pipe length 257.88 2 <0.01
Sewer size 137.20 1 <0.01
Sewer use/purpose 85.36 2 <0.01
Soil fracture potential 83.17 4 <0.01
Soil corrosivity 29.76 4 <0.01
Sewer location 39.38 4 <0.01
GW regime 12.87 3 <0.01
Sewer material 7.70 2 0.02
Bus flow 12.35 1 <0.01
Table 5.12 Analysis of deviance results for multivariate model of terms retained 
following stepwise logistic regression
Calculated odds ratios for the variables incorporated into the multivariate model of individual 
terms (following stepwise selection as above) are shown in Table 5.13.
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Variable Levels (for categorical variables) Odds ratio 95% Cl
Debris No debris 1
Debris 10.94 7.03, 17.05
Sewer pipe length <0.9m 1
0.9m - 1.49m 1.19 0.73, 1.93
> 1.49m 0.12 0.06, 0.25
Sewer size 0.996 0.994, 0.998
Sewer use/purpose Combined 1
Foul 1.38 1.06, 1.78
Surface Water 2.15 1.64, 2.81
Soil fracture potential Very low 1
Low 1.18 0.11, 12.72
High 0.03 0.001, 1.12
Very high 0.03 0.001, 0.66
High* 0.06 0.002, 1.96
Soil corrosivity Non-aggressive 1
Slightly aggressive 0.52 0.09, 3.13
Moderately aggressive 0.66 0.36, 1.20
Highly aggressive 6.26 0.34, 113.76
Very highly aggressive 64.55 3.14, 1327.86
Sewer location Main road - urban 1
Main road - suburban/rural 0.30 0.10, 0.91
Light road 0.52 0.22, 1.22
Footpath or verge 0.18 0.04, 0.87
Other 0.73 0.21,2.62
Groundwater regime Around invert 1
Generally below invert 1.95 0.72, 5.31
Tidal influence 2.98 1.66, 5.35
Indeterminate level 3.69 2.08, 7.17
Sewer material Concrete 1
Clay 0.57 0.25, 1.31
Other 2.69 0.03, 236.41
Bus flow 1.013 1.006, 1.020
Table 5.13 Calculated odds ratios for variables incorporated into multivariate model o f
individual terms
Table 5.14 contains analysis of deviance results for first order interaction variables when 
incorporated as individual terms, one at a time, into the multivariate model described by
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Tables 5.12 and 5.13. That is, each of the interaction terms was added to the multivariate 
model above, and analysis of deviance calculated, so that each analysed model contained 
the ten individual variables and one interaction variable at any one time. This allowed the 
effect of each interaction term on the multivariate model to be assessed. To ensure that any 
results could be realistically interpreted, only first order interactions were considered. 
Furthermore, interaction terms were only considered if they met the following criteria:
1. the two individual terms were shown to be separately significant, i.e. those in Table 5.12, 
and
2. the interaction had some ‘engineering’ or ‘physical’ significance which was likely to result 
in a meaningful interpretation.
Without these two criteria, an unmanageably large number of interactions would have been 
eligible for possible inclusion.
Interaction term Deviance df P
Sewer size * Sewer pipe length 26.36 2 <0.01
Sewer size * Soil corrosivity 19.05 4 <0.01
Sewer size * Soil fracture potential 22.82 4 <0.01
Sewer material * Sewer pipe length 15.42 4 <0.01
Sewer material * Soil corrosivity 28.67 8 <0.01
Sewer material * Soil fracture potential 29.76 8 <0.01
Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential 22.84 8 <0.01
Debris * Sewer size 5.17 1 0.02
Debris * Soil fracture potential 77.22 4 <0.01
Soil fracture potential * GW regime 31.03 11 <0.01
Sewer size * Bus flow 0.41 1 <0.01
Bus flow * Soil fracture potential 8.31 4 0.08
Sewer material * Sewer location 21.61 8 <0.01
Bus flow * GW regime 7.41 3 0.06
Bus flow * Sewer pipe length 7.51 2 0.02
Table 5.14 Analysis of deviance results for first order interaction variables when 
added, individually, to the existing multivariate model
The 13 interaction terms shown to be significant in table 5.15 (p<0.05) were then entered into 
a stepwise logistic regression model with the ten ‘individual’ variables described above. Once 
again, the same terms were retained whether the Mallows Cp statistic or the AIC criteria was
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used for term selection, or whether the regression was performed in forward or reverse 
direction. Analysis of deviance results from this analysis are shown in Table 5.15.
Variable Deviance df P
Debris 381.68 1 <0.01
Sewer pipe length 257.88 2 <0.01
Sewer size 137.20 1 <0.01
Sewer use 85.36 2 <0.01
Soil fracture potential 83.17 4 <0.01
Soil corrosivity 29.76 4 <0.01
Sewer location 39.38 4 <0.01
GW regime 12.87 3 <0.01
Sewer material 7.70 2 0.02
Bus flow 12.35 1 <0.01
Debris * Soil fracture potential 77.22 4 <0.01
Sewer size * Sewer pipe length 27.13 2 <0.01
Sewer size * Soil fracture potential 9.45 4 0.05
Sewer material * Soil fracture potential 21.06 8 <0.01
Sewer size * Soil corrosivity 10.74 4 0.03
Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential 28.04 8 <0.01
Sewer material * Sewer location code 18.73 8 0.02
Table 5.15 Analysis o f deviance results for multivariate model o f individual and 
interaction terms retained following stepwise regression
Calculated odds ratios for the seven interaction terms listed in Table 5.15 are shown in 
Tables 5.16 to 5.22. For Tables 5.19 onwards, the term ‘n’ refers to the number of records.
Pipe length
<0.9m 0.9-1.49m >1.49m
Increase in size 1 0.998 1.002
Table 5.16 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Sewer size * Sewer pipe length’ interaction
variable
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Soil fracture potential
V.low Low High V.high High*
Increase in size 1 0.996 1.008 1.009 1.010
Table 5.17 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Sewer size * Soil fracture potential’ interaction
variable
Soil corrosivity
Non Slight Medium High V.High
Increase in size 1 1.003 1.001 0.994 0.991
Table 5.18 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Sewer size * Soil corrosivity’ interaction variable
Material Soil fracture potential
V.low Low High V.high High*
OR n OR n OR n OR n OR n
Concrete 1 1199 1.18 257 0.03 252 0.02 464 0.06 177
Clay 1 4347 1.62 996 0.05 1322 0.11 1857 0.008 955
Other 1 35 1.002 13 0.001 12 0.003 21 0.02 16
Table 5.19 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Soil fracture potential * Sewer material’
interaction variable
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Soil fracture potential Debris
No
OR n
Yes
OR n
V.low 1 2164 10.9 3417
Low 1 504 8.43 762
High 1 789 8.87 797
V.high 1 1237 7 1105
High* 1 408 58.7 740
Table 5.20 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Debris * Soil fracture potential’ interaction
variable
Soil fracture potential Pipe length
<0.9m
OR n
0.9-1.49m 
OR n
>1.49m
OR n
V.low 1 2352 1.19 2195 0.12 1034
Low 1 552 2.05 543 0.01 171
High 1 860 2.54 517 0.11 209
V.high 1 825 1.77 1160 0.04 357
High* 1 391 0.97 272 0.02 485
Table 5.21 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Sewer pipe section length * Soil fracture
potential’ interaction variable
Material Sewer location
Main rd Main rd Light rd Footpath Other
urban suburb/rural
OR n OR n OR n OR n OR n
Concrete 1 224 0.3 414 0.52 1210 0.18 291 0.73 210
Clay 1 919 1.82 1409 1.14 5904 1.23 855 0.71 390
Other 1 6 1.25 13 0.23 43 0.002 14 0.005 21
Table 5.22 Calculated odds ratios for ‘Sewer location * Sewer material’ interaction
variable
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5.8 DISCUSSION
The results described in section 5.7 are discussed below in two main sections, namely those 
pertaining to ‘individual’ (i.e. single, non-interaction terms) and those pertaining to first order 
interaction terms.
5.8.1 Individual terms
Individual (non-interaction) terms are discussed in turn below with reference to Tables 5.11, 
5.12 and 5.13.
5.8.1.1 Debris
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that the presence of debris within a sewer length was found to be 
significant at the 5% level, for both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in 
determining the risk of Grade 5 (G5) sewer condition. The odds ratio shown in Table 5.13 
suggests that the presence of debris significantly increases the risk of a sewer length falling 
into a Grade (G5) condition by at least 7 times at 95% confidence intervals. However, the 
presence of debris within a sewer may be as a result of a sewer being in poor structural 
condition and not necessarily a cause. It is also the case that a sewer may be cleaned, 
usually by jetting, prior to the CCTV survey taking place, which obviously affects the data 
relevance.
5.8.1.2 Sewer pipe length
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that the length of individual sewer pipe sections was found to be 
significant at the 5% level, for both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in 
determining the risk of G5 condition. Table 5.13 shows that the risk of G5 condition for 
sewers with individual pipe section lengths of 0.9m - 1 .49m was not found to be significantly 
different to that of pipe lengths <0.9m. However, sewer pipes of length >1.49m were clearly 
at a lower risk than either of the other two pipe lengths, being at least 4 times (1/0.25) less 
likely to be in a G5 condition than a pipe of length <0.9m. Fenner (1990) reported that 
infiltration to a sewer is most likely through a pipe joint and, given certain conditions, it has 
been widely reported that infiltration can result in the movement of soil into a sewer and a lack 
of support leading to structural instability. Longer individual sewer pipes means that the 
number of joints per unit length of sewer is reduced, the risk of infiltration and this mode of 
structural degradation is, therefore, also reduced. It may also be true that longer individual 
pipes mean that minor inconsistencies in the bedding material, e.g. voids, are more easily 
bridged. This is reflected in the significantly lower risk of G5 condition for sewers with pipe 
sections over 1.49m long, but not in the comparison of pipes of length 0.9m - 1.49m to pipes
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of length less than 0.9m. This evidence would seem to support the move, in relatively recent 
years, towards pipe lengths in excess of 1.5m.
5.1.8.3 Sewer size
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that sewer size was found to be significant at the 5% level, for 
both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 condition. 
The odds ratio calculated (Table 5.13) for the sewer size variable shows that the risk of G5 
condition decreased significantly with increasing diameter, i.e. larger sewers were at a lower 
risk than small ones. It is important to note that the odds ratio calculated relates to a 1mm 
size change, therefore, a 1mm increase in diameter led to a reduction of around 0.4% in the 
risk of G5 condition. This may be partly due to the fact that the structural design of rigid sewer 
pipes is restricted, in practice, to the cross-section of the pipes and the ring or crushing stress 
experienced. However, pipelines experience not only transverse loadings but also longitudinal 
loadings which produce beam bending. Specific design for longitudinal effects can only be 
carried out if the variations in the support conditions are known or van be reasonably 
assumed. Conventionally, therefore, it is assumed that longitudinal effects are covered by the 
factors of safety incorporated by the cross-sectional design. Although longitudinal bending 
stresses increase with increasing pipe diameter, they do so at a slower rate than the increase 
in the pipe’s section modulus, failure of pipes ‘in beam’ is therefore generally restricted to 
pipes of 300mm diameter and smaller (Young & O’Reilly, 1983). Smaller pipes may, 
therefore, be at a greater risk of overall failure due to the introduction of a separate failure 
mechanism. It may also be the case that larger sewers are laid with more care and precision 
by more experienced personnel who are subject to a greater level of supervision.
5.1.8.4 Sewer use / purpose
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that sewer use / purpose was found to be significant at the 5% 
level, for both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 
condition. Table 5.13 shows that both foul and surface water (SW) sewers had an increased 
risk of a G5 condition compared to combined sewers, the risk for a SW sewer being at least 
1.64 times that for a combined sewer. There are a number of possible reasons for this, the 
most likely being that a proportion of SW sewers have their origins as piped watercourses, 
the piping often not being ‘engineered’ but having evolved over time as landowners modified 
the drainage system. It is also the case that in the past SW sewers were thought of as less 
important than other sewer types and the standard of workmanship employed in their 
construction may have reflected this. This finding partly supports the work of O’Reilly et al
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(1989) who found that surface water sewers had a higher defect rate than foul or combined 
sewers.
5.1.8.5 Soil fracture potential
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that soil fracture potential was found to be significant at the 5% 
level, for both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 
condition. Table 5.13 shows that sewers within soils with a Very high’ fracture potential were 
found to be at a significantly lower risk of a G5 condition than sewers constructed within other 
soils, at least 1.5 times lower (1/0.66) than those in a Very low’ fracture potential soil. There 
were no significant differences between the other soil categories as the 95% confidence 
intervals for the odds ratios contained ‘1’. It should be remembered, however, that the vast 
majority of sewers are constructed in trenches which are subsequently filled and, therefore, 
the background soil type does not necessarily reflect the type of ground in immediate 
proximity to the sewer. This goes some way to explaining the wide ranging confidence 
intervals calculated for each soil division. Despite this, the statistical outcome does partially 
support the advice given in the WRc SRM (1994). The SRM states that, with the exception of 
sewers constructed by tunnelling in clay, those constructed in medium to high plasticity clays 
are least susceptible to ground loss and the associated cycle of structural damage and further 
ground loss. Clay soils typically have a high or very high fracture potential.
5.8.1.6 Soil corrosivity
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that soil corrosivity was found to be significant at the 5% level, for 
both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 condition. 
Table 5.13 shows that sewers within soils with a Very high’ corrosivity rating were at a 
significantly higher risk of a G5 condition than sewers within non-corrosive, slightly corrosive 
or moderately corrosive soils. Once again the wide ranging confidence intervals may be at 
least partially attributed to the uncertainty over trench fill materials. Clay sewer pipes, which 
make up 78% (by length) of the data set, are generally thought of as providing excellent 
corrosion protection, clay being an inert material (WSA/FWR, 1993a). Since concrete pipes, 
however, are made from cementitious materials they can suffer attack if exposed to acidic or 
sulphate bearing soils under certain conditions. Sewer jointing materials may also be 
vulnerable to specific forms of attack from highly corrosive soils; the rubber seals commonly 
used to form modem flexible joints in both clay and concrete pipes being more vulnerable to 
attack than the pipe material itself. Other joint materials used in the past that may be 
particularly vulnerable to attack include tarred yarn, bituminous compositions and cement.
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5.8.1.1 Sewer location
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that sewer location was found to be significant at the 5% level, for 
both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 condition. 
Table 5.13 shows that sewers located beneath suburban/rural main roads and footpaths were 
at a significantly lower risk of G5 condition than those located beneath urban main roads. 
There was no significant difference in risk for sewers located beneath urban main roads, light 
roads and ‘other* locations. The difference in risk between sewers beneath urban main roads 
and suburban/rural main roads may be due to the more significant traffic loadings to which 
urban main roads are likely to be subject. They are also liable to more surface openings and 
general disturbances. Sewers located beneath footpaths are likely to experience only minimal 
surface loadings and disturbances in comparison. Interestingly though, there was no 
significant difference in risk for sewers located beneath light roads when compared to sewers 
located beneath urban main roads. This may reflect the general lower standard of 
specification and construction for light roads when compared to urban main roads, this 
affecting the load spreading properties of the road surface.
5.8.1.8 Groundwater regime
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that groundwater regime was found to be significant at the 5% 
level, for both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 
condition. Table 5.13 shows that sewers located in areas subject to a tidal groundwater (GW) 
regime were found to be at a significantly higher risk of failure than sewers located in an area 
where the GW level was around sewer level. The availability of groundwater at or above 
sewer level can lead to the loss of soil into the sewer with infiltration via a defect, the 
formation of voids and a subsequent lack of sewer support leading to structural problems. A 
tidal GW regime may mean that any voids formed are subjected to periodic flooding which, in 
a cohesive soil, may result in a reduction in the soils cohesive strength and the possibility of 
the void growing as the surrounding soil progressively collapses, the loose soil being washed 
into the sewer as the GW level retreats. As the groundwater level rises again, the cycle of 
wetting and the reduction in cohesive strength will begin again. In non-plastic soils, the tidal 
groundwater regime may destroy the capillary suctions and negative pore water pressures 
(Rogers, 1986) that maintain the void, resulting in the void expanding as the soil progressively 
collapses. Perhaps surprisingly, there was no significant difference in the risk of G5 condition 
for sewers located in areas where the groundwater level was below sewer level in comparison 
with sewers located in areas where groundwater level was around sewer level. It may be that 
this distinction is too fine due to variability in sewer depths or that a reasonable head of 
groundwater above sewer level is required for the cycle of infiltration and soil loss to 
commence. It is also surprising that there is a significant increase in risk for sewers located in
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a zone of Indeterminate groundwater level compared to those where groundwater level was 
around sewer level.
5.8.1.9 Sewer material
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that sewer material was found to be significant at the 5% level, for 
both univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 condition. 
However, Table 5.13 shows no significant difference in odds ratios for the three material 
types identified. For ‘other* materials the low number of records resulted in very wide 
confidence intervals.
5.8.1.10 Bus flow
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that bus flow was found to be significant at the 5% level, for both 
univariate and multivariate logistic regression, in determining the risk of G5 condition. The 
calculated odds ratios in Table 5.13 show that the risk of G5 condition increased significantly 
with the number of buses (per hour) that pass over a sewer. It is important to note that the 
odds ratio relates to an increase of 1 bus per hour, therefore, a 1 bus/hour increase leads to a 
corresponding increased G5 risk of around 1.4% (minimum 0.6% increase). Many London 
buses are of significant weight and often travel on local roads (around housing estates etc) 
which are not necessarily as well designed, constructed or maintained as more major roads. 
These factors are likely to account for the increased G5 risk associated with high bus flows.
5.8.1.11 Sewer depth
As shown in Table 5.11, the depth variable was found to be significant in univariate analysis, 
the risk of G5 condition decreasing with increasing depth. However, in multivariate analysis it 
was found that the depth variable became uninformative after fitting the sewer size variable
i.e. the reduction in the deviance of the model was not significant at the 5% level. This is not 
to say that sewer depth is not a significant variable only that what it tells us about the risk of 
G5 is also explained by the size variable. Given that shallow sewers are typically those with 
small diameters, this is a reasonable outcome. When fitted in reverse order, however, (i.e. 
size fitted after depth) the size variable remained significant. This indicates that the size 
variable is informative regarding the risk of G5 condition even after accounting for sewer 
depth.
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5.8.1.12 Root intrusion
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that the root intrusion factor was not found to be significant in 
univariate analysis and was also discarded from the stepwise multivariate logistic regression. 
Despite the fact that there is little documented evidence linking sewer structural deterioration 
with tree roots, this result was slightly surprising given the large amount of anecdotal 
evidence, linking roots and sewer failure, expressed to the author.
5.8.1.13 Infiltration
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that the infiltration factor was not found to be significant in 
univariate analysis and was also discarded from the stepwise multivariate logistic regression. 
Infiltration to a sewer has been shown to be associated with structural deterioration (WRc, 
1994) and, hence, this result was surprising. However, infiltration generally results from either 
a leaking water main or a groundwater level above sewer level, and as such is often 
temporary or intermittently recurring. As CCTV provides a snapshot of sewer condition at a 
particular time, it is not necessarily representative of the sewer’s general susceptibility to 
infiltration.
5.8.1.14 Goods vehicle flow
The goods vehicle flow variable was found to be significant in univariate analysis (see Table 
5.11), the risk of G5 condition increasing with increasing numbers of goods vehicles. 
However, in multivariate analysis it was found that the variable became uninformative after 
fitting other variables, particularly the bus flow variable, which provides similar information to 
the model in terms of susceptibility to high surface loads.
5.8.1.15 Vehicle flow
The vehicle flow variable was found to be significant in univariate analysis (see Table 5.11), 
the risk of G5 condition increasing with increasing numbers of goods vehicles. However, in 
multivariate analysis it was found that the variable became uninformative after fitting other 
variables, particularly the bus flow variable, which provides similar information to the model in 
terms of the overall movement of traffic, bus routes reflecting this traffic movement to a 
certain extent.
5.8.1.16 Road classification
Table 5.11 shows that the road classification variable was found to be significant in univariate 
analysis. Sewers beneath ‘A’ roads were found to be at the highest risk to G5 condition,
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followed by those beneath ‘B’ roads and lastly those closest to unclassified locations. 
However, the road classification variable was subsequently removed in stepwise selection, it 
being likely that other variables such as sewer location contributing similar information to the 
model.
5.8.1.17 Burst history
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show that the burst history variable was not found to be significant in 
univariate analysis and was also discarded from the stepwise multivariate logistic regression. 
Despite the fact that there is little documented evidence linking sewer structural deterioration 
with burst water mains, this result was slightly surprising given the large amount of anecdotal 
evidence, linking bursts and sewer failure, expressed to the author.
5.8.1.18 Property age
Table 5.11 shows that in univariate analysis the property age variable was found to be 
marginally insignificant at the 5% level (p=0.07) and was subsequently removed from the 
multivariate stepwise selection. However, due to the marginal nature of significance value in 
univariate analysis some further investigation was deemed appropriate. The odds ratios 
calculated in Table 5.23, indicate that it is those sewers attached to properties constructed 
between 1925 and 1949 which are at the highest risk of G5 condition.
Age group Odds ratio 95% Confidence intervals
Before 1900 1
1900-1924 1.01 0.87, 1.19
1925-1949 1.24 1.04, 1.48
1950-1974 1.08 0.85. 1.36
1975-1999 1.19 0.96, 1.48
Table 5.23 Calculated odds ratios for property age variable in univariate logistic
regression
This evidence is supported by the fact that in the periods between the World Wars I and II, 
and the period immediately following World War II, there was a shortage of skilled labour 
available for sewer construction, resulting in a number of issues concerning construction 
standards.
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5.8.2 ‘Interaction’ terms
Of the fifteen first order interaction terms listed in Table 5.14, seven were retained by a 
stepwise regression model as significant (Table 5.15). Each of these seven interaction terms 
is discussed below in terms of the calculated odds ratios. It should be noted that for 
interaction terms, the calculation of confidence intervals is not possible and, therefore, the 
results should be treated with caution.
5.8.2.1 Sewer size * Sewer pipe length
Although increased sewer size is generally associated with a lower risk of G5 condition, as 
previously described, this relationship is modified by pipe length. As shown in Table 5.16, a 
unit increase (1mm) in sewer diameter when the pipe length is 0.9-1.49m provides a 
decreased risk of G5 condition (by about 0.02%) when compared to a unit increase in sewer 
size when the pipe length is <0.9m. A unit increase in sewer size when the pipe length is 
>1.49m provides an increased risk of G5 condition of about 0.02% when compared to a unit 
increase in sewer size when the pipe length is <0.9m. In summary, it could be said that the 
reduction in risk associated with increasing diameter is most prominent in the 0.9m-1.49m 
group, and least prominent in the >1.49m group, both in comparison with the <0.9m group.
As previously described, theory would suggest that small diameter, longer length pipes are 
prone to an increased risk of bending or ‘beam’ failure, so it might be expected that it would 
be pipes of length >1.49m that would benefit most from increasing diameter. However, due to 
increased standard pipe lengths in recent years, a significant proportion of pipes within the 
>1.49m group are likely to be modem, with flexible joints. This may account for the apparent 
anomaly that it is those pipes of longest length that benefit least from an increased diameter, 
modem pipe materials and design methods having overcome the problems with beam failure 
due to high length : diameter ratios.
5.8.2.2 Sewer size * Soil fracture potential
Although increased sewer size is generally associated with a lower risk of G5 condition, this 
relationship is modified by soil fracture potential as shown in Table 5.17. In general, a unit 
increase (1mm) in sewer diameter when the sewer is within an area of very low or low 
background soil fracture potential is associated with a reduced risk of G5 condition when 
compared with a unit increase in diameter of a sewer located within an area of high, very high 
or high* (alluvial) background soil fracture potential. This may be due to the fact that, given a 
deterioration mechanism of soil loss into a sewer and the associated prevalence of such a 
mechanism in cohesionless or low fracture potential soils, increased sewer size in such areas
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means that a greater degree of soil loss is required for severe structural deterioration. That is, 
a greater volume of soil is required to be washed into the sewer, a process which is likely to 
take more time and, therefore, reduce the overall risk of G5 condition. In sewers within higher 
fracture potential (i.e. cohesive) soils, this mechanism of ground loss leading to severe 
structural deterioration is not so common, and hence increased sewer size is not associated 
with so much of a decrease in G5 risk.
5.8.2.3 Sewer size * Soil corrosivity
Although increased sewer size is generally associated with a lower risk of G5 condition, this 
relationship is modified by soil corrosivity as shown in Table 5.18. In general, a unit increase 
(1mm) in diameter for a sewer located in an area where the background soil corrosivity is high 
or very high is associated with a reduced risk of G5 condition when compared with a unit 
increase in the diameter of a sewer located in an area where the background soil is non- 
corrosive, or is of slight or medium corrosivity. What this means is that although larger sewers 
are generally at a lower risk of G5 condition, this is particularly true if the sewer is located in 
an area where the background soil is corrosive. This is likely to be due to the fact that pipe 
wall thickness increases with pipe diameter and joint materials become more robust, making 
corrosion to the extent that it becomes structurally damaging, less likely.
It is worth mentioning at this point that, interestingly, the overall relationship between soil 
corrosivity and G5 condition was not found to be modified by sewer material, the Sewer 
material * Soil corrosivity term being discarded by stepwise analysis. This indicates that no 
significance difference was found between the material types in terms of their susceptibility to 
reaching a G5 condition given a specific soil corrosivity value. This is perhaps surprising given 
that concrete pipes are often thought of as being more susceptible to corrosion than clay 
pipes, but supports the suggestion already made that it may be sewer jointing materials which 
are vulnerable to such attack rather than the sewer fabric itself.
5.8.2.4 Soil fracture potential * Sewer material
Although the association between soil fracture potential and risk of G5 condition is described 
in section 5.8.1.5, the relationship is modified by sewer material. The following observations 
may be made from Table 5.19.
1. All materials are clearly at highest risk when located in an area where the background soil 
has a very low or low fracture potential. There is a marked decrease in the risk of G5
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condition when comparing soils with a high fracture potential to soils with a low fracture 
potential. The most likely reasons for such observations are as given in section 5.8.1.5.
2. The low n value for sewers of ‘other1 material means that observations are difficult to 
make, although the odds ratios follow roughly the same pattern as for clay and concrete 
pipes.
3. In comparison with clay pipes, concrete sewer pipes show little variation in risk between 
the high, very high and high* soil fracture potential categories.
4. In soils of high or v. high soil fracture potential, clay pipes are shown to be more at risk 
than concrete pipes (in comparison with same pipes in v. low or low fracture potential 
soils), whereas within soils of high* (alluvial) fracture potential, concrete pipes are shown 
to be at greater risk than clay pipes (in comparison with same pipes in v. low or low 
fracture potential soils). The greatest difference in risk appears for sewers within soils of a 
high* (alluvial) fracture potential. Although the reason for the difference is likely to be 
related to the fact that such soils are generally flooded, the author is unable to suggest 
any plausible physical explanation for such a difference.
5.8.2.5 Debris * Soil fracture potential
Although the presence of debris within a sewer is associated with an increased risk of G5 
condition (as described in 5.8.1.1) this relationship is modified by soil fracture potential as 
shown in Table 5.20. The increase in risk associated with the presence of debris is relatively 
constant for sewers located within areas of very low, low, high and very high background soil 
fracture potentials. However, the increase in risk is much more substantial for sewers located 
within areas of high* (alluvial) background soil fracture potential. Alluvial soils are generally 
flooded with water which means that, provided that the sewer contains an initial defect, there 
is likely to be ground water available for infiltration and the potential for soil loss to the sewer. 
The ever present water means that the cycle of deterioration and ground loss may continue 
until the sewer becomes structurally unstable. Hence, the presence of debris in a sewer 
located in an area of alluvial soil is an indication that the debris is as a result of ground loss, 
leading to structural instability and the risk of severe structural deterioration. In addition, 
following the structural failure of a sewer, the available ground water means that further 
collapse of the surrounding soil into the sewer is much more likely.
5.8.2.6 Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential
The relationship between sewer pipe length and the risk of G5 condition, as described in 
section 5.8.1.2, is modified by soil fracture potential as shown in the Table 5.21. The general 
pattern of pipes of length >1.49m being at significantly lower risk than the other two groups is
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maintained across the five soil fracture potential categories. It is also apparent that, as the 
soil fracture potential increases, the risk of G5 condition for pipe lengths >1.49m decreases 
relative to pipe lengths <0.9m. (This pattern is maintained by all soil fracture potentials apart 
from that of ‘low’, although it was previously shown in section 5.8.1.2 that the confidence 
intervals for this category are particularly wide). This pattern is to be expected given the odds 
ratios discussed in sections 5.8.1.2 and 5.8.1.5, a combination of fewer pipe joints and more 
cohesive soils (with increasing soil fracture potential) resulting in a significantly lower risk of 
G5 condition. A long pipe length and, hence, low number of joints is also shown to be 
particularly beneficial in high* (alluvial) soils, which is logical given their tendency to be 
flooded.
It is also apparent that pipes of length 0.9-1.49m are at a slightly higher risk of G5 condition 
than those of length <0.9m, particularly where background soil is of low, high or very high 
fracture potential. This may be because that it is within these soil types that the potentially 
greater flexibility of pipes of length <0.9m (due to the increased number of joints) would be 
most advantageous, when compared to pipes of length 0.9-1.49m. This occurrence, however, 
does not outweigh the obvious advantages of the more modem pipe (length >1.49m) 
complete with modern, flexible jointing.
5.8.2.7 Sewer location * Sewer material
The relationship between sewer location and G5 condition (as described in section 5.8.1.7) is 
modified by sewer material as shown in the Table 5.22. It should be noted that observations 
regarding ‘other1 sewer materials should be made with care due to the low n values. Overall 
there appears to be an appreciable difference in how the relative risks of G5 condition vary, 
for the various locations, between clay and concrete pipes. Relatively speaking, concrete 
pipes show a larger variation in risk across the location codes when compared to the 
relatively constant level of risk found for clay pipes. While concrete pipes are at their highest 
risk level when located beneath urban main roads, clay pipes are at most risk when located 
beneath suburban / rural main roads and footpaths, perhaps due to the fact that in these 
locations they are most likely to suffer impact damage etc, clay pipes being brittle and 
sensitive to such damage (WSA/FWR, 1993a).
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5.9 CONCLUSIONS
In the course of this work, much time and effort was expended in investigating, accumulating, 
collating and formatting the data to be used for the analysis. Cabena et al (1998) estimated the 
effort required to complete each stage in an analysis of this nature as shown in Figure 5.23. In the 
author’s experience this would seem a reasonably accurate assessment.
l
Business Data" Data Analysis of
Objectives Preparation Mining Results and
Determination Knowledge
Assimilation
Phase
Figure 5.23 Effort required for each major step in typical analysis (Cabena etal, 1998)
The result of this work was the formation of a data set of 634km of sewer, incorporating 18 
explanatory variables, for the investigation of the potential association of such variables with 
sewers in poor structural condition (internal condition grade 5). Previous statistical investigations 
of the structural performance of sewers, including those by Balmer & Meers (1982), Lester & 
Farrar (1979) and O’Reilly, Rosbrook, Cox & McCloskey (1989), have generally been restricted 
to univariate analysis with comparably small data sets in terms of total sewer length and/or the 
number of variables investigated.
The logistic regression model used allowed the variables to be investigated in univariate and 
importantly, multivariate analysis, an aspect only barely touched on by previous studies. It was 
also possible to investigate interaction terms. The logistic regression method was previously 
suggested by Fenner (1998) as an approach to a similar problem concerning the development of 
a decision support model for the rehabilitation of non-critical sewers, but was rejected due to the 
extensive data requirements such a model requires.
The analysis performed yielded some interesting results which contribute significantly to the small 
amount of work of this nature previously completed. This study would suggest that there are a 
large number of variables which are significant in assessing the risk of a sewer deteriorating to
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such a degree that it collapses or that collapse is imminent (internal condition grade 5). Of the 18 
explanatory terms investigated, 14 were found to be significant (at the 5% level) in univariate 
analysis and 10 were retained by stepwise, multivariate logistic regression. Further to this, of the 
15 first order interaction terms investigated, 7 were retained and added to the 10 ‘individual’ terms 
in a ‘final’ stepwise, multivariate logistic regression model. These 17 terms were as follows:
1. Debris;
2. Sewer pipe (section) length;
3. Sewer size;
4. Sewer use / purpose;
5. Soil fracture potential;
6. Soil corrosivity;
7. Sewer location;
8. Groundwater regime;
9. Sewer material;
10. Bus flow;
11. Sewer size * Sewer pipe length;
12. Sewer size * Soil fracture potential;
13. Sewer size * Soil corrosivity;
14. Soil fracture potential * Sewer material;
15. Soil fracture potential * Debris;
16. Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential;
17. Sewer location * Sewer material.
The identification of these parameters broadly supports the conventional model of sewer 
deterioration to collapse as identified by the WRc’s Sewerage Rehabilitation manual (1994), the 
majority of these parameters being mentioned there as important. The results also contained 
some surprises in that some variables were not shown to be significant, these included root 
penetration and burst history of adjacent water mains.
The following chapter (Chapter 6) describes a series of laboratory based load tests. Based on the 
work previously described in this thesis, the work was necessary for the following reasons:
1. The literature review (Chapter 2) identified numerous areas of incomplete technical 
knowledge regarding a number of parameters. The process of Interaction Matrix formation 
(Chapter 3) also highlighted areas where the assembled experts, although able to code the 
general levels of the interactions with confidence, were unable to describe the interactions in 
technical detail.
2. The statistical investigation (Chapter 5) assisted in identifying parameters which are not 
sufficiently supported by data to allow detailed statistical analysis to be completed.
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Hence, it is apparent that further experimental work is required if detailed knowledge of the sewer 
deterioration/collapse system is to be improved. The construction of a laboratory based test 
facility and the completion of a series of tests is described in Chapter 6. It was decided that the 
tests conducted would concern the effect of bedding arrangement and standard of workmanship 
on pipe structural performance. The standard of workmanship and bedding arrangement being 2 
parameters for which technical knowledge is limited and for which retrospective statistical 
analysis is difficult due to the lack of data.
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6. LABORATORY BASED LOAD TESTS ON SMALL DIAMETER CLAY
SEWER PIPES
6.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The literature review described in Chapter 2 highlighted the relative lack of detailed knowledge 
that exists regarding the role played by various factors in determining the likelihood of 
structural deterioration and collapse of rigid sewer pipes. In addition, the statistical 
investigation (Chapter 5) identified the fact that a number of potentially important parameters 
are not supported by routinely collected data; hence, statistical investigations are not always 
possible. Even where expert knowledge is available, it is not necessarily complete and may 
require verification or more detailed analysis. Such issues highlight the need for further 
experimental work in explaining the role that various parameters play in the deterioration and 
collapse of rigid sewer pipes.
This chapter describes the design and development of a laboratory facility for the testing of 
small diameter pipes under load. A series of tests concerning the response of 150mm 
diameter clay sewer pipes under cyclical loading, when laid within materials of varying 
compaction levels, are also described
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6.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
6.2.1 Introduction
The loading on a buried pipe is influenced by the soil surrounding the pipe and the shape and 
size of any excavation, the load transmitted varying by as much as a factor of ten (Kennedy, 
1971). Considerable research activity regarding the transfer of loads to buried pipes has taken 
place since the publication of Marston’s earth-load theory for pipes in ditches in 1913. Despite 
this, the work of Marston (1913 & 1930), and later, Spangler (1964) at Iowa State University is 
still very much in evidence in the design methods used today in the UK (BS EN 1295-1, 1998), 
and they remain the most widely known researchers in the field. The work conducted at Iowa 
mostly involved large sized installations in the ground and concerned the application of soil 
arching concepts to the design of buried pipes. The principles behind the theories of Marston 
& Spangler, as they apply to rigid pipes, have been described within Chapter 2 of this thesis.
The research work reviewed here comprises the major studies concerning the loading and 
structural performance of buried pipes completed after the pioneering work of Marston & 
Spangler, with an emphasis on rigid pipes where possible. The work discussed has been split 
into three sections, namely: laboratory based soil box testing; work conducted in test pits; and 
field testing.
6.2.2 Laboratory based soil box testing
Testing conducted within the confines of a laboratory has a number of obvious benefits, 
mainly concerning the ability to specify and control conditions and regimes accurately. Testing 
within a soil box is also generally conducted at a significantly lower cost than similar tests 
conducted in the field or within large test pits.
A number of authors have performed load tests on flexible pipes contained within ‘soil boxes’ 
or similar apparatus. Although the detailed results of such tests are not directly useful due to 
the differences in properties between rigid and flexible pipes, the experimental design issues 
and practicalities remain relevant. A smaller number of authors have completed tests on rigid 
pipes within laboratory soil boxes.
Howard (1972) and Howard & Selander (1974) conducted tests on steel and plastic pipes of 
up to 760mm diameter to examine some of the relationships expressed in the Iowa work 
(Marston, 1913 & 1930, Spangler, 1964). The soil box had dimensions such that there was a 
minimum of 0.9 times pipe diameter of soil between the pipe and the soil box wall (684mm). 
To reduce the friction between the soil and the container walls, a coating of petrolatum was 
applied to the walls and covered with a 2mm polyethylene film. Increasing increments of 
surcharge were applied to the soil surface over the pipe with a large universal testing machine. 
Data were collected on the pipe deflection and shape, soil pressures, soil movement around 
the pipe, and strain on the inner surface of the pipe. Importantly, Howard (1972) also 
attempted to determine the effect of the proximity of the container walls to the pipe. By 
installing pressure cells in the container walls opposite the horizontal diameter of the pipe, the
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horizontal movement of the soil between the pipe and the container walls was monitored with 
a series of telescopic tubes that extended through the wall. The results indicated that the walls 
did affect the horizontal consolidation of the soil and the horizontal deflection of the pipe. 
Although the behaviour of the ground adjacent to the pipe is more important to the 
performance of flexible pipes than it is for rigid pipes, the proximity of the side walls is clearly a 
‘boundary condition’ issue.
Shmulevich & Galili (1986) and Shmulevich et al (1986) conducted an extensive study of 
flexible and semi-rigid pipes subjected to soil and superimposed loads in a large laboratory 
soil box set up to imitate wide-trench conditions. In the first of these papers, radial deflections 
and tangential strains in the pipe wall were measured at different loads and laying conditions. 
In the second paper, soil stresses were measured by plane stress transducers and the 
readings used to calculate vertical and horizontal soil loads on the pipe. Both investigations 
made use of a soil box which was 3m wide and accommodated pipes of up to 1.3m in 
diameter.
Fagnou & Nasser (1974) utilised a much smaller soil box to investigate the ability of a plastic 
pipe to support earth loads, deflection gauges being used to measure changes in the internal 
diameter of the pipes due to the applied loads. A cross-sectional view of the soil box 
apparatus is shown below in Figure 6.1, compressed nitrogen gas being used to apply the 
load.
PRESSURE 
RELEASE VALVE
SUPPLY LINE OF 
COMPRESSED 
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Figure 6.1 Cross-sectional view of pipe loading apparatus used by Fagnou & Nasser
(1974).
Rogers (1988) investigated the response of 160mm diameter shallow buried upvc pipes to 
surface loading in a laboratory based reinforced soil box constructed to imitate a trench 
500mm wide. Measurements of pipe wall strain and pipe deformation were taken to determine 
the influence of the surrounding soil on the mode of pipe deformation. Both static and cyclic 
loading patterns were applied, a 480mm diameter rigid platen being used to represent the load 
caused by the rear wheel arrangement of a construction truck. The box used was 750mm 
long, 500mm wide, and 550mm deep, with a depth of cover to the pipe of 250mm. The
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experimental set-up resulted in a box-width-to-pipe-diameter ratio of 3.125, which the author 
considered would result in the box walls having some effect on the pipe behaviour.
Further research work concerning the performance of plastic drainage pipes is reported by 
Rogers et al (1995a) and Rogers et al (1995b). Pipes with an internal diameter of 300mm or 
less were tested in a 1.0m x 1.1m x 1.0m deep box giving a box-width-to-pipe-diameter ratio 
of 3.33. During testing, lateral deflections of the test box walls were measured and were found 
to be very small, typically less than 2mm at peak loads. Such deflections were deemed similar 
to those expected for a natural soil forming the walls of a trench. A number of loading regimes 
were introduced including an automated sinusoidal pattern at a frequency of 0.01Hz to 
simulate the passage of a vehicle over the pipe. Pipe deformations and circumferential strains 
were recorded and analysed.
Faragher et al (1998) report on the use of a large test tank to simulate the burial of plastic 
pipes in a trench. In this instance a steel test box measuring 1.8m x 1.5m in plan and 2.2m in 
height was constructed for testing pipes of 600mm diameter, giving a box-width-to-pipe- 
diameter ratio of 3.0. Both static and cyclic loading patterns were applied by use of water 
forced between a membrane and the tank lid to create vertical stress. The authors converted 
the applied pressures into equivalent overburden fill heights but make the important point that 
these are correct only assuming no frictional relief from the trench walls.
Zoladz et al (1996) performed tests on both rigid (concrete) and flexible pipes within a 
laboratory test facility to evaluate the pipe-soil interactions that take place as pipes are 
backfilled. In addition to pipe type, test variables included trench conditions, backfill material, 
compaction method, haunching effort, and bedding condition. The soil box was designed for 
pipes with an outside diameter of approximately 910mm and trench widths varying from 1.5 to
2.5 pipe diameters. Pipe and soil behaviour were monitored during installation, and 
measurements taken included pipe deflections, pipe strain, pipe-soil interface pressures and 
horizontal soil stresses. Backfill was placed to at least 150mm above the pipe springing level. 
The test program demonstrated a number of areas in which installation procedures can have 
a significant effect on the behaviour of buried pipes, these included:
• the wider trench producing greater upward deflections of the pipe during sidefill 
compaction;
• the rammer compactor proving the most effective means of achieving high backfill density 
and stiffness, forcing backfill into the haunch zone and developing beneficial lateral soil 
stresses; and
• installation in trenches with walls of soft materials resulting in lower lateral pressures and 
higher invert pressures on the pipe.
Bland & Picken (1973) completed a number of tests on (rigid) clay pipes of various sizes on 
simulated beds consisting of sand, gravel or clay contained in a reinforced wooden box. The 
strength of the pipes was determined and settlement was measured under various loads. The
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authors made use of the ‘Load Ratio’ to compare the mean strength of pipes in the test facility 
to the mean crushing strengths found for a sample of similar pipes as determined by the three 
edge method of loading specified in the now obsolete BS 65 & 540: Pt 1:1971.
Two different testing procedures were used. In strength tests, the load was applied to the top 
of a pipe through a specially constructed bearer enabling the load to be distributed over as 
large an arc of contact as possible, thus ensuring that failure was initiated at the smaller 
contact area where the pipe bottom made contact with the simulated bed. In many of the tests 
a distributed load was also applied to the sidefills as shown in Figure 6.2
Figure 6.2 Diagram of arrangement for sidefill loading as used by Bland & Picken (1973)
The second procedure involved the box being filled by hand and a trench being cut in the 
compacted material. The pipe was then laid in a particular bedding and covered with fill up to 
the level of the top of the box. The load on the pipe was applied to the top fill surface through a 
length of I-section universal column as shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3 Testing arrangement used by Bland & Picken (1973) for pipes buried in a
trench
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Tests were conducted on various bedding materials, with various sidefill loads and with a 
range of ‘gaps’ being left in the bedding. Typical results for pipes laid on aggregates are 
shown below in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Pipe
Bore
(mm)
Support
Conditions
i
Mean
Strgth
(kgf/
m)
No-
of
Tests
COeff.
of
Vari­
ation
(%)
Load
Ratio
100
V
Uncompacted 
10 mm 
Aggregate
5882 5 16-6 . 1-29
1
Compacted 
10 mm 
Aggregate
7260 6 161 1-47
■"
Uncompacted
20mm
Aggregate
4562 8 25-1 0-97
Compacted 
20 mm 
Aggregate
4534 8 15-1 0-97
150 Uncompacted
10mm
Aggregate
5320 5 6-7 1-30
Compacted
IQmm
Aggregate
4617 7 19-4 1-13 ;
Table 6.1 Strengths of pipes laid on aggregates as found by Bland & Picken (1973)
Support Condition
Settlement (mm)
10 mm 
Aggregate
20 nun 
Aggregate
Line Support -  
Uncompacted # 7
Line Support -  
Compacted 3 . 3
Table 6.2 Mean Settlements of pipes on aggregates under an applied load of 2480kgf/m 
for 100mm diameter pipes as found by Bland & Picken (1973)
Sikora (1980) also tested clay sewer pipes under load in a laboratory environment, but, rather 
than test to destruction, made use of the elastic properties of vitrified clay to test in a non­
destructive manner. The tests made use of the ‘Load Factor’ which was calculated from 
measuring the circumferential strain, at a certain point on the inside of a pipe, at a specified 
load; the ratio between the strains generated in a particular test, and those generated in three 
edge bearing apparatus, at the same load, being the Load Factor. This is a ratio similar to that 
defined by Bland & Picken (1973) but uses a ratio of strains at a given load, rather than a ratio 
of failure loads.
A series of load tests were conducted on 200mm diameter clay pipes within a steel test cell, 
with load being applied by a hydraulic ram. Strain pattern developments were recorded,
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allowing Load Factors to be calculated in a variety of bedding conditions with variations to the 
sidefill pressure, bedding material and shape, and the presence of water flooding the bedding. 
Typical results showed increases in load factors with sidefill pressures and a decrease in the 
load factor for flooded beddings when compared to dry beddings. Figure 6.4 below shows the 
development of microstrain with load for clay sewers pipes in various bedding conditions. An 
explanation of the bedding classes may be found in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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Figure 6.4 Load (kN/m) to strain relationship for various bedding classes from Sikora
(1980)
Brachman et al (2000) describe the design and development of a laboratory facility for 
evaluating the structural response of small-diameter buried pipes. Plastic pipes were tested 
within the 2m x 2m x 1.6m high prism, subjected to vertical pressures of up to 1000kPa. 
Emphasis was given to boundary conditions including the test cell dimensions, influence of 
side wall friction and cell rigidity. Figure 6.5 below shows a section through the test cell.
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Figure 6.5 Transverse section through Brachman e ta /(2000) testing facility
The stiff side walls, consisting of four frames welded to 40mm thick steel plates, limited lateral 
deflections to under 1mm at 1000 kPa surcharge pressure. Side wall friction treatment, 
consisting of layers of polyethylene sheets lubricated with silicon grease, limited sidewall 
friction to less than 5°, resulting in only minimal impact on the pipe according to finite element 
analysis. Modified arching theory was used to provide an assessment of the effect of the 
proximity of lateral boundaries. From these calculations and also considering the cost of 
fabrication and logistics of use, test cell dimensions of 2m x 2m x 1.6m were selected. The 
authors state that pipes of up to 500mm diameter may be used within the facility with minimal 
impact from the lateral boundaries (box width-to-pipe-diameter-ratio of 4.0).
6.2.3 Test-plt work
Research conducted in large test pits has a number of advantages. In comparison with work 
undertaken in the field it allows for closer control of soil conditions and installation procedures, 
and also permits easier and more accurate instrumentation. In comparison with soil box work, 
the restrictions on the size of pipe which may be tested, due to problems with boundary 
conditions, are overcome.
Rogers (1987) made use of a test pit 3m long, 2.1m wide and 1.9m deep to assess the 
response of 160mm diameter upvc pipes to surface loading. Load was applied through a 
700mm diameter semiflexible platen by a hydraulic ram housed in a loading rig. The author 
made use of the test pit to gain comparative data for tests conducted in a reinforced soil box.
Extensive research concerning the performance of clay pipes under loading has been 
completed by the Clay Pipe Development Association (cpda), often in conjunction with the 
Water Research Centre (WRc). Much of this work has made use of large test pits, enabling 
pipes of larger diameters to be tested in realistic conditions. Although some of this research is 
published in the papers referenced below, a great deal more is in the form of WRc or cpda
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project reports. From a referencing point of view, such material is deemed ‘grey’ as much of it 
is not widely available, such material has not been referenced here. One such important report 
led to the publication of the WRc IGN 4-11-02 Revised bedding factors for vitrified clay drains 
and sewers, in February 1988.
Bland (1981) reports on research conducted on clay pipes in test pits at the British Ceramic 
Research Association (BCRA). The test facility consisted of two identical, rectangular, 
reinforced concrete pits, each 2.8m wide and 3m deep. The length of the pit could be varied to 
a maximum of 9m by moving two end wall sections. For the tests described, the pits were 
filled with a boulder clay and mechanically compacted before trenches of the required width 
and depth were dug for the installation of the pipes. Surcharge loading of the pipes was 
achieved through the use of eight loading plates loaded by two 20 ton jacks which were fixed 
to portal frames.
Instrumentation consisted of circumferential and longitudinal strain gauges within the pipes, 
sprung cantilevers to measure differential displacement between pipes and earth pressure 
cells 100mm above the pipes in the immediate backfill. A longitudinal section of the 
experiment is shown in Figure 6.6 below.
225 mm dia. socketed pipe
woo1000
PIPE 4PIPE 3PIPE 2PIPE I
150015001500
-  Earth Pressure Cells
Figure 6.6 Typical longitudinal set up (Bland 1981)
Before the pipes were installed into the test trench they were tested in a 3-edge crushing 
machine, enabling the strain/load characteristics to be determined. This information, together 
with the data recorded in the test pit, allowed the calculation of experimental Bedding Factors 
by dividing specific earth pressure cell values by the equivalent crushing pressures 
determined in the 3-edge test. (Bedding Factors are defined for design as the ratio of the 
strength of the pipe in the ground to the strength of the pipe in the British Standard crushing 
machine). Typical experimental Bedding factors calculated by Bland (1981) are reproduced 
below in Table 6.3.
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Experimental Minimum 
Strength bedding bedding. 
Test{s) Pipe description class factor factor
1. C la s s  ’ D ’
G3, G4, G5 100 mm x 1.6 m (P) Standard 1 06
G6. G7 Extra 1.07 1.06
Super 1.08
19 150 mm x 1.25 m (S) Standard 2 36
Extra 2,46
A O
Super
I cn jrjfVi y 1 TC m ( Cl Ctonrf&rH
2.68 
| 17»yv Jlllfl. A 1 rfJ ffi OidllUulU
Extra
l»  I  f 
1.16 i. 1.14
Super 1.14
20 150 mm x 1.6 m (P) Standard 1.84
Extra 1.83
Super 1.82 -
F I, F2 225 mm x J.5 m (S) Standard 1.63 ]
Extra 1.72 j 1.63
2. C la s s  'N *  
G12. G13 100 mm x 1.6 m (P) Standard 1.57 ^
Extra 1.60 1.57
Super 1.67
3. C la s s  ’F ’ 
31,33 100 mm x 1.6 m(P) Standard 1.90
Extra 1.93 1.90
Super 1.98
Al 150 mm x 1.25 m (S) Standard 1.69
Extra 1.67 U Z
Super 1,63
Bl, B2 225 mm x 2.0 m (S) Standard 2.93
Extra 2.94 2.93
4. C la s s  ‘B >  
.25,27 100 mm x 1.6 m (P) Standard 2.67
Extra 2.73 2.67
Super 2.86
8, 10, U 150 mm x 1.25 m(S) Standard 1.92
Extra 2.02
Super 2.26
16 150 mm x 1.6 m (P) Standard 2.38 1.92
Extra 2.39
Super 2.40
F4 f ; 225 mm x 1.5 m (S) Standard 3.29 1
Extra 3.83
Bi, B4 225 mm X 2.0 m (S') Standard 3.48 3.29
Extra 3.36
Table 6.3 Experimental bedding factors as calculated by Bland (1981) for various
bedding types
Further work concerning tests completed at the BCRA test pit facility was published by Bland 
(1986). These tests were designed to investigate the effects of a reduced depth of granular 
bedding and longitudinal gaps being left underneath pipes. Clay pipes of 150mm diameter with 
polypropylene sleeve couplings were used, and were instrumented with circumferential and 
longitudinal strain gauges to monitor effects on both crushing and longitudinal ‘beam’ strength 
respectively through 6 cycles of loading. With the exception of a test where gaps of 1.05m 
were left under the barrels of pipelines on 50mm of bedding, all variations gave values of 
calculated bedding factor in excess of the accepted design values of the time.
The work by Bland (1981) and others led to the development of a finite element model for 
buried clay pipes as described by Sheppard et al (1984).
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6.2.4 Field testing
The testing of pipes in the field has obvious advantages in terms of obtaining realistic 
conditions, but also obvious disadvantages in terms of repeatability, control and convenience.
Bland & Picken (1973) conducted a series of field tests in conjunction with the laboratory 
based tests described above. The tests were conducted to obtain strength and settlement 
data for various sizes of clay pipes laid directly on the trench bottom and also on imported 
materials. Tests were conducted on five sites; on the first three sites load was applied directly 
to the pipe through a special shaped bearer as used in the laboratory soil box tests already 
described. On the remaining two sites, sidefill and backfill were placed to approximately 75- 
100mm over the pipes and load applied to the surface through a spreader beam of similar 
length and width to the pipe. Load ratios were calculated as for the laboratory based tests and 
typical results are shown below in Table 6.4.
Nominal
Pipe
Length
.0®)
Support Condition Mean 
Strength 
* (kgf/nri)
No. of 
Tests
Coefficient 
of Variation 
(%)
Load
Ratio
:■ l-o Level Bed
3 Sand Heaps at 300 mm” 
2 Sand Heaps at 600 mm *
2100
2911
3910
5
5 -
5- .
7 " 
17 
12
0-98 
1 -36
1-83
1*2 Level Bed
4 Sand Heaps at 300 mm*
2417
2723
5 
‘ 5
16
15
0-92
1*28
3 Sand Heaps at 450 ram" 2791 5 9 1*31
1*5 Level Bed
4 Sand Heaps at 400 mm* 
3 Sand Heaps at 600 mm*
1809
3022
3327
. . . . . .
8
5.
5 .
..
26
11
20
0*59
0*98
1*08
• Distance between centres of adjacent heaps.
Table 6.4 Typical results from Bland & Picken (1973) field trials for a trench dug in
sandstone
Trott & Gaunt (1975 & 1976) described how four experimental 300mm diameter pipelines 
were installed in trenches during the construction of the Marlow-Bisham bypass in 1972, the 
pipes being laid transversely across the roadway. The object of the study was to investigate 
the loadings generated and the structural behaviour of the pipes during road construction and 
trafficking. Four different pipe materials were used, including a clay pipe, which was 
instrumented for the measurement of strain, soil pressure cells were installed in the trench 
above the pipe crown. Figure 6.7 below, shows a selection of experimental sections with 
instrumentation.
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Figure 6.7 Layout of experimental sections and instrumentation used by Trott & Gaunt
(1976)
Values of strain derived from measured soil pressures allowed comparisons to be made with 
the strains and loads obtained previously from a three-edge bearing test. This permitted 
calculation of a ‘Load Factor’ as in Figure 6.8 below which was found to be 2.3 for the clay 
pipes bedded in complete gravel surround.
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Figure 6.8 Strain generated in-situ related to that measured in 3 edge bearing test (Trott
& Gaunt, 1976)
Further results indicated that the pipes were subjected to more severe loading by the passage 
of construction traffic than at any other time, the effect of the pavement structure in reducing
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loads being clearly shown. No appreciable increases in strain were recorded after a period of 
31 months from the opening of the roadway.
Faragher et al (2000) describe a full scale field trial of plastic pipes buried in trenches which 
were repeatedly loaded by a heavy vehicle driven along an overlying haul road. Pipes of up to 
1m in diameter were buried at cover depths of 1m in trench widths of up to 1200mm and the 
loading vehicle driven over them 1000 times at slow speeds. The vertical deformation of the 
pipes was recorded throughout the tests and was observed to increase rapidly during the initial 
loading cycles with the rate of deformation reducing markedly as further cycles of loading were 
applied. This indicated that the pipe/soil system became more stable by repeated stress 
application.
Taylor & Lawrence (1985) also investigated the effects of traffic on buried pipelines. In this 
case the experimental investigation was designed to provide information on the response of a 
newly installed, instrumented cast iron pipeline to heavy vehicles. The major results were as 
follows:
• a linear relationship between bending strain and applied axle load;
• strains in poorly bedded pipes were a little less than twice those in the well-bedded pipes;
• an increase in the maximum bending strain as the vehicle speed was reduced, the effect
becoming more pronounced at vehicle speeds below about 16km/h.
McGrath et al (2000) conducted full scale field tests to evaluate the pipe-soil interactions that 
take place as concrete pipes are buried and backfilled. Variables included two types of soil 
backfill, three compaction levels, three trench widths and varying haunching effort. Eleven 
tests were conducted with 900mm diameter pipes and three with 1500mm diameter pipes. 
Figure 6.9 shows a cross-section of the experimental arrangement with instrumentation.
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Figure 6.9 Cross-section of experimental set up with instrumentation as used by
McGrath et al (2000)
The results showed that the methods used to achieve a specified installation condition can 
have a dramatic effect on the final behaviour of the pipe. Compaction of backfill in the region 
from 45 to 60 degrees below the springline was shown to have a significant positive effect in 
mitigating poor bedding and haunching conditions.
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6.3 EXPERIMENTAL RATIONALE
As previously stated, the vast majority of research concerning the structural performance of 
buried pipes conducted within the last 15 to 20 years has taken place on flexible pipes, much 
of it within laboratory based soil boxes. The extensive research on rigid pipe performance 
conducted by the cpda, and others, during the 1970s and early 1980s was mainly concerned 
with the derivation of design bedding factors, and due to the wide range of pipe sizes under 
consideration, the majority of work was conducted in test pits. Consequently, there is very 
little published work available regarding the load testing of rigid pipes in laboratory soil boxes 
and the significance of the boundary condition issues mentioned in deriving meaningful 
results.
The nature of test pit work has meant that the loading regimes and time periods of tests 
conducted on rigid pipes has been limited. For instance, there is little evidence of rigid pipes 
being subjected to the sort of cyclical loading events used by Rogers et al (1995a & 1995b) to 
imitate traffic loading on flexible pipes. Consequently there is little information available on 
how rigid pipe performance is affected by bedding arrangements etc under such regimes.
Due to the reasons outlined above, as well as cost implications, time implications and general 
practicalities, it was decided that the experimental testing of small diameter clay sewer pipes 
would take place under laboratory conditions at the University of Surrey. This required the 
design and construction of various pieces of apparatus, including a steel soil box.
The objectives of the work were broadly as follows:
1. to design and construct a test facility for small diameter sewer pipes, giving due 
consideration to boundary conditions and the practicalities of use, both for the immediate 
and potential future experimental work;
2. to compare the performance of pipes within the soil box to that of pipes within previous 
test pit and field studies;
3. to investigate the performance of pipes under repeated, cyclic loading conditions; and
4. to compare the performance of pipes laid on beddings of different compaction levels.
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6.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental work was divided into two main sections, Phase I and Phase II. Phase I 
consisted of a series of tests conducted to BS EN 295: Part 3: 1991 to determine the load- 
strain response of a number of clay pipes. Phase II consisted of tests conducted in a steel 
soil box.
6.4.1 Phase I
Crushing tests, conducted in accordance with BS EN 295-3 (1991), were completed within 
the Dennison Compression Machine shown in Figure 6.10
Figure 6.10 Dennison crushing machine used to conduct strain response I crushing
tests
Figure 6.11 shows the experimental set up specified by BS EN 295-3 (1991).
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Load
Top bearer Elastomeric facing
Elastomeric facing
Bottom bearer
Figure 6.11 Crushing test set up specified by BS EN 295-3 (1991)
Both bearers and bearing facings were of dimensions within the limits specified by BS EN 
295-3 (1991). The elastomeric material used for facings was of hardness 60 IRHD, also being 
within the specified limits.
The pipes chosen for the test were Hepworth Supersleeve 150mm diameter, supplied in 
1.75m lengths but cut to lengths of 300mm (the minimum length allowed by BS EN 295-3) to 
facilitate instrumentation and testing . Instrumentation consisted of linear strain gauges 
positioned circumferentially at the pipe invert and soffit, as due to the experimental set up 
described by BS EN 295-3 (1991) it is in these areas that maximum strains develop leading to 
crushing failure. The type of strain gauge and bonding agent used were selected after 
discussions with Measurements Group UK Ltd who completed the bonding process, the data 
sheets describing the gauges are copied within Appendix E.
During testing, strains were recorded using a System 5000 StrainSmart Data System linked 
to a laptop personal computer, providing a complete hardware/software approach to data 
acquisition, reduction and presentation.
6.4.2 Phase II
6.4.2.1 Soil box
A sketch of the basic soil box design is shown in Figure 6.12 below.
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50x50x6mm
/ steel angle flanges
5mm steel plate
500mm
50x6mm flats
M10 fixings
500mm
270mm
140mm diameter hole 25mm ground
steel plate
Figure 6.12 Section of soil box
Due to concerns regarding deflections of the box walls, it was decided that the box would be 
made of a mild steel construction, with reinforcement being provided by angle sections 
running both vertically and horizontally around the box. The overall internal dimensions of the 
box were 0.6m wide by 1m long by 1m high, the box weighing around 280kg. However, the 
sectional design of the box (base, lower box and upper box) with perimeter bolts being used 
for fixings, meant that it could be handled with relative ease. The height of the box was 
chosen to ensure that at least one pipe diameter of material could lie beneath the pipe, a 
condition highlighted by Brachman et al (2000), while still leaving sufficient depth for backfill. 
The width of the box was chosen to provide the maximum box-width-to-pipe-diameter ratio 
while ensuring that the box could be accommodated within the loading apparatus. For 150mm 
diameter pipes, the box-width-to-pipe-diameter ratio is calculated as 600/150 = 4.0 (or 
600/178 = 3.4 if external diameter is used). Minimum ratios used by other authors are shown 
below in Table 6.5.
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Author/s Box-width-to-pipe-diameter (internal)-ratio
Shmulevich & Galili (1986) 2.3
Howard (1972) 2.8
Faragher et al (1998) 
Rogers (1988) 3.1
3.0
Rogers et al (1995b) 
Fagnou & Nasser (1974) 3.6
3.3
Rogers et al (1995a) 
Brachman et al (2000)
4.0
6.3
Table 6.5 Box width to internal pipe diameter ratios used by other authors
The box width chosen ensured that the side walls were sufficiently remote from the pipe such 
that most of the load applied to the top surface of the fill reached the pipe, and was not 
transferred to the pipe walls.
A further, but related, boundary condition relates to the mobilisation of frictional forces on the 
vertical side walls, excessive friction causing the transfer of loads to the box rather than to the 
pipe, the effect being similar to that of ‘narrow trench’ conditions. It was, therefore, necessary 
to design a low friction layer for the vertical surfaces of the box.
The design of such a low friction layer has been considered by a number of authors including 
Howard & Selander (1974), Matthews & Boot (1988) and Brachman et al (2000). The most 
complete study, however, was completed by Tognon et al (1999).
Tognon et al (1999) used direct shear apparatus to examine the effectiveness of different 
configurations of unlubricated and lubricated geosynthetic treatments intended to reduce the 
boundary friction mobilised between a steel -  soil interface. A range of interface treatments 
were tested with both sand and gravel fills. Lubricated layers were found to perform 
significantly better than unlubricated layers, which returned angles of friction ranging from 13° 
to 21°. In contrast, lubricated interfaces returned angles of friction of between 5° and 13°. The 
best performing interface was found to be a double layer of thin polyethylene sheeting 
lubricated with silicon grease, which yielded an angle of friction of 5° with both sand and 
gravel fills. A protection layer was also found to be required to ensure that the fill particles,
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particularly gravels, did not damage the polyethylene and prevent the slippage plane from 
operating, but allowed the particles to ‘bond’ to it.
The results of the work of all of the authors listed was considered in designing a low friction 
layer for the vertical surfaces of the soil box. It is thought that the layer employed, shown 
below in Figure 6.13, would result in frictional values similar to those calculated by Tognon et 
al (1999) for lubricated interfaces and, together with the other design features, the 
approximation of wide trench conditions within the soil box.
Silicon grease lubricanti _
Protection layer- 
2mm soft foam------------►
V
Steel box wall
Polyethylene sheets
Figure 6.13 Low friction layer for vertical surfaces of soil box
One further concern relating to the design of the box was a practicality concerning its 
movement into position beneath the loading apparatus, given that the box, when loaded with 
fill, weighed around 1500kg. To assist with this a roller arrangement was fitted to the base of 
the box which allowed the box to be raised slightly from the test bed and moved when 
required. A photograph of this arrangement is shown in Figure 6.14 below.
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Figure 6.14 Roller arrangement at the base of the soil box
6.4.2.2 Loading apparatus
Structural loading was generated by use of a 1MN INSTRON FastTrack 8800 Series 
servohydraulic machine, computer controlled using FastTrack 2 WaveMaker software. This 
set-up allowed the accurate provision of loads of varying magnitude using dynamically 
compensated load cells. A photograph of the machine, prior to addition of the soil box and 
other equipment is shown in Figure 6.15 below.
Figure 6.15 INSTRON FastTrack 8800 Series servohydraulic machine used for
structural loading
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6.4.2.3 Instrumentation
Strain gauges, of the type used in Phase I, were mounted circumferentially at invert, soffit 
and springing levels midway along the inside of the pipe as shown in Figure 6.16.
Soffit level strain gauge
Springing level  ^
strain gauges '
Invert level strain gauge
Figure 6.16 Positioning of strain gauges midway along the pipe lengths
Both ends of the pipe were covered with 2mm thick foam rubber to prevent any fill entering 
the pipe. The strain gauge cabling exited the end of the pipe via a short length of small 
diameter flexible hosing, which extended through both the foam end pieces of the pipe and 
the hole cut in the end of the soil box. The cables were then connected to the same scanner 
and laptop computer set up as used in Phase I. A view of the soil box with strain gauge 
cables is shown in Figure 6.17
Figure 6.17 Soil box with strain gauge cables, scanner and laptop computer
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The INSTRON apparatus also allowed for the deflection of the load cell to be monitored as 
load was applied.
6.4.2.4 Other materials
Pea shingle (10mm nominal size) was used as bedding material, sidefill and backfill for the 
soil box, the material being stored in box pallets as shown in Figure 6.18.
Figure 6.18 Box pallets used for pea shingle storage
The pipes used were as in Phase I, but cut to lengths of 875mm.
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6.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
6.5.1 Phase I
1. Prior to any testing taking place, the Dennison compression machine was successfully 
calibrated using a load cell.
2. The pipe specimen, complete with strain gauges, was carefully positioned concentrically 
on the bottom bearer within the compression machine.
3. Both strain gauges were calibrated and zeroed, and the scanner armed.
4. The scanner was initiated and began recording strain, from both gauges, at 1 second
intervals.
5. Load was applied to the pipe through the top bearer at a rate of 0.5kN/m/s in accordance 
with BS EN 295-3 (1991).
6. Load continued to be applied until complete failure of the pipe section occurred, at which 
point the load was removed and the recording of strain ceased.
7. The data collected was downloaded to an ASCI text file and saved.
8. The system was reset, and steps 2 to 7 repeated a total of eight times (eight different
pipes).
6.5.2 Phase II
The work conducted within Phase II was completed in three distinct sections, Phase I la,
Phase lib and Phase lie. Prior to any single test being completed, the INSTRON was
calibrated and the load cell balanced in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
6.5.2.1 Phase lla
Test 1
1. The bottom section of the soil box was filled with pea shingle to a depth of 250mm, the 
shingle being compacted in 50mm layers by ‘treading’ (i.e. trodden/stamped by a 90kg 
man using a sheet of plywood). This method was also used by Faragher et al (2000), 
mechanical compaction was not used at any time.
2. The 875mm length of pipe, fitted with strain gauges was placed on the shingle bedding
centrally within the box, allowing the strain gauge cables to exit the box as described
above.
3. Sidefill was placed and compacted, in 50mm layers as in stage 2, around the pipe until it 
reached the level of the pipe crown.
4. The box was rolled into position beneath the INSTRON load cell.
5. The strain gauges were calibrated and zeroed, and the scanner armed.
6. The scanner was initiated and began recording strain measurements at all four gauges at 
1 second intervals.
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7. Load was applied to the pipe crown using a length of mild steel, 825 x 25 x 25mm which 
sat on top of a strip of elastomeric material as used in Phase I. In effect, this meant using 
the same method of loading the pipe as in Phase I, the only variables changing being the 
length of pipe used and, correspondingly, the length of steel section and elastomeric 
material. Figure 6.19 shows the basic experimental set up.
LOAD Top bearer (steel 
bar 825x25x25mm)Elastomeric facing
Soil box (bottom 
section only)“  Strain gauges
Low friction 
layer
Pea shingle 250mm
Figure 6.19 Basic experimental set up for Phase lla
8. Load was applied to a maximum of at least 30kN/m at a rate of 0.381 kN/m/s. Upon 
reaching the maximum load, the load was returned to zero.
9. The loading sequence was repeated a minimum of 8 times, load cell deflection being 
recorded throughout.
10. After the cycles of loading were completed, plywood boards were placed at the surfaces of 
the sidefill . The boards were of dimensions such that they covered the entire surface 
whilst allowing sufficient room for the length of mild steel and elastomeric material to 
remain in place. Figure 6.20 shows the two boards in place.
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Figure 6.20 Plywood boards on sidefill surface
11.The loading sequence described in stage 8 was repeated with varying weights added to 
the plywood boards to simulate depths of fill.
12.The box was rolled from its position beneath the load cell and completely emptied before 
all stages were repeated.
Test 2
All stages of Test 1 were repeated, but with no compaction of the bedding material or sidefill
material, the shingle simply being levelled using a trowel and spirit level.
6.5.2.2 Phase lib
Test 1
1. The bottom section of the soil box was filled with pea shingle to a depth of 250mm, the 
shingle being compacted in 50mm layers by ‘treading’ (i.e. trodden/stamped by a 90kg 
man using a sheet of plywood).
2. The 875mm length of pipe, fitted with strain gauges was placed on the shingle bedding 
centrally within the box, allowing the strain gauge cables to exit the box as described 
above.
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3. Sidefill was placed and compacted, in 50mm layers as in stage 2, around the pipe until it 
reached the level of the pipe crown.
4. The upper section of the box was lifted, fitted to the lower section and secured.
5. The strain gauges were calibrated and zeroed, and the scanner armed.
6. The box was then backfilled to a pipe cover depth of 100mm, in 50mm layers as 
previously.
7. The box was rolled into position beneath the INSTRON load cell.
8. The scanner was initiated and began recording strain measurements at all four gauges at 
1 second intervals.
9. Load was applied to the fill surface using a length of rigid I section universal column of 
known dimensions. Figure 6.21 shows the basic experimental set up.
LOAD
Low friction 
layer
I Section
100mm
Soil box“  Strain gauges
Pea shingle 250mm
Figure 6.21 Basic experimental set up for Phase lib
10. Load was applied to a maximum of around 275kN/m2, at a rate of 2.85kN/m2/s. Upon 
reaching the maximum load, the load was returned to zero.
11 .The box was rolled from its position beneath the load cell and completely emptied before 
all stages were repeated.
Test 2
All stages of Test 1 were repeated, but with no compaction of the bedding material, sidefill 
material or cover, the shingle simply being levelled using a trowel and spirit level.
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6.5.2.3 Phase lie
Test 1
1. The bottom section of the soil box was filled with pea shingle to a depth of 250mm, the 
shingle being compacted in 50mm layers by ‘treading’ (i.e. trodden/stamped by a 90kg 
man using a sheet of plywood).
2. The 875mm length of pipe, fitted with strain gauges was placed on the shingle bedding
centrally within the box, allowing the strain gauge cables to exit the box as described
above.
3. Sidefill was placed and compacted, in 50mm layers as previously, around the pipe until it 
reached the level of the pipe crown.
4. The upper section of the box was lifted, fitted to the lower section and secured.
5. The strain gauges were calibrated and zeroed, and the scanner armed.
6. The box was then backfilled to a pipe cover depth of 500mm, in 50mm layers as 
previously.
7. The box was rolled into position beneath the INSTRON load cell.
8. The scanner was initiated and began recording strain measurements at all four gauges at
1 second intervals.
9. Load was applied to the fill surface using a length of rigid I section universal column of
known dimensions as in Phase lib. Figure 6.22 shows the basic experimental set up.
LOAD
I
I  Section
Low friction 
layer500mm
Soil box—  Strain gauges
Pea shingle 250mm
Figure 6.22 Basic experimental set up for Phase lie
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10. Load was applied in a sinusoidal pattern with an amplitude of 230kN/m2 and period of 100 
seconds (0.01Hz). A similar loading pattern was used by Rogers (1987) and Rogers et al 
(1995), to simulate heavy traffic loads, with amplitudes ranging from 70kN/m2 to 
180kN/m2. An amplitude of 230kN/m2 was chosen after viewing axle weight data for 
Dennis Dart single decker buses, as reproduced in Appendix E. 200 cycles of the loading 
pattern were applied, accounting for a 5.6 hour time period.
11.After completion of the 200th cycle, the load was removed but strains were monitored for 
a further 60 minutes.
12.The box was rolled from its position beneath the load cell and completely emptied.
Test 2
All stages of Test 1 were repeated, but with no compaction of the bedding material, sidefill
material or cover, the shingle simply being levelled using a trowel and spirit level.
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6.5.3 Summary
A summary of experimental procedure is shown in Table 6.6.
Test phase Test numbers Description
Phase I P1.1 -P1.8 Crushing tests to BS EN 295 -  3 (1998)
Phase I la P2A.1, P2A.2 Pea shingle bedding/surround ‘hand’ compacted in 50mm 
layers. Pipe crown loaded to at least 30kN/m at 
0.381 kN/m/s. Load sequence repeated 8 times then a 
further 4 times with sidefill pressures.
P2A.3, P2A.4 As P2A.1 & P2A.2 but no compaction of bedding/surround, 
loading sequence repeated 11 times before sidefill 
pressures were added.
Phase lib P2B.1, P2B.2 Pea shingle bedding/surround and 100mm cover ‘hand’ 
compacted in 50mm layers. Surface loaded to 275kN/m2 at 
2.85kN/m2/s.
P2B.3, P2B.4 As P2B.1 & P2B.2 but no compaction of 
bedding/surround/cover.
Phase lie P2C.1 Pea shingle bedding/surround and 500mm cover ‘hand’ 
compacted in 50mm layers. Surface loaded in sinusoidal 
pattern to amplitude of 230kN/m2 over a period of 100s 
(0.01 Hz), 200 cycles in total.
P2C.2 As P2C.1 but no compaction of bedding/surround/cover.
Table 6.6 Summary o f experimental procedure
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6.6 RESULTS
6.6.1 Phase I
A selection of the raw data captured is provided in Appendix E.
Figures 6.23 and 6.24 are typical of the load -  strain plots produced by the eight pipe sections 
tested in Phase I.
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Load kN/m
Figure 6.23 Typical load - strain response for invert gauge in Phase I tests
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Figure 6.24 Typical load -  strain response for soffit gauge in Phase I tests
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All plots had R2 values in the range 0.986 to 0.999 demonstrating the perfectly elastic nature 
of vitrified clay, the elastic limit of a clay pipe being located very close to, or at, the point of 
fracture.
Repeatability of results over the eight samples was very good; the minor differences in 
responses being due to slight variations in pipe section lengths and the positioning of the 
pipes such that the strain gauges were at soffit and invert levels precisely. Figures 6.25 and 
6.26 show the recorded load -  strain data for all eight pipes with best fit lines added.
800 _
700
y = 10.605x + 15.181 
R? = 0.9609600
500 -c
«  40 0  .. ovo
5  300 -
200
+  Invert uE
Linear (Invert uE)100
20.00 30 .00 40 .00 50 .00 60 .000.00 10.00 70 .00
Load kN/m
Figure 6.25 Load -  strain response for invert gauge for all Phase I tests (P1.1 -  P1.8)
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Figure 6.26 Load -  strain response for soffit gauge for all Phase I tests (P1.1 - P1.8)
The repeatability, and linearity, of the results meant that the load -  strain characteristics of 
the pipe specified may be accurately represented by the linear approximations quoted above.
The mean crushing strength of the pipes was 57.7kN/m with a standard deviation of 2.5.
6.6.2 Phase II
6.6.2.1 Phase I la
A selection of the raw data captured is reproduced in Appendix E.
As previously stated, tests P2A.1 and P2A.3 were repeated as tests P2A.2 and P2A.4 
respectively. Repeatability was excellent. Typically, measured strains for test P2A.2 were 
within 3% of those recorded for test P2A.1, and measured strains for test P2A.4 were within 
5% of those recorded for test P2A.3. The results reported below represent average values for 
the two runs of each test.
Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show typical load -  invert strain responses for tests on ‘hand’ 
compacted bedding/sidefill (P2A.1 & P2A.2) and uncompacted bedding/sidefill (P2A.3 & 
P2A.4) respectively.
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Figure 6.27 Typical load -  invert strain response for tests P2A.1 & P2A.2
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Figure 6.28 Typical load -  invert strain response for tests P2A.3 & P2A.4
All tests showed a linear load -  strain response with R2 values ranging from 0.995 to 0.999, 
allowing accurate representation of the response through the fitting of linear approximations.
The results of this series of tests were compared with those from Phase I through the 
derivation of ‘Strain Ratios’ as shown in Figure 6.29 below. The Strain Ratio, as used in this
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work, is defined as the ratio of strain generated at maximum design load in a particular test, 
to the strain generated at the same maximum design load in the BS EN 295 -  3 (1991) 
crushing test (Phase I). For the clay pipes used in this work, the maximum design load is 
defined by the manufacturers as 40kN/m, hence all Strain Ratios were calculated at this load. 
The Strain Ratio used here is similar to the ‘Load Factor’ used by Sikora (1980).
Strain Ratio = 439/323 
= 1.36
Figure 6.29 Example of Strain Ratio calculation
With reference to Figure 6.29, the invert microstrain generated by Phase I testing (see above) 
may be predicted by the equation, y = 10.61x + 15.2, and, as an example, the invert 
microstrain generated in test P2A.1 or P2A.2 during the 4th cycle of loading, may be predicted 
by the equation, y = 7.88x + 7.8.
Hence the Strain Ratio (at 40kN/m, the maximum design load) = 439/323 = 1.36.
Due to the fact that all load -  strain plots displayed an exceptional degree of linearity, it was 
possible to derive Strain Ratios for each cycle of loading undertaken, including those where 
sidefill pressures were added. Figures 6.30 and 6.31 below show the calculated Strain Ratios 
for pipes in hand compacted bedding/sidefill (P2A.1 & P2A.2) and pipes in uncompacted 
bedding/sidefill (P2A.3 & P2A.4) respectively.
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Figure 6.30 Invert Strain Ratio development for tests P2A.1 & P2A.2
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Figure 6.31 Invert Strain Ratio development for tests P2A.3 & P2A.4
Figure 6.32 shows the invert Strain Ratio development for both sets of tests together on the 
same plot.
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Figure 6.32 Comparison of Strain Ratios for tests P2A.1 & P2A.2 and P2A.3 & P2A.4
Figures 6.33, 6.34 and 6.35 show the displacement of the INSTRON load cell, as load was 
applied, for pipes in both ‘hand’ compacted bedding/sidefill (P2A.1 & P2A.2) and in 
uncompacted bedding/sidefill (P2A.3 & P2A.4).
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Figure 6.33 Load cell displacement during 1st cycle of loading
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Figure 6.34 Load cell displacement during 3rd cycle of loading
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Figure 6.35 Load cell displacement during 5th cycle of loading
6.6.2.2 Phase lib
A selection of the raw data captured is reproduced in Appendix E.
As previously stated, tests P2B.1 and P2B.3 were repeated as tests P2B.2 and P2B.4 
respectively. Repeatability was excellent. Typically, measured strains for test P2B.2 were
2 0 3
within 4% of those recorded for test P2A.1, and measured strains for test P2A.4 were within 
6% of those recorded for test P2A.3. The results reported below represent average values for 
the two runs of each test.
In previous work, including that by Sheppard et ai (1984), Trott & Gaunt (1976) and the, partly 
unpublished, research leading to WRc IGN 4-11-02 (1998), experimental Bedding Factors (as 
defined previously) have been derived using load cells installed 100mm above pipe crowns. 
The load cells have been used to measure the pressure exerted on pipes, the pressure then 
being equated to a load per unit length by multiplying the pressure by the pipe’s outside 
diameter. This then allows the performance of a pipe in a test condition to be compared to 
that of a pipe in a British Standard crushing test set up.
The experimental set up used in Phase lib has allowed for a similar calculation to be made by 
measuring the pressure applied to the surface of the cover 100mm above the pipe crown, and 
equating this to a load per unit length by multiplying by the pipe outside diameter of 0.178m. 
This is only valid assuming that the pressure on the pipe is well distributed across it’s width, 
but given that the I beam used to distribute the load to the fill is itself 0.12m wide, this is a 
reasonable assumption.
Figures 6.36 and 6.37 show the mean load -  invert strain responses for the tests on ‘hand’ 
compacted bedding/sidefill/cover (P2B.1 & P2B.2) and uncompacted bedding/sidefill/cover 
(P2B.3 & P2B.4) respectively, the pressure applied to the surface of the cover having been 
equated to a load per unit length as described above.
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Figure 6.36 Mean load -  invert strain response for tests P2B.1 & P2B.2
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Figure 6.37 Mean load -  invert strain response for tests P2B.3 & P2B.4
All tests showed a linear load -  strain response with R2 values ranging from 0.997 to 0.999, 
allowing accurate representation of the response through the fitting of linear approximations. 
The linear model prediction of pipe response then allows for the calculation of experimental 
Bedding Factors at the maximum design load of 40kN/m as shown in Figure 6.38
Phase I (y=10.61x + 15.2)
Figure 6.38 Calculation of experimental Bedding Factors
2 0 5
For tests P2B.1 & P2B.2, microstrain at 40kN/m = 153 
For tests P2B.3 & P2B.4, microstrain at 40kN/m = 231 
For tests P1.1 -  P1.8, microstrain at 40kN/m = 439
Hence experimental Bedding Factors are as follows:
P2B.1 & P2B.2 = 439/153 = 2.87 
P2B.3 & P2B.4 = 439/231 = 1.90
6.6.2.3 Phase lie
A selection of the raw data captured is reproduced in Appendix E.
Figure 6.39 shows a typical strain gauge response to a single cycle of the loading applied (as 
described in section 6.5.2.3).
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Figure 6.39 Typical strain gauge response to a single cycle of Phase lie loading
Figure 6.40 shows the peak strains recorded, for each strain gauge for the 200 cycles of 
loading applied, for test P2C.1. That is, the strains recorded after 50 seconds of loading for 
each cycle for the pipe in hand compacted bedding/sidefill/cover.
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Figure 6.40 Peak strains for each of the 200 cycles, test P2C.1
Figure 6.41 shows the peak strains recorded for the 200 cycles of loading for the invert strain 
gauge only, for test P2C.1
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Figure 6.41 Peak invert strains for each of the 200 cycles, test P2C.1
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Figure 6.42 shows the peak strains recorded, for each strain gauge for the 200 cycles of 
loading applied, for test P2C.2. That is, the strains recorded after 50 seconds of loading for 
each cycle for the pipe in uncompacted bedding/sidefill/cover.
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Figure 6.42 Peak strains for each of the 200 cycles, test P2C.2
Figure 6.43 shows the peak strains recorded for the 200 cycles of loading for the invert strain 
gauge only, for test P2C.2
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Figure 6.43 Peak invert strains for each of the 200 cycles, test P2C.2
Figure 6.44 shows a comparison of the peak invert strains for each of the 200 cycles for tests 
P2C.1 and P2C.2. A selection of strain measurements are also compared in Table 6.7.
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Figure 6.44 Comparison of the peak invert strains for each of the 200 cycles for tests
P2C.1 and P2C.2
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Cycle Peak invert strain
Test P2C.1 Test P2C.2
Difference
2 59 81 +22
50 58 90 +32
100 57 93 +36
150 57 96 +39
200 57 98 +41
Table 6.7 Comparison o f peak invert strains generated in tests P2C.1 and P2C.2 after 
completion o f various numbers o f cycles
Figure 6.45 compares the strains recorded by all four gauges before any cycles of loading 
were applied, to those recorded 60 minutes after the 200th loading cycle had been 
completed, for both tests (P2C.1 and P2C.2)
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+4
Prior to Cycle 1
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>
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After Cycle 200
Figure 6.45 Comparison o f strains recorded prior to any loading and 60 minutes after
completion of 200th cycle
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6.7 DISCUSSION
6.7.1 Phase I
The results previously described demonstrate the perfectly elastic nature of the clay pipes 
tested, the load / strain plots being almost perfectly straight with the elastic limit being at, or 
very close to, the fracture point. This observation is in agreement with those made by other 
authors including Bland (1981) and Sikora (1980). As long as the pipe remains unbroken, it 
may be repeatedly loaded without alteration to any physical properties.
The tests demonstrated that the Hepworth Supersleeve 150mm diameter pipes responded to 
load in a consistent, predictable manner. It was also apparent that the straight line 
approximations derived give an accurate prediction of strain, at both invert and soffit, at any 
given load right up to the point of failure. As previously stated, the best-fit equations for strain 
prediction were, where x = load (kN/m):
Invert microstrain = 10.755x + 9.203 
Soffit microstrain = 10.605x + 15.181
These equations result in predicted microstrains of 439 for both invert and soffit gauges at the 
maximum design load of 40kN/m.
Actual failure loads were found to be well in excess (+44% on average) of the maximum 
design loads quoted by the manufacturers as would be expected.
6.7.2 Phase II
6.7.2.1 Phase Ha
As previously described, Phase I la tests showed an almost perfectly linear load-strain 
response, allowing accurate representation of the relationship between load and strain by the 
fitting of linear approximations. The experimental set up utilised in this stage of the work was 
designed to provide a test which would allow a comparison to be made with the results from 
Phase I; the only significant difference between the tests being the way in which the pipe was 
supported. Hence, the Phase I la test allows the effect of the support condition on the pipe to 
be investigated in comparison with the crushing test described in BS EN 295 -  3 (1991).
However, due to the nature of the test, realistic bedding conditions are only provided in the 
area of the pipe invert, there being very little or no support to the pipe springing levels or 
soffit, as there would be in a ‘real’ installation. Although this results in a pipe ring stress 
distribution which differs in part to that of a complete installation, analysis of the strains 
generated at pipe invert level still allows for useful comparisons to be made with the Phase I
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work as well as the work of other authors. It is also the case that, in ‘real’ installations loaded 
to destruction, the first fracture would normally occur at the invert level (Sikora, 1980). Further 
to this, Phase I la tests also incorporated the addition of sidefill pressures which go some way 
to overcoming the problems of unrealistic conditions by imitating the support provided by 
backfill cover.
Figure 6.30 shows that the Strain Ratios calculated for tests P2A.1 & P2A.2 remained fairly 
constant at a level of around 1.36 or 1.37 through 8 cycles of loading. This indicates a 
consistent level of pipe performance, the strains remaining significantly lower than those 
recorded in Phase I testing as would be expected. When sidefill pressures were added there 
was evidence of a slight increase in the Strain Ratio to 1.39 under a pressure of 4.8kPa. 
Unfortunately, 4.8kPa was the maximum sidefill pressure that could be applied given the 
experimental set up so it remains unknown whether the Strain Ratio would have increased 
further with additional sidefill pressure.
In comparison, the Strain Ratios calculated for tests P2A.3 & P2A.4 show significant variation 
over 11 cycles of loading (Figure 6.31), steadily increasing from 1.08 to 1.13. In this instance, 
11 cycles of loading (as opposed to 8) were applied as it was apparent that the Strain Ratio 
was not consistent. The development of the Strain Ratio through the final cycles of loading, 
however, suggest that further significant increases past the 11th cycle were unlikely. Further 
increases, however, were observed with added sidefill pressure, the Strain Ratio reaching 
1.21 with a pressure of 4.8kPa.
The differences in the magnitude and development of the calculated Strain Ratios are 
apparent on inspection of Figure 6.33. Tests P2A.3 & P2A.4, which may be said to represent 
very poor site practice in providing no compaction to bedding or sidefill, clearly result in a 
significantly lower Strain Ratio than tests P2A.1 & P2A.2 where bedding and sidefill was 
‘hand’ tamped in 50mm layers. It is also clear that while the performance of pipes in tests 
P2A.1/2 was consistent and predictable through the loading cycles, tests P2A.3/4 showed 
variation in the Strain Ratio, the lowest ratio occurring in the first cycle of loading and then 
increasing as compaction of the surrounding ground improved support conditions. Although 
the strain ratio then increased significantly, the results would suggest that it is highly unlikely 
that the performance of the pipe in uncompacted bedding/sidefill could ever ‘catch-up’ with 
that of the pipe laid on the hand compacted bedding/sidefill.
Under sidefill loading to a maximum of 4.8kPa (equivalent to 275mm of cover assuming a 
backfill density of 1750kg/m3), both tests showed further improvements in performance. The 
most significant increase, however, was for tests P2A.3/4 due to the further compactive effort
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that the pressure exerted on the pipe support. As previously stated, it was not possible to 
further increase the sidefill pressure past 4.8kPa although evidence from Figure 6.33 would 
suggest that the Strain Ratio would not increase severely with further pressure and, again, 
that the performance of the pipe with uncompacted support would not ‘catch-up’ with that with 
hand compacted support.
As previously described, Sikora (1980) used a measure he termed ‘Load Factor’ to compare 
the invert strains generated in test conditions to those generated in a crushing test, the 
strains generated at a load of 29.2kN/m being compared. Although the bedding conditions 
investigated by Sikora are not directly comparable to those used here, it is worth noting that 
Sikora calculated initial Load Factors ranging from 1.25 to 1.65 and found little improvement 
in Load factor when more than 5.75kPa of sidefill pressure was added. Although the research 
reported on here has differing objectives to that conducted by Sikora, the results may be 
considered to be in general agreement for these specific tests.
The results reported here may also be compared, in general terms, with those of Bland & 
Picken (1973) who used the term ‘Load Ratio’ to compare the strengths of pipes in beddings 
to that of pipes in standard crushing test. Bland & Picken reported Load Ratios ranging from
0.97 for pipes on uncompacted 20mm aggregate, to 1.47 for pipes on compacted 10mm 
aggregate.
Inspection of the load cell displacement data allows inferences to be made regarding the 
settlement of the pipe under load, assuming that the displacement of the top bearer and 
distortion of the pipe are negligible. These are realistic assumptions given that the top bearer 
consists of steel and a hard elastomeric material, and that distortion of the clay pipe prior to 
failure is known to be very small. During the 1st cycle of loading, pipes in tests P2A.1/2 had 
settled by around 4.9mm under 20kN/m of load(half the maximum design load) compared to 
around 6.2mm for tests P2A.3/4. During the 3rd cycle of loading the settlements had reduced 
to 3.5mm and 3.8mm respectively, and during the 5th cycle of loading both pipes settled by 
3.5mm. Settlement in both sets of tests then remained at approximately 3.5mm through the 
remaining cycles.
The figures indicate that while the levels of settlement are significantly different through the 
initial phases of loading, they relatively quickly find a common level which is sustained. This 
appears to indicate that while the Strain Ratios for tests P2A.1/2 and P2A.3/4 remain 
significantly different, the levels of settlement experienced by the pipe reach similar values 
very quickly.
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Although modern joints are inherently ‘flexible’ in nature, this has not always been the case as 
in the past, rigid joints, including those sealed with cement have been used extensively. It is 
doubtful whether such joints could comfortably accommodate settlements of the magnitudes 
described above for the initial loading cycles without their structural integrity being 
compromised.
6.7.2,2 Phase lib
As described in section 6.6, the experimental Bedding Factors calculated may be compared 
to those calculated by other authors who have used similar methods, albeit in different 
experimental set ups. It should be noted, however, that the purpose of this test, and of the 
comparisons, is not to derive new Bedding Factors or to investigate the validity of those in 
use, but to perform a simple check on the effectiveness of the experimental set up and test 
method used here.
Tests P2B.1/2 and P2B.3/4 produced experimental Bedding Factors of 2.87 and 1.90 
respectively. The second of these figures (1.90), though, should be treated with particular 
care when compared to the first as when the pipe was installed the 100mm of backfill cover to 
the pipe was left uncompacted as previously described. Hence, the cover to the pipe is likely 
to have been compacted under the load applied to a greater extent than in test P2B.1/2, 
resulting in a reduction in the effective cover to the pipe when compared with test P2B.1/2. 
This means that the reduced experimental Bedding Factor for test P2B.3/4 is related not only 
to the lack of compaction of the bedding and sidefill material, but also to the cover material. 
Despite this, it is clear that the experimental Bedding Factor for test P2B.3/4 is significantly 
lower than that for test P2B.1/2, it being unlikely that the Issue regarding the cover accounts 
for the 34% reduction in experimental Bedding Factor from test P2B.1/2 to test P2B.3/4.
Bland (1981) reported experimental Bedding Factors in the range 2.38 to 2.40 for 150mm 
diameter plain ended clay pipes in a bedding of 10mm single size granular material (Class B). 
In a further series of tests, Bland (1986) reported experimental Bedding Factors in the range
3.07 to 3.08 on a similar bedding. In the course of monitoring the performance of a 300mm 
diameter clay pipe in a granular bedding/surround, Trott & Gaunt (1976) calculated a Bedding 
Factor of 2.3. Current design guidelines (WRc IGN 4-11-02, 1988) recommend a Bedding 
Factor of 2.5 for pipes laid within a granular bed and surround (Class B).
The experimental Bedding Factor calculated for test P2B.1/2 (2.87) goes some way to 
confirming the validity of the general approach of the experimental work in returning a figure 
of a very similar magnitude to those calculated by other researchers in test pit and field trial 
work.
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6.7.2.3 Phase lie
Despite initial concerns, Figure 6.39 shows that the loading apparatus was accurately 
producing the desired pattern of sinusoidal loading and that this was being transferred to the 
pipe as intended.
The experimental set up used in this phase of the testing (500mm of cover to the pipe) is 
much more representative of what may actually be found in practice than the set ups used in 
previous tests in terms of support to the pipe. This means that it is now legitimate to 
investigate the effects of loading on all four strain gauges as opposed to only the invert 
gauge.
Figure 6.40 shows that for the test conducted on a pipe within a hand compacted 
bedding/sidefill/cover (test P2C.1) the peak strains generated at each gauge through the 200 
cycles of loading were virtually identical. Strains were close to 60 microstrain for both soffit 
and invert gauges and -60 for both springing level gauges (the negative indicating that these 
areas of the pipe are in compression). These results indicate that ring stresses within the pipe 
are distributed perfectly equally, the material surrounding the pipe providing consistent 
support to all areas pipe. This is the ideal operating condition.
Closer inspection of the peak invert strains (Figure 6.41) shows only minor changes in the 
strain measurements over the 200 cycle (5.6 hour) period. If there is any variation, there 
would appear to be a minor reduction in the strain level recorded through the 200 cycles, 
although this is small enough to be regarded negligible.
In comparison to the test described above, the strain measurements for test P2C.2 
(uncompacted bedding/sidefill/surround) were much more inconsistent. As shown in Figure 
6.42, the strains recorded at springing levels remain almost identical throughout the loading 
sequence, but are in the range of -70 to -80 microstrain, 17% to 33% higher than those 
recorded in test P2C.1. The readings are also less consistent than those in P2C.1, 
particularly in the first 50 cycles or so.
The major difference, though, occurs in the strains at soffit and invert level. At soffit level, 
despite inconsistencies in the first 50 cycles, the strains recorded are not substantially 
different to those in P2C.1, being in the range 58 to 67 microstrain. The difference in strain 
between invert and soffit level is substantial, however, the strains at invert level being 
approximately 20 microstrain (around 30%) higher than those at soffit level, compared to 
almost identical values in test P2C.1.
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Closer inspection of the peak invert strains for test P2C.2 (Figure 6.43) shows substantial 
changes in strain through the 200 cycles, a pattern which is repeated for all four gauges. The 
overall trend is for strain to continue to increase, although at a much decreasing rate, 
throughout the 200 cycles, Figure 6.43 suggesting that peak invert strain would stabilise at 
around 100 microstrain having started at 80 microstrain. It should be remembered, however, 
that the loading condition imposed during this test was severe, it being unlikely, in practice, 
that such a heavy load would be applied to a pipe with only 500mm of cover and no load 
spreading surface covering. The strains measured are also relatively small in comparison with 
those at which fracture would occur (typically 600 microstrain for the pipes used). 
Nevertheless, Figure 6.44 and Table 6.7 show a significant difference in the peak invert 
strains recorded for tests P2C.1 and P2C.2, a difference which appears to increase with 
loading cycles.
As stated in Section 6.5.2.3, strain gauge measurements were recorded prior to any surface 
load being applied, and continued to be recorded for 60 minutes after the cyclic loading 
sequence had been completed. This allowed the comparison illustrated by Figure 6.45 to be 
made. The strains recorded prior to cycle 1 are due to the weight of cover to the pipe, 
similarly the only force acting on the pipe on completion of cycle 200 is the same mass of 
cover material. Despite this, minor increases in strain were recorded. It is thought that this is 
due to one of two reasons, or possibly a combination of both, namely:
1. The pipe/surround unit does not act perfectly elastically, a small amount of strain being 
‘locked in’ to the pipe under repeated loading. Although clay pipes have been shown to be 
elastic, and gravels are often assumed to be, the small amount of fines within the pipe 
surround may introduce a ‘plastic’ element to the system.
2. The low friction layer between the steel box and gravel may not be effective until load is 
applied to the fill surface. That is, initially a proportion of the fill load is transferred to the 
box walls. When the surface load is applied, the low friction layer is mobilised into 
operation and the full mass, or close to it, of the fill is transferred to the pipe. Following 
the 200 cycles of loading, the full mass of fill remains on the pipe, accounting for the 
increased strain readings.
6.7.2.4 Phase II testing overall
All Phase II tests have demonstrated that the clay sewer pipes performed significantly worse 
under loading if bedding and sidefill material was left uncompacted, the response of the pipes 
being affected both in the initial and subsequent loading phases. Tests on pipes within hand
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compacted material have been found to produce consistent, predictable results in all tests, 
this has not proved the case for pipes within uncompacted material.
Tests P2A.3/4 (uncompcated bedding/sidefill) showed that over 11 cycles of repeated 
loading, the performance of the pipe improved as the surrounding material was compacted 
and provided more uniform support. However, test P2C.2 showed that over 200 cycles of 
sinusoidal loading, pipe performance deteriorated. Importantly, in this test, the 500mm of 
gravel providing cover to the pipe was also left uncompacted, suggesting that the 
deterioration in performance is related to the compaction of the cover layer resulting in a 
higher load being transferred to the pipe. This, coupled with the fact that the pipe is poorly 
bedded, results in comparatively high invert strains which increase with time. In hindsight, it 
would have been useful to have measured the depth of cover at the end of the loading cycles 
to ascertain what depth the cover layer had reduced by. Unfortunately, this was not done. 
What is clear, though, is that the level of compaction of both the bedding/sidefill and cover 
were proved important in determining the initial and longer term performance of the pipes 
tested.
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6.8 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn:
1. A test facility for the laboratory testing of small diameter pipes was designed and constructed, 
giving due consideration to boundary conditions and the practicalities of use. The facility will 
be of use in the future for the detailed investigation of the roles played by numerous 
parameters in the deterioration and collapse of sewer pipes.
2. Initial comparisons suggested that the tests conducted to determine experimental Bedding 
Factors returned similar values to those tests conducted in test pits and in the field by other 
authors.
3. Pipes laid within ‘hand’ compacted beddings and sidefills, and covered with ‘hand’ compacted 
materials, were found to perform in a predictable, consistent manner in both short and longer 
term tests.
4. Pipes laid within uncompacted beddings and sidefills, and covered with uncompacted 
materials, were found to perform significantly worse than those in ‘hand’ compacted materials 
and with a greater degree of variability and inconsistency. This was the case for both short 
and longer term tests.
5. In initial phases of loading, the settlement of pipes laid in uncompacted bedding/sidefill was 
significantly greater than that of pipes laid in ‘hand’ compacted bedding/sidefill, this difference 
was reduced to a negligible amount within a small number of loading cycles.
Overall, the construction of the test facility and successful completion of a series of tests showed
how detailed technical knowledge regarding the structural performance of sewer pipes may be
improved.
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7. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Throughout this thesis, the results of each section of work have been discussed, in detail, at 
the end of the relevant chapter. Therefore, this ‘general discussion’ will concentrate on the 
following:
• the comparison and integration of the methods used for, and results from, the main 
sections of work; and
• the practical significance of the results in terms of the development of predictive tools for 
sewer structural condition.
7.1 COMPARISON OF METHODS AND INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
7.1.1 The different approaches -  site visits, IM and statistical investigation
The sewer collapse site visits (Chapter 3), Interaction Matrix (IM) method (Chapter 4) and 
statistical investigation (Chapter 5) were all completed with one major objective in mind; to 
identify the factors which influence sewer deterioration and instances of sewer collapse. 
Despite having the same ultimate objective, the three methods were obviously very different 
in their approach and allowed different perspectives to be taken on the problem.
The sewer collapse site visits provided an important appreciation of the sewer collapse 
problem and the wide range of construction features and standards of workmanship inherent 
in the Thames Water network. At the vast majority of sites it proved very difficult to determine 
a specific reason for collapse, often there were several factors which could potentially have 
been highlighted as important. As such there was no ‘typical’ sewer collapse.
The statistical investigation undertaken served to highlight a large number of influential 
parameters from those identified as being potentially important. In addition, a number of first 
order interactions between such parameters were shown to be significant. As such, the 
analysis served its purpose in providing a preliminary statistical study of factors influencing 
sewer deterioration and collapse. As the first detailed study of this type, the work provides a 
first step in the development of future models.
During the course of the statistical work, thought was given to the issue of the validation of 
the results, whether this might be done and if so, how. On completion of the analysis it was 
decided that such a validation would not be done as part of this EngD for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, as described above, the analysis is considered a preliminary one which, in 
the author’s view, opens the way for a larger sample of Thames Water sewers to be 
assessed in a similar manner; a process which in itself is likely to address validity. Secondly,
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it was always the intention that the EngD, as a whole, should incorporate a range of work on 
the subject matter and not be restricted to a single (i.e. statistical) approach. Finally, time 
constraints meant that a full validation of the results would not have been possible as part of 
this EngD. Despite this, due to the careful, expert supported, statistical procedure followed, it 
is thought that the analysis contributes significantly to the work completed in this field.
In the course of the statistical analysis detailed data quality assessments were made. Despite 
this, some question marks remain concerning the data sources used and, in particular, the 
variation in quality between different data fields within the same data source. A number of 
these issues only became apparent in the analysis of results. In future studies it would be 
beneficial if not only each data source was assessed for quality, but also each field within 
each data source.
In addition to contributing towards the primary research objective stated in section 1.4, the 
statistical investigation proved an extremely useful exercise in identifying and assessing the 
various issues connected with sewerage data, such issues are discussed in more detail in 
section 7.2.3. Ultimately, any form of statistical analysis is limited in the first instance by data 
availability. In the case of the analysis completed here, this meant that approximately half of 
the potentially explanatory terms identified in Chapter 2 could not be supported by reliable 
data sources. It could be argued that this is cause for abandoning statistical investigations of 
this nature if one considers that a number of important variables may be missing. However, 
there are few engineering systems where knowledge or data is complete or is ever likely to 
be. Investigations of this type provide us with initial concepts of risk assessment and begin to 
reinforce or question sometimes age old assumptions which have been made and are 
perhaps inherent in water industry practice. Without such studies we have little on which to 
base our practice. Typically, when we find it difficult to express something in numbers, it is 
because we don’t have a complete understanding of the concept. “If you don’t have a 
number, you don’t have a fact -  you have an opinion.” (Muhlbauer, p20,1996).
The expert driven Interaction Matrix (IM) method was, by its nature, able to incorporate all 
variables identified as being potentially important in describing the likelihood of an existing 
sewer collapsing (or deteriorating to such an extent that collapse was imminent). It also 
served as a useful means of ‘framing’ the sewer deterioration / collapse system and allowed 
the author to canvass the views of experienced sewerage practitioners in a systematic 
manner. The major criticism of such a model is that it is based on the opinions of a relatively 
small number of people and, as such, is largely subjective. However, experts bring to any 
assessment a body of knowledge that goes beyond statistical data. In assessing a problem 
experts will sometimes discount some data that does not adequately represent the scenario
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being judged. Similarly, they are able to extrapolate from dissimilar situations which may have 
better data available. It may be reasonably argued that the experience factor and the 
judgement of experts should not be discounted merely because they cannot be easily 
quantified.
Such subjective assessments are required to be made when judgements are to be based not 
solely upon numerical data; i.e. when knowledge is incomplete and opinion, experience, 
intuition and other non-quantifiable resources are used. As such, predictive assessments 
don’t have to be a calculation intensive exercise in probability theory. Such detailed 
calculations are often assigned a false precision that belies the reality of assumption based 
calculations where the margin of uncertainty is quite high. Even where such models can be 
relied upon to provide accurate results, expert judgement is still often required in translating 
such results into practical actions.
In summary, the case for either a statistically based method of investigation or an expert led 
method of investigation may be argued strongly from either direction. Both methods of 
analysis have strengths and weaknesses, as briefly outlined above, which must be 
considered. The main point though, is the fact that the methods used in this EnaD (the IM 
method and the statistical analysis) are complementary. Utilising both methods has allowed 
the problem to be approached in two different ways and in the author’s view this strengthens 
the overall findings. The IM method allowed the system to be defined and the parameters 
banded according to their nature and level of influence as perceived by an expert group. 
Following on from this, the statistical study allowed the effect of a number of the parameters 
to be investigated numerically. The result has been two different but complementary bodies of 
information; the first (IM method) relating to the nature and level of influence of the entire 
group of parameters as perceived by experts; and the second (statistical investigation) 
relating to the statistical significance of the group of parameters for which quality data could 
be obtained.
7.1.2 Comparison of findings - site visits, IM and statistical investigation
In broad terms the collapse site visits, IM method and statistical investigation all returned 
similar results in the sense that all identified a wide range of parameters as important in 
determining the likelihood of an existing rigid sewer pipe collapsing. The methods were not 
able to pinpoint a parameter, or even a small group of parameters, as being of particular 
importance. This could be said to be particularly true of the IM method which, as described in 
section 4.4.1, assigned parameters a relatively narrow range of scores in terms of their 
system Interaction Intensity. In univariate analysis, the statistical investigation also found a
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wide range of parameters to be important, 14 of the 18 variables investigated being shown to 
be significant at the 5% level.
Although the main use of the IM method is in framing and displaying the sewer collapse 
system, as well as forcing consideration of all possible interactions, the coding system 
employed allows indications of relative parameter influence to be inferred. This allows more 
detailed comparisons between IM and statistical results to be made, although the level of 
detail is restricted by the relatively close grouping of IM parameter scores.
The vast majority of parameters found to be significant in statistical analysis were also found 
to be of above average influence in the IM; such parameters include GW regime, native soil 
conditions and sewer location / surface use (both describing the use of ground immediately 
above the sewer). Of possibly more interest are the discrepancies which arose in comparing 
the ‘importance’ assigned by the two different methods. The three major discrepancies 
identified are described below.
Pipe section length
In the IM method, pipe section length scored the second lowest score of all 28 parameters in 
terms of Interaction Intensity and was found to be relatively ‘neutral’ in terms of Dominance 
with a Cause value of 11 and an Effect value of 13. In statistical analysis, however, sewer 
pipe section length was found to among the most significant of variables in both univariate 
and multivariate analysis. It was also found to be important as part of a number of first order 
interaction terms.
Surface loading
In the IM method, surface loading was attributed the fifth lowest score of all 28 parameters in 
terms of Interaction Intensity, scoring 2.5% against a mean of 3.6%. In statistical analysis, 
however, traffic count data, particularly relating to heavy vehicles, was found be significant in 
both univariate and multivariate analysis. As vehicles account for the majority of any surface 
loading experienced by a sewer pipe this amounts to a significant discrepancy.
Infiltration / Exfiltration
In the IM method, infiltration / exfiltration scored the third highest score of all 28 parameters in 
terms of Interaction Intensity. However, in statistical analysis the ‘Infiltration’ term was not 
found to be significant in either univariate or multivariate analysis. This may be partly due, 
though, to two reasons:
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1. the variable used in the statistical analysis considered infiltration only (i.e. not infiltration / 
exfiltration as in the IM method); and
2. the problem previously identified in section 5.8.1.13 i.e. the CCTV data only providing a 
‘snapshot’ of infiltration conditions.
A further important issue relates to the availability of supporting data. The IM method 
identified 11 parameters which were thought of as having the most influence within the 
system (section 4.5) based on a combination of Interaction Intensity and Dominance scores. 
Of these 11 parameters, 5 were not supported by data in the subsequent statistical 
investigation, these parameters were:
• (presence of) Connections;
• Bedding arrangement;
• Investment history;
• Standard of workmanship;
• Other utility maintenance.
Data issues are discussed in more detail in section 7.3.1.
7.1.3 Experimental work
The experimental work described in Chapter 6 highlighted the importance of the standard of 
workmanship, specifically the compaction of bedding and surrounding ground, on the 
structural performance of rigid sewer pipes. This provided confirmation, in part, of the results 
of the IM which also highlighted the importance of both ‘standard of workmanship’ and 
‘bedding arrangement’ in determining a sewer’s likelihood of collapse.
The laboratory test facility, as designed and constructed, is likely to prove useful for future 
research activities in determining the specific effects of various parameters on sewer 
structural condition. It is likely to prove particularly useful in investigating potential 
relationships between sewer condition and other factors, such as joint material / type and 
surcharge, for which quality data may be unavailable. If experimentally proven relationships 
are found to exist, it may then be considered whether data collection or generation is 
worthwhile as a basis for any predictive tool development (see section 7.2).
Experimental work is also likely to prove useful in ‘fine-tuning’ the results of both statistical 
investigations and expert knowledge acquisitions. For instance, expert knowledge may 
highlight the importance of surcharge in determining the likelihood of collapse but there would 
appear to be little evidence detailing the frequency or scale of surcharge necessary to 
exacerbate structural problems.
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7.2 DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTIVE MODELS
7.2.1 Brief review of predictive models
A number of authors, including Grigg (1994) and Malik (1997), have advocated the use of 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) or Maintenance Management Systems (MMS) to aid the 
process of strategic and operational decision making in sewerage management. The majority 
of such systems incorporate the concepts of proactive maintenance and focus on making the 
best use of limited resources. Karaa (1989) identified five major functions that such systems 
may typically perform:
1. Inventory and condition recording management -  storage, retrieval and manipulation of 
information;
2. Maintenance history / system failure -  recording of inspection, maintenance and failure 
events;
3. Maintenance management and control -  track effectiveness of maintenance organisation;
4. Capital improvement / maintenance planning -  analysis of capital improvement measures 
by investigation of system status and prediction of future performance;
5. Planning maintenance resources / scheduling maintenance effort.
Karaa (1989) also described how such a system is likely to consist of a number of integrated 
‘modules’ or ‘interfaces’, namely:
• Inventory Module;
• Maintenance History and Testing Module;
• Condition Assessment Module;
• System Performance Prediction Module;
• Cost and Decision Analysis Module.
In the context of this EngD it is the ‘Prediction Module’ which is of most interest and it is that 
which this brief review will focus on.
Although authors such as Motherwell (1992) and Malik (1997) suggest the use of predictive 
models within their management system frameworks, it would appear that there is relatively 
little information available regarding how such models actually work in practice. Still fewer 
authors provide examples or case studies of where such predictive models have been used 
successfully. Of those relatively detailed models that have been described in the literature, 
there would appear to be four main types, namely:
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• Models based on expert knowledge;
• Deterministic models;
• Probability based Markovian models; and
• Cohort survival models
Each of these is discussed in more detail in the sections which follow. It should be noted, 
however, that the model types described are not definitive as there is a certain amount of 
overlap between the approaches.
7.2.1.1 Models based on expert knowledge
Predictive models based on expert knowledge typically function by eliciting facts and rules 
from a group of experts and developing a knowledge base and inference engine which 
attempts to replicate the decision making approach of the experts.
APOGEE is a wide ranging research programme, undertaken at Val de Mame County in 
France, which incorporates an expert system as a means of meeting the aim of optimising the 
annual planning and maintenance of rehabilitation on the sewer network. The APOGEE 
project began in 1983, with the expert system element being introduced in 1985. Since this 
time a number of progress reports in the form of papers have been published including those 
by Rommel et al (1989), MacGilchrist & Mermet (1989) and Ortolano et al (1999).
In the APOGEE approach, knowledge acquisition and knowledge base validation are 
conducted in repeated cycles in which:
1. Knowledge engineers work with domain experts to elicit facts and rules used in solving a 
portion of the larger problem handled by the expert system;
2. The knowledge engineer creates a prototype model by implementing the newly acquired 
problem solving information;
3. The experts run test cases using the implementation of the facts and rules.
APOGEE’S expert system has two main functions that are activated sequentially, namely, 
diagnosis of the state of the network, including the risk of system degradation, and a 
schedule of visits by teams of sewer inspectors. The knowledge base for the system consists 
of three parts corresponding to facts, diagnostic rules and decision making rules.
Facts in the knowledge base describe the sewer network and are derived from three main 
sources. One is inspection team visits yielding reports covering the following items on a 
section by section basis; symptoms of degradation, anomalies and conditions of the
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surrounding local environment. A second source of facts is archival data, which includes 
technical dimensions and descriptions of materials, as well as any historic information. The 
third important source of facts includes special studies, such as geological surveys of 
subsurface materials.
In basic terms the system is comprised of an ‘AND/OR’ rule tree based inference engine. The 
knowledge bases focus on sub-domains of the sewer information, such as geotechnical 
information and inspection information, and as a result were developed within different groups 
of experts. The system seeks to deduce five kinds of risk according to five categories of 
failure as shown in Figure 7.1. The intensity of each kind of risk is given on a scale defined in 
a qualitative manner (five different scores defined by risk scale). This scale is completed by 
assigning a temporal horizon (long, medium, short and very short), estimated for each 
degradation occurrence.
Construction Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology INFERENCEmodes
ENGINE
KNOWLEDGE BASE
Failure mechanisms
Abrasion and Excess
Symptoms of degradation Tn 
sewer linesloadingAggressivity Pressurised
flow
DATABASE
Figure 7.1 APOGEE expert system for five modes of sewer failure (Rommel etal, 1989)
Another example of a predictive model based on expert knowledge is provided by Bergue 
(1996) who describes the risk approach to the problem of diagnosing sewerage assets as 
adopted by the French R&D RERAU programme. The approach consists of four main stages, 
but the description as reproduced here will concentrate on the first stage only as this relates 
to the assessment of risk.
The approach adopted implies that the factors affecting the deterioration and failure of sewers 
are reasonably well understood as the likely condition and deterioration rate is related to the 
nature of the sewage carried, the design and construction features of the sewer, and the local 
external parameters. In the RERAU model, experts have been used to identify:
1. the risk of various forms of damage;
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2. the various parameters involved for each of the risks, and their importance in the 
evolution of any disorders.
In practice, each sewer is examined within the framework of about twenty risks, divided into 
four categories, depending on whether they are linked to the local terrain, the sewage, the 
structure or the environment. Sewers are examined in turn for each of the risks, and a grade 
attributed that defines the risk inherent. The grades attributed range from 0 to 3 according to 
the combination of factors present. Twenty elemental risk grades are obtained per sewer 
length which are combined to obtain an overall grade.
Table 7.1 shows an example RERAU risk function which determines the likelihood of soil 
migration.
Sandy soils Water
movements
Water table 
above invert
Effect of nearby 
pumping
Score Risk
NO 0 Nul
YES NO YES 1 Slight
YES YES NO YES/NO 1 Slight
YES YES YES NO 2 Medium
YES YES YES YES 3 High
Table 7.1 Example RERAU likelihood function for migration o f soil (Bergue, 1996)
The National Research Council (NRC) of Canada are soon to publish (as of June 2001) 
detailed guidelines describing the condition assessment and rehabilitation of large diameter 
sewers. A summary of these guidelines was described by McDonald & Zhao (2001). The 
guidelines include an ‘Impact Assessment’ factor which is used to prioritise inspection and 
rehabilitation. The impact assessment ranks the pipe sections in unit length in terms of six 
major factors -  location, type of soil, depth, pipe size, functionality and seismic zone. Each of 
the six factors is assigned a degree of impact defined by low, medium or high, a numerical 
value of 1.5, 2 or 3 respectively being applied and fed into the equation detailed below.
Iw = 0.2f, + 0.16 fs + 0.16 f2 + 0.16fd + 0.16 ff + 0.16 fq
where:
lw = weighted impact rating
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fl = location factor
f.= soil factor
fz = size factor
fd= depth factor
ff= sewer function factor
fq= seismic factor
McDonald & Zhao (2001) also give details of where the suggested method was applied to a 
sample of sewers from the City of Ottawa, Canada.
7.2.1.2 Deterministic models
A number of models have been proposed which attempt to predict some aspect of sewer 
condition or performance, using a variety of associated variables, based on statistical 
associations.
Fick et al (1993) describe a system developed by CH2M HILL, in conjunction with the City of 
San Jose, to provide information about the overall condition of the sanitary system and the 
associated costs of rehabilitation. The key benefit of the model lies in its ability to provide an 
estimate of system-wide condition through the inspection of only a fraction of the full system 
length.
The predictive model uses a database of CCTV records and pipe inventory attributes, such 
as pipe material, age, and location, to predict the condition of all pipes in the system by 
performing a regression analysis, the analysis producing a rating score for all pipes that have 
not been surveyed. Pipes are grouped into five categories ranging from “A” (good) to “E” 
(replace or rehabilitate immediately). Rather than predict a definitive grouping, though, the 
model calculates the probability that a sewer will fall into each of the five possible condition 
categories, an example being as follows:
Category Probability (%)
A 0
B 5
C 20
D 60
E 15
Total 100
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Hence, the predicted category is “D”, the spread of probabilities, though, reflecting the 
uncertainties in this prediction.
The model operates by creating a separate regression equation for each combination of 
material type and location which contain enough samples. If too few samples are available for 
a location and material category, the model uses a default equation based on all surveyed 
pipes of the same material. Age and diameter are the variables in each regression equation.
Importantly, the model was constructed such that as additional CCTV inspection data is input 
to the system, the regression equations include the new information and refine the predictive 
ability of the model. Hence, the sample which the model uses to predict system condition will 
grow with future inspections.
Fenner et al (2000) describe a two stage approach to proactively directing sewer 
maintenance. The first stage consists of a GIS based analysis of the likelihood and 
consequence of pipe failures within 500m x 500m grid squares; the likelihood of failure being 
based on the analysis of past events. Likelihood and consequence values were then 
combined to enable the identification of “critical grid squares”, effectively a coarse screening 
tool for use in identifying “hotspots” of sewer failure.
The second stage of the process involved the application of a Bayesian statistical model to 
individual pipe lengths in those grid squares identified as being most at risk in stage 1. 
Various pipe characteristics were investigated using a diagnostic ratio to determine whether 
certain characteristics gave rise to higher than average instances of past failure. Although 
problems were encountered in obtaining data relevant to all potential characteristics which 
may be thought of as influencing failure, sewer type, depth, size, shape and material were all 
investigated. This allowed significant characteristics to be grouped together in a series of 
combinations (condition states) and their overall probability of failure computed by applying 
Bayes theorem. The analysis showed that pipes which were most prone to failure had the 
following characteristics: long length, small diameter, shallow depth, slack to moderate 
gradients, and foul sewers.
7.2.1.3 Probability based Markovian models
Markov chains can be employed to model stochastic processes, which have the distinct 
property that probabilities involving how the process will evolve in the future are based only 
on the present state of the process, that is, independent of events in the past. Development 
of such models is restricted to Markov chains that have (Abraham et al, 1998):
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1. a finite number of states; and
2. stationary transition probabilities (i.e. transition probabilities that do not change with time).
The application of Markov chains to model sewer deterioration has been considered by a 
number of authors including Abraham et al (1998) and Burgess (1990 & 1994), who provide 
detailed descriptions of the method. Burgess (1990 & 1994) also provides a case study based 
on a sewer system in Hamilton, Ohio in the United States. What follows below is a brief 
summary of the Markov approach as may be applied to the structural deterioration of sewers.
To model the manner in which a sewer deteriorates with time, it is necessary to establish a 
Markov probability transition matrix. The transition matrix P is a square matrix, mx m,  where 
m is the number of possible states. Thus, if there are five categories of sewer condition then 
a 5 x 5 transition matrix results. The components of P, namely p,y, are the probabilities of 
being in state / at time 0 and transitioning to state j  over a given period At. If the assumption is 
accepted that the sewer condition will not deteriorate by more than one state in any At period, 
then the condition will either stay in its current state or move to the lower state in At. 
Therefore, the one-step transition matrix can be represented as follows:
P11 P12 0 0 0
0 P22 P23 0 0
0 0 P33 P34 0
0 0 0 P44 P45
0 0 0 0 1
For each row of the matrix, £y py = 1. The value of 1 in the last row indicates an ‘absorbing’ 
state corresponding to the fact that the sewer condition cannot move from this state unless 
rehabilitation is performed. Within the matrix, the values of four unknown quantities have to 
be determined. The application of the Markov process proposes a non-linear programming 
approach to determine the probability values by minimising the sum of the absolute difference 
between actual data points and the predicted condition for the corresponding time generated 
by the Markov chain.
7.2.1.4 Cohort survival models
Fenner (2001) provides a review of cohort survival models, as used in Norway, for assessing 
the technical state of wastewater pipes using the results of CCTV inspections. CCTV 
inspections are used to group sewers into condition classes and the transition between these
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classes Is then used to describe the deterioration process. Typically, pipe ratings in the range 
“1” (very good) to “5” (useless) are calculated from CCTV inspections based on a Norwegian 
standard procedure (NORVAR, 1998). The prediction of the sewer deterioration process is 
then based on a cohort survival model where cohorts are defined as a set of elements 
installed in the same year with a particular failure probability. The state survival functions of a 
sewer system specify the probability of a transition between the various classes in the form of 
a Herz distribution (Herz, 1996). Using CCTV inspection results and GIS based data, state 
survival functions are calibrated and used to describe the transition from one class to another. 
In this way the percentage of pipes which remain in each class at any given age may be 
estimated, effectively allowing a time based forecast which will predict when a sewer pipe is 
likely to reach a critical state.
7.2.1.5 Summary
The number of predictive models described in the literature for the structural deterioration of 
sewers is relatively limited, fewer still references exist which describe the models in any 
detail. The majority of models available have originated from academia.
Of the four model types described, the most common are those based on expert knowledge. 
This is probably due to the fact that it is models of this type which are least reliant on large 
amounts of detailed historic and attribute data. However, as previously described, they rely 
heavily on the views of those ‘experts’ involved and few of those reviewed describe any 
formal methods by which expert opinions are gathered or verified. In addition, few models 
seem to have considered or completed any forms of sensitivity analysis.
Deterministic type models are valid only if the predictive or explanatory variables that are 
related to sewer deterioration can be found (Abraham et al, 1998). The availability and, 
importantly, quality of data is of considerable importance in models of this type. Fenner et al 
(2000) reported that information on only sewer type, depth, size, shape and material was 
commonly held by UK water companies; this obviously affects the potential for detailed 
probability determinations of such models. In some instances the lack of complete data may 
mean that a significant number of default values have to be assigned. If data availability is 
already a problem this may further reduce the effectiveness of any model.
Both Probability Based Markovian Models and Cohort Survival Models require extensive data 
with respect to sewer condition. However, Malik et al (1997) reported that only 14% of cities 
surveyed have any kind of sewer condition data held on infrastructure information systems. 
Fenner (2001) also concedes that, in the case of Cohort Survival Models, a major limitation is
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the need for a complete and long term knowledge of failure data. In addition, the Markovian 
model is further limited by the assumption that sewers deteriorate ‘one step at a time’ and are 
incapable of moving through a succession of structural grades in a short time period. Both 
model types, though, highlight what can be achieved in terms of detailed long term modelling 
and prediction given high quality, complete data sets.
All of the models described display the important trade-off between the amount of information 
required for decision making and the usability of a tool. In addition, it is interesting to note that 
although all models rely on a certain amount of data of some kind, none of the models 
suggest or offer a process with which sewerage managers may efficiently and effectively 
collect the required data for their system.
7.2.2 The process of predictive tool development
As described in section 7.2.1, predictive models generally sit within the framework of a 
system wide maintenance management, or sewer rehabilitation, strategy. Figure 7.2 
describes the major stages in the formation of such a strategy.
Identification and 
mapping of assets
Development of 
condition assessment 
procedures
Development of 
predictive model for 
sewer condition
Development of 
methodology for 
survey/rehab 
prioritisation
Development of method 
for application of 
predictive model to 
network
Figure 7.2 Major elements in the process of the formation of a sewer rehabilitation
strategy
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The first stage in the process is the identification and mapping of sewerage assets. In the UK 
this stage is largely complete, OFWAT requiring that all water companies digitally map their 
assets. The second stage, namely the development of condition assessment procedures, has 
also been addressed; the WRc’s SRM (1994) and the WSA/FWR (1993a) ‘Manual of Sewer 
Condition Classification’, providing the UK industry standards. The development of a 
predictive model (stage 3) is discussed further in the following paragraph. The final two 
stages in the formation of the strategy concern the application of the predictive model to the 
network, and the methodology by which individual sewer lengths are prioritised for survey / 
rehabilitation. This stage is likely to involve the application of a consequence model if 
resources are to be optimised and costs (capital, social and environmental) are to be 
minimised.
The third stage in the model above, i.e. the development of a predictive model, may be 
further broken down into the stages described by Figure 7.3.
NO
YES
'Us predictive 
model viable?
Implement findingsMODELFORMULATION
Identification of most 
influential parameters
Identification of 
factors influencing 
structural failure
Assessment of 
existing and potential 
data availability
Assess data needs, 
prioritise collection / 
collation
Figure 7.3 Major elements in the process of the formation of a predictive model for
sewer structural condition
The identification of potential parameters which may influence structural condition (stage 1 in 
Figure 7.3) inevitably results in the production of a lengthy list along the lines of that 
described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. A more difficult stage, however, is the rationalisation of
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such a list into a manageable number of the parameters deemed to be of highest importance. 
This process is likely to involve the application of one or more of the approaches detailed in 
this thesis, namely: site inspection, expert knowledge capture, statistical investigation and 
experimental work. It is suggested that the use of a combination of approaches is likely to 
provide the most reliable results. Such a process would seem necessary regardless of which 
type of predictive model is intended, although it would appear that the use of either the 
Markovian Model or the Cohort Survival Model assumes a high level of dependence on the 
age of the sewer in particular, an assumption which the statistical investigation carried out as 
part of this EngD would indicate as being open to question.
As previously described, any form of predictive model is likely to rely on data to some extent 
and, therefore, the assessment of existing and potential data availability (as well as data 
quality) is a critical stage. The decision which follows concerning model viability will depend 
on a number of factors including the following:
• type of model under consideration;
• required accuracy of predictive tool;
• extent of model (in terms of network coverage);
• technical capabilities (staff and IT)
• budgetary constraints; and
• management priorities.
If it is decided that existing data availability precludes the development of the required model 
then an assessment of needs may be required. This should result in recommendations for 
further collection, collation, integration, purchase or clean-up of new or existing data sources. 
Priorities are likely to be determined according to the perceived importance of a particular 
data source (as determined in stage 2) and the capital costs of any action.
7.2.3 UK perspective of predictive tool viability
Fenner et al (2000) described an assessment of sewerage data availability across nine water 
companies and several local authority drainage departments in an attempt to establish the 
commonality of record keeping between the various agencies, and the range of data handling 
techniques and procedures in use. A number of limitations were found including:
• historic events data being held only as paper records;
• a lack of local sewerage knowledge caused by the termination of sewerage management 
contracts with local authority drainage departments;
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• little information being available on sewer pipe age, soil type, loading and cost of repairs;
• a lack of ‘asset to event’ link with sewer events being related to customer properties and 
not to the assets on which the event occurred.
In the course of this EngD the same limitations have been recognised. In addition, further 
limitations have been observed as follows:
• the various sewerage data sources being dispersed across various business functions, 
rather than in a central place of control or ‘data warehouse’;
• little or no information available regarding the perceived quality of each data source or 
even the strengths and weaknesses;
• confusion regarding the ‘owner1 of each source and how inaccuracies may be reported 
and rectified;
• a general emphasis on data presentation (e.g. GIS) rather than data content and use;
• a lack of integration between the various data sources.
Such limitations obviously affect the viability of any predictive model development, the 
accuracy of any model being dependent on the original information. However, while the 
limitations with UK sewerage data may preclude the development of data intensive models 
such as the Markovian Probability Model or Cohort Survival Model, Fenner et al (2000) and 
Fenner & Sweeting (1999) have shown how a deterministic type predictive model can be 
developed for a UK system, albeit with a limited number of explanatory variables. If such 
models are to be further developed and refined then it is likely that improvements in the 
collection, collation, integration and general management of sewerage data will be required. 
In prioritising such actions, detailed information regarding the role played by various physical 
parameters in sewer deterioration and collapse, such as that contained within this thesis, is 
likely to be of high importance. It is only with this level of information that sewerage 
management practices may incorporate the risk management strategies which will allow the 
maximum benefit to be drawn from proactive sewer maintenance.
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7.3 VALUE OF THE WORK TO THE WATER INDUSTRY
The work completed within this thesis will assist the water industry in the development of long 
term risk management strategies for sewerage assets. In particular, the thesis has considered 
the potential for the development of predictive models for the structural condition of rigid sewer 
pipes. This is an area which has attracted only limited previous research, particularly in the 
context of the UK systems which, due to their age, are very different to say North American or 
mainland European systems. The research described has highlighted key parameters in the 
sewer collapse/deterioration system and has investigated the data issues surrounding such 
parameters. This will allow UK water companies to assess the viability of predictive models, given 
their own data constraints, by use of the processes described in section 7.2.2.
The detailed statistical analysis completed has provided an example of how routinely collected 
water industry data may be integrated with other data sources to provide a body of data sufficient 
for detailed analysis. In addition, the work has shown how multivariate regression type modelling 
may be successfully used to provide detailed analysis of such a data set, uncovering 
relationships which have significant practical use in the development of risk management 
strategies.
Finally, the experimental design and subsequent testing has shown how a relatively simple 
laboratory set up may be used to provide important technical information regarding parameters 
for which statistical data is limited and/or expert knowledge incomplete. The laboratory tests 
identified the importance of the standard of construction in terms of bedding compaction in 
determining both structural performance.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn:
• The costs associated with sewer collapses incorporate capital costs, social costs, and, 
importantly, environmental costs. Environmental costs may include the potential for 
groundwater pollution, sewage flooding and the operation of overflows into local 
watercourses.
• The literature review indicated that the factors influencing the structural stability of a rigid 
sewer pipe are numerous and widely varidd in nature. Detailed knowledge of the manner in 
which the factors interact in determining how sewer pipes deteriorate structurally is relatively 
limited.
• Previously completed statistical investigations concerning the association of construction 
features and other factors with sewer structural condition are relatively few in number and 
amount to the analysis of little more than 1000km of sewer.
• Visits to 15 sewer collapse sites provided a useful practical perspective on the problem, and 
effects of, sewer collapse. The wide variation in construction features and standards was 
particularly apparent. However, at the vast majority of sites it proved very difficult to 
determine a specific reason for collapse, at most sites there were several factors which could 
potentially have been highlighted as important.
• The Interaction Matrix (IM) method provided a convenient method of harnessing the views of 
experts in highlighting the roles that 28 parameters play in the sewer deterioration and 
collapse system. In addition, the IM method was useful in ‘framing’ the problem and 
displaying it in a novel way.
• The IM method identified 11 parameters that may be thought of as having the most influence 
within the sewer collapse system, these were: surface use, connections, groundwater 
regime, bedding arrangement, infiltration / exfiltration, age, investment history, depth of cover, 
native soil, standard of workmanship and other utility maintenance.
• In statistical analysis, univariate logistic regression showed that of 18 potentially explanatory 
terms investigated, 14 were found to be significant at the 5% level. In multivariate stepwise 
logistic regression analysis 10 terms were retained. In addition, 7 first order interaction terms 
were incorporated , the 17 terms retained in the ‘final’ model were as follows:
1. Debris;
2. Sewer pipe (section) length;
3. Sewer size;
4. Sewer use / purpose;
5. Soil fracture potential;
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6. Soil corrosivity;
7. Sewer location;
8. Groundwater regime;
9. Sewer material;
10. Bus flow;
11. Sewer size * Sewer pipe length;
12. Sewer size * Soil fracture potential;
13. Sewer size * Soil corrosivity;
14. Soil fracture potential * Sewer material;
15. Soil fracture potential * Debris;
16. Sewer pipe length * Soil fracture potential;
17. Sewer location * Sewer material.
• The identification of these parameters broadly supports the conventional model of sewer 
deterioration to collapse as identified by the WRc’s Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (1994), 
the majority of these parameters being mentioned there as important. The results also 
contained some surprises in that some variables were not shown to be significant, these 
included root penetration and burst history of adjacent water mains.
• In broad terms the collapse site visits, IM method and statistical investigation all returned 
similar results in that all identified a wide range of parameters as important in determining the 
likelihood of an existing rigid sewer pipe collapsing. The methods were not able to pinpoint a 
parameter, or even a small group of parameters, as being of particular importance.
• Experimental work conducted in a purpose built laboratory based test facility allowed the 
calculation of experimental Bedding Factors which were shown to have similar values to 
those found in test pits and in the field by other authors.
• Further experimental work showed that pipes laid within uncompacted beddings and sidefills 
performed significantly worse that those in ‘hand’ compacted materials, and with a greater 
degree of variability and inconsistency. This was the case for both short and longer term 
tests. In addition, in initial phases of loading, the settlement of pipes laid in uncompacted 
bedding / sidefill was significantly greater than that of pipes laid in ‘hand’ compacted bedding 
/ sidefill.
• Four basic types of predictive models for sewer condition were identified. All of the models 
displayed the important trade-off between the amount of information required for decision 
making and the functionality of a tool.
• Suggestions were made regarding the development stages necessary in the formation of a 
sewer rehabilitation strategy incorporating a predictive model for sewer condition. In addition, 
limitations in data collection, collation and management have been identified which restrict 
the development of predictive models for sewer condition in the UK. Such models are likely to
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rely heavily on detailed knowledge, such as that described within this thesis, regarding the 
roles played by numerous physical parameters in the process of sewer deterioration and 
collapse.
Overall the work has shown how a number of approaches may be taken in investigating the roles 
that various parameters play in the sewer deterioration and collapse process. The approaches 
described have highlighted how a large number of varied parameters are important in the process 
of collapse, and identified means of rationalising such parameters into those which are both key 
to the process and for which it is possible to gain data. In addition, where data is unavailable and 
expert knowledge is limited, it has been shown how laboratory investigations may be used to 
improve technical knowledge. It has also been shown how detailed information on the roles 
played by the various parameters may feed directly into the predictive aspect of sewerage 
management systems in 'developing realistic, long term risk management strategies.
8.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The limited amount of previous research completed in this area means that the potential areas of 
future work are very broad in nature. Suggested themes for future research which follow directly 
from the work described here include the following:
1. A complete, detailed analysis of the availability and quality of UK sewerage data.
2. Experimental work concerning the role played by the following parameters in the sewer 
deterioration/collapse process:
• bedding arrangement;
• pipe section length;
• presence of connections;
• soil / trench fill characteristics;
• other utility maintenance.
3. The extension of the statistical regression model described here to provide a model capable 
of expressing a probability of collapse.
4. The development of a model to assess the consequence of sewer collapse in terms of 
capital, social and environmental costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The UK Sewerage System
The U K ’s sewerage system began to develop as a direct result o f the Industrial Revolution, 
which caused a large proportion o f the population to shift from the countryside into towns and 
cities. In the 60 years from 1801, the British population not only grew from 10 to 30 m illion, but 
also changed in its urban/rural pattern from a ratio o f 30:70 to 55:45. A  major cholera epidemic 
in 1831 resulted in the formation o f a Royal Commission and Edwin Chadwick produced a 
report in 1842 concerning the sanitary condition o f the population. The report recommended the 
establishment o f drainage systems and introduced the concept o f well designed sewers with self 
cleansing velocities.
The development o f sewerage systems rapidly followed, as urban drainage systems began to 
change form from open ditches which flowed into streams and rivers, to the type o f buried 
structures on which we now rely. Today, there are about 250 000km o f public sewer in the U K , 
the present day cost o f replacement by conventional means probably amounting to some £70 
b illio n [1]. The development o f the existing system over such a long period o f time has resulted in 
sewers o f varying shapes, sizes, materials, construction methods and construction standards 
being in service today. Tables 1 and 2 below describe the distribution o f sewer age, material and 
size in the U K .
Age Brick (%) Clay (%) Concrete (%) Other (%) All (%)
Pre 1914 3(95) 19(26) 0.1 0.3 22
1914-1945 0.7 (100) 23 (24) 1.4 (71) 0.5 26
Post 1945 0.2 (100) 36 (18) 13(69) 3 52
All 4 78 14 4 100 (30)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages of sewers 300mm or larger
(Tab. 1: Sewers in England and Wales - Age and M aterial[1])
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Diameter Percentage
300mm or less 70%
300mm to 1 m 25%
Over 1 m 5%
(Tab. 2: Size o f Sewers in the U K [1])
1.2 Thames Water
Thames W ater was formed in 1989 when the U K  government privatised the 10 Regional Water 
Authorities. It  is now the largest water and wastewater services group in the U K  by customer 
base, serving more than 11 m illion customers in London and the Thames Valley. Every day 3200 
megalitres o f wastewater are treated utilising approximately 350 sewage treatment works and 
some 78000km o f sewer. A t privatisation in 1989 Thames Water detailed a ten year capital 
expenditure programme for sewerage which totalled some £985 m illion [2] (November 1989 
prices).
1.3 The Problem of Sewer Collapse
A  sewer collapse may be said to occur i f  either or both o f the following conditions prevail:
•  an immediate loss o f service caused by a structural failure o f the sewer, or
•  a sewer suffers a structural failure such that it is no longer capable o f supporting 
the surrounding ground.
There is a distinction to be made between collapse and service failure, (caused by tree root 
intrusion for example) which does not constitute a collapse.
The W ater Research Centre (W Rc) reported [2] that the U K  water industry spends approximately 
£200 m illion per annum (1994 prices) dealing with structural deterioration and sewer collapses. 
In  an earlier report[3] it was also claimed that around 5000 collapses occurred in the U K  every 
year. The capital cost o f these collapses was found to show a skewed distribution, the most 
expensive 10% o f the incidents accounting for 80% o f the costs. It  was this work which formed 
the basis for current U K  sewerage maintenance practice, whereby sewer survey, analysis and 
rehabilitation investment are targeted at those sewers for which the consequences o f collapse are 
most severe. This relies on the basic assumption that the most significant opportunities to make 
substantial savings are in the areas where collapse incurs greatest expenditure.
As well as the capital costs o f sewer collapses, borne by the water company, and which relate to 
repair and reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered which are 
borne by society as a whole. Social costs may include:
•  delays to traffic due to diversions etc,
•  disruption o f local economic activity,
•  flooding o f properties,
•  loss o f amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell,
•  environmental consequences.
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In  recent years it is probably the environmental consequences o f sewer failures which have 
commanded most attention amongst these social costs. Sewer collapses can lead to groundwater 
pollution and the operation o f overflows into local watercourses, increasing the risk o f pollution 
incidents. Where such sewers carry waste from chemical, petro-chemical or pharmaceutical 
plants the hazard is potentially greater. Bishop et a l [4] in a summary o f a report produced for the 
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (C IR IA ) list bacteria, inorganic 
nitrogen species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as potential sewer related groundwater 
pollutants. Despite finding relatively few incidents o f sewer related groundwater contamination 
which lead to adverse public health effects, the report concluded that sewers constitute a 
pollution source with the potential to contravene groundwater quality regulations. The poor 
quality o f many urban groundwaters lends support to evidence that sewers may be implicated[4].
The range and magnitude o f problems associated with sewer collapse, and the costs to both the 
utility and the public, led to the promotion o f a Thames Water research project, in collaboration 
with the University o f Surrey, U K , to gain a better understanding o f the factors influencing 
sewer collapse.
The main aim o f the project is to identify key contributing factors associated with sewer collapse 
and provide a diagnostic basis for identifying those sewers most at risk from collapse. The 
proposal was to develop an evaluation system to enable survey and rehabilitation work to be 
prioritised more effectively, thereby reducing the incidence o f future collapses. The construction 
and use o f an Interaction M atrix to aid the understanding o f sewer collapses is discussed within 
this paper and forms part o f the overall project.
2. THE INTERACTION MATRICES METHOD
2.1 What is an Interaction Matrix?
The interaction matrix technique was first proposed by Hudson [5] in 1992 as an analytical 
method to aid the understanding o f complex rock engineering problems. The major concept 
employed within the interaction matrix involves the system being broken down to identify the 
smaller interacting components that make up the whole. The method allows the representation o f 
the total system behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters o f a problem and their 
interactions.
2.2 Formation of the Matrix
The basics o f the interaction matrix are shown in Fig. 1. The leading diagonal shows the 
principal parameters o f the system (X , Y  and Z). The interactions between these parameters are 
shown as o ff diagonal terms.
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Effect of Effect of
X on Y X on Z
Effect of 
YonX
Effect of
Y on Z
Effect ofEffect of 
ZonX Zon Y
(Fig. 1: Interaction M a trix [6])
The first stage in the development o f an interaction matrix is to decide on the elements which 
comprise the leading diagonal, these are the principal parameters which influence the system. 
The matrix may have any number o f leading diagonal parameters from 2 upwards. Once these 
elements have been chosen, the next stage is to consider the interactions between them and enter 
these into the matrix. The interaction between two primary elements may take various forms 
from a simple numerical relationship to a description o f how the two elements relate. It  is 
important to note that off-diagonal terms are not necessarily the same in “forward and reverse 
directions” i.e. the matrix isn’t necessarily symmetrical. W ith reference to Fig. 1, this would 
mean that the effect o f X  on Y  is not necessarily the same as the effect o f Y  on X .
The interaction matrix method is particularly suited to the problem o f sewer collapse because o f 
the large number o f parameters which may contribute to the collapse system and the complex 
interactions which exist between these parameters. Many o f the parameters interact 
simultaneously, affecting other parameters as well as the system as a whole. This makes the 
collapse problem difficult to describe and represent using traditional methods. The interaction 
matrix method allows these parameter interactions to be displayed and accounted for as sub­
systems within the overall matrix.
In  line with the method explained above, a 33 x 33 interaction matrix has been developed which 
attempts to describe the vulnerability o f a sewer to collapse. The leading diagonal parameters 
were compiled following an extensive literature search and consultation with experienced 
practitioners from Thames Water and the University o f Surrey. The 33 leading diagonal 
parameters are listed below.
•  Structural Condition
•  Bad Construction Practice
•  Ground Movement
•  Sewer M aterial Condition (M icro)
•  Displaced Joints
•  Applied Loading
•  Void Formation
•  Other U tilities /  Interference
•  Infiltration to Sewer
•  Investment History
•  Surcharging
•  Cover
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Tree Root Interference 
Exfiltration  
Surfacing Type 
F ill Quality (Choice) 
Bedding M aterial Type 
Ground Water Regime 
Effluent Loading 
Sewer Shape 
Sewer Size 
Sediment Level 
Pipe Section Length
Construction Method 
Soil Properties 
Geographical Location 
Aggressive Maintenance 
Disruption from Connections 
Age o f Sewer 
Sewer Material 
Pipe Alignment 
Joint Type 
Rodent Damage
An example, 4 x 4  section o f the matrix is displayed as Fig. 2 below
VOID
FORMATION
Void may allow 
joint movement X May provide low resistance 
pathway
Supports void 
formation DISPLACED
JOINTS
X May allow root to penetrate sewer
X X COVER Root interference less likely at extreme depths
Root penetration 
and associated 
activity may cause 
voids
May cause 
localised joint 
movement X TREE ROOT INTERFERENCE
(Fig. 2: Example Section o f Sewer Collapse Interaction M atrix)
W ith a matrix o f this size, the presentational technique o f displaying the 1056 possible 
interactions is extremely useful. The formation o f the matrix also proved to be an extremely 
useful exercise, as it supported the identification o f probable interactions within the system.
2.3 Interaction Matrix Coding
Following the construction o f the matrix and consideration o f the interactions between the 
leading diagonal elements, the off-diagonal boxes were coded in order to evaluate the interaction 
intensity and dominance o f each parameter within the sewer collapse system. This was done in 
order to provide a quantitative assessment o f the subjective views expressed in describing the 
interactions. Hudson [5] proposes a number o f different coding methods ranging from a simple
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binary method, where interactions are switched either on or off, to more complex mathematical 
solutions via partial differential equations.
The sewer collapse matrix has been coded using an ‘expert semi-quantitative’ method which 
assigns numerical values to each off-diagonal box based on the level of interaction it represents. 
Coding values were assigned as follows:
Code Perceived Interaction
0 None
1 Weak
2 Medium
3 Strong
4 Critical
Coding was completed separately by a number of experienced individuals and, following 
discussion, averages taken of the values assigned. In this way the matrix coding reflects the 
knowledge and expertise of the individuals involved.
2.4 Cause and Effect Analysis
At this stage the matrix formation and coding is complete and analysis can begin. It now 
becomes apparent that the summation of the assigned values along each row of the matrix give 
an indication of the influence each leading parameter has on the rest of the system. Conversely, 
the summation of the assigned values through each column of the matrix represents the influence 
of the rest of the system on that particular parameter.
X1+X2+X3 
represents 
effect ‘A ’ has 
on system 
ie CAUSE
1
Y1+Y2+Y3 represents effect that system 
has on ‘A ’ ie EFFECT
(Fig. 3: Cause and Effect Calculation [6])
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In  this way ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ values may be determined for each o f the leading diagonal 
parameters within the system. These summations may then be used to evaluate the interaction 
intensity and dominance o f each o f the leading diagonal parameters as follows:
Interaction Intensity = CAUSE VA LU E + EFFECT V A LU E
A  high value would indicate a parameter that both affects the rest o f the parameters and is 
affected by the rest o f the parameters, such a parameter would play an important part within the 
system. A  low value would indicate a parameter that has little influence within the system as it 
does not affect the other parameters or become affected by the other parameters.
Parameter Dominance = CAUSE VA LU E  - EFFECT V A LU E
A  high dominance value would indicate a parameter that has a large effect on the rest o f the 
system without the rest o f the system having much o f an effect on it. Such a parameter would be 
termed ‘dominant’ and w ill have a significant effect on the rest o f the system i f  changed. Despite 
this, these parameters are not necessarily interactive and their role is lim ited by the fact that as 
the system changes they may not be affected and therefore may not play a significant role in the 
system’s progression. A  low dominance value would indicate a parameter that is greatly affected 
by the rest o f the system without itself having much o f an effect on the other parameters, such a 
parameter would be termed ‘subordinate’ .
Interaction Intensity and Dominance values are best expressed as percentage values o f the total 
matrix scores. This allows the values to be related to the system as a whole.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Parameter Interactive Intensity
Among the 33 leading diagonal parameters, scores for interactive intensity range from 1.4% for 
the least interactive parameter to 4.8% for the most interactive and hence most influential 
parameter. Scores for interactive intensity are distributed as shown in Fig. 4 below.
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7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2 4 -2 .8 2 .9 -3 .3 3.4 -3.8 3.9 -4 .31.4-1.8 1.9 -2 .3 4 .4 -4 .8
Mean = 3.03
Variance = 0.74
Standard = 0.86
Deviation
(SD)
In teraction In tensity  S core (%)
(Fig. 4: Frequency Histogram for Interactive Intensity Scores)
If frequency is plotted against the central value of each interactive intensity class described in 
Fig.4 the frequency curve shown in Fig. 5 results.
Mean = 3.03
1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6
In teraction In tensity S core (%)
(Fig. 5: Frequency Curve for Interactive Intensity Scores)
For practical purposes it is useful to band the parameters into groups which describe their level 
of influence within the collapse system. One method of achieving this grading is to make use of 
the standard deviation as shown in Fig. 5. This provides an arbitrary means of grouping the 
parameters together with those of similar influence.
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7
6
5
4
3
Secondary
Influence
Primary
Influence
Tertiary
Influence
2
1
0
2.6 3.1 4.1 4.63.61.6 2.1
In teraction In tensity S core (%)
(Fig. 6: Method of Parameter Banding)
This banding arrangement results in the parameters being segregated as shown in Fig. 7 below.
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Infiltration to Sewer 
Displaced Joints 
Ground Water Regime 
Void Formation 
Structural Condition 
Bedding M aterial Type 
Disruption from Connections
Exfiltration 
Investment History 
Applied Loading 
Tree Root Interference 
Bad Construction Practice 
F ill Quality (Choice)
Construction Method
Geographical Location
Ground Movement
Other Utilities /  Interference
Sediment Level
Soil Properties
Age o f Sewer
Sewer Material
Pipe Alignment
Aggressive Maintenance
Rodent Damage
Effluent Loading
Joint Type
Surcharging
Sewer Size
Sewer M aterial Condition (M icro)
Depth o f Cover
Sewer Shape
Pipe Section Length
Surfacing Type
PRIMARY INFLUENCE
SECONDARY INFLUENCE
TERTIARY INFLUENCE
(Fig. 7: Parameter Banding)
The obvious problem associated with banding o f this nature is the creation o f step changes 
between parameters with very similar levels o f system influence. For this reason, a small amount 
of ‘overlap’ between bands has been allowed for as shown in Fig. 7.
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3.2 Parameter Dominance
Fig. 8 below shows the eight parameters which were found to be most dominant given the 
‘CAUSE - EFFECT’ relationship determined in section 2.4.
o 12
CO a )
cn c/)(Dra a]
Param eter
N o te : P e rcen tage  v a lu e s  re la te  to  the  s y s te m ’ s to ta l ‘ P a ram e te r D o m in a n c e ’ sco re  fo r  ‘ D o m in a n t ’ p a ra m e te rs  ie  w h e re  C > E
(Fig. 8: The Eight Most ‘Dominant’ Parameters)
It not surprising that ‘Geographical Location’ scores highest in terms of dominance, as location 
may help determine much within the system without many of the other of the factors influencing 
it. A similar argument could be made for the other seven most dominant parameters.
Fig. 9 shows the eight factors which score lowest in terms of dominance and may therefore be 
referred to as the most ‘Subordinate’ parameters within the system. This is not meant to imply 
that they do not have any influence over the system, or over each other, but simply that they are 
the parameters which score lowest.
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14.0
12.0
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o
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£
o 4.0 
2.0 
0.0
N o te : P e rcen tage  v a lu e s  re la te  to  the  s y s te m ’ s to ta l ‘ P a ra m e te r D o m in a n c e ’ score  fo r  ‘ S u b o rd in a te ’ p a ra m e te rs  ie  w h e re  C < E
(Fig. 9: The Eight Most ‘Subordinate’ Parameters)
Many of these ‘subordinate’ parameters are in fact ‘effects’, and are typical of what is currently 
assessed using traditional survey techniques such as CCTV and, more recently, Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR). This would appear to make sense as evidence of these factors would 
suggest a sewer could be progressing towards a potential collapse situation. Unfortunately, 
assessing sewers purely on these types of factors only serves to highlight those already 
approaching collapse conditions and not those which are likely to move towards collapse 
conditions at a rapid rate and which may, therefore, benefit from preventative maintenance.
4. VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
4.1 Data Investigation
The Interaction Matrix Method relies, to a large extent, on the knowledge and experience of 
those who complete the coding exercise. The results, therefore, are largely subjective and require 
some form of verification. An extensive investigation has been completed with the aim of 
identifying sources of available data which relate to the parameters within the sewer collapse 
system.
4.2 Results of Data Investigation
Sources of data relating to 21 of the 33 parameters have so far been identified. Many of the 
parameters may be supported by same source data, for example CCTV records contain 
information regarding sewer material, sewer size and sewer shape amongst many others. Some
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parameters are very difficult to support with data, the presence o f voids, for example, being 
difficult to detect using traditional survey methods. Trials o f GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) 
techniques are continuing at Thames Water to determine their potential for reliably identifying 
void formation adjacent to sewer pipework.
A  sewer collapse response unit has been established which w ill visit sites within the Thames 
Water region as and when collapses occur. It is hoped that the inspection methodology 
developed w ill allow additional information regarding the parameters within the system to be 
gathered. The visits w ill also provide example and corroborative evidence to support the 
Interaction M atrix.
4.3 Statistical Model
The data accumulated w ill be used to develop a statistical understanding o f the sewer collapse 
system. The model w ill allow the parameters within the system to be banded according to their 
influence, the results o f this statistical investigation being compared to those from the Interaction 
M atrix. This w ill allow the Interaction M atrix model to be improved and modified over time into 
a more effective representation o f the sewer collapse system.
The statistical model is to be developed in association with the Statistical Services Centre at 
Reading University, U K . The assistance o f an expert body and the use o f best statistical practice 
w ill help overcome the difficulties associated with the complexity o f the system and the co­
dependent nature o f some o f the parameters.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The Interaction M atrix method appears well suited to the problem o f sewer collapse due to the 
large number o f variables involved and the complex interactions that exist between them. The 
method has allowed the problem to be approached in a logical, systematic manner. Formation o f 
the matrix and the associated consideration o f all possible interactions has provided a useful 
basis for carrying out a critical and structured assessment o f factors influencing sewer collapse.
The matrix analysis, supported by a statistical investigation o f available data outputs, w ill 
ultimately assist in directing future rehabilitation and survey work more effectively. Future 
research within the field o f sewer collapse w ill be directed towards the key areas identified by 
the matrix. A  key output w ill be recommendations for future data collection and its potential 
significance in the context o f more cost effective sewerage management.
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47 1. Introduction
48 The UK has the most complete and oldest sewerage
49 system in the World (Clegg, Eadon, & Fiddes, 1989).
50 OFWAT, the W ater Industry Regulator in England and
51 Wales, estimate the length of public sewer to be some
52 302 000 km with a gross replacement cost of £104 billion
53 (OFWAT, 2000). According to BS EN 752-2 (1997) the
54 basic performance requirements to which such sewers
55 shall operate are that:
56 (a) the pipework operates without blocking;
57 (b) the flooding frequencies shall be limited to pre-
58 scribed values;
59 (c) public health and life shall be safeguarded;
60 (d) the sewer surcharge frequencies should be limited
61 to prescribed values;
62 (e) the health and safety of operator personnel shall
63 be safeguarded;
64 (f) receiving waters shall be protected from pollution
65 within prescribed limits;
66 (g) sewers shall not endanger existing adjacent struc-
67 tures and utility services;
68 (h) the required design life and structural integrity
69 shall be achieved;
70 (i) drains and sewers shall be watertight in accordance
71 with testing requirements;
72 (j) odour nuisance and toxicity do not arise;
73 (k) appropriate access shall be provided for mainte-
74 nance purposes.
75 Under certain circumstances, a sewer may completely
76 lose its structural integrity and ‘collapse’. This generally
77 results in a cessation of service as much of the sewer’s
78 cross-sectional area is lost and the sewer may become
79 incapable of supporting the surrounding ground. A
80 CCTV image of a typical sewer collapse is shown in Fig.
81 1.
82 W ater companies in England and Wales currently
83 spend approximately £230 million per annum on sewer
84 maintenance. Around £150 million of this is infrastruc-
85 ture renewals expenditure and this is planned spending
86 on replacing larger sections of the sewer network. The
F ig . 1. C C T V  im a g e  o f  co lla p se d  sewer.
remaining £80 million is operating expenditure, en- 87
compassing reactive and planned maintenance (OF- 88
WAT, 1998). In 1984, the W ater Research Centre 89
(WRc), estimated that around 5000 collapses occurred 90
annually in the UK (Cullen, 1982). Information from 91
OFW AT suggests that there is no evidence of an in- 92
crease in the number of sewer collapses over the last 15 93
years (OFWAT, 1998) and that the collapse trend is 94
reasonably stable (OFW AT, 2000). These statements 95
indicate that the figure of 5000 collapses per annum 96 
remains reasonably accurate today (see Fig. 2). 97
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, borne 98
by the water company, which relate to repair and rein- 99
statement, there are additional indirect or social costs to 100
be considered which may be borne by various sectors of 101
society. Such social costs may include (Hahn & Schmitt, 102
1986; Peters, 1984; Probert, Holmes, & Flemons, 1982): 103
• delays to traffic due to diversions, etc;
• disruption of local economic activity;
• flooding of properties;
• loss of amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell;
• public health consequences;
• environmental consequences.
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In recent years it is perhaps the environmental and 
public health consequences of structurally unsound 
sewers that have commanded the most attention 
amongst these social costs, the two often being consid­
ered concurrently. Bishop, Missteau, White, and H ar­
ding (1998), in a summary of a report produced for the 
Construction Industry Research and Information As­
sociation (CIRIA, 1996) list bacteria, inorganic nitrogen 
species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as poten­
tial sewer related pollutants. Despite finding relatively 
few incidents of sewer related groundwater contamina­
tion which lead to adverse public health effects, the re­
port concluded that sewers constitute a pollution source 
with the potential to contravene groundwater quality 
regulations. Schleyer, Milde, and Milde (1991) state that 
the full extent of the potential hazard confronting 
groundwater from leaking German sewers was only re­
cently recognised. They estimate that approximately 300 
million m3 of wastewater seeps into German ground­
water each year.
This paper is concerned with the structural perfor­
mance of rigid sewer pipes. In accordance with BS EN 
1295-1 (1998), pipes of different materials are classified 
in the UK according to the strength criterion required to 
be proven in testing, or otherwise established for use in 
design. Thus, pipes whose strength is established in 
crushing tests are classified as ‘rigid’. Clay, concrete and 
reinforced concrete pipes are thus invariably classed as 
rigid, whilst asbestos cement pipes which also have 
specified minimum crushing strengths, are normally re­
garded as rigid. Typical features of rigid pipes, which 
make up over 90% of UK sewers (Read & Vickeridge,
1997), include (WSA/FWR, 1993):
• no appreciable deflection under load up to the point 
of fracture;
• lateral passive resistance not mobilised, but horizon­
tal active earth pressure may assist;
• crushing load resisted by moment of resistance of 
pipe wall; 148
• design strength determined by applying factors to test 
crushing strength. 150
In addition to rigid pipes, two further classifications of 151
‘semi-rigid’ and ‘flexible’ also exist, examples of which 152
are ductile iron and plastics, respectively. The structural 153
behaviour of such pipes varies considerably from that of 154
a rigid pipe. 155
This paper aims to identify and describe the numer- 156
ous varied factors that have been recognised as influ- 157
encing the structural stability of rigid sewer pipes in the 158
field, by summarising the available technical literature. 159
Areas of contention and uncertainty will be identified, as 160
will deficiencies in current understanding. Suggestions 161
will be made regarding possible directions for future 162
research. 163
Following a brief description of the general process of 164
rigid sewer pipe failure, the factors thought to influence 165
rigid sewer pipe stability will be considered in three main 166
groups, namely, construction features, local external 167
factors and other factors. 168
2. The structural failure of rigid sewer pipes 169
In 1983, following a £10 million investment pro- 170
gramme (Serpente, 1994), the first edition of the W Rc’s 171
sewerage rehabilitation manual (SRM) was published. 172
This was the first coherent attempt to lay down proce- 173
dures for the assessment and grading of sewers accord- 174
ing to their importance and structural condition. The 175
background work leading to production of the manual 176
incorporated both field studies and laboratory/theoreti- 177
cal work (Jones, 1994); some of this being published in 178
the form of technical papers and reports which provide 179
more detailed, supplementary information to the general 180
guidance provided by SRM. This pattern has continued 181
as the SRM has proceeded to its current third edition 182
published in 1994; knowledge of the condition of the 183
sewer network and the causes and extent of structural 184
deterioration having greatly improved since the first 185
publication (Hoffman & Lerner, 1992). Although nu- 186
merous authors have published im portant work within 187
the field, the identification of the basic mechanism by 188
which sewers deteriorate and fail is generally attributed 189
to the WRc. A description of this mechanism is repro- 190
duced here. 191
The three-stage ‘process of sewer collapse’ has been 192
documented by Jones (1985), Hoffman and Lerner 193
(1992), W EF/ASCE (1994) and Serpente (1994) as well 194
as by successive editions of the SRM from the first in 195
1983. 196
Stage 1: An initial defect. Collapse of a sewer nor- 197
mally originates where an initial, often minor, defect 198
allows further deterioration to occur. 199
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200 Stage 2: Deterioration. Deterioration often involves
201 the loss of support from the surrounding soil. This is
202 discussed in more detail below.
203 Stage 3: Collapse. Collapse is often triggered by some
204 random event that may not be related to the cause of the
205 deterioration. Therefore, it is not possible to predict
206 when a sewer will collapse. However, it is feasible to
207 judge whether a sewer has deteriorated sufficiently for
208 collapse to be likely.
209 Typical structural defects for rigid pipe sewers are
210 identified in Table 1. A standard procedure for defect
211 identification and recording is provided by the WSA/
212 FWR ‘Manual of Sewer Condition Classification’
213 (1993a).
214 Trott, Nath, and O’Reily (1982) described how a
215 longitudinally cracked sewer can sustain a vertical load
216 well in excess of that necessary to initiate cracking,
217 providing that the soil on either side is sufficiently stiff.
218 There is general agreement that the load carrying ca-
219 pacity of an in situ sewer derives partly from the in-
220 trinsic strength of the pipe, and partly from the
221 strengthening effect of the materials in which the pipe is
222 embedded (Olliff, 1992). Serpente (1994) stressed that in
223 assessing the structural condition of a sewer the state of
224 the surrounding ground is of fundamental importance
225 and, hence, the loss of support from such ground may
226 have serious consequences.
227 The loss of ground into a defective sewer can result in
228 the formation of voids or zones of low density soil ad-
229 jacent to the sewer which permit progressive deforma-
230 tion of defective sewer (WRc, 1994). In general terms, it
231 is thought that the typical process involves the passage
232 of water from the surrounding ground through defects
233 in the sewer wall, and the transport of soil particles with
234 the water (WEF/ASCE, 1994). The main factors that
235 affect the rate of soil loss into the sewer are thought to
236 be (Serpente, 1994):
• sewer defect size;
• hydraulic conditions; 
o water table,
o frequency and magnitude of surcharge,
• soil properties.
Table 1
Typical defects in pipe sewers
Water that leaks into the sewer system through defects 242
in pipework and manholes is known as infiltration 243
(Fiddes & Simmonds, 1981), Fenner (1990) reported 244
that it is most likely through a pipe joint. Infiltration is 245
most often related to a high groundwater level but can 246
also be influenced by storm events or leaking water 247
mains (WEF/ASCE, 1994). The magnitude of infiltra- 248
tion can be considerable, Reynolds (1995) described a 249
case where infiltration accounted for over 75% of total 250
sewer flow. A prerequisite for the passage of ground- 251
water and, potentially, soil into the sewer is that the 252
sewer is defective (Serpente, 1994). Much of the guid- 253
ance within the second and third editions of SRM 254
concerning ground loss was based on the work described 255
by Rogers (1986) which examined the relationship be- 256
tween the internal condition of a defective sewer, the 257
ground condition around it, and the internal hydraulic 258
regime. The experimental work described by Rogers 259
(1986) is divided into the two distinct sections referred to 260
as ‘small’ and ‘large’ scale tests. The small-scale tests 261
used apparatus which consisted of a rectangular box of 262
approximately 600 mm x 300 mm x 150 mm with an 263
adjustable slot in the base to mimic a sewer pipe frac- 264
ture. Soil was packed into the box and water pressure 265
applied to the upper surface of the soil. The large-scale 266
tests used apparatus consisting of a rectangular box 267
made of two parallel transparent sides 1440 mm x 268
2226 mm connected by a base and sides 200 mm deep. A 269
150 mm diameter pipeline ran through the box parallel 270
to its shortest side, this simulating a cross-section 271
through a pipe in the ground. The pipe had a longitu- 272
dinal crack in the crown and was surrounded with soil, 273
the groundwater level and the flow level in the pipe 274
could be varied. Effectively, the second experimental 275
setup allowed the effects of surcharge and reverse flow 276
through the defect to be investigated. Surcharging oc- 277
curs when a sewer cannot, hydraulically, meet the de- 278
mands made on it and the flow type changes from free 279
surface gravity flow to pressure flow (Delleur, 1989). 280
Assuming that the sewer is defective, sewage is then 281
likely to exfiltrate into the surrounding ground (Rey- 282
nolds, 1995) provided that the pressure head is sufficient. 283
Defect Description
Longitudinal cracks 
and fractures 
Tension cracks 
Circumferential 
cracks and Fractures 
Broken pipes
Socket bursting
Deformed pipes
May occur at springing level as well as at the crown and invert. In CCTV surveys, any defect at invert level is likely to 
be obstructed by the flow (Jones, 1984). A result of excessive ‘crushing’ or ‘ring’ stress (WSA/FWR, 1993)
Cracks are diagonal and spread from the point of overload which is often a hard spot beneath the pipe (White, 1974) 
Relative vertical movement of successive lengths of pipe causing cracks and/or fractures due to excessive shear or 
bending stresses. Most likely to occur near joints (WRc, 1994)
Occurs when pieces of a cracked or fractured pipe visibly move from their original position. Normally represents a 
further stage in deterioration of a cracked or fractured pipe and is a very serious defect (Jones, 1984)
Excessive pressure inside the joint due to the expansion of the jointing material may cause a bursting failure of the 
socket (White, 1974)
Occurs when a longitudinally cracked or fractured pipe loses the support o f the surrounding ground (Serpente, 1994)
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284 Rogers (1986) also presented the conclusions from a
285 number of site inspections of deteriorated sewers in
286 support of the laboratory findings.
287 Jones (1984) summarised the different processes of
288 soil loss in cohesionless and cohesive soils. In soils with
289 little or no cohesion, movement of soil particles occurs.
290 This can take the form of migration of fine soil particles
291 through a coarse soil matrix, or the washing out of
292 particles of all sizes. In soils which have significant co-
293 hesion, erosion of soil particles can occur. This takes the
294 form of attack on surfaces of soil exposed to flowing
295 water. Erosion occurs when the cohesive attraction of
296 surface particles is overcome by flow. A detailed de-
297 scription of how different soils, from fine granular to
298 high plasticity clays, perform under various hydraulic
299 conditions and different defect sizes is given by Rogers
300 (1986). The summary information given in the third
301 edition of SRM is reproduced in Tables 2-4. Fig. 3 de-
302 picts a sewer pipe deteriorating to the point of collapse
303 due to deformation.
Table 2
The effect of sewer defect size on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
Sewer defect size Risk of ground loss
Severe defects (>10 mm) 
Large defects (5-10 mm) 
Medium defects (2-5 mm) 
Small defects (0-2 mm)
High
Low
STAGE 1
Pipe cracking caused by poor construction 
practice or subsequent overloading or 
disturbance. The sewer remains supported 
and held in position by the surrounding 
soil.
Visible defects: cracks at soffit, invert and
STAGE 2
Infiltration of groundwater or 
infiltration/exfiltration caused by 
surcharging of the sewer washes in soil 
particles. Side support is lost, allowing 
further deformation so that cracks develop 
into fractures. Side support may also be 
insufficient to prevent deformation i f  the 
original backfill was either poorly 
compacted or of an unsuitable material.
Visible defects: fractures, slight 
deformation Infiltration may be visible
STAGE 3
Loss of side support allows side of pipe to 
move further outwards and the crown to 
drop. Once deformation exceeds 10%, the 
pipe becomes increasingly likely to 
collapse. Development of zones ofloose 
ground or voids caused by loss of ground 
into the sewer.
Visible defects: fractures and deformation, 
possibly broken
Fig. 3. Collapse process.
3. Construction features
3.1. Load transfer
304
305
Table 3
The effect of hydraulic surcharge on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
Hydraulic surcharge Risk of ground loss
High
Frequent, high magnitude
Frequent, low magnitude
Occasional, high magnitude
Occasional, low magnitude
Never
Low
Table 4
The effect of soil type on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
Soil type Risk of ground
loss
High
Silts, silty fine sands or fine sands
Medium to coarse sands
Low plasticity clays (plasticity index <15)
Fine to medium gravels
Well graded sandy gravels
Medium to high plasticity clays
(Plasticity index > 15)
A ll clays if  sewer constructed by tunnelling
Low
There are four principal situations in which a pipeline 306
may be installed (WSA/FWR, 1993): 307
• in a ‘narrow’ trench which is subsequently backfilled;
• in a ‘wide’ trench or on the surface of ground over 
which an embankment is subsequently built; 310
• in a trench in ground over which an embankment is 
subsequently built; 312
• constructed by trenchless methods such as pipe jack­
ing, heading or tunneling. 314
The loading on a buried pipe is influenced by the soil 315
surrounding the pipe and the shape and size of any ex- 316
cavation, the load transmitted varying by as much as a 317
factor of 10 (Kennedy, 1971). Considerable research 318
activity regarding the transfer of loads has taken place 319
since the publication, in 1913, of Marston’s earth-load 320
theory for pipes in ditches. Despite this, the work of 321
Marston (1913, 1930), and later, Spangler (1964) at 322
Iowa State University is still very much in evidence in 323
the design methods used in the UK (BS EN 1295-1, 324
1998) for the first three of the methods listed above. 325
There would appear to be no formal design method in 326
use for the trenchless technique (WSA/FWR, 1993). 327
The work conducted at Iowa concerned the applica- 328
tion of soil arching concepts to the design of buried 329
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330 pipes. A brief description of the arching mechanism was
331 provided by Terzaghi (1943) and is reproduced below, a
332 more detailed description of general soil arching theory
333 was given by McKelvey (1994).
When one part of the support of a soil mass yields 
while the remainder stays in place, the soil adjoin­
ing the yielding part moves out of its original posi­
tion between adjacent stationary masses of soil. The 
relative movement within the soil is opposed by a 
shearing resistance within the zone of contact be­
tween the yielding and the stationary masses. Since 
the shearing resistance tends to keep the yielding 
mass in its original position, it reduces the pressure 
on the yielding part of the support and increases the 
pressure on the adjoining stationary part. This 
transfer of pressure from a yielding mass of soil 
onto adjoining stationary parts is commonly called 
the arching effect (Terzaghi, 1943).
348 A diagrammatic representation of what Marston and
349 Spangler described as ‘ditch conduits’ is shown in Fig. 4.
350 By equating the forces acting upward to those acting
351 downward, a linear differential equation may be created
352 from which an expression for the earth load acting on a
353 conduit in a relatively narrow trench may be found. In
354 effect, the load resultant on the pipe is less than that of
355 the prism of soil directly above the pipe due to the
356 frictional forces mobilised along the sides of the trench.
357 This is known as positive arching or the ‘narrow trench’
358 case and has obvious benefits to pipe designers. The
359 maximum value of the vertical shearing force is the
360 shear strength between the backfill and the trench sides,
361 this maximum value defines the limiting amount of arch
362 support which is available to help carry the weight of the
363 backfill. The planes along which relative movements are
364 assumed to occur are imaginary vertical planes extend-
365 ing upward from the sides of the trench. It is, therefore,
Ground surface
Trench fill
Shear
Planes
Natural ground
Fig. 4. ‘Ditch’ or ‘narrow trench’ conditions (Spangler, 1964).
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apparent that as the trench width is increased, the pro- 366
portion of total soil load that the arch support may 367
carry, decreases and hence the load on the pipe in- 368
creases. If trench width increases greatly then this load 369
becomes unrealistically high. 370
Marston also developed formulae for the scenario 371
where a pipe is laid on the surface of the ground over 372
which an embankment is subsequently built (Fig. 5). In 373
general, as the embankment settles, the natural ground 374
will settle slightly and the pipe will settle into its foun- 375
dation. The soil at the sides of the pipe will be com- 376
pressed and the system will continue to settle 377
downwards until equilibrium is reached. As settlement 378
takes place, there is relative movement of the prisms of 379
soil directly over the pipe and on both sides of the pipe. 380
In this case the planes along which relative movements 381
occur are assumed to extend upwards from either side of 382
the pipe, as in Fig. 5. If the pipe is rigid, the side prisms 383
settle downwards with respect to the centre prism and 384
‘drag’ the centre prism downward. The result is that the 385
load on the pipe is greater than the weight of the prism 386
of soil directly over the pipe. This is known as negative 387
arching and is assumed to occur not only in the case of 388
an embankment, but also in the case of a ‘wide’ trench. 389
Marston’s equations are considered to give conser- 390
vative values for the soil loads transmitted to buried 391
pipes (Allan, 1984). Olliff (1992) reported that substan- 392
tial differences in the pipe load result from variations in 393
the assumption regarding the value attached to the co- 394
efficient of lateral earth pressure, and to the distribution 395
of the backfill pressure between the pipe itself and the 396
sidefill between the pipe and the trench walls. Olliff also 397
suggested that the method of load measurement used in 398
the Iowa tests accounts for the fact that not since the 399
original tests have any other researchers demonstrated 400
experimental loads as high as those predicted by Mar- 401
ston. Gumbel (1983), in a discussion of arching analysis, 402
Top of embankment
Shear
Planes
Before loading 
After loading
Natural ground
Fig. 5. ‘Embankment’ or ‘wide trench’ conditions (Young &  O’Reilly, 
1983).
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403 questioned the assumption of vertical sliding surfaces in
404 the embankment case and cites experimental work
405 (Yoshikoshi, 1976) which confirmed that no sliding
406 takes place on vertical planes. Rather, it was suggested
407 that a soil arch operates by virtue of the relative com-
408 pression of concentric layers of fill and does not involve
409 any shear failure. Two other references are given,
410 Duncan (1979) and Selley, Abel, Kulhawy, and Falby
411 (1978), that confirm the “inadequacy” of the prism load
412 concept. Much of the research conducted within the field
413 has concentrated on the use of elastic models and the
414 nature of the soil-pipe interaction. Such work has in-
415 eluded the development of finite element models (Krizek
416 & McQuade, 1978; Moore & Booker, 1987), laboratory
417 studies (Anand, 1974; Shmulevich & Galili, 1986;
418 Shmulevich, Galili, & Foux, 1986) and field work (Ga-
419 ube & Muller, 1982). Despite this, our understanding of
420 the transfer of soil loads and soil-pipe interaction re-
421 mains incomplete (Read & Vickeridge, 1997).
422 3.2. Standard of workmanship
423 As well as the manner of construction being impor-
424 tant in influencing the structural stability of a sewer
425 pipe, the standard of workmanship may also be a crucial
426 factor (Boden, Farrar, & Young, 1977). Boden, Nath,
427 Trott, and Farrar (1975) stated that deficiencies in site
428 practice may lead to leakage at joints, to structural de-
429 fects and possibly to complete structural failure. In a
430 report concerning the primary causes of sewer failure at
431 151 different sites, Britton (1982) went so far as to say
432 that, “construction workmanship is the primary cause of
433 sewer collapse...” Examples of poor construction in-
434 elude (NWC, 1982):
• not removing rocks and tree roots from trenches;
• laying pipes to gradients other than design gradients;
• supporting pipe sockets on bricks or blocks;
• not consolidating bedding material sufficiently or uni- 
439 formly;
• not completing pressure tests to a sufficient standard;
• damaging pipe with excavator bucket when consoli-
442 dating backfill;
• backfilling whole trench before starting compaction.
444 Hammad (1995) explained how construction methods
445 in the 19th century may sometimes have contributed to
446 the formation of voids around the pipe due to:
• timbers left in trenches decaying with time;
• sub drains not being removed or filled;
• voids between permanent and temporary works not 
450 being adequately filled and compacted.
451 A further concern relates to the fact that although
452 ‘narrow’ trench conditions may be specified they are not
453 always obtained in the field (Jones, 1986). Jones (1985)
454 described an investigation of the failure of a 1.8 m di-
455 ameter reinforced concrete pipe at a motorway junction.
456 It was found that the trench conditions assumed in de­
sign had not been obtained on site, resulting in struc- 457
tural failure. Gumbel (1983), however, stressed that 458
there is no real advantage to be gained from specifying 459
narrow trench construction and that over excavation of 460
specified trench widths is not a major cause of rigid pipe 461
failures. He suggested that, while friction at the walls of 462
a narrow trench reduces the vertical load appreciably, it 463
also reduces the horizontal load, so that the difference or 464
distortional load on the pipe is virtually unchanged from 465
the embankment conditions. 466
3.3. Sewer size 467
A number of authors have investigated the relation- 468
ship between sewer size and structural stability. Lester 469
and Farrar (1979), in an examination of the defects 470
observed in 6 km of sewers found little association be- 471
tween defect frequency and pipe diameter. In a similar 472
study, but involving a much larger sewer sample length 473
of 180 km, O’Reilly, Rosbrook, Cox, and McCloskey 474
(1989), found that the incidence of longitudinal cracks 475
and fractures increased with diameter. It was also found 476
that fractures were much more common than cracks in 477
the larger sizes. When all defects were considered 478
O’Reilly et al. (1989) found that the ‘middle’ range of 479
diameters (300-700 mm) showed more defects than the 480
smaller or larger pipes. Balmer and Meers (1982), 481
however, provided evidence which suggested that, 482
within their sample of 606 km of sewer in the Severn 483
Trent area, it was larger sewers that were the more 484
structurally sound. In all of these studies, few explana- 485
tions are advanced for the findings. Whetman (1979) 486
provided anecdotal evidence to suggest that larger pipes 487
are more at risk to structural damage due to their bulk 488
and weight making them more difficult to lay accurately. 489
3.4. Sewer depth 490
In investigating the effect of depth on sewer structural 491
condition, O’Reilly et al. (1989) found a steady de- 492
creasing defect rate to a depth of 5.5 m below which, the 493
defect rate began increasing with depth. It was suggested 494
that the first occurrence probably reflected the decreas- 495
ing influence of surface factors such as road traffic and 496
utility/surface maintenance activity. The second occur- 497
rence or pattern was explained by the increasing effect of 498
overburden pressure or problems arising from the con- 499
struction of sewers in headings. Lester and Farrar (1979) 500
also found the frequency of defects to decrease with 501
increasing depth and Fenner and Sweeting (1999) and 502
Fenner, Sweeting, and Marriott (2000) described sewers 503
at depths of less than 2 m as having higher than average 504
failure rates. Jones (1984) suggested that, in shallow 505
sewers, the effect of seasonal moisture variations in the 506
soil surround may be significant. In an analysis of over 507
4400 sewer failures, Anderson and Cullen (1982) re- 508
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509 ported that 65% of all incidents occurred at a depth of 2
510 m or less and 25% from 2 to 4 m deep, although no
511 indication is given of overall sewer depth distribution.
512 Changes in cover depth may also be important in de-
513 termining a sewer’s structural stability. Britton (1982), in
514 a report describing the results of sewer collapse inves-
515 tigations carried out by WRc engineers, reported that at
516 a number of sites considerable depths of fill, placed after
517 sewer design and construction, had been noted.
518 3.5. Sewer bedding
519 All sewer pipes require proper bedding so as to have
520 adequate structural support to ensure that their long-
521 term structural performance is in accordance with the
522 assumptions made during the structural design analysis
523 (WSA/FWR, 1993). The bedding also facilitates the
524 laying of pipes to the required line and level (Jones,
525 1986). BS EN 1295-1 (1998) describes six bedding classes
526 for rigid sewer pipes, namely classes D, N, F, B, S & A,
527 which use four main groups of bedding materials: se-
528 lected backfill, all in granular, granular and concrete.
529 Falconer and McMillan (1984) reported that class B
530 bedding was amongst the most common in the UK, this
531 being a single size granular cradle type bedding. Each of
532 the six bedding classes is assigned a ‘bedding factor’
533 ranging from 1.1 (class D) to 3.4 (class A, reinforced).
534 This bedding factor is effectively the ratio of the strength
535 of the pipe given the specified bedding, to its strength
536 when measured in the standard crushing test as specified
537 in BS EN 295-3 (1991) for clay pipes. The bedding factor
538 is determined by the effectiveness with which the bed-
539 ding materials and backfill around the pipe distribute
540 the loads and support pressures acting on it; the more
541 uniformly these are distributed around the pipe the
542 lower will be the bending moments produced and the
543 higher the bedding factor (Young & O’Reilly, 1983).
544 In the UK, a significant amount of research con-
545 ceming bedding factors has been conducted by the Clay
546 Pipe Development Association (cpda), often in collab-
547 oration with the WRc and/or the British Ceramic Re-
548 search Association (BCRA). Such work is described in
549 publications by Bland and Picken (1973), Bland (1981),
550 Bland (1986) and Sheppard, Bland, and Naylor (1984).
551 The majority of the work concerns loading tests carried
552 out in large concrete test pits, the work by Sheppard et
553 al. (1984) concerned a finite element model of such tests.
554 Investigations of the adequacy of the bedding factors
555 quoted in standards have been carried out by a number
556 of authors. Allan (1984) and Jeyapalan and Jiang (1987)
557 reported that bedding factors used in design are, in
558 general, overly conservative. This view is partly sup-
559 ported by Jones (1986), but it is pointed out that
560 changes in practice should only take place given an
561 improved understanding of current levels of workman-
562 ship and site supervision. The work conducted by Bland
(1986) incorporated a test where pipes were purposely 563
laid with voids beneath a socket. In otherwise normal 564
class B conditions, the pipe was found to have a bedding 565
factor of 1.35%, 29% lower than the design value used at 566
that time. As a result of tests carried out by the National 567
Clay Pipe Institute in the US, Sikora (1979) reported 568
that flooding of the bedding material led to decreases in 569
the bedding factor for all bedding types. It was also 570
noted that sand bedding may cause problems because of 571
its bulking effect at varying moisture contents. Sikora 572
(1979) also compared the relative performance of an- 573
gular and rounded granular bedding material and found 574
a higher bedding factor for the angular material. This 575
was thought to be due to angular materials having a 576
natural stability that enables the bedding to resist dis- 577
placement and retain more of its pipe supporting ability. 578
Jones (1986) described how inadequate attention to 579
bedding material choice in relation to native ground 580
conditions is a common cause of sewer structural failure. 581
An extreme example was cited in the use of 40 mm ag- 582
gregate in a native ground consisting of silty sands with 583
a high water table, water flow within the bedding caus- 584
ing the erosion of supporting soil from around the 585
sewer. The flow of sewage into bedding material was 586
investigated by Rauch and Stegner (1994). It was found 587
that the grain size of the bedding material had a strong 588
influence on the exfiltration rate, larger particles allow- 589
ing a higher flow rate. 590
Fenner (1991) compared the patterns of soil migra- 591
tion and infiltration into sewers laid on minimum bed- 592
dings with similar pipes laid in beddings incorporating 593
full granular surrounds. Results of an experimental 594
programme showed that in the event of a pipeline defect 595
developing on a sewer laid on a minimum bedding, rapid 596
stabilisation of the backfill material surrounding the 597
pipe can occur. This in turn leading to a rapid attenu- 598
ation of infiltration. It was suggested, therefore, that 599
minimum beddings are preferred to granular beddings, 600
which can help to maintain infiltration for long periods 601
of time. 602
3.6. Sewer material 603
As previously mentioned, the vast majority of sewers 604
in the UK may be considered as ‘rigid’. Read and 605
Vickeridge (1997) estimated that 92% of sewers in En- 606
gland and Wales are constructed from either clay (78%) 607
or concrete (14%). Both materials have been in use for 608
some time, Riley (1981) reported that clay pipes were 609
first introduced in approximately 1850, and concrete 610
pipes some 50 years later. A summary of the advantages 611
and limitations of modem clay and concrete pipes, as 612
outlined in the WSA/FWR (1993) ‘Materials Selection 613
Manual for Sewers, Pumping Mains and Manholes’ is 614
displayed in Table 5. 615
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Table 5
Advantages and limitations of modem clay and concrete pipes (WSA/FWR, 1993)
Material Advantages Disadvantages
Clay Good crushing and beam strength
Fabric of pipe is inert and therefore resistant to attack
from almost all chemicals
Good abrasion resistance
Not affected by temperature
May be stored uncovered
Wide range of fittings available
Brittle and susceptible to impact damage, not suitable for 
above ground applications unless protected 
Heavy. Larger sizes require use of lifting equipment
Spigot mouldings may be vulnerable to on-site damage
Concrete Good crushing and beam strength
Resistant to attack from majority of common chemicals
Good abrasion resistance
May be used for above and below ground applications 
May be stored uncovered 
Not affected by temperature
Can be susceptible to lime leaching by sewage or 
groundwater, and to sulphate and acid attack 
Apart from small diameters, too heavy to be lifted 
manually
May crack or spall i f  handled incorrectly 
Difficult to cut on site
616 Of all the issues noted in Table 5, it is probably that
617 of susceptibility to corrosion that has commanded most
618 attention within the available literature. Perkins (1982)
619 provided an overview of ‘corrosion problems in sewer-
620 age structures’ and also described preventative and re-
621 medial measures to address the problems. Saegrov
622 (1999) and Parent (1987) described condition assessment
623 programs for concrete sewers in Norway and Los An-
624 geles, respectively. Parent (1987) claimed that the pri-
625 mary cause of concrete sewer failure is the corrosive
626 action of hydrogen sulphide. A detailed description of
627 the hydrogen sulphide cycle, and how it may lead to the
628 corrosion of cementitious materials, is provided by
629 Pomperoy (1981). The cycle begins where, under an-
630 aerobic conditions, sulphide reducing bacteria present in
631 slime layers and the sewage itself, reduce sulphates to
632 form dissolved hydrogen sulphide. Hydrogen sulphide
633 gas released from the sewage is then oxidised by bacteria
634 in the presence of moisture to form sulphuric acid which
635 may attack cementitious materials.
H2S +  2 0 2 -> H2S 04
637 Parent (1987) reported that the strength of this corrosive
638 action depends on several variables including sulphide
639 concentration, pH, biological oxygen demand, residence
640 time, temperature, flow velocity and sewer configura-
641 tion. Among the methods for preventing corrosion is
642 that described by Sydney (1996) whereby the crown of a
643 concrete sewer pipe is sprayed with a high pH mixture to
644 deactivate the sulphur or sulphide-oxidising bacteria
645 and neutralise the acid at the sewer crown.
646 Amongst the limited statistical investigations con-
647 ceming sewer materials and structural defects, Balmer
648 and Meers (1981) suggested that concrete sewers are
649 more likely to be structurally sound than clay sewers.
650 This result is partially supported by O’Reilly et al.
651 (1989), although in further analysis it is suggested that
this is at least partly due to the fact that clay pipes 652
within the sample were, as a whole, significantly older 653
than the others. 654
3.7. Sewer joint type and material 655
A further sewer construction feature associated with 656
sewer material is sewer joint type and joint type mate- 657
rial. The main functions of a sewer joint are as follows 658
(ASCE, 1982): 659
• to be water tight;
• to be durable;
• to be resistant to root intrusion.
Reynolds (1999) described how early clay sewer pipes 663
were butt jointed with the joint sometimes sealed with 664
clay. In the early 20th century, pipes with spigot and 665
socket joints with puddled clay seals were developed, 666
tarred gasket helping to keep the pipe concentric. Rigid 667
jointing of both clay and concrete pipes was also de- 668
veloped around this time, the joints being cemented in 669
position. Flexible joints were developed in the 1950s 670
(Fenner, 1990) to provide a degree of flexibility in line 671
and level, their use is now almost universal. Lester and 672
Farrar (1979) provided a graphical representation of 673
how joint types have changes over the past 100 or so 674
years, this is reproduced below as Fig. 6. 675
Quick (1979) described how the watertightness of a 676
modern flexible joint is dependent on the stress within 677
the joint ring; it being essential that the correct sized ring 678
is used, and that the pipes to be joined are concentrically 679
joined to distribute the stresses within the ring as near 680
equally as possible. The same author also voiced doubts 681
over the long-term effectiveness of both natural and 682
synthetic rubber sealing rings, some rings exhibiting fine 683
cracks after only one-year immersion in domestic sew- 684
age. Perkins (1982) pointed out that although clay pipes 685
are chemically resistant, the jointing compounds should 686
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F ig . 6. J o in t  types  a n d  c o n s tru c t io n  p e r io d  (L e s te r  &  F a r ra r ,  1979).
687 be carefully considered in relation to aggressive condi-
688 tions in the sewers and sub-soil, some jointing com-
689 pounds being vulnerable to organic solvents and
690 bacteria. Park and Lee (1998), in describing a sewer
691 evaluation and rehabilitation strategy for Seoul, Korea,
692 cited improper selection of joint type as the major cause
693 of joint related structural defects.
694 3.8. Sewer pipe section length
cracking may occur as a result of differential settlement 724
and ground movement may result from the construction 725
of a trench for installation (WRc, 1994). In general, 726
though, many more problems are encountered with ad 727
hoc connections, often formed by knocking a hole in the 728
main sewer and connecting the branch into it, with or 729
without a saddle piece or concrete surround (Jones, 730
1984). The WEF/ASCE (1994) described the provision 731
of an ‘inadequate connection’ as an example of an initial 732
sewer defect that may eventually lead to a complete 733
structural failure. Britton (1982) reported that 20% of 734
over 200 sewer collapses visited by WRc engineers were 735
associated with connections. Lester and Farrar (1979) 736
found that a third of all connections within a 6 km sewer 737
sample were defective, and went on to emphasise the 738
importance of ensuring that all connections to sewers 739
are constructed to an adequate standard. The frequency 740
of defective connections was also investigated by 741
O’Reilly et al. (1989) who found that of 5567 connec- 742
tions examined, some 1280 (23%) were found to be 743
faulty. A major conclusion of this study was that, “ the 744
elimination of connections and their substitution by 745
junctions would remove a major source of structural 746
defects in pipe sewers” (see Fig. 7). 747
695 The structural design o f rigid sewer pipes, as outlined
696 by BS EN 1295-1 (1998), is effectively restricted to cross-
697 sectional design. In practice, pipelines experience not
698 only transverse loadings but also longitudinal loadings
699 which produce beam bending, axial tension and com-
700 pression (W SA/FW R, 1993). D ue to the fact that precise
701 pipe bedding conditions can be difficult to predict ac-
702 curately, beam  bending calculations are problem atic
703 and, therefore, it is assum ed th a t longitudinal effects are
704 covered by the factors o f safety incorporated  into the
705 design o f the pipe cross-section. A lthough longitudinal
706 bending stresses increase with increasing pipe diam eter,
707 they do so a t a slower rate than  the increase in the pipe’s
708 section m odulus, hence pipes which have high length to
709 diam eter ratios may be m ore likely to suffer from  ex-
710 cessive bending stresses (Young & O ’Reilly, 1983). Jones
711 (1986) com m ented that the question o f how strong a
712 pipe needs to be as a beam  to perform  satisfactorily in
713 the field was not easily quantifiable. Despite the fact that
714 this issue is well docum ented w ithin the literature, there
715 is little evidence o f any num erical or statistical investi-
716 gation o f the effect o f high pipe length to diam eter ratios
717 having taken place.
718 3.9. Sewer connections
719 BS E N  1610 (1998, p. 9) gives general guidance on
720 connections to pipes and m anholes and states tha t
721 “ C onnections... shall be m ade by using prefabricated
722 com ponents” . The use o f a purpose m ade section gen-
723 erally leads to a m ore stable sewer connection, although
4. Local external factors 748
4.1. Surface use 749
Sewers may be found in a variety of locations in- 750
eluding beneath roads, footpaths, fields, gardens, and 751
even beneath buildings and railway lines. The purpose 752
to which the ground above a sewer is put will obviously 753
affect the loads experienced by the sewer, changes in 754
land use over time may also result in load variations. 755
Sparrow and Everitt (1977) described how, for sewers 756
k
F ig . 7. C C T V  im a g e  o f  a d e fe c tiv e , in t r u d in g  c o n n e c tio n .
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757 beneath roads, the amount of vibration caused by
758 passing traffic affected the rate of growth of any voids
759 which may surround the sewer.
760 O’Reilly et al. (1989) investigated the frequency of
761 structural defects at various locations and expressed
762 surprise that structural defects were more frequent be-
763 neath gardens than under roads. It was suggested that
764 the high incidence of defects in gardens may stem from
765 disturbance either during house construction or at a
766 later date. The frequency of defects under premises was
767 also found to be high, highlighting the undesirability of
768 ‘building over’.
769 4.2. Surface loading and surface type
770 The location of a sewer will obviously affect the
771 magnitude of surface loading to which it is subject; for
772 sewers beneath roads the main component of such
773 loading is likely to be that from traffic. The majority of
774 design codes estimate the vertical stresses at pipe level
775 caused by a wheel load by the method based on Bous-
776 sinesq’s equations for the calculation of the distribution
777 of stresses in a semi-infinite elastic homogenous material
778 loaded from its surface (Young & O’Reilly, 1983).
779 Clarke and Young (1962) used the Boussinesq method
780 to develop loading charts, variations of which are still in
781 use in BS EN 1295-1 (1998).
782 The Transport and Road Research Laboratory
783 (TRRL, now known as the Transport Research Labo-
784 ratory) has been responsible for a number of reports
785 concerning the effects of traffic on road structures and
786 buried pipes, including those by Leonard, Grainger, and
787 Eyre (1974), Pocock, Lawrence, and Taylor (1980),
788 Nath (1981) and Taylor and Lawrence (1985). Leonard
789 et al. (1974) investigated the effect of vehicle weight on
790 dynamic loading and vibrations in road structures for
791 eight commercial vehicles with gross weights in the
792 range 32-44 tons. In general no obvious relationship
793 between gross vehicle weight and dynamic loading or
794 vibrations was found; the dynamic behaviour of indi-
795 vidual suspension systems proving to have the most in-
796 fluence on loading and vibrations. Pocock et al. (1980)
797 monitored the bending strain developed in a shallow
798 buried pipeline due to static and rolling wheel loads. The
799 measured bending strains were found to increase linearly
800 with axle load, the strains for any given load tending to
801 decrease with increasing vehicle speed. Maximum strains
802 were always associated with pipes that had been delib-
803 erately poorly bedded. Taylor and Lawrence (1985)
804 found that the response of an instrumented cast iron
805 pipeline to heavy vehicles depended on several factors
806 including the structure of the pavement, the depth of
807 cover and the pipe bedding. Maximum strains of 13% of
808 failure strain were recorded.
809 In numerical analysis, O’Reilly et al. (1989) found
810 that increases in traffic flow appear to have been asso­
ciated with a small increase in structural defect rates in 811
principal and non-principal roads by comparison with 812
other roads. However, the defect rate under trunk roads 813
was found to be low, the suggestion being made that this 814
was due to stronger road pavements and greater care in 815
design and construction at such locations. This result is 816
partially supported by Lester and Farrar (1979) who 817
reported a greater incidence of cracked and fractured 818
sewers for main roads when compared to through and 819
minor roads. 820
The effect of loads experienced during construction 821
has been considered by a number of authors, including 822
Trott and Gaunt (1975), who monitored the perfor- 823
mance of two sewers through construction to surface 824
reinstatement and beyond. It was found that the most 825
severe loading conditions occurred during the con- 826
struction period, this being due to the heavy construe- 827
tion traffic traversing the pipes before the road was 828
completed. Despite the fact that there is general recog- 829
nition in the design guides that loads from construction 830
vehicles can be significant, there is little formal guidance 831
available for estimating such loads. Allan (1984) com- 832
ments that most designers would be reluctant to increase 833
project costs to cater for a temporary loading condition. 834
4.3. Water mains bursts and leakage 835
Serpente (1994) identified a “water main break” as an 836
example of a random event that often triggers the third 837
stage in the process of a sewer collapse, the actual col- 838
lapse itself. This view is supported by Jones (1984) who 839
commented that, “.. .events such as bursts or leakage 840
from water mains may have a profound influence on the 841
stability of sewers in the vicinity”. This inter-relation- 842
ship between sewers and water mains is also identified 843
by Sellek (1981). Koeper, Coble, and Coll (1983) and 844
Sparrow and Everitt (1977) provided further detail on 845
this relationship by describing how water from a pres- 846
surised main may cause the formation of voids in soil 847
surrounding a sewer by the washing away of soil or the 848
compaction of adjacent soil. Failures stemming from 849
water main leaks may occur rapidly or over a long pe- 850
riod depending on the degree of water loss from the 851
main (Koeper et al., 1983). Sellek (1981), however, 852
commented that it was often difficult to establish, at the 853
scene of a sewer collapse, whether the water main had 854
burst first or whether the sewer had collapsed and 855
caused the water main to fracture. Despite numerous 856
authors commenting on this relationship, there appears 857
to be little evidence of any detailed statistical or nu- 858
merical study of the association having been completed. 859
4.4. Ground disturbance 860
Ground movements associated with trench excava- 861
tions and the effect on nearby buried services has been 862
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863 investigated within a number of technical papers, in-
864 eluding those by Rumsey (1982), Rumsey and Cooper
865 (1982), Rumsey, Cooper, and Kyrou (1982) and Sy-
866 mons, Chard, and Carder (1982). Rumsey et al. (1982)
867 identified four stages of movement caused by trenching:
• as excavation proceeds and before support is in-
869 stalled;
• as the ground moves into contact with the support
871 system and as the support system deflects under load;
• as the trench support is withdrawn and the trench
873 backfilled;
• after backfilling depending on the nature and the
875 quality of the backfill and the groundwater condi-
876 tions.
877 Movement may continue to occur until such time as the
878 stresses in the backfill, and those in the surrounding
879 ground, have equalised. Rumsey (1982) described pro-
880 cedures to minimise ground movements at each stage in
881 the pipeline construction process.
882 Full scale trenching trials in London clay conducted
883 by Symons et al. (1982) showed that zones of movement
884 normal to the trench extended to a distance of 2-2.5
885 times the trench depth on each side, with lateral move-
886 ments extending slightly further than settlements. De-
887 flections of up to 60 mm were recorded in nearby
888 pipelines and ground movements of up to 150 mm were
889 measured. In similar field experiments, Rumsey and
890 Cooper (1982) reported horizontal ground movements
891 of up to 120 mm and vertical movements of up to 230
892 mm for a 5.5 m deep, 3.5 m wide trench in a soft, sandy
893 clay with hydraulic trench support. According to
894 Rumsey et al. (1982), the amount of ground movement
895 at any point will depend on the: distance from the trench
896 wall, depth below ground level, geometry of the trench,
897 soil type and properties, method of excavation, ground
898 support, standard of construction and level of supervi-
899 sion. Farrar (1981) provided some measurements of
900 differential settlement above reinstated sewer trenches
901 on the public highway. Of the thirteen trenches studied,
902 the surfaces of four were found to have failed within one
903 year (two within ten days) while those remaining suf-
904 fered differential settlement of up to 16 mm over one
905 year and 23 mm over four years.
906 4.5. Groundwater level
907 As previously described, water flowing through de-
908 fects may cause ground loss and a subsequent lack of
909 support to the sewer through a loss in soil density or the
910 formation of a void. If the natural groundwater level
911 lies, either permanently or intermittently, above sewer
912 level then there is a source of water available for infil-
913 tration. The likelihood of a stable void occurring de-
914 pends, in part, on the position of the water table, the
915 following points being important (Jones, 1984):
• in the long term all unsupported voids below the wa­
ter table are unstable; 917
• above the water table, voids in clay soils are generally 
stable. In fine or well graded granular soils, voids may 919 
exist through capillary suction. 920
Rogers (1986) made a detailed assessment of the effect of 921
different groundwater levels on soil loss, for various soil 922
types, as part of his experimental work already de- 923
scribed. These experiments resulted in the much sim- 924
plified guidance given by the Sewerage Rehabilitation 925
Manual (WRc, 1994) which is reproduced in Table 6. 926
4.6. Ground conditions 927
As well as influencing the risk of ground loss into a 928
sewer, as described earlier, soil type may influence the 929
stability of a sewer in a number of other ways. For in- 930
stance, a sewer may become subject to various stresses if 931
the ground within which it is built undergoes shrinkage 932
and/or swelling. This is an effect associated with particle 933
hydration in clay soils (TRRL, 1973) and is due to ad- 934
sorbed layers of water on clay particle surfaces growing 935
during the wetting of a clay and shrinking during loss of 936
moisture due to evaporation or transpiration from 937
vegetation. A related effect was documented by Monie 938
and Clark (1974) who completed laboratory and field 939
studies to investigate the loads on underground pipes 940
due to frost penetration. It was found that the freezing 941
of soil moisture caused an expansion of the soil, thereby 942
resulting in the imposition of vertical forces on under- 943
ground pipe structures. The effects of cold weather on 944
underground pipeline failures was also investigated by 945
Bahmanyar and Edil (1983). Rajani and Zhan (1996) 946
proposed two methods for estimating frost load effects 947
in trenches and under roadways. It was found that, in 948
the case of a trench, the frost load developed primarily 949
as a consequence of different frost susceptibilities of 950
trench backfill and sidefill, and the interactions at the 951
trench backfill-sidefill interface. 952
4.7. Soillbackfill type 953
O’Reilly et al. (1989) described the distribution of 954
structural defects within 8 broad soil types for 180 km of 955
sewer. It was found that, with the exception of two very 956
small samples in rock and in fill, the defect rate was 957
Table 6
The effect of groundwater level on ground loss (WRc, 1994)
Water table Risk of ground loss
High
Above sewer 
Close to sewer 
Below sewer
Low
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958 somewhat higher on clay than on chalk and sand.
959 Gravel soils were associated with the lowest defect rate,
960 the results supporting “engineering experience that such
961 soils are the most tractable”. This outcome is partially
962 supported by Balmer and Meers (1981) who also found
963 sewers in clay soils to be the most problematic.
964 4.8. Root interference
965 Reed (1982) commented on the damage tree roots
966 may cause to the fabric of a sewer, the pressure they
967 exert sometimes being sufficient to break sewer pipes as
968 they search out moisture. Sparrow and Everitt (1977)
969 made similar comments.
recent years there has been some concern that the high 
water pressures sometimes involved in jetting may cause 
damage to some types of modem sewer materials. Jet­
ting is primarily used to clear blockages or to displace 
sewer sediment which may significantly increase the risk 
of sewer surcharging. A discussion regarding the oc­
currence and behaviour of sewer sediments if provided 
by Verbanck, Ashley, and Bachoc (1994); a description 
of the theoretical basis for sewer self cleansing gradients 
is given by Marriott (1994). Other cleansing techniques 
which may cause damage to the fabric of a sewer include 
rodding, winching and cutting (WSA/FWR, 1991). 
Delleur (1994) identified ‘repeated rodding’ as an ex­
ample of an event that may cause pipe rupture.
970 5. Other factors
971 5.1. Sewage characteristics
972 Whilst domestic sewage is generally not aggressive to
973 the fabric of sewer systems, the quality of the sewage
974 varies from place to place and is dependent on several
975 factors. It can vary from relatively weak domestic sew-
976 age, perhaps diluted with large quantities of storm water
977 or infiltration, to strong and potentially aggressive
978 sewage with a high proportion of trade effluent (WSA/
979 FWR, 1993). Table 7 describes typical composition for
980 sewage in the UK.
981 The Materials Selection Manual for Sewers, Pumping
982 Mains and Manholes (WSA/FWR, 1993) also outlined
983 sewage properties which may result in the attack of ce-
984 mentitious sewer materials such as concrete and asbestos
985 cement. They are:
.  pH <5.5 and/or
• sulphate > 200 mg/1 and/or
• free CC>2 (mg/l) > 0.23 x carbonate hardness.
989 5.2. Inappropriate maintenance methods
990 There is substantial evidence to prove that the use of
991 inappropriate cleansing techniques has accelerated
992 sewer deterioration (Reed, 1982). Methods that may be
993 used for cleaning sewers include: jetting, rodding,
994 flushing, winching, cutting, and hand maintenance. In
Table 7
Typical composition for sewage in the U K  (WSA/FWR, 1993)
pH range pH 6-pH 9
Temperature range 5-20°C
5-day BOD 300-400 mg/1
Organic sulphates 4 mg/1
Inorganic sulphates 20 mg/1
Sulphur contained in proteins 2 mg/1
Total solids (dissolved and suspended) 1000 mg/1
Suspended solids 300 mg/1
5.3. Age o f sewer
The development of the UK sewerage system over so 
many years since its origin in the early 19th century 
(Reynolds, 1999), has resulted in sewers of vastly vary­
ing ages being in service today. Read and Vickeridge 
(1997) provided a summary of construction age infor­
mation which is reproduced in Table 8.
Reynolds (1999) described the history of UK sewer 
construction and highlights the major changes in ap­
proach through the years. Lester and Farrar (1979) 
found no evidence of a linear relationship between sewer 
age, divided into 20 year periods, and structurally 
damaged pipes, those sewers constructed between 1918 
and 1939, the inter-war period, having the highest defect 
rate. O’Reilly et al. (1989), however, reported more 
structural defects in older sewers, with a clear break­
point in the trends at the end of the Second World War. 
The overall defect rate for the periods up to 1944 ranged 
between 7.4% and 11.3%; the overall defect rate in the 
following 25 years was 2.0% and in subsequent periods 
0.6% and 1.2%. “Improved technology” is stated as the 
main reason for this trend. The sewer sample investi­
gated by Balmer and Meers (1981) appears to show el­
ements of the two trends identified by Lester and Farrar 
(1979) and O’Reilly et al. (1989), old sewers and those 
laid in the 1940s and 1950s being identified as the most 
problematic.
Table 8
Construction period data for sewers in England and Wales (Read & 
Vickeridge, 1997)
Construction period %
Pre-1914 22
1914-1945 26
Post-1945 52
995
996
997
998
999
1000 
1001 
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010 
1011 
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020 
1021 
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
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Table 9
Summary of factors identified
Construction factors Local external factors Other factors
Installation method Surface use Sewage characteristics
Standard of workmanship Surface loading (including construction traffic) Use of inappropriate maintenance methods
Sewer size Surface type Asset age
Sewer depth Traffic characteristics Sediment level
Bedding material and type Water main bursts/leakage Surcharge
Sewer pipe material Ground movement
Joint type and material Maintenance of other buried services
Pipe section length Groundwater level
Connections Infiltration/Exfiltration 
Soil/backfill type 
Root interference
-
1036 6. Summary of factors
1037 Table 9 summarises the factors thought to influence
1038 the structural deterioration and collapse of rigid sewer
1039 pipes as identified within this paper.
1040 7. Conclusions
1041 The following general conclusions may be made.
• The factors that may influence the structural stability
1043 of a rigid sewer pipe are numerous and widely varied
1044 in nature. They are almost certain to be even more
1045 numerous than those identified within this paper.
• It would appear that many of the factors identified
1047 would be difficult to support comprehensively with
1048 data routinely collected or maintained by water com-
1049 panies.
• Detailed knowledge of the manner of the factor’s in-
1051 teraction in determining how sewer pipes, of various
1052 types, structurally deteriorate is relatively limited.
• Much of the research has been conducted by a small
1054 number of institutions including the Water Research
1055 Centre (WRc), Transport Research Laboratory
1056 (TRL) and Clay Pipe Development Association
1057 (cpda).
• A large proportion of the published research was pro-
1059 duced in the late 1970s and 1980s following the pub-
1060 lication of the National Water Council (NWC)/
1061 Department of the Environment (DoE) (1977) report,
1062 ‘Sewers and Water Mains A National Assessment’, in
1063 1977.
• Statistical investigations concerning the association
1065 of construction features and other factors with sewer
1066 structural condition are limited to the small number
1067 highlighted within this report. These investigations
1068 amount to the analysis of little more than 1000 km
1069 of sewer.
• The research completed highlights the fact that a sew- 
1071 er must be considered as a composite structure con­
sisting of the pipe itself, the ground in which it is 1072 
buried and the local environment. 1073
• Evidence from studies of the effects of construction 
standards and construction traffic, coupled with evi- 1075 
dence from the limited asset age analyses completed, 1076 
lead to the suggestion that the concept of the ‘bath- 1077 
tub’ type failure curve (Fig. 8) may be applicable to 1078 
rigid sewer pipes, as identified by Dakers (1980). 1079
• Given the lengthy anticipated asset service life, design 
assumptions regarding changeable variables such as 1081 
depth of cover, surface loading, groundwater level 1082 
and surface type should be made carefully. 1083
• Further research within the field may consider the fol­
lowing aspects. 1085
Coincidence of water main bursts and sewer failures. 1086
Long-term testing of sewers to determine the varia- 1087
tion of backfill loads with time and the distribution of 1088
load between the pipe itself and the sidefill. 1089
The effect of maintenance on other buried services 1090
and the introduction of road ‘patches’, on nearby sew- 1091
ers. 1092
The long-term implications of rising groundwater 1093
levels in some areas of the UK. 1094
Comparatively high 
failure probabilitydue 
to construction
Failure probability 
increases due to approach 
of end of useful life
Steady, relatively low 
failure probability
/
Time
Fig. 8. Bath tub curve.
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1095 If CCTV survey work and proactive sewer rehabili-
1096 tation are to be directed most effectively in the coming
1097 years, then it is essential that the factors associated with
1098 structural deterioration and failure are identified and
1099 understood. Such knowledge will also assist in the pro-
1100 cesses of risk identification, risk assessment and risk
1101 management essential for rational asset management.
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A B S TR A C T : This paper describes a statistical analysis o f the structural condition o f rig id  sewer pipes. The 
aim  o f the study was to identify  the factors that have most influence on a sewer’s structural condition. A  sta­
tistical investigation, in  the form  o f a logistic regression analysis, was perform ed on an extensive data set that 
combined a number o f previously disparate data sources. The study w ould suggest that there are a large num ­
ber o f variables w hich are significant in  assessing the risk o f a sewer collapsing, or deteriorating to such an 
extent that collapse is like ly .
1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
The U K  has the oldest and most complete sewerage 
system in the W orld  (C legg et al. 1989). O F W A T , 
the W ater Industry Regulator in  England and W ales, 
estimates the length o f public sewer to be 302 
000km  w ith  a gross replacem ent cost o f £104 b illio n  
(approxim ately U S $147 b illio n ) (O F W A T  2000). 
Under certain circumstances, a sewer m ay com­
pletely lose its structural integrity and ‘collapse’ . 
This generally results in  a cessation o f service as 
much o f the sewer’s cross-sectional area is lost and 
the sewer becomes incapable o f supporting the sur­
rounding ground.
As w ell as the capital costs o f sewer collapses, 
w hich relate to repair and reinstatement, there are 
additional indirect or social costs to be considered 
w hich are borne by society as a w hole. Such costs 
m ay include:
-  delays to traffic  and pedestrians due to diversions 
etc;
-  disruption o f local economic activity;
-  flooding o f properties;
-  loss o f am enity caused by noise, d irt and smell; 
and
-  environm ental consequences.
Current sewerage rehabilitation strategy in  the 
U K  is based on the concept o f ‘critical’ sewers as 
defined in  the W ater Research Centre’s (W R c) Sew­
erage R ehabilitation M anual (W R c 1994). C ritical 
sewers are usually those for w hich the costs o f re­
construction fo llow ing failure are highest i.e. the 
consequences o f failure, in  capital terms at least, are 
greatest. Typ ically , critical sewers make up around 
25%  o f any network. C C T V  investigation is targeted
at critical sewers, those sewers shown to be in  an un­
satisfactory condition are then programmed for re­
habilitation. In  this w ay, critical sewers are subject 
to a pro-active rehabilitation programme. The re­
m aining 75%  o f sewers, the non-criticals, are m ain­
tained only on a reactive basis. Hence, current prac­
tice attempts to strike a balance between reactive and 
proactive rehabilitation.
The large num ber o f critical sewers and the rela­
tive ly  high cost o f C C T V  surveys means that fre­
quent re-inspection o f a ll critical sewers is im plausi­
b le and certainly not cost effective. Therefore, in  
order to m axim ise the benefit o f proactive rehabili­
tation, it is suggested that C C T V  investigation  
should be prioritised m ore effectively, being directed 
at those critical sewers most lik e ly  to fa il.
This paper describes a statistical analysis o f the 
structural condition o f rig id  sewer pipes in  selected 
areas o f London. R ig id  sewer pipes, typ ically  o f clay 
and concrete m aterials, m ake up over 90%  o f the U K  
network (Read &  V ickridge 1997). The aim  o f the 
study was to identify  those factors w hich have most 
influence on a sewer’s structural condition. Statisti­
cal analysis was perform ed on an extensive data set 
w hich combined a num ber o f previously disparate 
data sources.
2 D A T A  SO U R C ES A N D  V A R IA B L E S  
SU PPO R TED
A n extensive literature search and consultation w ith  
experienced sewerage practitioners from  Thames 
W ater and the U niversity o f Surrey led to the identi­
fication o f 33 parameters that were thought to exert 
an influence on the likelihood o f a sewer failing  
structurally. The 33 parameters have been listed in  
previous papers including Davies et al. (1999) and 
include:
-  sewer size
-  sewer depth
-  age o f sewer
-  sewer m aterial
-  root interference
-  jo in t type
-  ground m ovement
-  G W  regim e
A n investigation o f data sources was completed 
w hich aimed to recognise sources w hich w ould sup­
port the variables identified by the literature review  
and consultation process. This investigation resulted 
in  six different data sources being utilised, nam ely: 
C C T V  data, d ig ital soil maps, traffic  count data, 
water m ain burst history data, borehole logs and 
property age data. A  number o f other data sources, 
including hydraulic models and streetworks records, 
were also considered but were rejected fo llow ing as­
sessments o f data quality.
The C C T V  data was the reference point to which  
all other data sources were matched. The road name, 
place and local authority inform ation contained 
w ith in  C C T V  records was sufficient to allow  all 
variables from  the other data sources to be cross- 
referenced back to the inform ation provided by the 
C C T V  survey.
The soil map, traffic , burst w ater m ain and prop­
erty age data were a ll matched to the corresponding 
C C T V  record using G A Z L E A K , an analytical tool 
w ritten by Thames W ater Corporate M odelling  
Group as part o f the N etw ork Asset Performance and 
Strategy Project for the Technical D irectorate. The 
critical data source for G A Z L E A K  is the Address 
Point data assembled by the Ordnance Survey and 
the Post O ffice. This data contains a fu ll 7 d ig it grid  
reference for every address to w hich the Post O ffice  
delivers.
This inform ation means that any spatial data can 
be attached to address points, m aking the matching 
o f soil map, traffic , burst water m ain and property 
age data to C C T V  records possible. The rem aining 
data source, the borehole log, was attached to C C T V  
records on a local authority by local authority basis. 
As both the borehole records and the C C T V  records 
contained a local authority reference this was a rela­
tive ly  simple process.
The resulting data set contained approxim ately 12 
000 records, each record relating to an individual 
manhole to m anhole sewer length. The content o f 
the data was analysed in  detail to ensure that the 
sample was reasonably representative o f the asset 
stock as a whole. The total length o f sewer w ith in  
the sample was 636km . Table 1 describes the data 
content in  terms o f the variable types and data
sources. The dependent variable for the analysis was 
sewer structural condition. The standard U K  struc­
tural condition grading (o f 5 categories) as described 
by the W R c (1994), was reduced to a binary variable 
where 1 represents a sewer in  grade 5 condition 
( ‘collapsed or collapse im m inent’) and 0 represents a 
sewer in  any other (less severe) condition. This was 
done to overcome concerns relating to survey re­
peatability and to isolate those sewers in  the poorest 
condition.
3 S T A T IS T IC A L  M E T H O D
3.1 L o g is tic  regression
The logistic regression m odel was used for the 
analysis as the dependent variable, sewer condition, 
was dichotomous, i.e . it took one o f two values, 0 or 
1. This technique allows the standard linear regres­
sion problem  to be reconceptualised into trying to 
predict the probability that a particular sewer is in  a 
Grade 5 (G 5) condition, based on the value o f its ex­
planatory variables (see Table 1). A  b rie f description 
o f the method is included below , the description fo ­
cussing on the interpretation o f results. C ollett 
(1999) provides a detailed guide on the subject o f  
m odelling binary data.
Prior to m odelling, the probability o f G5 scale is 
transformed from  the range (0 ,1) to (-oo,co). The 
most common transform ation is the logistic trans­
form ation, due to the direct manner in  w hich the 
transformed variable m ay be interpreted. The logistic 
transform ation o f a G5 sewer (i.e . y = l)  probability p  
is ln {p /(l-p )} , w hich is w ritten  as log it(p ). It  can be 
seen that any value p  in  the range (0 ,1 ) corresponds 
to a value o f log it(p ) in  (-co,oo). A  linear m odel is 
then adopted for the transformed response, a proce­
dure w hich ensures that the fitted  probabilities w ill 
lie  between zero and one when back-transformed. 
Thus, the logistic transform  o f the failure probability  
is m odelled as a linear com bination o f k  explanatory 
variables as in  Equation 1 below:
10 g it(p i) =  y#0 +  y#lXli +  y#2X2iU ..+y&Xki ( 1 )
w hich expresses the fact that the response for the ith  
observation, y i5 i =  1, 2 ....11  977 (11 977 records in  
the data set) depends linearly on the values o f k  ex­
planatory variables labelled x l5 x2 ... x 18 (18 ex­
planatory variables) through unknown parameters p0, 
Pi ... P18.
Although the response transform ation resolves 
the problem  concerning the range o f the fitted  prob­
abilities, the ordinary least squares method can no 
longer be used to estimate the parameters. Instead, 
the M ethod o f M axim um  L ikelihood is used and pa­
rameters are estimated iteratively.
Table 1. Summary of variables.___________ _________________________________________________
Variable name Dependent/independent Variable type Data source
Sewer condition Dependent Nominal categorical (binary) CCTV
Sewer depth Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer use / purpose Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer size Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer material Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer pipe length Independent Ordinal categorical CCTV
Sewer location Independent Ordinal categorical CCTV
Root intrusion Independent Nominal categorical (binary) CCTV
Infiltration Independent Nominal categorical (binary) CCTV
Debris Independent Nominal categorical (binary) CCTV
Soil fracture potential Independent Ordinal categorical Digital soil maps
Soil corrosivity Independent Ordinal categorical Digital soil maps
Bus flow Independent Discrete quantitative London Research Centre traffic data
Goods vehicle flow Independent Discrete quantitative London Research Centre traffic data
Vehicle flow Independent Discrete quantitative London Research Centre traffic data
Road classification Independent Nominal categorical London Research Centre traffic data
Burst water main history Independent Continuous quantitative Burst main database
GW regime Independent Nominal categorical Borehole log
Property age Independent Ordinal categorical Property age data
A lternative models can be compared on the basis o f 
a goodness o f fit statistic such as the deviance. 
Compared to a m odel w ith  few er terms, the d iffer­
ence in  deviance is used to measure the extent to 
w hich the additional terms in  one m odel im prove its 
accuracy o f prediction.
The most common form  o f coefficient interpreta­
tion is by the use o f Odds Ratios (O R s). W hen two 
sets o f binary data are to be compared, a measure o f 
the odds o f an event happening in  one set relative to 
the other is the odds ratio ( i(/). I f  p t and p 2 are the 
event probabilities in  these tw o sets o f data, then:
i// = WQ-.P0
p i !  { I - p i )
(2)
W hen the odds o f an event in  each o f the two sets o f 
binary data are identical, \\f equals one. A  v|/ value o f 
less than 1 w ould suggest that the odds o f an event 
are sm aller in  the first set o f data than in  the second, 
w hile an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that the 
odds o f an event are greater in  the first set o f data. 
For example, suppose the odds o f owning a car are 
0.50 for men and 0.75 for wom en, then the odds ra­
tio  for wom en to men is 1.5. Thus wom en are 1.5 
tim es, or 50%  more like ly , to own a car than men.
W hen statistical software is used to carry out the 
m odelling procedure, the standard errors o f parame­
ter estimates are usually calculated. This allows con­
fidence intervals to be derived for the parameters 
and, hence, for the odds ratios.
3.2 M eth o d  used f o r  th is  analysis
The potential association o f explanatory variables 
w ith  the occurrence o f sewers in  a ‘failed  or failure  
im m inent’ structural condition was assessed by  
stepwise, forward and backward selection methods. 
In itia lly , a ll explanatory terms were included, re­
sulting models were compared before discarding any 
‘redundant’ or ‘uninform ative’ variables. Analysis o f  
deviance was then perform ed on the selected terms 
to derive param eter estimates and their standard er­
rors.
4 R E S U LTS  A N D  D IS C U S S IO N
4.1 B r ie f  results
A  stepwise selection method was perform ed on a 
model containing a ll explanatory terms, the decision 
o f whether to add or drop a term  in  the m odel being 
made by use o f both M allow s Cp statistic and the 
A IC  criteria. The same terms were retained when 
using a stepwise method or forw ard and backward 
selection methods. O f the 18 explanatory terms con­
sidered, eight were le ft out o f the m odel as statisti­
cally not significant in  predicting the probability o f a 
sewer being in  a collapsed or ‘collapse im m inent’ 
condition, these were: sewer depth, root intrusion, 
in filtration , burst history, property age, road classifi­
cation, goods vehicle flo w  and total vehicle flow . 
The 10 rem aining terms are shown in  Table 2.
Table 2. Analysis of deviance results for the 10 terms selected
by the stepwise method.
Variable Change Degrees of P
in deviance freedom
Debris 381.68 1 <0.01
Sewer pipe length 257.88 2 <0.01
Sewer size 137.20 1 <0.01
Sewer use 85.36 2 <0.01
Soil fracture potential 83.17 4 <0.01
Soil corrosivity 29.76 4 <0.01
Sewer location code 39.38 4 <0.01
GW regime 12.87 3 <0.01
Sewer material 7.70 2 0.02
Bus flow 12.35 1 <0.01
4.2 Terms rem oved
It  was found that the sewer depth variable became 
uninform ative after accounting for sewer size. This 
is not to say that sewer depth is not a significant 
variable when considered on its own, only that what 
it tells us about the risk o f G5 condition is also ex­
plained by the sewer size variable. G iven that small 
diam eter sewers are typ ically  buried at shallow  
depths, this is a reasonable outcome.
The root intrusion, in filtration , burst history and 
property age terms were also rem oved from  the in i­
tia l m odel by stepwise selection. In  the case o f prop­
erty age, however, the fact that the term  was only 
m arginally insignificant (p=0.07) meant that some 
further investigation was warranted. The odds ratio  
analysis in  Table 3 showed those sewers attached to 
properties constructed between 1925 and 1949 to be 
at the highest risk o f failure.
Table 3. Calculated odds ratios for property age.
Property age group Odds ratio 95% Confidence intervals
Before 1900 1
1900 - 1924 1.01 0.87, 0.19
1925 - 1949 1.24 1.04, 1.48
1950- 1974 1.08 0.85, 1.36
1975 - 1999 1.19 0.96, 1.48
In  addition, road classification was removed by  
stepwise selection. It  is lik e ly  that the other vari­
ables, such as sewer location, provide sim ilar in for­
m ation regarding the risk o f failure, the location 
variable being m arginally more significant than the 
road classification term . S im ilarly, goods vehicle 
flo w  and total vehicle flow  were removed by step­
w ise selection, both being m arginally less significant 
than bus flow .
4.3 Odds ra tio  in te rp re ta tio n  f o r  terms re ta ined
Table 4 shows the results o f odds ratio calculations 
fo r the 10 terms retained in  the m ultivariate m odel 
fo llow ing the stepwise regression described above.
The interpretation and discussion o f results which  
follow s is restricted to w hat are perceived to be the 
m ajor issues apparent.
4.3.1 D e b ris
The presence o f debris w ith in  a sewer w ould seem­
ing ly significantly increase the risk o f a length fa l­
ling into a G5 condition. How ever, the presence o f 
debris m ay be as a result o f a sewer being in  poor 
structural condition and not necessarily a cause. It  is 
also the case that a sewer m ay be cleaned, usually by 
je tting , prior to the C C T V  survey taking place, 
w hich obviously affects the data relevance.
4 .3 .2  Sewer p ip e  length
R isk o f G5 condition fo r sewers w ith  individual pipe 
section lengths o f 0.9m  - 1.49m  was not found to be 
significantly different to that o f pipe lengths <0.9m . 
H ow ever, sewer pipes o f length >  1.49m  were clearly 
at a low er risk than either o f the other two pipe 
lengths, being at least 4 tim es (1 /0 .25 ) less like ly  to 
be in  a G5 condition than a pipe o f length <0.9m . 
Fenner (1990) reported that in filtra tio n  to a sewer is 
most like ly  through a pipe jo in t and, given certain 
conditions, it has been w idely  reported that in filtra ­
tion can result in  the m ovem ent o f soil into a sewer 
and a lack o f support leading to structural instability. 
Longer individual sewer pipes means that the num ­
ber o f jo ints per unit length o f sewer is reduced, the 
risk o f in filtration  and this mode o f structural degra­
dation is, therefore, also reduced. It  m ay also be true 
that longer individual pipes mean that m inor incon­
sistencies in  the bedding m aterial, e.g. voids are 
more easily bridged. This is reflected in  the sign ifi­
cantly low er risk o f G5 condition for sewers w ith  
pipe sections over 1.49m  long, but not in  the com­
parison o f pipes o f length 0.9m  - 1.49m  to pipes o f 
length less than 0.9m . This evidence w ould seem to 
support the m ove, in  the U K  in  relatively  recent 
years, towards pipe lengths in  excess o f 1.5m.
4.3.3 Sewer size
The odds ratio calculated fo r the sewer size variable 
shows that the risk o f G5 condition decreased sig­
n ificantly  w ith  increasing diam eter, i.e . larger sewers 
were at a low er risk than sm all ones. It  is im portant 
to note that the odds ratio calculated relates to a 
1mm size change, therefore, a 1mm increase in  d i­
ameter led to a reduction o f around 0.4%  in  the risk  
o f G5 condition. This m ay be partly  due to the fact 
that the structural design o f rig id  sewer pipes is re­
stricted, in  practice, to the cross-section o f the pipes 
and the ring or crushing stress experienced. H o w ­
ever, pipelines experience not only transverse load­
ings but also longitudinal loadings w hich produce 
beam bending. A lthough longitudinal bending
Table 4. Calculated odds ratios for variables incorporated into the final model.
Variable Levels (for categorical variables)
Debris
Sewer pipe length
Sewer size 
Sewer use/purpose
Soil fracture potential
Soil corrosivity
Sewer location
Groundwater regime
Sewer material
No debris 
Debris
<0.9m
0.9m- 1.49m 
>1.49m
Combined
Foul
Surface water
Very low
Low
High
Very high 
High * (alluvial)
Non-aggressive 
Slightly aggressive 
Moderately aggressive 
Highly aggressive 
Very highly aggressive
Main road - urban 
Main road - suburban/rural 
Light road 
Footpath or verge 
Other
Around invert 
Generally below invert 
Tidal influence 
Indeterminate level
Concrete
Clay
Other
Bus flow
stresses increase w ith  increasing pipe diam eter, they 
do so at a slower rate than the increase in  the pipe’s 
section modulus, failure o f pipes ‘in  beam ’ is there­
fore generally restricted to pipes o f 300m m  diameter 
and sm aller (Young &  O ’R e illy , 1983). Sm aller 
pipes m ay therefore, be at a greater risk o f overall 
failure due to the introduction o f a separate failure 
mechanism. It  m ay also be the case that larger sew­
ers are laid  w ith  more care and precision by more 
experienced personnel who are subject to a greater 
level o f supervision.
4 .3 .4  Sewer use/purpose
Both foul and surface w ater (S W ) sewers showed an 
increased risk o f a G5 condition compared to com­
bined sewers, the risk for a SW  sewer being at least 
1.64 times that fo r a combined sewer. There are a 
num ber o f possible reasons for this, the most like ly  
being that a proportion o f SW  sewers have their o ri­
gins as piped watercourses, the piping often not be­
Odds ratio_______ 95% Confidence intervals_
10.94 7.03, 17.05
1
1.19 0.73, 1.93
0.12 0.06,0.25
0.996 0.994,0.998
1
1.38 1.06, 1.78
2.15 1.64,2.81
1
1.18 0.11,12.72
0.03 0.001, 1.12
0.03 0.001,0.66
0.06 0.002. 1.96
1
0.52 0.09,3.13
0.66 0.36, 1.20
6.26 0.34,113.76
64.55 3.14, 1327.86
1
0.30 0.10,0.91
0.52 0.22, 1.22
0.18 0.04,0.87
0.73 0.21,2.62
1
1.95 0.72,5.31
2.98 1.66,5.35
3.69 2.08,7.17
1
0.57 0.25, 1.31
2.69 0.03,236.41
1.013 1.006, 1.020 __________
ing ‘engineered’ but having evolved over tim e as 
landowners m odified the drainage system. It  is also 
the case that in  the past S W  sewers were thought o f 
as less im portant than other sewer types and the 
standard o f workm anship em ployed in  their con­
struction m ay have reflected this.
4.3.5 S o il fra c tu re  p o te n tia l
Sewers w ith in  soils w ith  a ‘very h igh’ fracture po­
tential were found to be at a significantly low er risk  
o f a G5 condition than sewers constructed w ith in  
other soils, at least 1.5 times low er (1 /0 .66 ) than 
those in  a ‘very lo w ’ fracture potential soil. There 
were no significant differences between the other 
soil categories as the 95%  confidence intervals fo r 
the odds ratios contained ‘ 1’ . I t  should be rem em ­
bered, however, that the vast m ajority o f sewers are 
constructed in  trenches w hich are subsequently fille d  
and, therefore, the background soil type does not
necessarily reflect the type o f ground in  im m ediate 
proxim ity to the sewer. This goes some w ay to ex­
plaining the w ide ranging confidence intervals cal­
culated for each soil division. Despite this, the sta­
tistical outcome does partia lly  support the advice 
given in  the W R c Sewerage R ehabilitation M anual 
(S R M ) (1994). The S R M  states that, w ith  the excep­
tion o f sewers constructed by tunnelling in  clay, 
those constructed in  m edium  to high plasticity clays 
are least susceptible to ground loss and the associ­
ated cycle o f structural damage and further ground 
loss. C lay soils typ ically  have a high or very high  
fracture potential.
4 .3 .6 S o il co rro s iv ity
Sewers w ith in  soils w ith  a ‘very h igh’ corrosivity 
rating were at a significantly higher risk o f a G5 
condition than sewers w ith in  non-corrosive, slightly  
corrosive or m oderately corrosive soils. Once again 
the w ide ranging confidence intervals m ay be at least 
partia lly  attributed to the uncertainty over trench f ill 
m aterials. C lay sewer pipes, w hich m ake up 78%  (by 
length) o f the data set, are generally thought o f as 
providing excellent corrosion protection, clay being 
an inert m aterial (W S A /F W R , 1993). Since concrete 
pipes, however, are made from  cementitious m ateri­
als they can suffer attack i f  exposed to acidic or sul­
phate bearing soils under certain conditions. Sewer 
jo in tin g  m aterials m ay also be vulnerable to specific 
forms o f attack from  highly corrosive soils; the rub­
ber seals com m only used to form  m odem  flexib le  
jo ints in  both clay and concrete pipes being more 
vulnerable to attack than the pipe m aterial itself. 
Other jo in t m aterials used in  the past, in  the U K , that 
m ay be particularly vulnerable to attack include 
tarred yam , bitum inous compositions and cement.
4 .3 .7  Sewer loca tion
The calculation o f odds ratios for sewer location  
showed that sewers located beneath suburban/rural 
m ain roads and footpaths were at a significantly 
low er risk o f G5 condition than those located be­
neath urban m ain roads. There was no significant 
difference in  risk for sewers located beneath urban 
m ain roads, light roads and ‘other’ locations. The 
difference in  risk between sewers beneath urban 
m ain roads and suburban/rural m ain roads m ay be 
due to the more significant traffic  loadings to which  
urban m ain roads are lik e ly  to be subject. They are 
also liable to more surface openings and general 
disturbances. Sewers located beneath footpaths are 
like ly  to experience only m inim al surface loadings 
and disturbances in  comparison. Interestingly 
though, there was no significant difference in  risk for 
sewers located beneath light roads when compared 
to sewers located beneath urban m ain roads. This 
m ay reflect the general low er standard o f specifica­
tion and construction for ligh t roads when compared 
to urban m ain roads, this affecting the load spreading 
properties o f the road surface.
4.3.8 G roundw ate r reg im e
Sewers located in  areas subject to a tidal groundwa­
ter (G W ) regim e were found to be at a significantly 
higher risk o f failure than sewers located in  an area 
where the G W  level was around sewer level. The 
availab ility  o f groundwater at or above sewer level 
can lead to the loss o f soil into the sewer w ith  in fil­
tration v ia  a defect, the form ation o f voids and a sub­
sequent lack o f sewer support leading to stmctural 
problems. A  tidal G W  regim e m ay mean that any 
voids form ed are subjected to periodic flooding  
w hich, in  a cohesive soil, m ay result in  a reduction 
in  the soils cohesive strength and the possibility o f 
the void growing as the surrounding soil progres­
sively collapses, the loose soil being washed into the 
sewer as the G W  level retreats. As the groundwater 
level rises again, the cycle o f w etting and the reduc­
tion in  cohesive strength w ill begin again. In  non­
plastic soils, the tidal groundwater regim e m ay de­
stroy the capillary suctions and negative pore water 
pressures (Rogers 1986) that m aintain the void, re­
sulting in  the void expanding as the soil progres­
sively collapses. Perhaps surprisingly, there was no 
significant difference in  the risk o f G5 condition for 
sewers located in  areas where the groundwater level 
was below  sewer level in  comparison w ith  sewers 
located in  areas where groundwater level was around 
sewer level. It  m ay be that this distinction is too fine  
due to variab ility  in  sewer depths or that a relatively  
large head o f groundwater above sewer level is re­
quired for the cycle o f in filtra tio n  and soil loss to 
commence. It  is also surprising that there is a sig­
nificant increase in  risk for sewers located in  a zone 
o f indeterm inate groundwater level compared to 
those where groundwater level was around sewer 
level.
4 .3 .9  Sewer m a te ria l
There was no significant difference in  the risk o f 
failure for the three m aterial types identified. For 
‘other’ m aterials the low  num ber o f records resulted 
in  very w ide confidence intervals.
4.3 .10 Bus f lo w
The odds ratios calculated for bus flo w  showed that 
the risk o f a G5 condition increased w ith  the number 
o f buses (per hour) that pass over a sewer. It  is im ­
portant to note that the odds ratio relates to an in ­
crease o f 1 bus per hour, therefore, a 1 bus/hour in ­
crease leads to a corresponding increased risk, o f G5 
condition, o f around 1.4%  (m inim um  0.6%  in ­
crease). O f the three traffic  count variables investi­
gated (total vehicle count and goods vehicle count 
being the other tw o) bus count proved the most in ­
form ative. W hilst increases in  vehicle count and 
goods vehicle count were found to be associated 
w ith  an increased risk o f a G5 condition, both vari­
ables became uninform ative once bus count was ac­
counted for. This is probably due to the fact that bus 
routes reflect the general m ovem ent o f the popula­
tion, thereby providing sim ilar inform ation to the 
fu ll vehicle count, and are o f significant weight, 
thereby providing sim ilar inform ation to the goods 
vehicle count. It  is also true that, w h ile  buses make 
use o f m ain urban and inter-urban traffic  arteries, 
they also travel extensively on local roads and 
around housing estates, w hich m ay not have been 
sufficiently designed to cope w ith  such loading. 
Such routes w ould be less travelled by goods vehi­
cles w ith  the result that the bus count variable has a 
stronger association w ith  the probability o f a G5 
sewer.
5 C O N C L U S IO N S
In  the course o f this w ork, much tim e and effort was 
expended in  investigating, accumulating, collating  
and form atting the data to be used for the analysis. 
This resulted in  the form ation o f a data set o f 634km  
o f sewer, incorporating 18 explanatory variables, for 
the investigation o f the potential association o f such 
variables w ith  sewers in  poor structural condition. 
Previous statistical investigations o f the structural 
performance o f U K  sewers have generally been re­
stricted to univariate analysis w ith  com parably small 
data sets in  terms o f total sewer length and/or the 
number o f variables investigated. In  future years the 
length o f sewer investigated in  studies o f this nature 
is like ly  to increase further as the quantity o f C C T V  
records and levels o f computer power increase.
The logistic regression m odel used has allowed 
the variables to be investigated in  univariate and im ­
portantly, m ultivariate analysis, an aspect only 
barely touched on by previous studies.
The analysis perform ed yielded some interesting 
results which contribute significantly to the rela­
tive ly  small amount o f w ork o f this nature previ­
ously completed. This study w ould suggest that there 
are a large number o f variables w hich are significant 
in  assessing the risk o f a sewer collapsing or deterio­
rating to such a degree that collapse is im m inent. 
Such variables include: sewer pipe section length, 
sewer size, sewer use, background soil properties, 
sewer location, local ground w ater regim e, sewer 
m aterial, traffic  flo w  and sewer depth. The id en tifi­
cation o f these parameters broadly supports the con­
ventional m odel o f sewer deterioration to collapse as 
identified by the W R c’s Sewerage Rehabilitation
m anual (1994), the m ajority  o f these parameters be­
ing m entioned there as im portant. The results also 
contained some surprises in  that some variables were 
not shown to be significant, these included root 
penetration, burst history o f adjacent w ater mains 
and property age.
Studies o f this type m ay w e ll be one o f the first 
steps in  the form ulation o f form al risk models for 
sewer assets. Further w ork concerning the v iab ility  
o f the form ation o f a predictive model w ill assist in  
identifying the data gathering exercises necessary i f  
sewer degradation and failure are to be better under­
stood and sewerage rehabilitation is to be directed 
more effectively.
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RESUME
Au Royaume Uni, la rehabilitation du reseau d’egouts est executee en partie comme 
processus reactif (ex. renouveler apres I’echecs) et en partie comme processus 
proactif (ex. renouveler pour eviter I’echecs). Des niveaux croissants de rehabilitation 
proactive ces dernieres annees a fait naitre un besoin pour des strategies de 
rehabilitaion des reseaux pour assurer que I’investissement capital soit gere de la 
fagon la plus efficace. Le succes de telles strategies depend partiellement du 
processus par lequel les egouts les plus susceptibles d’echec sont identifies. Cet 
article decrit des aspects selectionnes d’un projet qui a eu comme but I’identification 
des facteurs qui ont le plus d’influence sur la condition structurelle d’un egout et la 
probability de son effondrement. Deux methodes opposees et, cependant, 
complementaires pour realiser ce but sont decrites; la construction d’une “ Interaction 
Matrix” pour rassembler I’expertise et une analyse de statistique en utilisant la 
methode de regression logistique.
ABSTRACT
Rehabilitation of sewer networks in the UK is carried out partly as a reactive process 
(i.e. renew after failure) and partly as a proactive process (i.e. renew to prevent 
failure). Increasing levels of proactive rehabilitation in recent years has realised the 
need for the development of network rehabilitation strategies to ensure that capital 
investment is directed most effectively. The success of such strategies is partly 
dependent upon the process by which those sewers most liable to failure are 
identified. This paper describes selected aspects of a project which aimed to identify 
those factors which have most influence on the structural condition of a sewer and it’s 
likelihood of collapse. Two contrasting but complementary methods for achieving this 
aim are described; the construction of an Interaction Matrix to harness expert 
knowledge and a statistical analysis using the logistic regression method.
KEYWORDS
Interaction matrix, Logistic regression, Rehabilitation, Sewer Collapse.
1. INTRODUCTION
The UK has the oldest and most complete sewerage system in the World (Clegg, 
Eadon & Fiddes, 1989). OFWAT, the Water Industry Regulator in England and Wales, 
estimate the length of public sewer to be 302 000km with a gross replacement cost of 
£104 billion (approximately 174 billion EUR) (OFWAT, 2000). Under certain 
circumstances, a sewer may completely lose its structural integrity and ‘collapse’. This 
generally results in a cessation of service as much of the sewer’s cross-sectional area 
is lost and the sewer becomes incapable of supporting the surrounding ground.
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, which relate to repair and 
reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered which are 
borne by society as a whole. Such costs may include:
• delays to traffic and pedestrians due to diversions etc;
• disruption of local economic activity;
• flooding of properties;
• loss of amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell; and
• environmental consequences.
Current sewerage rehabilitation strategy in the UK is based on the concept of ‘critical’ 
sewers as defined in the Water Research Centre’s (WRc) Sewerage Rehabilitation 
Manual (WRc, 1994). Critical sewers are usually those for which the costs of 
reconstruction following failure are highest i.e. the consequences of failure, in capital 
terms at least, are greatest. Typically, critical sewers make up around 25% of any 
network. CCTV investigation is targeted at critical sewers, those sewers shown to be 
in an unsatisfactory condition are then programmed for rehabilitation. In this way, 
critical sewers are subject to a pro-active rehabilitation programme. The remaining 
75% of sewers, the non-criticals, are maintained only on a reactive basis. Hence, 
current practice attempts to strike a balance between reactive and proactive 
rehabilitation.
The large number of critical sewers and the relatively high cost of CCTV surveys 
means that frequent re-inspection of all critical sewers is implausible and certainly not 
cost efficient. Therefore, in order to maximise the benefit of proactive rehabilitation, it 
is suggested that CCTV investigation should be prioritised more effectively, being 
directed at those sewers most likely to fail.
This paper describes selected aspects of a Thames Water project, completed in 
collaboration with the University of Surrey, which aimed to identify those factors which 
have most influence on the structural condition of a sewer and it’s likelihood of 
collapse. Two contrasting, but complementary, methods to meet this aim are outlined. 
Firstly a statistical investigation, in the form of a logistic regression analysis, and 
secondly, an Interaction Matrix technique to harness expert views on the sewer 
collapse process. Due to the restriction in paper length, the description of each 
method is concise and more emphasis is placed on the description of the statistical 
investigation due to the fact that results from the Interaction Matrix method have been 
reported in detail elsewhere (Davies eta l, 1999).
2. STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION
As stated above, the aim of the statistical study was to identify those factors which 
have most influence on a sewer’s structural condition. Statistical analysis was 
performed on an extensive data set which combined a number of previously disparate 
data sources.
2.1 Data
Six data sources were used in total, namely; CCTV data, digital soil maps, traffic count 
data, water main burst history data, borehole logs and property age data. The data 
sources were chosen in an attempt to provide information on 33 variables thought to 
influence the structural condition of a sewer. The 33 variables were identified following 
an extensive literature search and consultation with experienced sewerage 
practitioners from Thames Water and the University of Surrey, and have been listed in 
previous papers including Davies et al (1999). In addition to the sources listed above, 
a number of other data sources, including hydraulic models and streetworks records, 
were also considered for use but were rejected following assessments of data quality.
The various data sources were digitally matched using LEAKGAZ, an analytical tool 
written by the Thames Water Corporate Modelling Group. The critical data source for 
LEAKGAZ is the address point data assembled by the Ordnance Survey and the Post 
Office. This data contains a full 7 digit grid reference for every address to which the 
Post Office delivers. This information means that any spatial data can be attached to 
address points, making the matching of soil data (spatially determined) with CCTV 
data (address point determined), possible; for example.
The data set created contains approximately 12 000 records, each record relating to 
an individual manhole to manhole sewer length in the London area. The total length of 
sewer within the sample was 636km. Each record consisted of 1 dependent variable, 
and 18 independent variables. The dependent variable, sewer structural condition, 
was reduced to a binary representation of 1 (failed or failure imminent) or 0 (any other 
condition), the classification being made according to UK industry standard documents 
(WRc, 1994 & WSA/FWR, 1993).
2.2 Logistic regression
The logistic regression model was used for the analysis as the dependent variable, 
sewer condition, is dichotomous, i.e. it takes one of two values, 0 or 1. This technique 
allows the standard linear regression problem to be reconceptualised into trying to 
predict the probability that a particular sewer is in a ‘1’ condition (collapsed or ‘collapse 
imminent’), based on the value of its explanatory variables. A brief description of the 
method is included below, the description focussing on the interpretation of results. 
Collett (1999) provides a detailed guide on the subject of modelling binary data.
Prior to modelling, the probability scale is transformed from the range (0,1) to (-00,00). 
The most common transformation is the logistic transformation, due to the direct 
manner in which the transformed variable may be interpreted. The logistic 
transformation of a condition ‘1’ (i.e. y=1) probability p is ln{p/(1-p)}, which is written as 
logit(p). It can be seen that any value p in the range (0,1) corresponds to a value of 
logit(p) in (-00,00). A linear model is then adopted for the transformed response, a 
procedure which ensures that the fitted probabilities will lie between zero and one 
when back-transformed. Thus, the logistic transform of the failure probability is 
modelled as a linear combination of k  explanatory variables as follows:
logit(pi) = fio + /ftxii + /?2X2i+...+/Lxki
which expresses the fact that the response for the ith observation, yh i = 1, 2 ....11 
977 (11 977 records in the data set) depends linearly on the values of k  explanatory 
variables labelled x1t x2 ... x18 (18 explanatory variables) through unknown parameters 
Po, ^  ... (318. The Method of Maximum Likelihood is used to estimate the unknown 
parameters in an iterative process.
Alternative models for can be compared on the basis of a goodness of fit statistic such 
as the deviance. Compared to a model with fewer terms, the differences in deviance is 
used to measure the extent to which the additional terms in one model improve its 
accuracy of prediction
The most common form of coefficient interpretation is by the use of Odds Ratios 
(ORs). When two sets of binary data are to be compared, a measure of the odds of an 
event happening in one set relative to the other is the odds ratio (\j/). If p 1 and p2 are 
the event probabilities in these two sets of data, then,
_
p iH S - p i )
When the odds of an event in each of the two sets of binary data are identical, vj/ 
equals one. A \\f value of less than 1 would suggest that the odds of an event are 
smaller in the first set of data than in the second, while an odds ratio greater than 1 
indicates that the odds of an event are greater in the first set of data. When statistical 
software is used to carry out the modelling procedure, the standard errors of 
parameter estimates are usually calculated. This allows confidence intervals to be 
derived for the parameters and, hence, for the odds ratios.
The potential association of explanatory variables with the occurrence of sewers in a 
‘failed or failure imminent’ structural condition was assessed by stepwise, forward and 
backward selection methods. Initially, all explanatory terms were included, resulting 
models were compared before discarding any ‘redundant’ or ‘uninformative’ variables. 
Analysis of deviance was then performed on the selected terms to derive parameter 
estimates and their standard errors.
2.3 Brief results and discussion
A stepwise selection method was performed on a model containing all explanatory 
terms, the decision of whether to add or drop a term in the model being made by use 
of both Mallows Cp statistic and the AIC criteria. The same terms were retained when 
using a stepwise method or forward and backward selection methods. Of the 18 
explanatory terms considered, eight were left out of the model as statistically not 
significant in predicting the probability of a sewer being in a collapsed or ‘collapse 
imminent’ condition. The eight terms left out were: sewer depth, root intrusion, 
infiltration, burst history, property age, road classification, goods vehicle flow and total 
vehicle flow.
It was found that the sewer depth variable became uninformative after accounting for 
sewer size. This is not to say that sewer depth is not a significant variable when 
considered on its own, only that what it tells us about the risk of a sewer collapsing is 
also explained by the sewer size variable. Given that small diameter sewers are 
typically buried at shallow depths, this is a reasonable outcome.
The root intrusion, infiltration, burst history and property age terms were also removed 
from the initial model by stepwise selection. In the case of property age, however, the 
fact that the term was only marginally insignificant (p=0.07) meant that some further 
investigation was warranted. The odds ratio analysis in Table 1 showed those sewers 
attached to properties constructed between 1925 and 1949 to be at the highest risk of 
failure.
In addition, road classification was removed by stepwise selection. It is likely that the 
other variables, such as sewer location, provide similar information regarding the risk
of failure, the location variable being marginally more significant than the road 
classification term. Similarly, goods vehicle flow and total vehicle flow were removed 
by stepwise selection, both being marginally less significant than bus flow.
Table 1 Calculated odds ratios for Property Age
Age group Odds ratio 95% Cl
Before 1900 1
1900 - 1924 1.01 0.87, 1.19
1925 - 1949 1.24 1.04, 1.48
1950 - 1974 1.08 0.85, 1.36
1975 - 1999 1.19 0.96, 1.48
Note: Cl = Confidence Intervals
Table 2 shows the results of odds ratio calculations for the 10 terms retained in the 
multivariate model following the stepwise regression described above.
Table 2 Calculated odds ratios for variables incorporated into the final model
Term Levels (for categorical variables) Odds ratio 95% Cl
Debris No debris 1
Debris 10.94 0.73, 17.05
Sewer pipe length <0.9m 1
0.9m- 1.49m 1.19 0.73, 1.93
> 1.49m 0.12 0.06, 0.25
Sewer size 0.996 0.994, 0.998
Sewer use/purpose Combined 1
Foul 1.38 1.06, 1.78
Surface Water 2.15 1.64,2.81
Soil fracture potential Very low 1
Low 1.18 0.11, 12.72
High 0.03 0.001, 1.12
Very high 0.03 0.001, 0.66
High* 0.06 0.002, 1.96
Soil corrosivity Non-aggressive 1
Slightly aggressive 0.52 0.09,3.13
Moderately aggressive 0.66 0.36, 1.20
Highly aggressive 6.26 0.34, 113.76
Very highly aggressive 64.55 3.14, 1327.86
Sewer location Main road - urban 1
Main road - suburban/rural 0.30 0.10,0.91
Light road 0.52 0.22, 1.22
Footpath or verge 0.18 0.04, 0.87
Other 0.73 0.21,2.62
Groundwater regime Around invert 1
Generally below invert 1.95 0.72,5.31
Tidal influence 2.98 1.66,5.35
Indeterminate level 3.69 2.08, 7.17
Sewer material Concrete 1
Clay 0.57 0.25, 1.31
Other 2.69 0.03, 236.41
Bus flow 1.013 1.006, 1.020
Note: Cl = Confidence Intervals
In summary, the statistical analysis has shown that there are a large number of 
variables which are significant in assessing the risk of a sewer collapsing or 
deteriorating to such an extent that collapse is imminent. Although detailed discussion 
of these variables is not possible here, significant risk factors have been shown to 
include:
• sewers containing debris;
• sewers with short individual pipe section lengths;
• smaller diameter sewers (risk decreases with increasing size);
• both surface water and foul sewers when compared with combined sewers;
• sewers in soils of very high fracture potential;
• sewers in very highly aggressive soils;
• sewers beneath urban main roads;
• sewers within areas of tidal groundwater regimes; and
•  sewers beneath roads which are subject to high bus flows.
3. INTERACTION MATRIX (IM) METHOD
As previously mentioned, a detailed description of the IM technique and it’s application 
to the sewer collapse ‘system’ is given by Davies et al (1999). What follows is a very 
brief summary of the technique and it’s application.
3.1 Formation of the matrix
The IM technique was first proposed by Hudson in 1992 as an analytical method to aid 
the understanding of complex rock engineering problems. The major concept 
employed within the IM involves the system being broken down to identify the smaller 
interacting components that make up the whole. The method allows the representation 
of the total system behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters of a problem 
and their interactions.
The basics of the IM are shown in F igu re ! The leading diagonal shows the principal 
parameters of the system (X, Y and Z). The interactions between these parameters 
are shown as off diagonal terms.
Figure 1 Interaction Matrix (Matthews, 1998)
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The first stage in the development of an IM is to decide on the elements which 
comprise the leading diagonal, these are the principal parameters which influence the 
system. Once these elements have been chosen, the next stage is to consider the 
interactions between them and enter these into the matrix. The interaction between 
two primary elements may take various forms from a simple numerical relationship to 
a description of how the two elements relate. It is important to note that off-diagonal 
terms are not necessarily the same in “forward and reverse directions” i.e. the matrix
isn’t necessarily symmetrical. With reference to Figure 1, this would mean that the 
effect of X on Y is not necessarily the same as the effect of Y on X.
The IM method is particularly suited to the problem of sewer collapse because of the 
large number of parameters which may contribute to the collapse system and the 
complex interactions which exist between these parameters. This makes the collapse 
problem difficult to describe and represent using traditional methods. The IM method 
allows these parameter interactions to be displayed and accounted for as sub-systems 
within the overall matrix.
In line with the method explained above, a 33 x 33 IM has been developed which 
attempts to describe the vulnerability of a sewer to collapse; the 33 leading diagonal 
parameters being the same as those described in section 2.1 of this paper.
3.2 Matrix coding and analysis
The off-diagonal boxes were coded to provide a quantitative assessment of the 
subjective views expressed in describing the interactions. This allowed the ‘interaction 
intensity’ and ‘dominance’ of each parameter within the sewer collapse system to be 
evaluated as described below.
The sewer collapse matrix was coded using an ‘expert semi-quantitative’ method 
which assigns numerical values to each off-diagonal box based on the level of 
interaction it represents. Coding values were assigned as follows:
Code Perceived Interaction
0 None
1 Weak
2 Medium
3 Strong
4 Critical
Coding was completed separately by a number of experienced individuals and, 
following discussion, averages taken of the values assigned. In this way the matrix 
coding reflects the knowledge and expertise of the individuals involved.
On inspection, it now becomes apparent that the summation of the assigned values 
along each row of the matrix give an indication of the influence each leading 
parameter has on the rest of the system. Conversely, the summation of the assigned 
values through each column of the matrix represents the influence of the rest of the 
system on that particular parameter. In this way ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ values may be 
determined for each of the leading diagonal parameters within the system. These 
summations may then be used to evaluate the interaction intensity and dominance of 
each of the leading diagonal parameters as follows:
Interaction Intensity = CAUSE VALUE + EFFECT VALUE
A high value would indicate a parameter that both affects the rest of the parameters 
and is affected by the rest of the parameters, such a parameter would play an 
important part within the system. A low value would indicate a parameter that has little 
influence within the system as it does not affect the other parameters or become 
affected by the other parameters.
Parameter Dominance = CAUSE VALUE - EFFECT VALUE
A high dominance value would indicate a parameter that has a large effect on the rest 
of the system without the rest of the system having much of an effect on it. Such a
parameter would be termed ‘dominant’ and will have a significant effect on the rest of 
the system if changed. Despite this, these parameters are not necessarily interactive 
and their role is limited by the fact that as the system changes they may not be 
affected and therefore may not play a significant role in the system’s progression. A 
low dominance value would indicate a parameter that is greatly affected by the rest of 
the system without itself having much of an effect on the other parameters, such a 
parameter would be termed ‘subordinate’.
Interaction Intensity and Dominance scores have been calculated for each parameter 
and expressed as percentage values of the total matrix scores. This allows the values 
to be related to the system as a whole. For practical purposes it was found useful to 
band the parameters into groups of primary, secondary and tertiary influence to 
describe their level of impact within the collapse system. Further details of the 
parameter scoring and banding process is given by Davies et al (1999).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The investigations described within this paper will provide important information 
regarding the characteristics of those sewers most at risk to structural failure. The 
more objective, but data quality sensitive, statistical investigation and expert based, 
but subjective, Interaction Matrix method compliment each other well in providing a 
useful basis for carrying out a critical and structured assessment of the factors 
affecting the risk of sewer collapse.
Studies of this type may well form the first steps towards the formulation of a formal 
risk models for sewer assets. Further work concerning the viability of the formation of 
a predictive model will assist in identifying the future data gathering exercises 
necessary if sewer degradation and failure are to be better understood and sewerage 
rehabilitation is to be directed more effectively.
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8 Abstract
9 This paper describes a statistical analysis of the structural condition of rigid sewer pipes. The aim of the study was to identify the
10 factors that have most influence on a sewer’s structural condition. A statistical investigation, in the form of a logistic regression
11 analysis, was performed on an extensive data set that combined a number of previously disparate data sources. The study would
12 suggest that there are a large number of variables which are significant in assessing the risk of a sewer collapsing or deteriorating to
13 such an extent that collapse is likely. The analysis described contributes significantly to the small amount of work of this nature
14 previously completed. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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16 1. Introduction
17 The UK has the oldest and most complete sewerage
18 system in the world (Clegg, Eadon, & Fiddes, 1989).
19 OFWAT, the Water Industry Regulator in England and
20 Wales, estimate the length of public sewer to be some
21 302,000 km with a gross replacement cost of £104 billion
22 (OFWAT, 2000). Over 90% of this network is made up
23 of pipes considered as being made of ‘rigid’ materials
24 (Read & Vickridge, 1997). BS EN 1295-1 (1997) classi-
25 fies pipes of different materials according to the strength
26 criterion required to be proven in testing, or otherwise
27 established for use in design. Thus, pipes whose strength
28 is established in crushing tests are classified as rigid.
29 Clay, concrete and reinforced concrete pipes are in-
30 variably classified as rigid, while asbestos cement pipes
31 which also have specified minimum crushing strengths
32 are normally regarded as rigid. In addition to rigid
33 pipes, two further classifications of ‘semi-rigid’ and
34 ‘flexible’ also exist, examples of which are ductile iron
35 and plastics, respectively. The structural behaviour of
36 such pipes varies considerably from that of a rigid pipe.
37 Water companies in England and Wales currently
38 spend approximately £230 million per annum on sewer
’ Corresponding author, Tel.: +44-118-923-6282; fax: +44-118-923- 
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maintenance. Around £150 million of this is infrastruc- 39
ture renewals expenditure, this is planned spending on 40
replacing larger sections of the network. The remaining 41
£80 million is operating expenditure, encompassing re- 42
active and planned maintenance (OFWAT, 1998). In 43
1984, the Water Research Centre (WRc), estimated that 44
around 5000 collapses occurred annually in the UK 45
(Cullen, 1982). Information from OFWAT suggests that 46
there is no evidence of an increase in the number of 47
sewer collapses over the last 15 years (OFWAT, 1998) 48
and that the collapse trend is reasonably stable (OF- 49
WAT, 2000). These statements indicate that the figure of 50
5000 collapses per annum remains reasonably accurate 51
today. 52
In 1984, following a £10 million investment pro- 53
gramme, the WRc produced the first edition of the 54
Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (SRM). This was the 55
first coherent attempt to lay down procedures for the 56
assessment and grading of sewers according to their 57
importance and structural condition. The current, 3rd 58
edition of SRM as published in 1994 forms the basis for 59
current UK sewerage practice with respect to sewerage 60
planning and rehabilitation. 61
The sewerage rehabilitation strategy outlined in SRM 62
III is based on the concept of ‘critical’ sewers. Critical 63
sewers are typically those for which the costs of recon- 64
struction following failure are highest i.e. the conse- 65
quences of failure, in capital terms at least, are greatest. 66
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67 Typically, critical sewers make up around 25% of the
68 network and have one or more of the following char-
69 acteristics (WRc Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual,
70 1994):
• above average depth;
• bad ground and/or high water table;
• brick or stone construction;
• man entry size;
• close proximity to buildings or major underground 
76 services.
77 CCTV investigation is targeted at critical sewers,
78 those sewers shown to be in an unsatisfactory condition
79 are then considered for rehabilitation. In this way,
80 critical sewers are subject to a pro-active rehabilitation
81 programme. The remaining 75% of sewers, the non-
82 criticals, are maintained only on a reactive basis. Hence,
83 current practice attempts to strike a balance between
84 reactive and proactive rehabilitation.
85 The large number of critical sewers and the relatively
86 high cost of CCTV surveys means that frequent re-in-
87 spection of all critical sewers is implausible and certainly
88 not cost-effective. Therefore, in order to maximise the
89 benefit of proactive rehabilitation, it is suggested that
90 CCTV investigation should be directed at those critical
91 sewers most likely to fail.
92 This paper describes a statistical analysis of the
93 structural condition of rigid sewer pipes. The aim of the
94 study was to identify those factors which have most
95 influence on a sewer’s structural condition. Statistical
96 analysis was performed on an extensive data set which
97 combined a number of previously disparate data sour-
98 ces.
99 2. Data sources and variables supported
100 2.1. Identification o f data sources
101 An extensive literature search and consultation with
102 experienced sewerage practitioners from Thames Water
103 and the University of Surrey led to the identification of
104 33 parameters that were thought to exert an influence on
105 the likelihood of a sewer failing structurally. The 33
106 parameters have been listed in previous papers including
107 Davies, Whiter, Clarke, Ockleston, and Cunningham
108 (1999) and include:
• sewer size,
• sewer depth,
• age of sewer,
• sewer material,
• root interference,
• joint type,
• ground movement,
• GW regime.
117 An investigation of data sources was completed
118 which aimed to recognise sources which would support
the variables identified by the literature review and 119
consultation process. 120
2.2. Descriptions o f data sources 121
The major sources of data considered for the analysis 122
are briefly described below. 123
2.2.1. CCTV data 124
Internal inspections of sewers are made to collect 125
information on a sewer’s appearance; this information 126
being used to assess the sewer’s structural condition and 127
other aspects of its general performance. The vast ma- 128
jority of sewers are of a size that makes safe human 129
entry impossible and hence sewer surveys are mostly 130
conducted by use of CCTV. Such surveys are generally 131
completed in broad accordance with the Water Services 132
Association/Foundation for Water Research WSA/ 133
FWR (1994). A national standard for defect coding is 134
provided by the WSA/FWR (1993); surveyors being 135
required to hold a specialist sewer survey qualification. 136 
Records of CCTV surveys contain two types of in- 137
formation: ‘header’ data and ‘condition’ data. Header 138
data describe the location of the sewer being surveyed, 139
the time and date of the survey and record the identity 140
of the surveyor. A number of particulars concerning the 141
sewer’s construction features are also recorded such as 142
the sewer depth, size and material. The condition data 143
are used to describe defects, features and general ob- 144
servations which are recorded by the surveyor as the 145
CCTV camera moves along the sewer length. Some 66 146
codes are used as shorthand for any defects present. The 147
recording of such information allows each sewer length 148
to be assigned a structural condition grading based on 149
the defects recorded, their extent and their positions 150
within the sewer. The procedure for determining a 151
structural condition grade is detailed in the WRc Sew- 152
erage Rehabilitation Manual (1994) and provides for 153
assigning a grade ranging from (1), to a sewer with no 154
structural defects, and (5), for a sewer length that is in a 155
‘collapsed or collapse imminent’ condition (WRc Sew- 156
erage Rehabilitation Manual, 1994). 157
2.2.2. Soil maps 158
Digitised soil maps, obtained under licence from the 159
Soil Survey and Land Research Centre (SSLRC) at 160
Cranfield University, were used to provide information 161
regarding soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity. 162
These data for the Thames Water London supply area 163
are based on a 100 m x 100 m resolution raster data set 164
derived from the 1:250,000 National Soil Map Sheet 6, 165
South-East England which identifies soil type. Soil 166
fracture potential is classified into one of eight bands 167
ranging from ‘Very Low’ to ‘High* (Alluvial)’ the 168
banding assigned depending on the potential for damage 169
being caused by variations in moisture content. Soil 170
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171 corrosivity potential is also classified into one of eight
172 bands ranging from ‘Non-Aggressive’ to ‘Very Highly
173 Aggressive’, depending on a number of factors including
174 soil moisture content, soil acidity, soil aeration, soluble
175 salt concentration and electrical resistivity.
176 2.2.3. Traffic data
111 Traffic data, purchased from the London Research
178 Centre (LRC), by Thames Water in 1995 amalgamate
179 traffic information as collected by individual London
180 Boroughs. The data provide total vehicle counts, goods
181 vehicle counts, bus counts and road classifications for all
182 the major routes in the London area, all data relating to
183 1991.
184 2.2.4. Burst water main database
185 The Thames Water burst water main database con-
186 sists of information collected on site by contractors who
187 make repairs following a burst incident. The database is
188 updated on a daily basis and contains records dating
189 back to July 1990. Records within the database include
190 geographical information, which allows the effects of
191 bursts and subsequent surface openings and repairs on
192 the structural integrity of nearby sewers to be investi-
193 gated within the overall analysis.
194 2.2.5. Borehole logs
195 The Geotechnical division of Thames Water Site
196 Services maintains a record of borehole logs from the
197 Thames Water region. Boreholes are generally sunk as
198 part of site investigations which precede construction
199 works such as major infrastructure schemes or treatment
200 plants. This data source contains approximately 50,000
201 borehole logs in total and provides useful information
202 concerning local groundwater levels and regimes. Due to
203 the format and vast volume of the borehole data, an
204 assessment of groundwater level was made on a local
205 authority by local authority basis. The ground water
206 level is related to the depth of sewers, which are gener-
207 ally constructed at depths of between 1 and 6 m below
208 the surface.
209 2.2.6. Property age data
210 The age of a particular sewer may be approximated
211 from the age of the buildings which the sewer services. It
212 is a plausible assumption that from the early 20th cen-
213 tury onwards, development of new buildings was mir-
214 rored by the development of sewers to serve them.
215 Original building age, for all streets in London, has been
216 estimated by the Thames Water Corporate Modelling
217 Group by tracing the development of London A-Z maps
218 from the mid-19th century onwards to create age con-
219 tours. Ages intermediate to the contours being inferred
220 by assuming linear development in years intervening the
221 contours and interpolating on the basis of the distance
between the two age contours; eight maps being used to 222 
chart London’s development over the last century. 223
2.2.7. Sewer collapse records 224
Thames Water maintain records of sewer collapse 225
incidents dating back to privatisation in 1989. These 226
records contain information regarding the location and 227
date of a collapse as well as a number of specifics con- 228
ceming the characteristics of the collapsed sewer and the 229
surrounding environment. 230
2.2.8. Hydraulic models 231
The Thames Water Wastewater Modelling Group 232
has developed hydraulic models for practically all 233
catchments in the region; such models being capable of 234
identifying which sewers are most liable to surcharge. 235
2.2.9. Streetworks records 236
Local authority offices are required to maintain re- 237
cords of surface openings by utility operators. Such re- 238
cords are obviously of use in investigating the effects of 239
surface and ground disturbance due to maintenance 240
works, etc. 241
2.3. Data quality 242
The quality of each data source was assessed in ac- 243
cordance with the characteristics set out by Orli (1996) 244
which are reproduced below. 245
Accuracy 246
1. The measure or degree of agreement between a data 247
value (or set of values) and a source assumed to be 248
correct. 249
2. A qualitative assessment of freedom from error. 250
Completeness 251
1. The degree to which values are present in the attri- 252
butes that require them 253
Consistency 254
1. Data are maintained so they are free from variation 255
or contradiction. 256
2. The measure of the degree to which a set of data sat- 257
isfies a set of constraints. 258
Timeliness 259
1. The extent to which a data item or multiple items are 260
provided at the time required or specified. 261
2. A synonym for currency, the degree to which speci- 262
fied values are up to date. 263
Uniqueness 264
1. The ability to establish the uniqueness of a data re- 265
cord (and key data values). 266
Validity 267
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268 1. The quality of the maintained data is rigorous en-
269 ough to satisfy the acceptance requirements of the
270 classification criteria.
271 2. A condition where the data values pass all edits for 
272 acceptability, producing desired results.
273 All nine data sources were assessed for quality ac-
274 cording to these characteristics. This analysis resulted in
275 the sewer collapse records, hydraulic models and
276 streetworks records not being utilised further. The col-
277 lapse records were found to be of unacceptable quality
278 in terms of accuracy, completeness and consistency. The
279 records are maintained primarily for the purpose of re-
280 porting annual collapse numbers, and are fit for this
281 purpose. However, the more detailed, technical infor-
282 mation recorded has not always been subject to exten-
283 sive scrutiny. The hydraulic models were found to be
284 unacceptable in terms of completeness, models only
285 being comprehensive for the larger sewers within the
286 network. Local authority maintained streetworks re-
287 cords were found to be unacceptable in terms of com-
288 pleteness and consistency, different local authorities
289 recording different parameters in various formats. Al-
290 though three data sources were discarded it should be
291 remembered that their quality was assessed only in terms
292 of this particular statistical investigation and, therefore,
293 this does not reflect on their quality when used for other
294 purposes.
295 For the remaining six data sources, the main concerns
296 regarding data quality surrounded the issues of accu-
297 racy, timeliness and consistency. In theory at least, the
298 accuracy of all sources could be improved; for example,
299 soil maps could be reproduced on a more detailed scale.
300 Accuracy within sources is also subject to variation; for
301 example, the large and varied number of variables sup-
302 ported by CCTV data means some variables are iden-
303 tified with more confidence than others. Another issue
304 affecting more than one data source is that of timeliness,
305 an example being traffic data which refer to a specific
306 date and, therefore, only a brief snapshot in a sewer’s
307 lifespan. The issue of data consistency was apparent in
308 all sources which rely on human influence, for instance,
309 CCTV surveys are liable to minor variation depending
310 on the personnel who complete the survey.
311 It is important to note, however, that quality data do
312 not necessarily mean perfect data and in any data
313 gathering exercise and subsequent analysis a balance has
314 to be struck between data quality and data manage-
315 ability. For the purpose of this broad statistical analysis
316 it was thought that the six data sources utilised provided
317 information which was of an appropriate quality.
318 2.4. Data matching
319 The CCTV data were the reference point to which all
320 other data sources were matched. The road name, place
and local authority information contained within CCTV 321 
records was sufficient to allow all variables from the 322
other data sources to be cross-referenced back to the 323
information provided by the CCTV survey. 324
The soil map, traffic, burst water main and property 325
age data were all matched to the corresponding CCTV 326
record using GAZLEAK, an analytical tool written by 327
Thames Water Corporate Modelling Group as part of 328
the Network Asset Performance and Strategy Project for 329
the Technical Directorate. The critical data source for 330
GAZLEAK is the Address Point data assembled by the 331 
Ordnance Survey and the Post Office. These data con- 332
tain a full seven digit grid reference for every address to 333
which the Post Office delivers. This information means 334
that any spatial data can be attached to address points, 335
making the matching of soil map, traffic, burst water 336
main and property age data to CCTV records possible. 337
The remaining data source, the borehole log, was at- 338
tached to CCTV records on a local authority by local 339
authority basis. As both the borehole records and the 340
CCTV records contained a local authority reference this 341
was a relatively simple process. 342
2.5. Summary o f data content 343
The data set contained approximately 12,000 records, 344
each record relating to an individual manhole to man- 345
hole sewer length. The content of the data was analysed 346
in detail to ensure that the sample was reasonably rep- 347
resentative of the asset stock as a whole. The total length 348
of sewer within the sample was 636 km. Table 1 de- 349
scribes the data content in terms of the variable types 350
and data sources. The dependent variable for the anal- 351
ysis was sewer structural condition. The standard 352
structural condition grading (of five categories) as de- 353
scribed by the WRc Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual 354
(1994), was reduced to a binary variable where 1 rep- 355
resents a sewer in grade 5 condition (‘collapsed or col- 356
lapse imminent’) and 0 represents a sewer in any other 357
(less severe) condition. This was done to overcome 358
concerns relating to survey repeatability and to isolate 359
those sewers in the poorest condition. 360
Table 1 lists 18 ‘explanatory’ terms as compared to 361
the 33 initially identified as potentially important. This 362
reflects the difficulties encountered in providing data of a 363
quality fit for the purpose of a statistical analysis of this 364
nature. 365
3. Statistical method 366
3.1. Logistic regression 367
The logistic regression model was used for the anal- 368
ysis as the dependent variable, sewer condition, is di- 369
chotomous, i.e. it takes one of two values, 0 or 1. This 370
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Table 1
Summary of explanatory variables
Variable Variable type Levels (for categorical variables) Data source
Sewer condition Nominal categorical 0 =  Grade 1/2/3/4
1 — Grade 5
CCTV
Sewer depth Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer use/purpose Nominal categorical 0 =  Combined
1 =  Foul
2 =  Surface water
CCTV
Sewer size Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer material Nominal categorical 0 =  Concrete
1 =  Clay
2 =  Other
CCTV
Sewer pipe length Ordinal categorical 0=  <0.9 m 
1=  0.9-1.49 m 
2=  >1.49 m
CCTV
Sewer location Nominal categorical 0 — Main road -  urban
1 =  Main road -  suburban/rural
2 =  Light road
3 =  Footpath or verge
4 =  Other
CCTV
Root intrusion Nominal categorical 0 =  No root intrusion
1 =  Root intrusion (fine, mass or tap)
CCTV
Infiltration Nominal categorical 0 = No infiltration
1 =  Infiltration (dripper, seeper, runner or gusher)
CCTV
Debris Nominal categorical 0 = No debris
1 =  Debris (grease or silt)
CCTV
CCTV
Soil fracture potential Ordinal categorical 0 - Very low
1 = Low
2 =  Moderate
3 =  High
4 = Very High
5 =  High* (alluvial)
Digital soil maps
Soil corrosivity Ordinal categorical 0 =  Non-aggressive
1 =  Slightly aggressive
2 =  Moderately aggressive
3 =  Highly aggressive
4 =  Very Highly aggressive
Digital soil maps
Goods vehicle flow Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Vehicle flow Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Bus flow Discrete quantitative LRC traffic data
Road classification Nominal categorical 0 — ‘A ’ road
1 - ‘B’ road 
2-Unclassified
LRC traffic data
Burst history Continuous quantitative Burst database
GW regime Nominal categorical 0 =  In vicinity of invert
1 =  Generally below invert
2 =  Indeterminate
3 — Tidal influence
TW borehole log
Property age Ordinal categorical 0 =  Before 1900 
1=1900-1924
2 =  1925-1949
3 =  1950-1974
4 =  1975-1999
Property age data
371 technique allows the standard linear regression problem
372 to be reconceptualised into trying to predict the proba-
373 bility that a particular sewer is in a Grade 5 (G5) con-
374 dition, based on the value of its explanatory variables
375 (see Table 1). A brief description of the method is in-
376 eluded below, the description focussing on the inter­
pretation of results. Collet (1999) provides a detailed 377 
guide on the subject of modelling binary data. 378
Prior to modelling, the probability of G5 scale is 379
transformed from the range (0,1) to (—0 0 , 0 0 ). The 380
most common transformation is the logistic transfor- 381
mation, due to the direct manner in which the trans- 382
formed variable may be interpreted. The logistic 383
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384 transformation of a G5 sewer (i.e., y  =  1) probability p
385 is ln{/?/( 1 — p )} , which is written as logit(p). It can be
386 seen that any value p  in the range (0,1) corresponds to a
387 value of logit(p) in (—0 0 , 0 0 ). A linear model is then
388 adopted for the transformed response, a procedure
389 which ensures that the fitted probabilities will lie be-
390 tween zero and one when back-transformed. Thus, the
391 logistic transform of the failure probability is modelled
392 as a linear combination of k  explanatory variables as
393 follows:
l O g i t ( P i )  =  A )  +  P l x l i  +  Plx2i  4 ------------^ PkXkii
395 which expresses the fact that the response for the z'th
396 observation, yh i =  1,2..  .11,977 (11,977 records in the
397 data set) depends linearly on the values of k  explanatory
398 variables labelled xi,x2, . . .  ,xi8 (18 explanatory vari-
399 ables) through unknown parameters /J0, , /?18.
400 Although the response transformation resolves the
401 problem concerning the range of fitted probabilities, the
402 ordinary least squares method can no longer be used to
403 estimate the parameters. Instead, the method of maxi-
404 mum likelihood is used and parameters are estimated
405 iteratively.
406 Alternative models can be compared on the basis of a
407 goodness of fit statistic such as the deviance. Compared
408 to a model with fewer terms, the differences in deviance
409 are used to measure the extent to which the additional
410 terms in one model improve its accuracy of prediction.
411 The most common form of coefficient interpretation
412 is by the use of odds ratios (ORs). When two sets of
413 binary data are to be compared, a measure of the odds
414 of an event happening in one set relative to the other is
415 the odds ratio (\p).  If p\ andp2 are the event probabilities
416 in these two sets of data, then
Pi/(! -p : )  •
P i ! (1 P 2 ) '
418 When the odds of an event in each of the two sets of
419 binary data are identical, ^ equals one. A f  value of less
420 than 1 would suggest that the odds of an event are
421 smaller in the first set of data than in the second, while
422 an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that the odds of an
423 event are greater in the first set of data. For example,
424 suppose the odds of owning a car are 0.50 for men and
425 0.75 for women, then the odds ratio for women to men is
426 1.5. Thus women are 1.5 times, or 50% more likely, to
427 own a car than men.
428 When statistical software is used to carry outthe
429 modelling procedure, the standard errors of parameter
430 estimates are usually calculated. This allows confidence
431 intervals to be derived for the parameters and, hence, for
432 the odds ratios.
3.2. Method used for this analysis 433
The potential association of explanatory variables 434
with the occurrence of sewers in a ‘failed or failure im- 435
minent’ structural condition was assessed by stepwise, 436
forward and backward selection methods. Initially, all 437
explanatory terms were included, resulting models were 438
compared before discarding any ‘redundant’ or ‘unin- 439
formative’ variables. Analysis of deviance was then 440
performed on the selected terms to derive parameter 441
estimates and their standard errors. 442
4. Results and discussion 443
4.1. Brief results 444
A stepwise selection method was performed on a 445
model containing all explanatory terms, the decision of 446
whether to add or drop a term in the model being made 447
by use of both Mallows Cp statistic and the AIC criteria. 448
The same terms were retained when using a stepwise 449
method or forward and backward selection methods. Of 450
the 18 explanatory terms considered, eight were left out 451
of the model as statistically not significant in predicting 452
the probability of a sewer being in a collapsed or ‘col- 453
lapse imminent’ condition, these were: sewer depth, root 454
intrusion, infiltration, burst history, property age, road 455
classification, goods vehicle flow and total vehicle flow. 456
The 10 remaining terms are shown in Table 2. 457
4.2. Terms removed 458
It was found that the sewer depth variable became 459
uninformative after accounting for sewer size. This is 460
not to say that sewer depth is not a significant variable 461
when considered on its own, only that what it tells us 462
about the risk of G5 condition is also explained by the 463
sewer size variable. Given that small diameter sewers are 464
Table 2
Analysis of deviance results for the 10 terms selected by the stepwise 
method
Variable/factor Change in 
deviance
Degrees 
of freedom
P
Debris 381.68 1 <0.01
Sewer pipe length 257.88 2 <0.01
Sewer size 137.20 1 <0.01
Sewer use 85.36 2 <0.01
Soil fracture potential 83.17 4 <0.01
Soil corrosivity 29.76 4 <0.01
Sewer location code 39.38 4 <0.01
GW regime 12.87 3 <0.01
Sewer material 7.70 2 0.02
Bus flow 12.35 1 <0.01
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Table 3
Calculated odds ratios for property age
Age group Odds ratio 95% Cl
Before 1900 1
1900-1924 1.01 0.87, 0.19
1925-1949 1.24 1.04, 1.48
1950-1974 1.08 0.85, 1.36
1975-1999 1.19 0.96, 1.48
Note: Cl -  confidence intervals.
465 typically buried at shallow depths, this is a reasonable
466 outcome.
467 The root intrusion, infiltration, burst history and
468 property age terms were also removed from the initial
469 model by stepwise selection. In the case of property age,
470 however, the fact that the term was only marginally
471 insignificant {p — 0.07) meant that some further inves-
472 tigation was warranted. The odds ratio analysis in Table
473 3 showed those sewers attached to properties con-
474 structed between 1925 and 1949 to be at the highest risk
475 of failure.
Table 4
Calculated odds ratios for variables incorporated into the final model
In addition, road classification was removed by 476
stepwise selection. It is likely that the other variables, 477
such as sewer location, provide similar information re- 478
garding the risk of failure, the location variable being 479
marginally more significant than the road classification 480
term. Similarly, goods vehicle flow and total vehicle flow 481
were removed by stepwise selection, both being mar- 482
ginally less significant than bus flow. 483
4.3. Odds ratio interpretation for the explanatory terms 484
retained in the model 485
Table 4 shows the results of odds ratio calculations 486
for the 10 terms retained in the multivariate model fol- 487
lowing the stepwise regression described above. The 488
interpretation and discussion of results which follow is 489
restricted to what are perceived to be the major issues 490
apparent. 491
4.3.1. Debris 492
The presence of debris within a sewer would seem- 493
ingly significantly increase the risk of a length falling 494
into a G5 condition. However, the presence of debris 495
Term Levels (for categorical variables) Odds ratio 95% Cl
Debris No debris 1
Debris 10.94 0.73, 17.05
Sewer pipe length < 0.9 m 1
0.9-1.49 m 1.19 0.73, 1.93
> 1.49 m 0.12 0.06, 0.25
Sewer size 0.996 0.994, 0.998
Sewer use/purpose Combined 1
Foul 1.38 1.06, 1.78
Surface water 2.15 1.64, 2.81
Soil fracture potential Very low 1
Low 1.18 0.11, 12.72
High 0.03 0.001, 1.12
Very high 0.03 0.001, 0.66
High* 0.06 0.002, 1.96
Soil corrosivity Non-aggressive 1
Slightly aggressive 0.52 0.09, 3.13
Moderately aggressive 0.66 0.36, 1.20
Highly aggressive 6.26 0.34, 113.76
Very highly aggressive 64.55 3.14, 1327.86
Sewer location Main road -  urban 1
Main road -  suburban/rural 0.30 0.10, 0.91
Light road 0.52 0.22, 1.22
Footpath or verge 0.18 0.04, 0.87
Other 0.73 0.21, 2.62
Groundwater regime Around invert 1
Generally below invert 1.95 0.72, 5.31
Tidal influence 2.98 1.66, 5.35
Indeterminate level 3.69 2.08, 7.17
Sewer material Concrete 1
Clay 0.57 0.25, 1.31
Other 2.69 0.03, 236.41
Bus flow 1.013 1.006, 1.020
Note: Cl -  confidence intervals.
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496 may be as a result of a sewer being in poor structural
497 condition and not necessarily a cause. It is also the case
498 that a sewer may be cleaned, usually by jetting, prior to
499 the CCTV survey taking place, which obviously affects
500 the data relevance.
501 4.3.2. Sewer pipe length
502 Risk of G5 condition for sewers with individual pipe
503 section lengths of 0.9-1.49 m was not found to be sig-
504 nificantly different to that of pipe lengths <0.9 m.
505 However, sewer pipes of length > 1.49 m were clearly at a
506 lower risk than either of the other two pipe lengths,
507 being at least 4 times (1/0.25) less likely to be in a G5
508 condition than a pipe of length <0.9 m. Fenner (1990)
509 reported that infiltration to a sewer is most likely
510 through a pipe joint and, given certain conditions, it has
511 been widely reported that infiltration can result in the
512 movement of soil into a sewer and a lack of support
513 leading to structural instability. Longer individual sewer
514 pipes means that the number of joints per unit length of
515 sewer is reduced, the risk of infiltration and this mode of
516 structural degradation is, therefore, also reduced. It may
517 also be true that longer individual pipes mean that mi-
518 nor inconsistencies in the bedding material, e.g. voids
519 are more easily bridged. This is reflected in the signifi-
520 cantly lower risk of G5 condition for sewers with pipe
521 sections over 1.49 m long, but not in the comparison of
522 pipes of length 0.9-1.49 m to pipes of length less than
523 0.9 m. This evidence would seem to support the move, in
524 relatively recent years, towards pipe lengths in excess of
525 1.5 m.
526 4.3.3. Sewer size
527 The odds ratio calculated for the sewer size variable
528 shows that the risk of G5 condition decreased signifi-
529 cantly with increasing diameter, i.e. larger sewers were at
530 a lower risk than small ones. It is important to note that
531 the odds ratio calculated relates to a 1mm size change,
532 therefore, a 1mm increase in diameter led to a reduction
533 of around 0.4% in the risk of G5 condition. This may be
534 partly due to the fact that the structural design of rigid
535 sewer pipes is restricted, in practice, to the cross-section
536 of the pipes and the ring or crushing stress experienced.
537 However, pipelines experience not only transverse
538 loadings but also longitudinal loadings which produce
539 beam bending. Although longitudinal bending stresses
540 increase with increasing pipe diameter, they do so at a
541 slower rate than the increase in the pipe’s section mod-
542 ulus, failure of pipes ‘in beam’ is therefore generally
543 restricted to pipes of 300 mm diameter and smaller
544 (Young & O’Reilly, 1983). Smaller pipes may therefore,
545 be at a greater risk of overall failure due to the intro-
546 duction of a separate failure mechanism. It may also be
547 the case that larger sewers are laid with more care and
548 precision by more experienced personnel who are sub-
549 ject to a greater level of supervision.
4.3.4. Sewer use!purpose 550
Both foul and surface water (SW) sewers showed an 551
increased risk of a G5 condition compared to combined 552
sewers, the risk for an SW sewer being at least 1.64 times 553
that for a combined sewer. There are a number of pos- 554
sible reasons for this, the most likely being that a pro- 555
portion of SW sewers have their origins as piped 556
watercourses, the piping often not being ‘engineered’ but 557
having evolved over time as landowners modified the 558
drainage system. It is also the case that in the past SW 559
sewers were thought of as less important than other 560
sewer types and the standard of workmanship employed 561
in their construction may have reflected this. 562
4.3.5. Soil fracture potential 563
Sewers within soils with a ‘very high’ fracture po- 564
tential were found to be at a significantly lower risk of a 565
G5 condition than sewers constructed within other soils, 566
at least 1.5 times lower (1/0.66) than those in a ‘very low’ 567
fracture potential soil. There were no significant differ- 568
ences between the other soil categories as the 95% con- 569
fidence intervals for the odds ratios contained 1. It 570
should be remembered, however, that the vast majority 571
of sewers are constructed in trenches which are subse- 572
quently filled and, therefore, the background soil type 573
does not necessarily reflect the type of ground in im- 574
mediate proximity to the sewer. This goes some way to 575
explaining the wide ranging confidence intervals calcu- 576
lated for each soil division. Despite this, the statistical 577
outcome does partially support the advice given in the 578
WRc Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (1994). The 579
SRM states that, with the exception of sewers con- 580
structed by tunnelling in clay, those constructed in me- 581
dium to high plasticity clays are least susceptible to 582
ground loss and the associated cycle of structural dam- 583
age and further ground loss. Clay soils typically have a 584
high or very high fracture potential. 585
4.3.6. Soil corrosivity 586
Sewers within soils with a very high corrosivity rating 587
were at a significantly higher risk of a G5 condition than 588
sewers within non-corrosive, slightly corrosive or mod- 589
erately corrosive soils. Once again the wide ranging 590
confidence intervals may be at least partially attributed 591
to the uncertainty over trench fill materials. Clay sewer 592
pipes, which make up 78% (by length) of the data set, 593
are generally thought of as providing excellent corrosion 594
protection, clay being an inert material (WSA/FWR, 595
1993a). Since concrete pipes, however, are made from 596
cementitious materials they can suffer attack if exposed 597
to acidic or sulphate bearing soils under certain condi- 598
tions. Sewer jointing materials may also be vulnerable to 599
specific forms of attack from highly corrosive soils; the 600
rubber seals commonly used to form modern flexible 601
joints in both clay and concrete pipes being more vul- 602
nerable to attack than the pipe material itself. Other 603
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604 joint materials used in the past that may be particularly
605 vulnerable to attack include tarred yam, bituminous
606 compositions and cement.
607 4.3.7. Sewer location
608 The calculation of odds ratios for sewer location
609 showed that sewers located beneath suburban/rural
610 main roads and footpaths were at a significantly lower
611 risk of G5 condition than those located beneath urban
612 main roads. There was no significant difference in risk
613 for sewers located beneath urban main roads, light
614 roads and ‘other’ locations. The difference in risk be-
615 tween sewers beneath urban main roads and suburban/
616 rural main roads may be due to the more significant
617 traffic loadings to which urban main roads are likely to
618 be subjects. They are also liable to more surface open-
619 ings and general disturbances. Sewers located beneath
620 footpaths are likely to experience only minimal surface
621 loadings and disturbances in comparison. Interestingly
622 though, there was no significant difference in risk for
623 sewers located beneath light roads when compared to
624 sewers located beneath urban main roads. This may
625 reflect the general lower standard of specification and
626 construction for light roads when compared to urban
627 main roads, thus affecting the load spreading properties
628 of the road surface.
629 4.3.8. Groundwater regime
630 Sewers located in areas subject to a tidal groundwater
631 (GW) regime were found to be at a significantly higher
632 risk of failure than sewers located in an area where the
633 GW level was around sewer level. The availability of
634 groundwater at or above sewer level can lead to the loss
635 of soil into the sewer with infiltration via a defect, the
636 formation of voids and a subsequent lack of sewer
637 support leading to structural problems. A tidal GW
638 regime may mean that any voids formed are subjected to
639 periodic flooding which, in a cohesive soil, may result in
640 a reduction in the soil’s cohesive strength and the pos-
641 sibility of the void growing as the surrounding soil
642 progressively collapses, the loose soil being washed into
643 the sewer as the GW level retreats. As the groundwater
644 level rises again, the cycle of wetting and the reduction
645 in cohesive strength will begin again. In non-plastic
646 soils, the tidal groundwater regime may destroy the
647 capillary suctions and negative pore water pressures
648 (Rogers, 1986) that maintain the void, resulting in the
649 void expanding as the soil progressively collapses. Per-
650 haps surprisingly, there was no significant difference in
651 the risk of G5 condition for sewers located in areas
652 where the groundwater level was below sewer level in
653 comparison with sewers located in areas where
654 groundwater level was around sewer level. It may be
655 that this distinction is too fine due to variability in sewer
656 depths or that a reasonable head of groundwater above
657 sewer level is required for the cycle of infiltration and
soil loss to commence. It is also surprising that there is a 658
significant increase in risk for sewers located in a zone of 659
indeterminate groundwater level compared to those 660
where groundwater level was around sewer level. 661
4.3.9. Sewer material 662
There is no significant difference in the risk of failure 663
for the three material types identified. For ‘other’ ma- 664
terials the low number of records has resulted in very 665
wide confidence intervals. 666
4.3.10. Bus flow 667
The odds ratios calculated for bus flow showed that 668
the risk of a G5 condition increased with the number of 669
buses (per hour) that pass over a sewer. It is important 670
to note that the odds ratio relates to an increase of 1 bus 671
per hour, therefore, a 1 bus/h increase leads to a corre- 672
sponding increased risk, of G5 condition, of around 673 
1.4% (minimum 0.6% increase). Of the three traffic 674
count variables investigated (total vehicle count and 675
goods vehicle count being the other two) bus count 676
proved the most informative. Whilst increases in vehicle 677 
count and goods vehicle count were found to be asso- 678
ciated with an increased risk of a G5 condition, both 679
variables became uninformative once bus count was 680
accounted for. This is probably due to the fact that bus 681
routes reflect the general movement of the population, 682
thereby providing similar information to the full vehicle 683
count, and are of significant weight, thereby providing 684
similar information to the goods vehicle count. It is also 685
true that, while buses make use of main urban and inter- 686
urban traffic arteries, they also travel extensively on lo- 687
cal roads and around housing estates, which may not 688
have been sufficiently designed to cope with such load- 689
ing. Such routes would be rarely travelled by goods 690
vehicles with the result that the bus count variable has a 691
stronger association with the probability of a G5 sewer. 692
5. Conclusions 693
In the course of this work, much time and effort was 694
expended in investigating, accumulating, collating and 695
formatting the data to be used for the analysis. This 696
resulted in the formation of a data set of 634 km of 697
sewer, incorporating 18 explanatory variables, for the 698
investigation of the potential association of such vari- 699
ables with sewers in poor structural condition. Previous 700
statistical investigations of the structural performance of 701
sewers, including those by Balmer and Meers (1982), 702
Lester and Farrar (1979) and O’Reilly, Rosbrook, Cox, 703
and McCloskey (1989), have generally been restricted to 704
univariate analysis with comparably small data sets in 705
terms of total sewer length and/or the number of vari- 706
ables investigated. In future years the length of sewer 707
investigated in studies of this nature is likely to increase 708
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709 further as the quantity of CCTV records and levels of
710 computer power increase.
711 The logistic regression model used has allowed the
712 variables to be investigated in univariate and impor-
713 tantly, multivariate analysis, an aspect only barely tou-
714 ched on by previous studies. The logistic regression
715 method was suggested by Fenner (1998) as an approach
716 to a similar problem concerning the development of a
717 decision support model for the rehabilitation of non-
718 critical sewers, but was rejected due to the extensive data
719 requirements such a model requires. It is only in recent
720 years that water companies have begun to digitise asset
721 information and record events and customer complaints
722 on comprehensive databases. Unfortunately, for the
723 purpose of retrospective analysis, the majority of his-
724 toric data exist only as paper records, if at all, and in
725 many cases do not provide adequate information to
726 automatically link past events to the relevant sewer in
727 the ground (Fenner & Sweeting, 1999). At present, this
728 ultimately restricts the nature of any statistical investi-
729 gation in terms of the number of variables and the
730 number of records and also significantly increases the
731 time scales required to perform any meaningful analysis.
732 Despite the problems described above, the analysis
733 performed yielded some interesting results which con-
734 tribute significantly to the small amount of work of this
735 nature previously completed. This study would suggest
736 that there are a large number of variables which are
737 significant in assessing the risk of a sewer collapsing or
738 deteriorating to such a degree that collapse is imminent.
739 Such variables include: sewer pipe section length, sewer
740 size, sewer use, background soil properties, sewer loca-
741 tion, local ground water regime, sewer material, traffic
742 flow and sewer depth. The identification of these pa-
743 rameters broadly supports the conventional model of
744 sewer deterioration to collapse as identified by the WRc
745 Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (1994), the majority of
746 these parameters being mentioned there as important.
747 The results also contained some surprises in that some
748 variables were not shown to be significant, which in-
749 eluded root penetration, burst history of adjacent water
750 mains and property age.
751 Studies of this type may well be the first step towards
752 the formulation of risk models for sewer assets. In future
753 years a logical progression would seem to be the devel-
754 opment of comprehensive GIS models incorporating
755 flooding, blockage, collapse and CCTV databases, much
756 of the data for which currently exist but major im-
757 provements are required in the field of data management
758 to assimilate the currently disparate sources.
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Appendix B
Rigid Pipe Bedding Details from BS EN 1295 -1 (1998)
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'* r f f  \ \  v‘ 
7 t t \  J J 7
J
|30D
i
i
n L i
Wide trench 
11 (Sec ref 4. B.1.12)
Etftijaitlanenf
L I to L3 (See te f 4, B .1.12)
/  / 
-:v7
0^
7 3 lZ Z ? a
A V r ^ /w ^ y 1
^ 3 0 0
D N /20  
i  approx.
F IX>
Wide trench : 
1.5 (See reT 4, B.1.12)
1.9 (See ref & B.1.12)
Em bedm ent
L5 to 1.9 (Sre re f 4, B .1.12)-.vt-'Tf y.-a. *>.!»» ,,,1 ,ar  ^ii,...'!.^ ,
M s f h i K i R a \Y
r
1
'
" •7
" 7
l
Wt
Be
b T Z 7" *' S ' ' / /
s  *? *!L y
7 1 B D ° v f i ' y,,
B p i
1
-J
Y
h
f
300
b 1J
Wide trench
L9 (See ref 4P B .1.12)
2.5 (See ref 9, B.1.12)
Embankment
1.9 to 23 (Sec re f 4, TLI 4 3)
Thble NA.7 Rigid pipe embedments (continued)
Dimensinsts in nullimetxes
Bedding d etail
r«  1/6 b .
Bedding clans Beddiag factors
Narrow
fcrench
Wide trench and embankment
*irv Y *
1300
2.2
Wide -trench
2.2 (See rcf 4, B.1.12) 
2.5 (See ref& B.1.12) 
Embankment
2.2 (See ref 4, B.1.12)
11/4 B
rf 200 min.
1300 min.
1/4 fit
1/4 DN min.
A
UnreMareed 2.6
Reinforced 3.4
Wide trench
2 0 (See ref 4, B.1.12)
Embankment:
3.4 to 5 7 (See ref 4, B.1.12)
Wide trench
3.4 (See ref 4, B.1.12) 
Embankment
3.4 to 5.7 (See ref 4, B.1.12)
1 '1' 1 ""i1..
* * m 1 * in situ 'w,y■*>*:».*.. concrete
Granular bedding J /  /  /  
material
Selected backf ill 
material •Six!:/ *; ■
AIMn granular 
material
NOTE. Ref 4 provides additional mfonnation on:
-  guidance on use of embankment bedding factors;
-  details o f Class A bedding teisiforctrmenU
-  information on Class A Arch.
Appendix C
Site Visit Inspection Form
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit
Geographical Details
Local Authority Area _
House Number______
US MH No. /
SEWER LOCATION
The Sewer
EX-SECTION 24
MATERIAL (P)
SEWER TYPE
Street I Road Name
OS Grid Reference
DS MH No.
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
□
□□
□
□
□
Complete on return from site 
Complete on return from site
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state__________________
Y/N Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state_________
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state _
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state_____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Height mm
Width mm
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
□ 1 Arched (with flat bottom)2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state_________
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
Roots visible in excavated area? 
Estimate no. of trees within 5m 
Estimate no. of trees within 10m 
Estimate height of trees (max)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
if YES, describe
□
□
□
□□□□
□
□
□□
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
COVER
CONNECTIONS (P)
Failure
INFILTRATION
DEFECTS (P)
Depth to invert
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby?
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point.
□□□□
□□
□
□
□
Water main burst/leak nearby? □
□
□□
□□□
□
□
□
m
1.Gas pipes
2. Water pipes
3. Electricity cables
4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
5. Cable ducting, other
X. Other, state___________
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
3. Multiple cracks/fractures
4. Open joints
5. Displaced joints
6. Broken pipe
7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
9. Debris (grease)
10. Scale
□□
□
□
□
□
□
VOIDS (P)
Evidence of voids______________ |__ |
in ground around sewer?
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of rodents? |__ |
Any rodents sighted? □
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
□
□
Does road have speed bumps? □  
BUILDING WORK / INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
Any evidence of recent surface □  
opening?
11. Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation
Y/N, Details___
Y/N, Details
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details__
Y/N, Details
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc) □
Y/N, Details
AGE OF SEWER (P)
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
Is sewer forced to deviate .. □
around any obstacles in ground?
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Any evidence of previous repair? | |
Comments
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Add sketch if appropriate
Joint Type
Appendix
■ \9C-y.V :-k\^ :*:v-*-5>;**Cv •:9'.
Flow
Inside of 
unit
Figure 5.3 Typical “Ogee” Joint Detail ^  PUSh W ,lexib,e sp'90i and socket joint with integral clay socket
W & M
A l- V ■.<* ,V;0- 9 o:: P: SJ n pi 0. o- o': CA® ■ C
c n'"  -  o > -o v<°V-:-c n c
gure 5.2
(Push fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
Sliding ring
Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pipe
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting
Gasket
uPVC pipe
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
Surface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam - (e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Rolled Asphalt - Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
Risk Assessment for Site Visits
RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY GROUP
Risk Assessment / Hazard Identification - Sewer Collapse Response Team 
February 1999 - February 2000 
Project: R19801
Project Manager: Jeff Whiter (x36250)
Activity Manager: Joel Davies (x36282)
Project Description
The project aim is to gain a practical appreciation and understanding o f the factors which 
influence sewer collapses. This is to be achieved by the formation o f a sewer collapse 
response team who w ill visit sewer collapse sites, collect information and take photographs. 
The team w ill be made up from technical personnel currently working within the R & D  
sewerage group. The vast majority of information collection w ill be done by simply 
observing the site although measurements of sewer depth and sewer size w ill be taken. The 
activity w ill not require members of the team to enter the area o f excavation. The site w ill 
remain in the control o f the Thames Water contractor or CFS personnel at all times.
Specific Hazards
1. Project Location and Layout
Hazards
Majority o f sites w ill be on public highways hence personnel may be at risk from passing 
road traffic. Collapsed sewers generally require excavation to facilitate repair.
Precautionary Measures
Personnel w ill be made aware of the hazards o f working on the highway and w ill be issued 
with high visibility clothing. The site w ill remain in control o f those charged with reinstating 
the sewer, research staff w ill comply with instructions issued by the site agent. Hard hats and 
safety boots w ill be worn by research personnel at all times.
2. Chemical Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
3. Corrosive Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
4. Toxic Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
5. Dust Hazards
Hazards
Inhalation o f dust during opening of road surface and associated activities.
Precautionary Measures
Dust masks to be issued and worn as and when necessary.
6. Biological Hazards
Hazards
Waste products may be present in area immediately surrounding failed sewer or in material 
excavated from around sewer.
Precautionary Measures
Disposable gloves to be made available and worn i f  coming into contact with potentially 
hazardous material i.e. when assessing soil type or sewer pipe material or measuring sewer 
pipe diameter.
7. Spillages
Hazards 
None perceived
8. Radiation Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
9. Fire and Explosion Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
10. Hazards of Water Release
Hazards 
None perceived
11. Hazards of Extreme Temperatures
Hazards 
None perceived
12. Hazards of High and Low Pressure
Hazards 
None perceived
13. Static Electricity Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
14. Electrical Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
15. Machinery Hazards
Hazards
Use of mechanical excavation equipment at time of site visit 
Precautionary Measures
Research personnel to remain clear of working area when any machinery is in use.
16. Noise and Vibration Hazards
Hazards
Noise from excavation equipment or generators.
Precautionary Measures
Ear defenders to be made available and worn when necessary.
17. Manual Handling Hazards
Hazards 
None perceived
18. Miscellaneous
Hazards
Tripping over tools etc, falls into excavation.
Precautionary Measures
Equipment not to be left haphazardly around site, time within areas adjacent to excavation to 
be kept to a minimum.
od3c Form
Thames
Water
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
S& ST Planning
Sewer Condition Information System
REPORT 0D3C SEWER FAILURES
SMC Name 
Contact _
Local Authority Area
Telephone Reference No,
House No, 
LOCATION:
GRID REFERENCE: 
DATES:
Street Name 
Drainage Area Code
Eastings
I
Northings Pipe length ref. 
□
Upstream UH No.
Date Failure Found m Repair Started Y /N  1 I Date Started
TYPE OF FAILURE Q  I - interference, C - collapse, B - blockage A, O - other 
'if other state
n n
_________
HOW WAS THE FAILURE FOUND Q  S - subsistence, L - leakage from the sewer, B - suspected blockage, CCTV, other
if other state I   ■
TYPE OF SEWER Q  F - foul, C - combined, S - surface water, R - rising main 
FORMER SECTION 24 SEWER? Q  Y - yes, P - probably, N - no or unlikely
Width Height 
SIZE I I I 1 metresmm DEPTH
SHAPE Q  C - circ, E - egg, R - red
SEWER MATERIAL Q  £ - earthenware, C - concrete, B - brick, S - spun or cast iron, O - other
state if other or no. rings if brick9  •
TRAFFIC FLOW | ~]  A->7500, B->5000, C->5000 vpd Road& Streetworksaduse: Type 1,2,3 or4 fortraffic flow 
TRAFFIC ROUTE IMPORTANCE Q  H - highly, M - marginal, N - not, P - proteded, T - traffic sensitive, E - engineering difficulty 
LOCATION | | H - highway, R - road verge or footway, O - other 
if other state
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION [1|  A - pre 1850, B - 1850/75, C - 1875/1900, D - 1901/17, E - 1918/44, F-post 1944 
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATED Q  Y/N
JOINT MATERIAL [7] N - none, C - day, M - mortar, R - rubber, O - other
BEDDING [7] NB - none, GB - gran, bed, GS - gran bed/smd, CB - cone, CS - cone bed/smd 
ADJACENT SERVICES Q  N - none, G - gas, W - water, O - other
if other state
SOIL SURROUNDING SEWER Q  1 - sand, 2 - clay, 3 - peat, 4 - made ground, 5 - chalk, 6 - silt, 7 - gravel,
8 - topsott, 9 - other state 
FURTHER INFORMATION Prior to repair After repair
CONDITION GRADE Q  1,2,3, 4 ,5  for sewer length before any repairs
Peak Mean Total
THESIS SCORE | I for sewer length
Attach a map of the location LENGTH REPLACED | | -| j
Photos available ? Y/N {T j1 CCTV tape available? Y/N | ]
COARSE SCREEN RESULT [ i j ^ |  ,\
OVERALL COST FACTOR (OCF)
COST (TO NEAREST£.000) | j M  I M
| | Must be completed Q  Complete If Information Is available
SCIS form 0D3C Document Controller: CCTV & Mapping Manager
N.B. Enter:
N.A. if not available
Completed Site Visit Inspection Form and od3c for York Rd, Barnet
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit i^ la h s .
Geographical Details
Local Authority Area___
<90
v / .
Street / Road Name.
House Number OS Grid Reference ^  4  S  ,  I 3 S  7  S '3
US MH N o .rg / 2. j>J?S7 S '7  G $ DS MH No. r c u Z b  9 S l S 7  &  »
Complete on return from site 
Complete on return from site
SEWER LOCATION
The Sewer
EX-SECTION 24
MATERIAL (P)
SEWER TYPE
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
V 2/3
3 - 2
m
m
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state_______________
Y/N Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state_______
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state_
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/HeighP mm
Width
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
1 Arched (with flat bottom)
2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state__________________ v _
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
Roots visible in excavated area? 
Estimate no. of trees within 5m 
Estimate no. of trees within 10m 
Estimate height of trees (max)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
If YES, describe
IS
/S'
%
z
p j
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
COVER
CONNECTIONS (P)
Failure
INFILTRATION
DEFECTS (P)
Depth to invert
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby?
Water main burst/leak nearby?
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point.
□
□
□
□□□
2S~
7\7|
77
1.Gas pipes
2. Water pipes
3. Electricity cables
4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
5. Cable ducting, other
X. Other, state_________
\m
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
□ 1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
□ 2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
GT 3. Multiple cracks/fractures
4. Open joints
l Y 5. Displaced joints
□ 6. Broken pipe
□ 7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
□ 9. Debris (grease)
□ 10. Scale
VOIDS (P)
Evidence of voids 
in ground around sewer?
□ 11. Spalling
□ 12. Wear
□ 13. Missing mortar
□ 14. Displaced brick
□ 15. Missing brick
□ 16. Encrustation■ 1 
□
17. Deformation
N Y/N. Details
%
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of rodents? A/ Y/N, Details
Any rodents sighted?
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
Does road have speed bumps? 
BUILDING WORK / INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
N
m
2.
m
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details
y
Any evidence of recent surface 
opening?
Y/N. Details fvJ j/lff/ f& ll l f  jc A  6 *
f& ffc ic  C(K I •
c/A /e .-t,< jrfncA 'ay ^
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc)
Y/N, Details
AGE OF SEWER (P)
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
1 5 Z O
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
Is sewer forced to deviate Y/N, Details
around any obstacles in ground?
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Any evidence of previous repair? Y/N, Details
Comments
Add sketch if appropriate
<J * PoWNHILL
-yi-J
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“n < i £ ^ 5
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A
c
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Joint Type
Appendix
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Flow
Inside of 
unit
Figure 5.3 Typical “Ogee” Joint Detail  ^  ^ flexible spigot and socket joint with integral clay socket
w a r n
i« £< $
“^ ‘8 £ s 8 s § l HM m S w M i m
. e'.o.’o : :O 50  t t x  o o:a-ZJp <■ ■ t J.Tr'.-.-. - iy-rS: o ^  N v• . • tJ;V0-  P;SJ rSrj ;6;V:C/-®-
hiding ring
Push fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pip,
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting
Gasket
7—>
par r  ^ f f i i —<§] uPVC pipeJ_r /
1r Tnu,■ Wlaai§&
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
Surface
Surrounding
Ground /
Pipe Surround —
t o' — '
Trench Fill
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Siits Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread..............
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection -
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam -
Rolled Asphalt -
(e.g. Tarmacadam or Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated 
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
Thame* 
Ufa ter
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
S AST Planning
Sewer Condition Information System 
(2
SMC Name
REPORT OD3C SEWER FAILURES
”"72. A .-A
Local Authority Area y-- ' ■ f4
Contact Pa . ( r - i i’ *. C Telephone C-tSE '> , f f ' L Reference No. Zfdzl 1&2S&
House No. fm m m  
LOCATION:
GRID REFERENCE: 
DATES:
Street Name 
Drainage Area Code
EzsOngs
585 v< 'A* 5 «% A > «•»! ■>. i ' . . . ..
5 i. H- s/
Northings
r
rfp9 UJiyff) fSf. □ Upstream UH No.r
Date Failure Found n 7 I~ T 7 Repair Started Y /N Date Started /■ 1 '•:/E 6 | V A ' i
/
TYPE OF FAILURE
HOW WAS THE FAILURE FOUND
TYPE OF SEWER 
FORMER SECTION 24 SEWER?
C / - interference. C - collapse. B - blockage A, O-other 
if other state |
5 - subsistence, L - leakage from the sewer, B - suspected blockage, CCTV, other 
if other state |
F - foul, C - combined, S - surface water, R - rising main
Y-yes, P - probably, N - no or unlikely
Width Height 
!—!—SIZE |.5  lc - |,P  I P K  ‘ " mm DEPTH E I ■ C |  metres
SHAPE [C | C - arc, E - egg. R - reel 
SEWER MATERIAL | £L| £  - earthenware, C - concrete, B - brick, S - spun or cast iron, O - other
TRAFFIC FLOW 
TRAFFIC ROUTE IMPORTANCE
state if other or no. rings if brick g
|H  A->7500, B->5000, C->5000 vpd Road& Streetworks act use: Type 1,2,3 or 4 for traffic flow 
H  H - highly, M - marginal, N - not, P - protected, T - traffic sensitive. E - engineering difficulty
LOCATION HE H - highway, R - road verge or footway, O - other
■ Mother state
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION |§ ] A -pre 1850, B -1850/75, C -1875/1900, D -1901/17, E -1918/44, F - post 1944 
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION te fg S jjj^ j ESTIMATED g g  Y/N
JOINT MATERIAL j^ j N - none, C - clay, M - mortar, R - rubber, O - other
BEDDING jPjfc NB - none, GB • gran, bed, GS - gran bed/smd. CB - cone, CS - cone bed/smd 
ADJACENT SERVICES N - none, G - gas, W - water, O - other
if other state
SOIL SURROUNDING SEWER 1 - sand, 2 - clay, 3 - peat, 4 - made ground. 5 - chalk, 6 - silt, 7 - gravel, 
8 - topsoil, 9 - other state
FURTHER INFORMATION Prior to repair After repair
CONDITION GRADE |§ | | | |  1,2, 3, 4, 5 for sewer length before any repairs
Peak Mean Total 
THESIS SCORE k H fe H l 1 A  1 1  | for sewer length
Attach a map of the location LENGTH REPLACED
Photos available ? Y/N jj|] CCTV tape available? Y/N pjj 
COARSE SCREEN RESULT fc jfe fe j 
OVERALL COST FACTOR (OCF)
COST fTO NEAREST £.000)
I | Must be completed PH Complete If Information la available
N.B. Enter:
N.A. if not available
Completed Site Visit Inspection Form and od3c for Wilkin St, Camden
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit /< g /E /^ 9 3  
Geographical Details
Local Authority Area t)£ A /
House Number K
Street/ Road Name S t
OS Grid Reference S 2 SS'&'Z. / i^ > 4  S 2 4  Complete on return from site
US MH No. PS MH No. Y " Compl ete on return from site
SEWER LOCATION 3
The Sewer
EX-SECTION 24
MATERIAL (P) 0
SEWER TYPE
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
m
□
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P) i
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Height. 
Width
2-2-5“
r-J j ^
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state_______________
Y/N Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state_____ __
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state_
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
mm
mm
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
1 Arched (with flat bottom)
2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
Roots visible in excavated area? 
Estimate no. of trees within 5m 
Estimate no. of trees within 10m 
Estimate height of trees (max)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
*
|V |
□
& /A
I
£
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill?  ^^
If YES, describe □
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
4 Sand"'3'  1 f
Cf\J>V\JLd W c4<-
  
X Other, state
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay .
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
COVER
CONNECTIONS (P)
Failure
INFILTRATION
DEFECTS (P)
Depth to invert
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby?
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point.
/a?
P
s f f v t A W  lvr<
□□□□
□
□
f - O m
0
Water main burst/leak nearby? 0
□
□
ET
□
□
□
□
□□
1.Gas pipes
2. Water pipes
3. Electricity cables
4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
5. Cable ducting, other
X. Other, state_________
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
3. Multiple cracks/fractures
4. Open joints
5. Displaced joints
6. Broken pipe
7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
9. Debris (grease)
10. Scale
VOIDS (P)
Evidence of voids 
in ground around sewer?
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of rodents?
Any evidence of recent surface 
opening?
□□□□□
□□
Ai
N
Any rodents sighted?
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
Does road have speed bumps? [7 
BUILDING WORK I INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
a/
11. Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation %
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc)
Y/N, Details f w s  I j  A  w i t
AGE OF SEWER (P)
oldest nearby building
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
Estimate construction date of I970'> j
nlrifi t hv h il i n I
ft/  Y/N, DetailsIs sewer forced to deviate 
around any obstacles in ground?
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Any evidence of previous repair? | V | Y/N, Details
Comments
Add sketch if appropriate
Joint Type
Appendix
‘0 '  -: 
?.Oo ' °
O. \6:'y.
^ 2 i
/
Inside of 
unit
Fiov/
Figure 5.3 Typical “Ogee" Joint Detail ^  PU Sh^ ‘h’0 SP'90t a"d socke,ioin‘ with integral clay socket
Push fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
te##
m m m
Po c‘r i :n’ ° &  
Sliding ring
gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details tor Concrete Pi,
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting
Gasket
uPVC pipe
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
Surface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
' •* Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam - (e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Rolled Asphalt - Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
Thames
Thames Water
REPORT OD3C SEWER FAILURES
S tic  Name &  ^ S G v lO T O  A t — ^ Local Authority Area C A W D £ » 0
Contact H I  k X X A A ftC-Tflfap/iona O )  S t— ^ 1 3  S S S S
E 3House No. 
LOCATION:
GRID REFERENCE: 
DATES:
Street Name
Drainage Ansa Code 
Eastings
Reference No. f ' I ’I- 1 >1 > I "1 '"I
K J o J g
s a g Q
2 5 0  * I 3 1 O
Northtrnp
-h 8 4- 8 3-15 0
Ptpstanffhrpt.□ U pstm tm  UH Mo.n a i^ g ig iM g r^ iT
Date Failure Found * 2 |g > |Q |3 H |5 Repair Started Y /N 0 Date Staned o|ol:5| 919
TYPE OF FAILURE I - interference, C - collapset B - blockage A, O - other 
if other state
HC W WAS THE FAILURE FOUND
TYPE OF SEWER
S • subsistence, L - leakage from the sewer, B - suspected blockage, CCTV, otter 
if other state
F - foul, C - combined, S - surface water. R - rising main
F  1RMER SECTION 24 SEWER? [w] Y • yes. P -  probably, N - no or unlikely
Width Height
^  DEPTHSIZE 
SHAPE 
SEWER MATERIAL
2  a s mm malms
C - ore, E - egg, R - red
E  - earthanwara, C - concrete, B - brick, S - spun or cast iron. O - other 
state if other or no. rings if bridt
TRAFFIC FLOW |C[ A->7500, B - >5000, C ->5000 vpd Raad&Streetwotksaciuse:Typel,2,3or4fot irafricfhw 
THAFFIC ROUTE IMPORTANCE [m] H - highly. M - marginal. N ■ not. P - protected, T - traffic sensitive. E  - engineerirg difficulty 
LOCATION |h  [ H - highway. R - road verge or footway. O • other 
if other state
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION Q  A ■ pre 1850, B -1850/75, C - 1875/1900, D -1901/17. E - 1918/44, F  - post 19*4 
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION | | | | | ESTIMATED [ j |  Y/N
JOINT MA TERIAL [ ^ ]  N - none. C - day. M  ■ mortar. R - rubber, O - other
BEDDING f | NB - none, GB - gran■ bed, GS - gran bed/smd, CB • cone, CS - cone bed/smd 
ADJACENT SERVICES |ki | N - none, G - gas. W - water. O ■ other
if other state
, iOlL SURROUNDING SEWER 12js7f - sand. 2  - day, 3 - peat, 4 - made ground, 5  - chalk. 6 - silt. 7 ■ gravel,
8 - topsoil. 9 - other slate CtSiSUjMD A T  r? tf£ irTCiP
FURTHER INFORMATION Prior to repair After repair
CONDITION GRADE [S ] [2 ] 1 .2 .3 ,4 ,5 for sewer length before any repairs
Peak Mean Total
THESIS SCORE | | | | | [ | [ | | | \ for sewer length
Attach a map of the location LENGTH REPLACED | 1^ 4-1» |3 l
Photos available ? Y/N Q ] CCTV tape available? Y/N fv j
COARSE SCREEN RESULT \ ) | 1
O I ERALL COST FACTOR (OCF) [ n
<7S7a Pntiucaaof Beu agra. <hka
COST (TO NEAREST £.000) [ | |. \  1 | : \
| | Must be completed [ 3  Complete If  information is available
SCIS form 0D3C Document Controller: CCTV & Mapping Manager
H.B. Enter.
N.A. if not waitable
Completed Site Visit Inspection Form and od3c for St Peters Rd, Reading
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit !3>}v'vj
Geographical Details
Street / Road NameLocal Authority Area___
House Number Complete on return from site
Complete on return from site
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
SEWER LOCATION
OS Grid Reference t ? f  3SJT,
US MH No.S 01 7 $  7Z l ±  S a g PS MH No.^U/7«L7 Z / ObO Z
The Sewer
SEWER TYPE 3
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state _
Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
MATERIAL (P)
EX-SECTION 24 Y/N
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state________
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Height. 
Width
mm
mm
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH b O O
1 Arched (with flat bottom)
2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state >
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
Roots visible in excavated area? 
Estimate no. of trees within 5m 
Estimate no. of trees within 10m 
Estimate height of trees (max)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
If YES, describe
Ia/I
□
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
/V/
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
fsfO ^
COVER
CONNECTIONS (P)
Failure
INFILTRATION
DEFECTS (P)
Depth to invert
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby?
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point.
l& z v '  i/p ikcA M  v l' c O \\0 jy t
□□□
□□
/ • 7
m
Water main burst/leak nearby? A)
m
1 .Gas pipes
2. Water pipes
3. Electricity cables
4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
5. Cable ducting, other
X. Other, state__________
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
□ 1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
□ 2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
O ' " 3. Multiple cracks/fractures
□ 4. Open joints
□ 5. Displaced joints
[E C 6. Broken pipe
n f 7. Hole in pipe
□ 8. Debris (silt)
□ 9. Debris (grease)
VOIDS (P)
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of voids 
in ground around sewer?
Evidence of rodents?
Any rodents sighted?
Other ......
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
□□□
□□
□□
A /
□
□
Does road have speed bumps? [3 
BUILDING WORK / INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
11. Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A
X Other
Y/N
%
C//)
Y/N, Details
Any evidence of recent surface _7 
opening?
Y/N, Details
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc)
Y/N, Details
MAM  tin ia  Apt W(Jl\ _
AGE OF SEWER (P)
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
l $ o o
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
Is sewer forced to deviate | fs ){ Y/N, Details
around any obstacles in ground?
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Any evidence of previous repair? | a/ | Y/N, Details
Comments
Add sketch if appropriate
Joint Type
Appendix
/
inside of 
unit
Figure 5.3 Typical “Ogee” Joint Detail (a) Push fit flexible spigot and socket joint with integral clay socket
p i %
1 P & -
o  rVo
o V  > e '- '. - U U  ' . < • 0;^ C S*x°^ r> ^ o v
m B m M
Push fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
Sliding ring
gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pip
Existing 
flanged pipe 
orlitting ^  ^
Gasket
uPVC pipe
—1
—
■I!
m
p . .  , £ _ M M
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
Surface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type r
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam - (e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Rolled Asphalt - Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
Sewer Failure!
Report No: G9 Report Status: #  Closed O Open Send Report To: Jeremy Goodban
Responsibilities
CFS Engineer: Malcolm Charlish CFS Office: Reading
RDC Engineer: RDC Office:
Responsibility: #  CFS O RDC
Site Details
House Number: 68 
House Name/Organisation:
Street: St Peters Rd 
Location:
Post Town: Reading 
PostCode: RG6 1PH 
Local Authority: Reading
Area/Date Information
Grid Ref Eastings: 474355 Grid Ref Northings: 172420
Type of Failure: Collapse Failure Prompt: Suspected Blockage
Date Failure Found: 17/08/99 Date Repair Started:
Date Repair Finished:
Sewer Details:
Sewer Type: Gravity Section 24: No/Unlikely
Purpose: Surface Upstream Asset No: 3350
Sewer Shape: Circular Depth to Invert: 1.20m
Sewer Size Height: 225mm Sewer Size Width:
Sewer Material: Earthenware Joint Material:
Ground Type: Bedding Type:
Groundwater
Encountered:
#  No O Yes Height of Groundwater 
above Sewer Invert:
Evidence of other Utility #  No O Yes 
Activity:
Adjacent Services:
Significant Tree Roots 
Encountered:
•  No O Yes
Construction Year: 1888 Date Band:
Location Details
Impact on Traffic: None Sensitive Premises:
Position of Failure: Carriageway Building Near: O No O Yes
Environment Code: Urban NRSWA Eng Difficulty: O No O Yes
Route Importance: Route Protected:
Traffic Flow: Traffic Sensitive:
Project Management Data
Project Number: 7HNC - Prov Non-Critical Principal Contractor: Lean sc Higgin
Estimated Committed 
Costs CFS Res:
£400 Estimated Committed 
Costs RDC Res:
£0
Estimated Committed 
Costs CFS Asset:
£2500 Estimated Committed 
Costs RDC Asset:
£0
Actual Costs CFS Res: £0 Actual Costs RDC Res: £0
Actual Costs CFS Asset: £0 Actual Costs RDC Asset: £0
MH to MH Length: 405m Total Costs: £2900
Repair Length: 3m Repair Type: Reconstruction
Post Work CCTV 
Completed:
•  No O Yes Full Length Restored to 
Grade 3 or better:
•  No O Yes
Journal Available: •  No O  Yes Journal Reference:
CRW No/Minor FA No:
Comments:
Completed Site Visit Inspection Form and od3c for Thames St, Hampton
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit
Geographical Details
Local Authority Area___ Street / Road Name
House Number ^ / s 4  OS Grid Reference 57 3 / b 3 S (4-
US MH No. DS MH No.
"1kcm Ais>
Complete on return from site 
Complete on return from site
SEWER LOCATION in
The Sewer
SEWER TYPE
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields.
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state________________
Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
MATERIAL (P)
EX-SECTION 24 Y/N
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state________
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state_
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling 
X Other, state
y^tfc-b fi
V *  "1 JIO .'V A .—  w p /h rs /"
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Heiqhf  Z-2.^ T  mm
Widttf___________ mm
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
1 Arched (with flat bottom)
2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state_______
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
Roots visible in excavated area? 
Estimate no. of trees within 5m 
Estimate no. of trees within 10m 
Estimate height of trees (max)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
If YES, describe
Ei
□
si
~0_
~0_
o
□
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply □ 1.Gas pipes
2. Water pipes
□ 3. Electricity cables
□ 4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
□ 5. Cable ducting, other
□ X. Other, state
COVER
Depth to invert 2 m
CONNECTIONS (P)
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible 0
Failure
INFILTRATION
GW in trench 0 Y/N. Details
Watercourse nearby? y Y/N. Details T M  ^  ,
C JG O fiS l
Water main burst/leak nearby? 0 Y/N. Details
DEFECTS (P)
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point. □
□
1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
3. Multiple cracks/fractures
□ 4. Open joints
□ 5; Displaced joints
0 6. Broken pipe
□ 7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
□ 9. Debris (grease)
VOIDS (P)
Evidence of voids 
in ground around sewer?
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of rodents?
Any rodents sighted?
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
□□
□
□
□
□□
/V
[77]
0
m
2.
Does road have speed bumps? y*/ 
BUILDING WORK / INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
V
11. Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A 
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details
%
Any evidence of recent surface m  
opening?
Y/N, Details
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc)
Y/N, Details
AGE OF SEWER (P) 
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Comments
[ c*a &
P&MO
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
IS 3 0
Is sewer forced to deviate 
around any obstacles in ground?
V/N, Details
Any evidence of previous repair? ~FJ V/N, Details
Add sketch if appropriate
(A A
{ (
v  v  y
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Joint Type
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Figure 5.3 Typical “Ogee” Joint Detail ^ PUSh,lexlble sp'90t and socket joint with integral clay socket
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) Push fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
Sliding ring
gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pi,
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting
Gasket
uPVC pipe
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding / Surround
Surface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. .When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam - (e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Rolled Asphalt - Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
Report No: K301 Report O Closed #  Open Send Report To:
Status:
Responsibilities
CFS Engineer: Arthur Shipp CFS Office: Hogsmiil
RDC Engineer: RDC Office:
Responsibility: •  CFS O RDC
Site Details
O/S 34
Thames Street 
Hampton
TW12 2DX 
Richmond
Area/Date Information
Grid Ref Eastings: 513895 Grid Ref Northings: 169514
Type of Failure: Collapse Failure Prompt: Leakage from the Sewer
Date Failure Found: 21/02/2001 Date Repair Started: 21st February
Date Repair Finished: 10/03/2001
Sewer Details:
Sewer Type: Gravity Section 24: No/Unlikely
Purpose: Surface Upstream Asset No: 8514
Sewer Shape: Circular Depth to Invert: 2.00m
Sewer Size Height: 225mm Sewer Size Width:
Sewer Material: Brick Joint Material:
Ground Type: Made Ground Bedding Type:
Groundwater
Encountered:
•  No O Yes Height of Groundwater 
above Sewer Invert:
Evidence of other Utility •  No O Yes 
Activity:
Adjacent Services: Water Pipe
Significant Tree Roots 
Encountered:
•  No O Yes
Construction Year: Date Band:
Location Details
Impact on Traffic: Significant Sensitive Premises: •  No O Yes
Position of Failure: Carriageway Building Near: O No •  Yes
Environment Code: Urban NRSWA Eng Difficulty: O No O Yes
Route Importance: High Route Protected: O No O Yes
Traffic Flow: Busy A Road /  Dual Traffic Sensitive: O No •  Yes
House Number:
House Name/Organisation: 
Street:
Location:
Post Town:
Post Code:
Local Authority:
Carriageway
Project Management Data
Project Number: Principal Contractor: Brays
Estimated Committed 
Costs CFS Res:
£9500 Estimated Committed 
Costs RDC Res:
£0
Estimated Committed 
Costs CFS Asset:
£0 Estimated Committed 
Costs RDC Asset:
£0 »
Actual Costs CFS Res: £0 Actual Costs RDC Res: £0
Actual Costs CFS Asset: £0 Actual Costs RDC Asset: £0
MH to MH Length: m Total Costs: £9500
Repair Length: m Repair Type:
Post Work CCTV 
Completed:
•  No O Yes Full Length Restored to 
Grade 3 or better:
O  No O  Yes
Journal Available: •  No O Yes Journal Reference:
CRW No/Minor FA No:
Comments:
APPENDIX D
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Description of Interactions
A basic description of the interactions between parameters is provided below. It should be 
noted that the descriptions provided attempt to provide a very brief summary of what was 
discussed by the ‘experts’ during the construction of the matrix. Where no interaction was 
deemed to exist obviously no description is given. The parameters are referred to below as 
numbers, the key to the numbers being given in the ‘Interaction Matrix Representation’ on the 
previous page.
Interaction Interaction Description
1 on 2 Poor alignment choice
1 on 3 Poor compaction allows movement
1 on 4 Poor compaction allows GW movement, cracking = infil/exfil
1 on 5 May require more frequent attention
1 on 6 Potential for flow obstruction
1 on 9 Poor jointing may allow penetration
1 on 10 Method may be compromised
1 on 12 Unsatisfactory trench patching
1 on 14 Material not as specified -  poor fill
1 on 16 Inappropriate material, pipe propping
1 on 17 Laterals may be poorly connected
1 on 22 Poor line and level disrupts flow
1 on 25 Poor installation leads to deposition
1 on 26 Very poor construction may allow access
1 on 28 Poor practice compromises water main integrity
2 on 1 Infrastructure position may compromise sewerage work
2 on 3 Additional loading or disturbance may cause movement
2 on 4 May allow movement of water to/from sewer
2 on 5 Position of other utilities may discourage repair
2 on 7 Local loading may be induced
2 on 8 Other utilities may determine depth
2 on 10 Method may be affected by other utilities
2 on 11 Properties may be affected or type modified
2 on 12 Work on other utilities may modify surfacing type
2 on 13 Prolonged maintenance may affect use
2 on 14 Backfill may be modified
2 on 15 Maintenance choice may be affected
2 on 16 Bedding may be modified / disturbed
2 on 17 Location and nature of connection may be affected
2 on 18 GW regime may be modified (pumping etc)
2 on 22 Other utilities may affect alignment
2 on 23 Choice may be restricted
2 on 27 Position of other utilities may affect choice
2 on 28 May cause bursts/leakage
3 on 4 May cause cracking and joint displacements
3 on 7 May affect level of loading
3 on 12 May cause uneven surfacing
3 on 17 May cause unstable connections
3 on 22 Line and level may be changed
3 on 25 Gradient may be changed
3 on 28 Can trigger bursts
4 on 3 Soil may be transported to sewer
4 on 5 Excessive infiltration may have led to investment
4 on 6 Infiltration may contribute to surcharge
4 on 9 Roots attracted by water
4 on 15 Excessive infil/exfil may have led to maintenance
4 on 18 GW regime may be modified
4 on 20 Sewage may become diluted by infiltration
4 on 25 Seal may be eroded or degraded
4 on 26 Infiltration may deposit soil in sewer
4 on 28 Exfiltrate may assist in corrosion
5 on 2 Properly maintained sewer less liable to damage
5 on 4 Infil/exfil more likely with low maintenance
5 on 6 Progressive re-sizing?
5 on 9 Un-repaired joints allow penetration
5 on 10 Labour and budget driver
5 on 13 Budget may dictate location
5 on 14 Backfill choice may be dictated by budget
5 on 15 Maintenance type may be restricted by budget
5 on 16 Bedding arrangement may be dictated by budget
5 on 17 Budget may determine nature and type of connection
5 on 19 Sewer may be renewed if budget allows
5 on 20 May affect sewage loading
5 on 21 Budget may affect choice
5 on 22 May be compromised for budget
5 on 23 Cost may limit size
5 on 24 Cost may limit choice
5 on 25 Lack of maintenance may lead to silting
5 on 26 Lack of baiting may increase population
6 on 4 May provide fluid for infil/exfil
6 on 18 Localised effect on groundwater
6 on 25 May scour sediment and dislodge
6 on 26 Discourages habitation
7 on 2 Affects likelihood of repair
7 on 3 May cause settlement and lateral movement
7 on 5 May affect likelihood of repair
7 on 11 Properties may be modified
7 on 12 Likely loading affects surface choice
7 on 16 Affects choice of arrangement
7 on 17 Affects nature and condition of connection
7 on 21 Affects choice and condition
7 on 22 Affects settlement
7 on 28 Affects loading on water mains
8 on 2 Other utilities more likely at shallower depths
8 on 3 More likely at shallower depths
8 on 5 SRM driver for rehabilitation
8 on 7 Higher live loads if shallow
8 on 9 Less likely at extreme depth
8 on 10 Factor in method choice
8 on 13 Shallow sewers not beneath highways
8 on 14 May affect backfill choice
8 on 15 Depth may affect maintenance choice
8 on 16 May affect bedding arrangement
8 on 18 Depths determines GW interaction
8 on 28 Factor affecting bursts / leakage
9 on 3 May promote smaller scale movements
9 on 4 May create route for infiltration / exfiltration
9 on 6 Roots may cause blockages
9 on 10 May compromise method
9 on 11 Moisture removal modifies properties
9 on 15 Cutting may be used which may cause damage
9 on 18 GW regime may be modified
9 on 22 Joint displacement may result in misalignment
9 on 25 Blockage may cause sediment build up
9 on 28 Root interference may influence bursts
10 on 1 Method selection affects workmanship
10 on 3 Plant and poor support may cause movement
10 on 14 Fill chosen in line with method
10 on 16 Bedding chosen in line with method
10 on 18 Dewatering lowers water table
10 on 21 Material chosen in line with method
10 on 22 Remote methods may cause problems
10 on 24 Type chosen in line with method
10 on 27 Length chosen in line with method
11 on 1 May affect practice
11 on 2 Factor in chance of failure
11 on 3 Affects nature and extent of any movement
11 on 4 Affects resistance to flow
11 on 9 Resistance to root penetration
11 on 10 Factor affecting choice
11 on 12 Affects surfacing choice
11 on 13 Affects permitted loading and hence choice
11 on 14 Determines whether spoil may be reused
11 on 16 factor affecting choice
11 on 17 Affects nature and likelihood of connections
11 on 18 No effective water table in cohesive soil
11 on 20 Minor quality effects
11 on 21 Factor in choice
11 on 22 Affects line chosen and likelihood of chosen
11 on 25 Cohesive soils less likely to be transported to sewer
11 on 28 Factor in probability of failure and water movement
12 on 7 Affects distribution and transfer of loads
12 on 8 Affects choice due to load transfer
12 on 10 May affect choice
12 on 14 May affect choice
12 on 16 May affect choice due to load transfer
12 on 18 Affects water percolation
12 on 25 Loose surfacing carried in run-off
12 on 28 factor in burst probability
13 on 1 Access problems may lead to bad practice
13 on 2 Affects likelihood of repair
13 on 3 Affects likelihood of movement
13 on 5 Factor in determining expenditure
13 on 7 Determines likely loads
13 on 8 May affect cover choice
13 on 9 Only likely if vegetation on surface
13 on 10 Will affect choice of method
13 on 11 Use may modify properties
13 on 12 Major factor in determining choice
13 on 14 May affect choice and modify properties
13 on 16 May affect choice and modify properties
13 on 17 Affects likelihood and nature of connections
13 on 18 May affect local levels
13 on 19 Older sewers in older areas, may determine likelihood of replacements
13 on 20 Run-off characteristics affected by surface use
13 on 21 Factor in choice
13 on 22 May determine line and level
13 on 24 May affect choice
13 on 25 Affects nature and extent of deposition due to run-off
13 on 26 Helps determine likelihood of rodents
13 on 28 Factor in likelihood
14 on 3 Affects likelihood and nature of movement
14 on 4 Resistance to water movement affected
14 on 9 Provides resistance to root movement
14 on 11 Cohesionless fill may drain local soil
14 on 16 Affects nature and choice of backfill
14 on 17 Nature and likelihood of connections affected
14 on 18 GW movement affected
14 on 21 May affect material choice
14 on 22 Poor fill may allow movement
14 on 25 Low cohesion fill more likely to be transported to sewer
14 on 28 May affect burst likelihood and subsequent transport of fluid
15 on 4 May cause sewer damage allowing infil/exfil
15 on 16 May support void formation
15 on 18 May recharge GW
15 on 20 Can modify characteristics
15 on 22 Local alignment may be affected by winching etc
15 on 24 Joints may be damaged
15 on 25 Can mobilise for re-deposition
15 on 26 Damage may encourage rodent attack
16 on 1 Complex arrangements mean bad practice more likely
16 on 3 Poor bedding may allow local movement
16 on 4 Bedding affects likelihood of infil/exfil
16 on 9 May allow root penetration
16 on 14 May affect backfill choice
16 on 18 Bedding may drain GW locally
16 on 21 May affect material choice
16 on 22 May allow local changes in alignment
17 on 1 Proximity of lateral may lead to corner cutting
17 on 3 Local disturbance caused
17 on 4 Lateral joint may allow infil/exfil
17 on 6 Additional sewage may lead to surcharge
17 on 9 Connection may allow path for roots
17 on 12 Surfacing modified during connection construction
17 on 15 May require additional maintenance
17 on 16 New connection modifies bedding arrangement
17 on 18 May allow draining of GW
17 on 20 New connection may modify characteristics
17 on 21 Material may be damaged or modified
17 on 23 Sizing may change at connection
17 on 24 Joint may require modification
17 on 25 May provide ‘snagging’ point
17 on 26 Lateral may provide rodent habitat
17 on 27 Locally modified to accommodate connection
17 on 28 Connection may cause local ground disturbance
18 on 1 GW may provide difficult working conditions
18 on 3 GW a major factor in movement
18 on 4 Largely determines infil/exfil
18 on 9 Determines path of roots
18 on 10 Affects choice of method
18 on 11 Affects local soil characteristics
18 on 14 Affects choice and characteristics
18 on 16 Affects choice and characteristics
18 on 17 May affect location and nature
18 on 21 Affects material choice
18 on 24 Affects joint choice
18 on 26 Affects likelihood of rodent population
18 on 28 Determines path of leakage
19 on 1 Varies according to construction period
19 on 2 Other services often overlay older sewers
19 on 4 Affects likelihood
19 on 6 Older sewers may now be undersized
19 on 9 Root interference becomes more likely with age
19 on 10 Methods change over time
19 on 14 Backfill types have changed over time
19 on 16 Arrangements have changed over time
19 on 17 Connections to older sewers more likely
19 on 20 Older sewers more likely to have varied characteristics over life span
19 on 21 Materials have changed over time
19 on 24 Joint types have changed over time
19 on 25 Sediment level build-up more likely in older sewers
19 on 26 Rodents more likely in older sewers
19 on 27 Lengths have increased in recent years
20 on 5 May affect likelihood of investment
20 on 6 Characteristic loads determine surcharge level
20 on 21 May affect choice
20 on 23 Characteristic loads affect size
20 on 25 Solids transport affects sediment level
20 on 26 Sewage solids may attract rodents
21 on 1 Affects workmanship standard
21 on 4 More likely for specific material types
21 on 5 Some materials attract investment
21 on 10 May help determine method
21 on 14 May determine choice
21 on 16 May determine choice
21 on 23 Limitations in size for different materials
21 on 24 Material choice affects choice of joint
21 on 26 Some materials more liable to rodent damage
21 on 27 Limitations on length for different materials
22 on 2 Damage more likely if aligned close to services
22 on 6 Slack gradients mean surcharge more likely
22 on 8 Level affects cover
22 on 15 Poor gradient and sediment leads to maintenance
22 on 25 Slack gradients lead to sedimentation
23 on 1 Larger pipes attract more care
23 on 2 Large pipes more of an obstacle to other services
23 on 4 More effective on smaller sewers
23 on 10 Factor in method choice
23 on 15 More likely in non-man entry sewers
23 on 16 Affects choice of bedding
23 on 17 Connections more likely to larger sewers
23 on 20 Larger sewers more likely to carry industrial waste
23 on 21 Affects choice of material
23 on 24 Affects choice
23 on 27 Size helps determine section length
23 on 28 Larger sewers deeper
24 on 1 Factor affecting standard of workmanship
24 on 4 Affects likelihood and amount of infil/exfil
24 on 9 Affects likelihood of penetration
24 on 10 May affect method
24 on 22 May affect size choice
24 on 25 may allow soil ingress
24 on 26 may allow rodent access
24 on 28 Affects likelihood of water ingress
25 on 4 Exfiltration more likely from sewer with sediment
25 on 6 Sediment may lead to surcharge
25 on 15 Excessive sediment may attract poor maintenance
25 on 20 Sediment may modify characteristics
26 on 4 May cause damage leading to infil/exfil
26 on 9 May create paths for roots
27 on 1 Pipe lengths affect method of laying
27 on 4 More likely with shorter lengths
27 on 9 More likely with shorter lengths
27 on 10 Affects method of construction
27 on 17 Affects area available to make connection
27 on 22 Shorter lengths mean more variability in line and level
27 on 26 Shorter lengths mean more rodent access
28 on 2 Bursts require repair / maintenance
28 on 3 Local scale movement caused
28 on 4 Provide fluid for infiltration
28 on 6 May lead to surcharge
28 on 9 May attract roots
28 on 10 May affect method of choice
28 on 17 May affect connection location / nature
28 on 18 May contribute to GW
28 on 20 May dilute sewage
28 on 25 May help dislodge sediment
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APPENDIX E
Strain Gauge Data Sheets
DATA SHEET
Customer Name jf/A M L S  liA T fiC . .
Customer Order Number V\A,Oo3— CCC',£*CCvS 6 'i7
Red
Signal
White 
Dutn my
Black
I
Rad
Signal
White
I Power - 
Black
Power +
Signal -Signal +
/A ila/Ye Bow
Black/Blue
-Quarter t / Half Full
Gauge Type CgA-Q£ - tZSau,' -
Lot Number g-ArSsAD^i2
Gauge Factor
Resistance <L + . o  y
Zero Offset
Insulation Resistance > ? P ( / C N i c -
Temperature Compensated
S l g n e t ^ ^ ^ ,  ^  Date { o j [ l  k o  .
Measurements Group UK Limited
Stroudley Road, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire. RG24 8FW 
Tel. 01256 462131, Fax. 01256 471441
EMEME ENGINEERING DATA SHEET
THE ^FORMATION A PPEA RN O  ON THIS SHEET HAS BEEN COMPILED SPECIFCALLY FOR THE GAGES 
CONTAINED N  THIS PACKAGE. THIS FORM IS PRODUCED WITH ADVANCED EQUIPMENT & PROCEDURES 
WHICH PERMIT COMPREHENSIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE VERIFICATION OF ALL OATA SU PPL E O  HEREH 
SHOULD ANY QUE8'hO N S ARISE RELATIVE TO THESE G A G ES, PLEASE MENTION GAGE TYPE. BATCH 
AND LOT NUMBER.
H001 '
M— Micro-MeasurementsEM 5 Division
■ ■  ■  ■  ■ ■  UltU In USA
MEASUREMENTS GROUP, INC.
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
PRECISION 
STRAIN GAGES
FmalQA
9
9
GENERAL INFORMATION: CEA-SER1ES 
STRAIN GAGES
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: CEA gages are a  general-purpose family of constanlan strain gages widely used n  
analysis. The gages a re supplied with a  fully encapsulated grid and exposed copper-coated rtfegral solder tabs,
TEMPERATURE RANGE: -100* to +400* F (-75* to +205* C) for continuous use in static measurements.
SELF-TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION: S ee  data curve below! ;
. STRAIN LIMITS: Approximately 5% for Qage lengths 1/8 in. (3.2 mm) and larger, approximately 3% for gage lengths 
mm). :
FATIGUE LIFE: Fatigue life is a  marked function of solder joint formation. With 30-AWG leads directly attached to gage 
will be 10s cycles at ilbOOpkVin (pm/m) using M-Line361A solder. - - - - - -  ~ -•*- *
CEMENTS: Compatible with M-M Certified M-Bond 200. but it will normally not provide the greatest strain Omit. U kroU  
Bond AE-10/15, M-Bond GA-2. M-Bond 600. and M-Bond 610 are excellent. M-Bond 610 is the best choice over f »  
range. Refer to M-M Catalog A-110 for information on bonding agents, and BuHetins B-127. B-130, and 
procedures. 1 ;
SOLDER: If operating temperature will not exceed +300* F (+150* C). M-Une solder 361A (63-37) tirvlead solder 
attachm ent M-Line solder (95-5) tin-antimony is satisfactory to +400* F (+205* C). Refer to M-M Catalog A-110 
unsolders, and Tech Tip TT-609 for lead attachment techniques.
NOTE: The backing of CEA-Series gages has been  specially treated for optimum bond
atfiesives. No further cleaning is necessary if contam natxxi of the prepared surface is avoided during handfing.
G045 -^V: '.
"THERMAL O U T P U T '"
TEM PER ATURE IN 'CELSIUS
T C I  NO A53SM T C
t o  -1.02x10^+2.89x10°T-2.47x 1 12x 1 Q-5T3-3.63x 1 W  (*F>
TO“ -3.26x101+2.68x10&r-6.17x10‘?T2+3.29x10^T3-3.86x10^T^C)
:+400♦100 +200 +300
TEMPERATURE N  'FA H R EN H EIT  
TEST PATTERN: 250BG COOE: E N G :815211018 STEELTESTED ON:
. -  4T: V LTEST PROCEDURES USED BY
OPTICAL DEFECT ANALYSIS . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . • . ' Y T V .  . . M-M Procedure* and
GAGE RESISTANCE AT 24*C AND 50% R H ..................................... M-M Procedure. Direct NIST TraeeabWty on R esistance
GAGE FACTOR AT 24*C & 50% RH |UMiAxuu.«TKiMncLO.FotuoNRAT» .u s o .  . . . ASTM E-251 (C onstant S tres* Cantilever
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF GAGE FA C TO R............................................. - .........................ATSM E-251 (Step Deflection
THERMAL OUTPUT..........................................................................................  ASTM E-251 (Slow Heating Rate, Continuously
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Transport for everyone 
Dennis have taken on board the special needs of all 
the travelling public using local transport: the 
student with a backpack, the elderly, the disabled 
passenger, the burdened shopper and the harrassed 
mother with a toddler to control and a buggy to 
manoeuvre on to the bus - the result is the CAD 
designed, rugged and reliable Dart SLF chassis.
D art SLF and Super 
D a rt SLF Seating 
Capacities
Model 9.2m 10m 10.6m 11.2m
Seats on flat 
floor 19 23 27 27
Total Seats 36 40 44 47
Standees 15 17 18 21
Total
passengers 51 57 62 68
P 98B■ P HRJa
Seating Plans 
A wide variety of seating 
configurations can be selected by 
the operator to suit route, payload 
and passenger comfort criteria.
Chassis Dimensions (m m )
9.0m 10m 10.5m 11.2m
Wheelbase 4400 5200 5805 5950
Length - overall 9009 9809 10414 11009
Width - overall 2360 2360 2360 2401
Front overhang 2048 2048 2048 2048
Rear overhang 2561 2561 2561 3011
Turning circle - kerb 14765 17183 18997 19036
Aisle Width -
between front wheel 942 942 942 942
arches
Chassis Weights (kg) Wet weight
Front Axle 850 880 940 860
Rear Axle 2760 2810 2690 3260
Total kerb 3610 3690 3900 4100
Chassis Plated Weights (kg)
h ttp ://w w w .d en n isb u s.com /p ages/d art3 .h tm l 10 /07 /01
uart s d l  - A new concept m miaious accessioiiity t page d 0 1 4 ) lage z or z
Front Axle 
Rear Axle 
Gross
Design gross
r XX\
'fV V } Part o f  The Mayflower Corporation pie
4360
8000
11000
11000
4360
8000
11000
11000
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Dennis 
Dennis Way,
Guildford,
Surrey GUI 1AF 
Telephone:+44 (0) 1483 571271 
Facsimile: +44 (0) 1483 301697
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Phase I Raw Data Sample
APPENDIX
Raw data P1.2
Load kN/m Soffit microstrain Invert microstrain
0 1.5 0.1
0.3223 1.6 -0.1
0.6446 1.4 1
0.9669 1.5 0
1.2892 21.4 22.5
1.6115 21.9 22.7
1.9338 22.1 24.3
2.2561 25.6 27.2
2.5784 27.4 29.1
2.9007 29.2 31.3
3.223 32.2 34.5
3.5453 34.8 36.9
3.8676 38.6 40.1
4.1899 38.9 42.8
4.5122 44.8 47
4.8345 47.5 49.5
5.1568 49.8 52
5.4791 52.1 54
5.8014 53.7 56
6.1237 55.5 58.6
6.446 58.2 60.6
6.7683 60.3 62.8
7.0906 65.9 68.9
7.4129 67.1 68.7
7.7352 67.2 70.1
8.0575 69 71.5
8.3798 75.6 82.7
8.7021 86.2 90
9.0244 90 92.3
9.3467 90.2 92.7
9.669 91.6 93.7
9.9913 92.3 95.2
10.3136 94.6 96.5
10.6359 95 96.9
10.9582 97.2 99.9
11.2805 100.7 104.1
11.6028 103.6 107.5
11.9251 107.3 109.1
12.2474 109.1 112.7
Raw data P1.2 contd.
Load kN/m Soffit microstrain Invert microstrain
12.5697 112.9 116.3
12.892 115.2 124.3
13.2143 124.1 127.7
13.5366 127.3 129.8
13.8589 129.4 131.9
14.1812 131.9 134.7
14.5035 134.5 138.4
14.8258 139 139.8
15.1481 139.4 141.5
15.4704 140.9 143.3
15.7927 145.3 151.8
16.115 152.8 155.6
16.4373 157.2 160.4
16.7596 159.8 160.6
17.0819 160 162.8
17.4042 164.8 168.3
17.7265 166.8 171.5
18.0488 170.2 171.9
18.3711 172.6 175.5
18.6934 173.9 177.3
19.0157 186.2 187.3
19.338 187.8 190.1
19.6603 190.3 194.9
19.9826 194.6 197.6
20.3049 196.9 200.2
20.6272 201.2 204.2
20.9495 202 205.1
21.2718 205.4 207.2
21.5941 210.8 211.1
21.9164 215.2 219.9
22.2387 219.4 221.6
22.561 222.3 225.4
22.8833 228.6 230.8
23.2056 229.9 230.7
23.5279 229.9 230.6
23.8502 235.1 235.7
24.1725 233.4 233.6
24.4948 235.7 241
24.8171 246 248.1
25.1394 247.6 248.2
Raw data P1.2 contd.
Load kN/m Soffit microstrain Invert microstrain
25.4617 251.7 255.5
25.784 257.7 260.6
26.1063 261.1 260.9
26.4286 259.7 261.1
26.7509 265.5 265.4
27.0732 266 266.6
27.3955 267.4 267.9
27.7178 273.3 274.9
28.0401 284.2 284.3
28.3624 282.8 282.5
28.6847 283.6 289.3
29.007 294 295.8
29.3293 298.7 300.1
29.6516 303.4 305
29.9739 305.6 303.7
30.2962 303.2 303.6
30.6185 302.3 302
30.9408 310.2 314.4
31.2631 319.5 319.2
31.5854 319.6 319.6
31.9077 321.6 322.4
32.23 324.4 323.2
32.5523 328.8 330.9
32.8746 337.5 337.6
33.1969 334.9 335.9
33.5192 337.4 344.2
33.8415 348.9 353.3
34.1638 356.3 354.6
34.4861 355 352.9
34.8084 354.5 353.5
35.1307 358.6 360
35.453 366.1 363.6
35.7753 366 365.4
36.0976 364.2 361.3
36.4199 367.4 367.7
36.7422 377.4 377
37.0645 390 388.5
37.3868 394.2 390
37.7091 392.9 389.8
38.0314 397.2 393.3
Raw data P1.2 contd.
Load kN/m Soffit microstrain Invert microstrain
38.3537 397.5 395.3
38.676 401.3 400
38.9983 410.1 407.6
39.3206 413.2 412.8
39.6429 418.5 414.7
39.9652 421.7 419.8
40.2875 428.1 424.3
40.6098 428.4 426.1
40.9321 434 429.1
41.2544 434.8 430.7
41.5767 439.2 437.3
41.899 447.8 443.6
42.2213 450 441.6
42.5436 449.4 444.7
42.8659 445.4 451.1
43.1882 460.2 453.4
43.5105 462.2 457.8
43.8328 468.4 464.9
44.1551 476.7 473.2
44.4774 484 476.8
44.7997 478.3 471.6
45.122 480 477.7
45.4443 484.4 479.6
45.7666 489.1 482.8
46.0889 500.7 493.3
46.4112 505.3 496.7
46.7335 505.8 497.8
47.0558 506.5 502
47.3781 510.9 502.5
47.7004 511.9 506.5
48.0227 513.9 508.7
48.345 521.4 514.5
48.6673 522 515.4
48.9896 527.9 522.2
49.3119 537.5 530.5
49.6342 535.3 526.3
49.9565 533.8 528.9
50.2788 543.6 539
50.6011 545.9 537.9
50.9234 545 534.9
Raw data P1.2 contd.
Load kN/m Soffit microstrain Invert microstrain
51.2457 551 543.1
51.568 554.9 547.5
51.8903 558.6 554.8
52.2126 567.4 560.4
52.5349 573.5 565
52.8572 576 569.7
53.1795 583.2 573.8
53.5018 581.3 570.6
53.8241 586.5 577.3
54.1464 593.9 583.7
54.4687 595 586.4
54.791 594.7 592.6
55.1133 606.2 598.2
55.4356 607 597.1
55.7579 610.9 601.4
56.0802 611.3 600.5
56.4025 616.6 610
56.7248 628.4 621.1
57.0471 628.3 616
57.3694 625.9 616.4
57.6917 633.5 626.6
58.014 638.7 629
58.3363 653.3 E1 Ovrl
Phase I la Raw Data Sample
Raw data P2A. 1/2 Cycle 1
Load kN/m Springer Soffit Springer Invert
microstrain microstrain microstrain microstrain
0.0005 -1 6 0 2
0.38145 -1 6 0 2
0.7624 -1 8 -1 3
1.14335 -1 9 0 3
1.5243 -6 24 -5 6
1.90525 -5 24 -6 5
2.2862 -6 24 -5 6
2.66715 -7 24 -6 6
3.0481 -19 54 -19 15
3.42905 -28 72 -29 22
3.81 -31 78 -32 25
4.19095 -34 84 -35 28
4.5719 -38 90 -39 31
4.95285 -41 96 -42 34
5.3338 -44 102 -45 36
5.71475 -48 108 -48 39
6.0957 -51 113 -51 41
6.47665 -53 118 -54 44
6.8576 -56 124 -58 46
7.23855 -60 129 -60 49
7.6195 -64 134 -64 51
8.00045 -67 140 -67 55
8.3814 -70 145 -70 58
8.76235 -72 150 -73 60
9.1433 -76 156 -77 63
9.52425 -79 161 -79 66
9.9052 -81 166 -82 69
10.28615 -85 170 -86 71
10.6671 -88 175 -89 75
11.04805 -91 180 -91 77
11.429 -94 185 -94 80
11.80995 -97 190 -97 83
12.1909 -100 194 -100 86
12.57185 -103 199 -103 89
12.9528 -106 203 -107 92
13.33375 -110 209 -110 96
13.7147 -112 213 -113 99
14.09565 -115 218 -116 101
14.4766 -117 223 -119 105
14.85755 -121 226 -122 107
15.2385 -124 231 -125 111
15.6195 -127 236 -128 114
16.0004 -130 241 -130 117
16.38135 -132 245 -134 121
16.7623 -136 249 -138 123
Raw data P2A. 1/2 Cycle 1 contd
Load kN/m Springer Soffit Springer Invert
microstrain microstrain microstrain microstrain
17.14325 -138 254 -140 127
17.5242 -142 259 -143 131
17.90515 -145 264 -146 133
18.2861 -148 267 -149 136
18.66705 -151 273 -152 139
19.048 -153 277 -155 142
19.42895 -157 281 -158 145
19.8099 -160 287 -161 149
20.19085 -164 291 -165 153
20.5718 -167 295 -168 155
20.95275 -169 301 -171 159
21.3337 -173 305 -173 162
21.71465 -175 310 -177 165
22.0956 -178 315 -180 169
22.47655 -182 319 -184 173
22.8575 -184 324 -188 178
23.23845 -188 328 -190 182
23.6194 -191 333 -193 184
24.00035 -193 339 -196 187
24.3813 -197 342 -199 191
24.76225 -199 347 -202 194
25.1432 -202 352 -205 197
25.52415 -206 357 -209 202
25.9051 -209 362 -211 202
26.28605 -212 366 -215 205
26.667 -214 371 -217 209
27.04795 -217 376 -220 211
27.4289 -220 381 -224 215
27.80985 -224 386 -228 219
28.1908 -226 390 -229 221
28.57175 -229 395 -233 225
28.9527 -233 401 -236 229
29.33365 -235 405 -239 231
29.7146 -240 411 -243 236
30.09555 -243 416 -246 241
30.4765 -245 421 -250 241
30.85745 -249 427 -253 245
31.2384 -251 432 -256 250
31.61935 -255 438 -260 253
32.0003 -258 443 -263 258
32.38125 -262 448 -267 262
32.7622 -265 452 -271 264
33.14315 -268 458 -273 269
33.5241 -270 463 -276 271
33.90505 -274 469 -280 276
34.286 -278 474 -283 279
Raw data P2A. 1/2 4.8kPa sidefill load
Load kN/m Springer
microstrain
0.0005
Soffit
microstrain
-7
Springer
microstrain
11
Invert
microstrain
-6 13
0.38145 -7 12 -6 13
0.7624 -9 19 -8 15
1.14335 -13 32 -13 19
1.5243 -14 34 -15 21
1.90525 -17 38 -17 22
2.2862 -30 65 -30 34
2.66715 -33 71 -34 38
3.0481 -37 77 -35 41
3.42905 -40 84 -39 45
3.81 -42 89 -44 47
4.19095 -46 96 -47 51
4.5719 -49 101 -50 54
4.95285 -52 107 -53 57
5.3338 -56 112 -56 60
5.71475 -59 118 -59 62
6.0957 -62 123 -62 66
6.47665 -65 128 -66 69
6.8576 -68 133 -68 72
7.23855 -71 138 -71 74
7.6195 -74 144 -74 78
8.00045 -78 148 -78 81
8.3814 -80 153 -81 83
8.76235 -83 158 -83 87
9.1433 -86 164 -87 89
9.52425 -88 167 -90 92
9.9052 -92 173 -92 95
10.28615 -94 177 -95 98
10.6671 -97 182 -99 100
11.04805 -100 186 -101 104
11.429 -103 190 -104 107
11.80995 -105 195 -106 109
12.1909 -109 200 -110 112
12.57185 -112 204 -112 115
12.9528 -114 209 -115 117
13.33375 -117 213 -119 120
13.7147 -120 219 -121 122
14.09565 -123 223 -124 126
14.4766 -126 227 -126 128
14.85755 -128 232 -130 131
15.2385 -131 236 -132 134
15.61945 -134 241 -135 137
16.0004 -136 245 -138 139
16.38135 -139 250 -141 142
Raw data P2A. 7/2 4.8kPa sidefill load contd.
Load kN/m Springer Soffit Springer Invert
microstrain microstrain microstrain microstrain
16.7623 -143 255 -144 145
17.14325 -145 258 -146 147
17.5242 -148 264 -149 150
17.90515 -151 267 -152 153
18.2861 -154 272 -155 155
18.66705 -157 277 -158 158
19.048 -159 281 -161 161
19.42895 -162 286 -164 163
19.8099 -164 291 -167 167
20.19085 -168 295 -169 169
20.5718 -170 300 -172 172
20.95275 -173 304 -175 174
21.3337 -176 309 -178 177
21.71465 -179 314 -181 180
22.0956 -182 319 -184 182
22.47655 -184 323 -186 186
22.8575 -187 328 -189 188
23.23845 -190 332 -193 190
23.6194 -193 337 -196 193
24.00035 -196 342 -198 197
24.3813 -199 347 -200 198
24.76225 -202 352 -204 201
25.1432 -205 356 -206 205
25.52415 -208 361 -210 207
25.9051 -210 365 -213 209
26.28605 -214 370 -215 212
26.667 -217 375 -219 215
27.04795 -219 380 -221 217
27.4289 -222 386 -224 221
27.80985 -224 390 -228 224
28.1908 -228 394 -230 226
28.57175 -231 401 -234 229
28.9527 -234 405 -236 232
29.33365 -236 410 -240 235
29.7146 -240 415 -242 238
30.09555 -243 420 -246 241
30.4765 -246 424 -248 243
30.85745 -249 430 -252 245
31.2384 -251 435 -254 248
31.61935 -255 440 -257 251
32.0003 -258 445 -261 254
32.38125 -261 451 -264 257
32.7622 -265 455 -267 260
33.14315 -267 460 -270 263
33.5241 -271 465 -273 266
33.90505 -273 470 -276 268
34.286 -276 474 -279 271
Raw data P2A.2 load cell extension, cycle 3
Load kN/m Load cell extension P2A.1 eye 3 1 mm
0.09346 0
0.25613 0.102712
0.585147 0.310761
0.723771 0.578881
0.710215 1.083237
1.79284 1.664437
2.62131 1.787574
2.780983 1.830954
2.910887 1.847745
3.287043 1.899315
3.666878 1.948888
4.02219 1.995189
4.430567 2.041698
4.770211 2.085752
5.137103 2.129299
5.577837 2.172608
5.673749 2.1891
5.900042 2.216072
6.310395 2.257068
6.629671 2.297837
7.068225 2.337415
7.38287 2.378667
7.771969 2.419634
8.101055 2.457328
8.552074 2.496929
8.535657 2.498353
8.929457 2.53616
9.25936 2.573443
9.579114 2.611459
10.02448 2.648199
10.44893 2.686012
10.70942 2.722747
11.13367 2.759177
11.3849 2.780099
11.50656 2.796418
11.92359 2.833778
12.29246 2.867729
12.6729 2.90525
13.11677 2.941358
13.42631 2.975643
13.77896 3.011704
14.21226 3.048892
Raw data P2A.2 load cell extension, cycle 3 contd.
Load kN/m Load cell extension P2A.1 eye 3 1 mm
14.20757 3.052688
14.69885 3.084624
14.97793 3.119618
15.32241 3.155726
15.74721 3.19227
16.05143 3.228046
16.48474 3.263623
16.80518 3.298164
17.02895 3.319288
17.20735 3.334088
17.61246 3.370076
17.95462 3.405518
18.3147 3.440577
18.68547 3.475852
19.12539 3.51112
19.47961 3.547108
19.95366 3.581358
19.88472 3.585787
20.25849 3.617651
20.70257 3.651005
21.04269 3.688367
21.43369 3.721882
21.8089 3.757768
22.20099 3.792358
22.5651 3.826577
22.70978 3.848332
22.95419 3.859734
23.31543 3.891719
23.77047 3.928597
24.05296 3.960008
24.45078 3.995323
24.81603 4.029405
25.2191 4.062116
25.55269 4.096193
25.57673 4.099292
25.96869 4.129411
26.34416 4.159421
26.75152 4.191775
27.15813 4.224515
27.45512 4.258315
27.99681 4.289175
28.20498 4.321285
28.52603 4.343305
Raw data P2A.2 load cell extension, cycle 3 contd.
Load kN/m Load cell extension P2A.1 eye 3 1 mm
28.57645 4.353705
29.0291 4.385705
29.40934 4.417165
29.88147 4.447875
30.15607 4.478695
30.44666 4.510485
30.89898 4.540725
31.28842 4.571905
31.36097 4.580315
31.67472 4.603355
32.03399 4.634885
32.3891 4.665165
32.81832 4.697685
33.23167 4.726925
33.56096 4.758265
33.9111 4.791355
Phase Mb Raw Data Sample
Raw data P2B.2
Load kN/m Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
0 -1 3 -2 5
0.263972 -3 4 -3 7
0.523193 -2 5 -3 7
0.803488 -3 5 -3 8
0.891195 -3 6 -4 8
0.96672 -4 6 -4 8
1.119231 -4 7 -6 8
1.105223 -7 10 -9 12
1.301344 -10 13 -14 17
1.437654 -13 17 -17 21
1.994225 -16 21 -21 25
2.825731 -18 24 -24 28
3.198239 -21 28 -26 31
3.99795 -22 31 -29 34
4.794252 -25 35 -33 37
5.052986 -27 36 -33 38
5.592138 -28 37 -35 40
6.333865 -29 39 -37 40
6.353599 -30 40 -38 42
6.644979 -29 39 -36 41
7.036856 -32 44 -41 45
7.553838 -34 46 -43 47
7.05184 -35 47 -44 48
7.648732 -37 51 -46 51
8.150241 -40 53 -48 53
8.407879 -41 56 -51 56
9.040826 -42 57 -51 58
9.302729 -43 59 -53 58
9.791326 -45 62 -55 59
9.755512 -46 63 -56 62
10.04738 -49 66 -58 64
10.48128 -51 69 -60 65
10.94783 -52 72 -62 67
11.07196 -54 74 -64 68
11.54253 -55 76 f -66 70
11.97619 -56 80 -68 72
12.2504 -58 82 -69 74
12.43263 -61 85 -72 76
12.89979 -63 88 -74 78
13.31554 -62 86 -74 79
Raw data P2B.2 contd.
Load kN/m Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
13.47317 -66 91 -78 82
13.90403 -67 93 -79 83
14.32745 -68 95 -80 86
14.65574 -70 97 -81 87
14.86234 -71 97 -83 88
15.15823 -73 102 -85 91
15.19185 -76 105 -88 93
15.42525 -76 107 -89 95
15.99144 -79 110 -91 96
16.52316 -81 113 -94 99
16.85535 -83 117 -96 102
17.39328 -86 119 -99 104
17.52119 -88 121 -100 106
18.02684 -90 125 -102 108
18.23319 -92 128 -105 110
18.6593 -91 127 -103 109
19.2289 -95 132 -106 112
19.27081 -98 139 -111 116
19.55573 -100 142 -113 118
19.72834 -102 142 -113 119
20.04518 -102 140 -114 119
20.6188 -106 146 -118 124
20.98974 -108 149 -120 126
20.92518 -110 151 -122 127
21.46529 -112 155 -124 129
21.92576 -112 152 -124 130
22.10726 -114 153 -125 132
22.02332 -116 158 -128 136
22.99553 -119 159 -131 137
23.43346 -120 163 -134 139
23.59387 -122 165 -134 141
24.07224 -124 167 -136 143
24.77133 -124 165 -136 142
24.85185 -127 167 -138 145
25.11034 -127 167 f  -137 143
25.15712 -132 176 -143 149
25.47786 -133 178 -145 150
25.83028 -136 181 -146 152
26.40182 -136 182 -148 154
26.75972 -139 184 -150 156
27.34906 -140 185 -151 158
27.66492 -143 189 -153 160
Raw data P2B.2 contd.
Load kN/m Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
27.73399 -144 190 -155 161
27.34906 -146 194 -157 163
27.23175 -149 200 -161 167
28.7788 -152 204 -165 169
28.76247 -154 203 -166 171
29.43585 -156 208 -169 174
30.00741 -158 209 -169 175
30.15031 -159 212 -171 176
30.68202 -160 215 -173 178
30.9371 -162 217 -174 179
31.27417 -163 218 -176 181
31.40633 -167 225 -179 184
31.85826 -168 224 -179 185
31.97996 -166 222 -176 183
32.38304 -172 229 -182 188
32.44114 -174 231 -184 190
32.40387 -176 236 -187 193
33.11649 -179 239 -189 196
33.59704 -180 239 -190 197
34.20746 -182 240 -190 198
34.48397 -184 244 -193 201
34.88474 -184 245 -194 202
35.02155 -184 245 -194 202
35.58614 -186 250 -196 202
35.7925 -193 261 -203 211
36.00202 -193 260 -204 210
35.4541 -197 264 -206 213
36.81733 -196 262 -205 212
36.97411 -202 269 -211 219
37.30251 -204 275 -215 221
37.37633 -206 277 -216 223
37.98394 -208 279 -218 224
38.68596 -209 279 f  -219 225
39.12693 -212 282 -220 226
39.18454 -210 279 -219 225
39.55086 -214 288 -223 229
39.99595 -218 295 -226 233
40.32961 -218 296 -228 233
40.74841 -218 298 -230 235
40.78836 -220 301 -233 238
41.23884 -222 305 -235 240
41.69808 -222 304 -235 240
Raw data P2B.2 contd.
Load kN/m Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
42.00711 -225 307 -238 243
42.136 -225 306 -236 242
41.85436 -226 304 -236 243
42.91488 -227 303 -237 244
43.26764 -230 307 -240 246
42.43992 -232 311 -244 250
42.83885 -235 316 -247 254
43.4891 -236 314 -247 255
44.4702 -239 323 -252 258
44.89607 -239 325 -253 258
45.40634 -240 318 -253 259
46.041 -240 322 -253 260
45.95109 -247 332 -260 266
45.79042 -248 338 -263 269
46.20216 -250 337 -263 270
47.09032 -250 338 -265 269
47.56088 -247 333 -266 270
47.77443 -253 337 -268 274
46.61121 -257 342 -270 276
48.43015 -260 344 -274 278
48.54149 -260 344 -275 279
48.93215 -257 341 -274 277
49.6835 -261 350 -277 279
50.28952 -264 355 -280 281
50.03432 -266 360 -283 284
50.33276 -270 366 -286 287
50.79809 -268 361 -284 286
51.16208 -271 370 -290 290
51.24967 -269 362 -288 290
50.57799 -272 365 -290 292
52.02988 -257 352 r “271 278
52.36427 -277 381 -292 297
51.94729 -273 378 -290 296
50.00424 -258 356 -272 282
52.25172 -261 359 -278 285
50.26869 -247 352 -262 272
47.84312 -164 239 -174 191
50.41584 -155 227 -166 182
49.79533 -148 217 -156 174
Phase lie Raw Data Sample
Raw data P2C.2 Cycle 100
Seconds
Elapsed
Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
18 0 1 -1 1
19 -1 1 -2 1
20 -1 2 0 1
21 -1 2 -1 0
22 -1 1 0 0
23 -2 2 -1 1
24 -1 2 0 1
25 -1 2 -1 2
26 -2 2 -1 1
27 -1 3 -1 1
28 -3 4 -3 4
29 -8 10 -9 8
30 -11 13 -12 12
31 -14 15 -13 13
32 -14 16 -14 14
33 -15 17 -15 15
34 -17 19 -17 16
35 -17 20 -18 17
36 -19 21 -19 18
37 -21 23 -21 21
38 -22 24 -22 22
39 -23 26 -25 24
.40 -25 28 -26 26
41 -27 30 -28 28
42 -30 31 -29 29
43 -32 34 -31 31
44 -33 35 -33 33
45 -34 37 -35 35
46 -37 39 -37 37
47 -39 41 -38 37
48 -40 42 -40 40
49 -42 45 -42 42
50 -43 45 -43 44
51 -45 47 -45 45
52 -46 49 r -46 46
53 -47 49 -47 48
54 -48 51 -49 48
55 -50 52 -50 50
56 -50 53 -51 50
57 -51 54 -52 52
58 -52 55 -53 52
59 -53 56 -54 54
60 -54 56 -54 53
Raw data P2C.2 Cycle 100 contd.
Seconds
Elapsed
Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
61 -54 57 -56 54
62 -54 57 -55 55
63 -54 58 -56 55
64 -54 57 -56 56
65 -55 57 -55 55
66 -55 58 -56 56
67 -55 57 -55 55
68 -54 57 -55 55
69 -55 57 -55 54
70 -54 56 -55 54
71 -54 56 -54 53
72 -52 55 -53 54
73 -52 54 -52 52
74 -51 54 -52 52
75 -50 52 -50 51
76 -49 51 -49 50
77 -48 50 -49 49
78 -46 49 -47 47
79 -47 49 -47 47
80 -45 47 -46 46
81 -44 46 -44 45
82 -43 45 -43 44
83 -41 43 -42 43
84 -39 41 -40 41
85 -38 40 -38 39
86 -37 38 -36 38
87 -35 36 -35 36
88 -33 35 -33 35
89 -31 33 -32 33
90 -30 31 -31 32
91 -29 30 -29 30
92 -27 27 -27 29
93 -26 26 -26 27
94 -23 24 -23 26
95 -22 23 -23 23
96 -20 22 -21 22
97 -20 20 -20 21
98 -17 18 -18 20
99 -17 17 -16 17
100 -14 15 -15 16
101 -13 14 -13 15
102 -12 12 -12 13
Raw data P2C.2 Cycle 100 contd.
Seconds
Elapsed
Springer
microstrain
Soffit
microstrain
Springer
microstrain
Invert
microstrain
103 -11 12 -12 12
104 -10 10 -11 11
105 -9 10 -9 10
106 -8 8 -8 9
107 -7 7 -7 8
108 -6 6 -6 7
109 -6 6 -5 6
110 -5 5 -5 6
111 -4 5 -5 5
112 -3 5 -5 4
113 -4 5 -4 5
114 -4 5 -4 4
115 -5 5 -4 5
116 -5 4 -4 5
117 -4 5 -5 4
118 -4 4 -4 5
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1. Project Summary and Rationale
The United Kingdom, with a figure of 95% connected, enjoys the benefit of 
the highest proportion of households on mains drainage in the world. The 
beginnings of this drainage system was a direct result of the Industrial 
Revolution which caused a large proportion of the population to shift from the 
countryside into the towns and cities. The development of this system from 
the mid nineteenth century has meant that today we have around 370 000 km 
of public sewers in the UK, Thames Water operating and maintaining 87 000 
km of these.
The fact that our sewerage system spans some 150 years is not necessarily 
the only criterion by which to judge condition. There are numerous factors 
which are contributory to the present poor state of the reticulation including 
depth, ground conditions, ground water regime, pipe specification, sewage 
quality, construction practice, adjacent services and traffic loading to name 
but a few. These factors may result in a range of faults including cracks, 
fractures, blockages, deformations, displaced joints, collapses, open joints, 
deformation, erosion, infiltration and exfiltration.
In 1982 the Water Research Centre (WRc) estimated that around 5000 
collapses and 200 000 -blockages occurred each year with estimated repair 
costs of £100m and £14m respectively. The collapse rate was expected to 
grow by at least 3% per annum. There is little evidence to suggest any 
improvement in the rate of sewer degradation since these figures were 
published. Over the past four years the total number of collapses reported 
within the Thames Water region has remained relatively steady at between 10 
and 13 per 1000km per year despite a significant increase in investment in 
sewerage rehabilitation following privatisation in 1989. .
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Damaged sewers also mean ‘leakage costs’. The average cost to the 
consumer of 1 m3 of potable water is in the order of 40p and wastage levels 
through leakage in pipework systems are generally in the range of 20 - 30%. 
Yet the estimated cost of collecting and treating 1m3 of sewage is 90p, and 
leakage in sewer systems through the infiltration of ground water can 
frequently be as high as 75%.
Sewer collapses can lead to groundwater pollution and the operation of 
overflows into local watercourses, wherever there are sewers that leak in a 
major or minor aquifer there is a risk of pollution. Where such sewers carry 
effluent from chemical, petro-chemical or pharmaceutical plants, the hazard is 
potentially much greater. There is currently no formal EU legislation on 
leakage from sewers, although there is a Technical Committee that has set 
up 17 working groups to make recommendations in respect of some 98 
proposed standards for sewerage.
Germany is leading the EU in terms of regulations for sewers, with seven of 
the Lander having drafted detailed regulations on the inspection of sewers for 
leakage and fitness for purpose, with severe penalties for breaches. In 
Germany it is essentially an offence for wastewater to escape from sewer 
systems. It thought likely that EU will follow the German legislation in this 
area although there is likely to be significant opposition to this.
The realisation of the magnitude of the problems faced and the capital costs 
involved led to the conception of this project.
The main aim of the project is to develop an understanding of the 
mechanisms involved in sewer collapse. This understanding will allow the 
development of a novel system which will be used to identify key contributing 
factors of sewer collapse and provide a basis for predicting future collapses. It
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is proposed that these predictions be used to direct rehabilitation more 
effectively and reduce the number of collapses in the future.
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2. Progress to Date
Since the commencement of my Engineering Doctorate on 15 September 
1997, my research has progressed in a number of areas as outlined below.
2.1 “Factors Influencing Sewer Collapse” report
This report was completed in February 1998 and is attached to this report 
within the Appendix. It is the fruition of an initial literature search which 
identifies factors thought to influence collapse and explains their perceived 
role.
2.2 Site trials of Ground Probing Radar techniques
As part of Thames Water’s assessment of developments in survey 
technologies, extensive site trials of both surface mounted and in-pipe ground 
probing radar techniques have been initiated. It is claimed that areas of 
ground saturation, voiding and soil movement, all typical of sites with potential 
collapse problems, may be detected with this method. Tests to compare the 
results found by the less expensive and quicker surface method with the 
slower and hence more expensive in-pipe method are also being conducted. 
Trials are still underway and a report will be written in due course.
2.3 Formation of an Interaction Matrix
The parameters described by the “Factors Influencing Sewer Collapse" report 
have been used to develop an interaction matrix. The interaction matrix 
technique was proposed by Hudson (1992) as a method of describing the 
complex interactions apparent in rock engineering problems. The method 
allows for the representation of the key parameters of a system and considers 
the interactions that take place between these parameters. At present 
formation of the matrix is at an early stage, a 33 x 33 structure having been 
developed and the interactions are being considered.
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2.4 In-situ measurements of sewer pipe strains
The possibility of measuring the strains associated with the construction of a 
sewer due to backfilling, compaction and surfacing is being investigated for 
an actual, in-service sewer. Measurements of the subsequent traffic loading 
could also be made. Up to now, measurements of this kind have been 
undertaken only under test conditions.
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3. Courses/Events Attended
• Introductory EngD module, 15 -1 9  September 1997
• University of Surrey, Civil Engineering Department Seminar, “The 
Performance of Buried Rigid Pipes”, 15 October 1997
• Clean Technology EngD module, 20 - 24 October 1997
• Confined Spaces Training completed on 7 November 1997. Now an 
Approved Person Class 1.
• Introductory GIS training completed on 12 November 1997
• Project Management & LCA EngD module, 8 - 1 2  December 1997
• Organised and attended progress meetings with supervisors on 3 
December 1997 and 10 February 1998. Minutes have been submitted to 
portfolio
• Attended 3 day introductory course in CFD at the AEA in Harwell, 1 6 - 1 8  
February 1998
• Attended “Developments in Sewerage Conference” in Birmingham, 13 
March 1998
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4. Membership of Institutions
Graduate membership of The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) has recently 
been granted. The standard Thames Water/ICE training scheme towards 
chartered status has been re-written by myself and fellow research engineers 
at Thames water to accommodate the EngD scheme. This has been 
submitted to the ICE for approval. Chartered status should be possible within 
around 4 years.
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5. Future Work
The following work is proposed and will be discussed at the next supervision 
meeting.
5.1 Ground Probing Radar (GPR)
Continue site trials of GPR, produce a report describing the results and an 
evaluation of the method.
5.2 Interaction Matrix
Matrix and matrix coding to be completed within next 3 months. Aim to publish 
a paper or papers describing this novel method and the results gained. The 
matrix evaluation method will also allow important aspects of the problem to 
be highlighted for future research. The understanding gained from this work 
will serve direct technological developments in both assessment technologies 
and rehabilitation methods. .
5.3 In-situ Strain measurements
Investigations into the possibility of research in this area will continue. If 
problems associated with finding a suitable site, the protection of gauges and 
the collection of data can be overcome then work will progress in this area.
5.4 ICE Training
Begin the route to corporate membership of the ICE by attaining some of the 
core and specific objectives required.
5.5 Literature Search
Continue to review available literature related to the project.
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1. Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is to record progress towards the ongoing research 
objectives. It does not necessarily describe work at a conclusive stage simply the 
progress made towards the deliverables. This report may also contain details of any 
refinements made to the research objectives as set out within previous reports. 
Courses and events attended which have relevance to the research, including EngD 
modules, are listed. Proposals for future work are also discussed.
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2. Research Objectives
The broad objectives of the research work are as set out within the project rationale 
described in the 6 month report, the main aims of the project being to identify the 
important factors involved in sewer collapse and to gain an appreciation of the 
mechanisms involved. This understanding will allow the development of a predictive 
model which will attempt to identify those sewers most at risk from collapse. The 
model will then be utilised in effectively directing survey and rehabilitation work in the 
future, with the overall aim of reducing the number of sewer collapses. The required 
‘contribution to knowledge’ is likely to arise from the improved understanding of 
collapse mechanisms and/or the development of the predictive model.
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3. Progress in the last 6 Months
This section summarises research carried out between 1 April 1998 and 30 
September 1998.
3.1 Formation of Interaction Matrix
The major concept employed within the interaction matrix involves the system being 
broken down to identify the smaller interacting components that make up the whole. 
The method allows the representation of the total system behaviour by displaying all 
the relevant parameters of a problem and their interactions. Analysis of the 
completed matrix allows the most influential parameters within the system to be 
identified. In the case of the sewer collapse system, 33 parameters had been initially 
identified as being influential within the system, these were described within the 6 
month report. The formation of the interaction matrix has allowed the most influential 
parameters amongst these to be identified, the analysis performed will be utilised in 
the selection of variables for the predictive model. Further uses include the 
identification of key areas towards which future research may be directed.
Formation of the matrix is now complete, a description of the method, the scoring 
technique used and preliminary results are contained within a paper entitled The 
Application of the Interaction Matrices Method to the Problem of Sewer Collapse’ 
which is reproduced within the Appendices of this report. The paper was submitted 
to, and presented at, the 1998 EngD Conference held at Brunei University.
3.2 Investigation of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Techniques
The basic principle of the GPR method involves short duration, high frequency 
electromagnetic wave pulses being transmitted from an antenna into the ground. 
These pulses then propagate through the ground and are reflected and returned as 
an echo to a receiving unit. The received signal is fed to a processor unit where it is 
analysed and constructed into an underground image. The result is then displayed 
on a VDU in real time.
It is generally accepted that the formation of voids around a sewer are an indication 
of a sewer which may have the potential to collapse, the methods by which these 
voids may form are described within the 6 month report. The GPR method is being 
developed in partnership with Subterra Ltd, a Thames Water company, as a method 
of identifying such voids. Two systems are currently under investigation, one in which
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the antenna is inserted into the sewer pipe itself and one in which the antenna is 
towed behind a vehicle on the road surface. Tests involving the surface method are 
nearing completion and a report describing the results will be issued shortly. Tests 
involving the in-pipe method are on-going and will be written up in due course. The 
cross-sectional image reproduced below is typical of those produced.
Collapse Zone
Figure 3.1 Typical GPR Image
3.3 Asset Age /  Structural Condition Relationship
When sewers are CCTV surveyed, a grade is assigned to each length to describe it’s 
structural condition. A grade of between 1 and 5 is assigned according to the defects 
contained within the sewer length, the grades may be interpreted as shown in Figure 
3.2.
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Grade Implication
5 Collapsed or collapse imminent
4 Collapse likely in foreseeable future
3 Collapse unlikely in near future but further deterioration likely
2 Minimal risk of collapse in short term but potential for further 
deterioration
1 Acceptable structural condition
Figure 3.2 Internal Structural Grades (WRc Sewer Rehabilitation Manual, 1994)
A spreadsheet, containing 55000 sewer lengths, has been created which compares 
the structural grade of a sewer with it’s age at survey. At present it contains little 
information concerning sewers older than 100 years, therefore, archive records of 
early sewers are being investigated in an attempt to improve the coverage of the 
data. It is hoped that, when complete, the study will provide an approximation of the 
average degradation rate of Thames Water sewers through their life span. This 
information is likely to play an important part in the prediction model.
3.4 Other
An abstract entitled The Application of the Interaction Matrices Method to the 
Problem of Sewer Collapse’ has been submitted to, and accepted by, the 11th 
EWPCA (European Water Pollution Control Association) Symposium, ‘Sewerage 
Systems - Cost and Sustainable Effective Solutions’ to be held in Munich in May 
1999. The symposium forms part of the 12th IFAT 1999 Exhibition.
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4. Courses I Events Attended
This section summarises the courses and events, including EngD modules, attended 
between 1 April 1998 and 30 September 1998.
• Sociology 1, EngD module, 21-24 April 1998, University of Surrey
• Thames Water Sewerage Technology Session, ‘Rehabilitation Methods’, 5 May 
1998
• Risk Perception & Communication, EngD module, 19-22 May 1998, University of 
Surrey
• Hands on Environmental Audit, EngD module, 15-19 June 1998, Brunei University
• Thames Water R&D Review, Poster Presentation given, 26 June 1998, Reading 
University
• Environmental Measurement, EngD module, 13-17 July 1998, Brunei University
• EngD Conference, Paper Presentation, 15-16 September 1998, Brunei University
• GIS in Urban Water, Lecture Course, 25 September 1998, Imperial College of 
Science Technology & Medicine
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5. Supervision Meetings
Progress meetings with industrial and academic supervisors have been held as 
follows:
• 29 April 1998, Maple Lodge STW
• 18 May 1998, Maple Lodge STW
• 8 June 1998, University of Surrey
• 7 September 1998, University of Surrey
Grant Ockleston left Thames Water to return to New Zealand on 12 June 1998. Miss 
Rachel Cunningham and Dr Jeff Whiter, both of Thames Water R &D, have since 
taken over the role of industrial supervisor. I am very grateful to Grant for his 
support, encouragement and enthusiasm throughout his supervision period.
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6. Future Work
The following work is proposed for the next six months and will be discussed at the 
next supervision meeting.
6.11nteraction Matrix Method
Each of the parameters within the matrix is to be individually investigated to 
determine the following:
• data availability
• data coverage
• data format
• existing survey methods
• potential survey methods
• research requirements
This investigation is necessary to allow a decision regarding the precise nature of the 
predictive model to be made. It will also allow key areas where there are currently 
gaps in current knowledge to be identified.
6.2 Investigation of GPR Techniques
As described in section 3.2, testing of the above ground radar method is complete 
and a report will be issued in the near future. Testing of the in-pipe method is on­
going and will continue as and when Subterra identify suitable projects for R&D 
involvement. The next likely opportunity involves the grouting of unstuffed headers 
from within the sewer at Severnsfield in the Waltham Cross area, the grouting being 
monitored by in-pipe GPR. This project is likely to begin in November of this year.
6.3 Asset Age /  Structural Condition Relationship
Work on improving the coverage of the data with respect to older sewers will 
continue over the coming months. Data concerning sewers which have collapsed 
and have since been replaced also needs to be incorporated.
6.4 Development of Predictive Model
A literature search concerning the use of predictive models both within and outside of 
the water industry is to be conducted. This will then be used alongside the results
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from the parameter data investigation described above to determine the type of 
predictive model best suited to this application.
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7. Project Management Plan
The Gantt chart overleaf broadly describes how the objectives of the research are to 
be met over the remaining 3 years of the project. It should be noted that the project 
is about to reach a critical stage where a decision will be made regarding the scope 
and nature of the predictive model. This decision may significantly affect the manner 
in which the research objectives are to be met, therefore, the next reporting stage (ie 
the eighteen month report) should allow for a more detailed overview of forthcoming 
work to be given. Importantly, a review stage has been incorporated into the plan in 
February 1999.
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1. Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is to record progress towards the ongoing research 
objectives. It does not necessarily describe work at a conclusive stage, simply the 
progress made towards the deliverables. This report may also contain details of any 
refinements made to the research objectives as set out within previous reports. 
Courses and events attended which have relevance to the research, including EngD 
modules, are listed. Proposals for future work are also discussed.
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2. Research Objectives
The broad objectives as stated here supersede those outlined in previous 6 month 
reports.
The main aim of the project is to identify, and gain an appreciation of, the factors 
which influence instances of sewer collapse. This understanding will lead to the 
development a predictive model which will identify those sewers most at risk from 
collapse. The model will then be utilised in directing survey work and sewer 
rehabilitation more effectively, with the overall aim of reducing the number of future 
sewer collapses.
The necessary ‘contribution to knowledge’ is likely to arise from the improved 
understanding of those factors most prevalent in causing sewer collapse and/or in 
the development of the predictive model.
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3. Progress in the last 6 Months
This section summarises research work carried out between 1 October 1998 and 31 
March 1999.
3 .1 1nvestigation of Data Sources /  Statistical Investigation
The Interaction Matrix method, as described within previous 6 month reports and 
within Appendix A of this report, relies, to a large extent, on the knowledge and 
experience of those who complete the coding exercise. The results, therefore, are 
largely subjective and require some form of verification. An investigation has been 
completed with the aim of identifying sources of available data which relate to the 
parameters within the sewer collapse system. The data is then to be used to 
complete a statistical investigation of the sewer collapse problem. The statistical 
work is to be completed with the help of the Statistical Services Centre at Reading 
University who have advised that the logistic regression method be used to identify 
those parameters which have most significant influence on sewer collapse. The 
results from the statistical investigation will then be compared with those from the 
Interaction Matrix method.
Sources of data relating to 20 of the 33 factors identified as influencing sewer 
collapse have been recognised. Many of the parameters may be supported by same 
source data, for example CCTV records contain information regarding sewer 
material, sewer size and sewer shape amongst many others. Other sources of data 
include soil association maps, traffic data and borehole logs. The range of data 
sources has meant that much time has been spent in determining ways of accessing 
the relevant data fields from within each data source. In one case this has meant 
commissioning a piece of software to be written to extract data from an antiquated 
database; in another it has been necessary to sift through thousands of paper 
records. The laborious task of cross referencing the various data sources to 
individual sewer lengths is currently underway. On completion this will produce a 
data set of around 20 000 records which corresponds to 800 km of sewer, each 
record containing 24 dependent variables.
3.2 Asset Age /  Structural Condition Relationship
This facet of the research, as described in the 12 month report, is ongoing with the 
help of a sandwich placement student. It is hoped that, when complete, this work will
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provide an approximation of the average degradation rate of Thames Water sewers 
through their life span.
3.3 Sewer Collapse Site Visits
A sewer collapse response unit has been established which will visit sites within the 
Thames Water region as and when collapses occur. The inspection methodology 
developed will allow additional information regarding the parameters within the 
system to be gathered. The visits will also provide example and corroborative 
evidence to support the interaction matrix / statistical investigation. A Health & Safety 
risk assessment of the inspection activity has been written and recently approved by 
Thames Water’s safety engineer. A copy of an uncompleted site inspection record is 
contained within this report as Appendix B.
3.4 Other
3.4.1 EWPCA Conference
A paper entitled “Application of Interaction Matrices to the Problem of Sewer 
Collapse” is to be presented to the EWPCA Symposium: Sewerage Systems - Cost 
and Sustainable Effective Solutions, to be held at the ICM International Congress 
Centre Munich, 4 -6  May 1999. A copy of the paper is contained within this report as 
Appendix A.
3.4.2 GPR Investigation
As described in the 12 month report, a report concerning the use of Ground 
Penetrating Radar as a method for sewer inspection has been written and is 
contained within this report as Appendix C.
3.4.3 Miscellaneous
Various other activities related to the project include:
• The writing of a methodology for investigating the possible correlation between 
water main bursts/leakage and sewer collapses. This work has recently 
commenced and, for the moment, is concentrated on a relatively small 
geographical area.
• Involvement in a Water Research Centre (WRc) project to investigate problems 
caused to sewers by tree roots. Attended review meeting alongside 
representatives from various other UK water companies.
• R&D representative for Thames Water SRS2, the new year 2000 compliant 
system for sewer CCTV records. Involvement has been concentrated in algorithm 
definition, user group workshops and user testing.
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4. Courses I Events Attended
This section summarises the courses and events, including EngD modules, attended 
between 1 October 1998 and 31 March 1999.
• Review of Basic Statistics, 21-22 January 1999, Statistical Services Centre, 
Reading University.
• Investigating Relationships in Data, 8-10 February 1999, Statistical Services 
Centre, Reading University.
• The Maintenance of Sewer Systems, CIWEM/PIG seminar, 29 March 1999, The 
Pipelines Industries Guild.
NB No EngD modules were attended during this period.
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5. Supervision Meetings
Progress meetings with industrial and academic supervisors have been held as 
follows:
• 11 November 1998, Spencer House, Reading
• 25 February 1999, University of Surrey
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6. Future Work
A copy of the Gantt chart produced for the last supervision meeting is contained 
within this report as Appendix D. The following work is proposed for the next six 
months.
6.1 Statistical Investigation
Following completion of the data preparation stage, the statistical investigation will be 
completed using S PLUS statistical software. This will be written up as a report and 
submission to a journal considered.
6.2 Investigation of Sewerage Rehabilitation Policies
The rehabilitation direction and renewal policies of sewerage operators both from 
within the UK and Europe and throughout the rest of the world are to be investigated, 
assessed and compared with Thames Water practice. The commencement of the 
investigation will coincide with the forthcoming EWPCA sewerage symposium and 
will continue as a ‘background’ activity for approximately 18 months. This will allow 
an informed decision to be made regarding Thames Water current practice and how 
this may develop in the future.
6.3 Asset Age /  Structural Condition Relationship
This activity is to continue for the duration of the next 6 months in an attempt to 
provide a reasonable sample of sewers and ages on which to base a relationship.
6.4 Sewer Collapse Site Visits
This activity is programmed to continue until the end of the calendar year or until it is 
felt that nothing further is being learned from the visits.
6.5 24 Month Dissertation
The 24 month dissertation and viva are programmed to occur at the end of the next 6 
month period. These activities will obviously require a significant amount of effort and 
time.
6.6 EngD Modules
The following EngD modules are programmed within the next 6 months:
17-21 May 1999, Environmental Law 
1-4 June 1999, Sociology II
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19-26 August 1999, Advanced Leadership
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SEWAGE SYSTEMS - COST AND SUSTAINABLE EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS
EWPCA Symposium, 4 - 6 May 1999
part of the 12th IFAT 1999 Exhibition, Munich, Germany
APPLICATION OF INTERACTION MATRICES TO THE PROBLEM OF SEWER 
COLLAPSE 
J.P. Davies (1&2), B.A. Clarke (2), G.O. Ockleston (1), J.T. Whiter(1) & 
R.J. Cunningham (1)
(1) Thames Water, Research & Technology, Spencer House, Manor Farm Rd, Reading RG2 OJN, UK.
(2) Centre for Environmental Health Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The UK Sewerage System
The UK’s sewerage system began to develop as a direct result of the Industrial Revolution, 
which caused a large proportion of the population to shift from the countryside into towns and 
cities. In the 60 years from 1801, the British population not only grew from 10 to 30 million, but 
also changed in its urban/rural pattern from a ratio of 30:70 to 55:45. A major cholera epidemic 
in 1831 resulted in the formation of a Royal Commission and Edwin Chadwick produced a 
report in 1842 concerning the sanitary condition of the population. The report recommended the 
establishment of drainage systems and introduced the concept of well designed sewers with self 
cleansing velocities.
The development of sewerage systems rapidly followed, as urban drainage systems began to 
change form from open ditches which flowed into streams and rivers, to the type of buried 
structures on which we now rely. Today, there are about 250 000km of public sewer in the UK, 
the present day cost of replacement by conventional means probably amounting to some £70 
billion[1]. The development of the existing system over such a long period of time has resulted in 
sewers of varying shapes, sizes, materials, construction methods and construction standards 
being in service today. Tables 1 and 2 below describe the distribution of sewer age, material and 
size in the UK.
Age Brick (%) Clay (%) Concrete (%) O th er(%) All (%)
Pre 1914 3 (95) 19(26) 0.1 0.3 22
1914-1945 0.7 (100) 23 (24) 1.4(71) 0.5 26
Post 1945 0.2 (100) 36(18) 13(69) 3 52
All 4 78 14 4 100 (30)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages of sewers 300mm or larger
(Tab. 1: Sewers in England and Wales - Age and Material[1])
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Diameter Percentage
300mm or less 70%
300mm to 1m 25%
Over 1 m 5%
(Tab. 2: Size of Sewers in the UK[1])
1.2 Thames Water
Thames Water was formed in 1989 when the UK government privatised the 10 Regional Water 
Authorities. It is now the largest water and wastewater services group in the UK by customer 
base, serving more than 11 million customers in London and the Thames Valley. Every day 3200 
megalitres of wastewater are treated utilising approximately 350 sewage treatment works and 
some 78000km of sewer. At privatisation in 1989 Thames Water detailed a ten year capital 
expenditure programme for sewerage which totalled some £985 million [2] (November 1989 
prices).
1.3 The Problem of Sewer Collapse
A sewer collapse may be said to occur if either or both of the following conditions prevail:
• an immediate loss of service caused by a structural failure of the sewer, or
• a sewer suffers a structural failure such that it is no longer capable of supporting 
the surrounding ground.
There is a distinction to be made between collapse and service failure, (caused by tree root 
intrusion for example) which does not constitute a collapse.
The Water Research Centre (WRc) reported [2] that the UK water industry spends approximately 
£200 million per annum (1994 prices) dealing with structural deterioration and sewer collapses. 
In an earlier reportt3] it was also claimed that around 5000 collapses occurred in the UK every 
year. The capital cost of these collapses was found to show a skewed distribution, the most 
expensive 10% of the incidents accounting for 80% of the costs. It was this work which formed 
the basis for current UK sewerage maintenance practice, whereby sewer survey, analysis and 
rehabilitation investment are targeted at those sewers for which the consequences of collapse are 
most severe. This relies on the basic assumption that the most significant opportunities to make 
substantial savings are in the areas where collapse incurs greatest expenditure.
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, borne by the water company, and which relate to 
repair and reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered which are 
borne by society as a whole. Social costs may include:
• delays to traffic due to diversions etc,
• disruption of local economic activity,
• flooding of properties,
• loss of amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell,
• environmental consequences.
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In recent years it is probably the environmental consequences of sewer failures which have 
commanded most attention amongst these social costs. Sewer collapses can lead to groundwater 
pollution and the operation of overflows into local watercourses, increasing the risk of pollution 
incidents. Where such sewers carry waste from chemical, petro-chemical or pharmaceutical 
plants the hazard is potentially greater. Bishop et a l [4] in a summary of a report produced for the 
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) list bacteria, inorganic 
nitrogen species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as potential sewer related groundwater 
pollutants. Despite finding relatively few incidents of sewer related groundwater contamination 
which lead to adverse public health effects, the report concluded that sewers constitute a 
pollution source with the potential to contravene groundwater quality regulations. The poor 
quality of many urban groundwaters lends support to evidence that sewers may be implicated[4].
The range and magnitude of problems associated with sewer collapse, and the costs to both the 
utility and the public, led to the promotion of a Thames Water research project, in collaboration 
with the University of Surrey, UK, to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing 
sewer collapse.
The main aim of the project is to identify key contributing factors associated with sewer collapse 
and provide a diagnostic basis for identifying those sewers most at risk from collapse. The 
proposal was to develop an evaluation system to enable survey and rehabilitation work to be 
prioritised more effectively, thereby reducing the incidence of future collapses. The construction 
and use of an Interaction Matrix to aid the understanding of sewer collapses is discussed within 
this paper and forms part of the overall project.
2. THE INTERACTION MATRICES METHOD
2.1 What is an Interaction Matrix?
The interaction matrix technique was first proposed by Hudson [5] in 1992 as an analytical 
method to aid the understanding of complex rock engineering problems. The major concept 
employed within the interaction matrix involves the system being broken down to identify the 
smaller interacting components that make up the whole. The method allows the representation of 
the total system behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters of a problem and their 
interactions.
2.2 Formation of the Matrix
The basics of the interaction matrix are shown in Fig. 1. The leading diagonal shows the 
principal parameters of the system (X, Y and Z). The interactions between these parameters are 
shown as off diagonal terms.
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Effect of 
*  X on Z
t 1 I
Effect of 
YonX
t  t  I
Effect of 
Z on X «-
(Fig. 1: Interaction Matrix [6])
The first stage in the development of an interaction matrix is to decide on the elements which 
comprise the leading diagonal, these are the principal parameters which influence the system. 
The matrix may have any number of leading diagonal parameters from 2 upwards. Once these 
elements have been chosen, the next stage is to consider the interactions between them and enter 
these into the matrix. The interaction between two primary elements may take various forms 
from a simple numerical relationship to a description of how the two elements relate. It is 
important to note that off-diagonal terms are not necessarily the same in “forward and reverse 
directions” i.e. the matrix isn’t necessarily symmetrical. With reference to Fig. 1, this would 
mean that the effect of X on Y is not necessarily the same as the effect of Y on X.
The interaction matrix method is particularly suited to the problem of sewer collapse because of 
the large number of parameters which may contribute to the collapse system and the complex 
interactions which exist between these parameters. Many of the parameters interact 
simultaneously, affecting other parameters as well as the system as a whole. This makes the 
collapse problem difficult to describe and represent using traditional methods. The interaction 
matrix method allows these parameter interactions to be displayed and accounted for as sub­
systems within the overall matrix.
In line with the method explained above, a 33 x 33 interaction matrix has been developed which 
attempts to describe the vulnerability of a sewer to collapse. The leading diagonal parameters 
were compiled following an extensive literature search and consultation with experienced 
practitioners from Thames Water and the University of Surrey. The 33 leading diagonal 
parameters are listed below.
Void Formation 
Other Utilities / Interference 
Infiltration to Sewer 
Investment History 
Surcharging 
Cover
• Structural Condition •
• Bad Construction Practice •
• Ground Movement •
• Sewer Material Condition (Micro) •
• Displaced Joints •
• Applied Loading •
Effect of 
X on Y
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• Tree Root Interference • Construction Method
• Exfiltration • Soil Properties
• Surfacing Type • Geographical Location
• Fill Quality (Choice) • Aggressive Maintenance
• Bedding Material Type • Disruption from Connections
• Ground Water Regime • Age of Sewer
• Effluent Loading • Sewer Material
• Sewer Shape • Pipe Alignment
• Sewer Size • Joint Type
• Sediment Level • Rodent Damage
• Pipe Section Length
An example, 4 x 4  section of the matrix is displayed as Fig. 2 below
Void may allow X May provide lowVOID joint movement resistance
FORMATION pathway
Supports void X May allow root toformation DISPLACED penetrate sewer
JOINTS
X X Root interferenceCOVER less likely at
extreme depths
Root penetration May cause Xand associated localised joint TREE ROOT
activity may cause movement INTERFERENCE
voids
(Fig. 2: Example Section of Sewer Collapse Interaction Matrix)
With a matrix of this size, the presentational technique of displaying the 1056 possible 
interactions is extremely useful. The formation of the matrix also proved to be an extremely 
useful exercise, as it supported the identification of probable interactions within the system.
2.3 Interaction Matrix Coding
Following the construction of the matrix and consideration of the interactions between the 
leading diagonal elements, the off-diagonal boxes were coded in order to evaluate the interaction 
intensity and dominance of each parameter within the sewer collapse system. This was done in 
order to provide a quantitative assessment of the subjective views expressed in describing the 
interactions. Hudson [5] proposes a number of different coding methods ranging from a simple
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binary method, where interactions are switched either on or off, to more complex mathematical 
solutions via partial differential equations.
The sewer collapse matrix has been coded using an ‘expert semi-quantitative’ method which 
assigns numerical values to each off-diagonal box based on the level of interaction it represents. 
Coding values were assigned as follows:
Code Perceived Interaction
0 None
1 Weak
2 Medium
3 Strong
4 Critical
Coding was completed separately by a number of experienced individuals and, following 
discussion, averages taken of the values assigned. In this way the matrix coding reflects the 
knowledge and expertise of the individuals involved.
2.4 Cause and Effect Analysis
At this stage the matrix formation and coding is complete and analysis can begin. It now 
becomes apparent that the summation of the assigned values along each row of the matrix give 
an indication of the influence each leading parameter has on the rest of the system. Conversely, 
the summation of the assigned values through each column of the matrix represents the influence 
of the rest of the system on that particular parameter.
X1+X2+X3 
represents 
—► effect ‘A ’ has 
on system 
ie CAUSE
Y1+Y2+Y3 represents effect that system 
has on ‘A ’ ie EFFECT
(Fig. 3: Cause and Effect Calculation [6])
Y1
X1 A X2
Y2
Y3
1
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In this way ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ values may be determined for each of the leading diagonal 
parameters within the system. These summations may then be used to evaluate the interaction 
intensity and dominance of each of the leading diagonal parameters as follows:
Interaction Intensity = CAUSE VALUE + EFFECT VALUE
A high value would indicate a parameter that both affects the rest of the parameters and is 
affected by the rest of the parameters, such a parameter would play an important part within the 
system. A low value would indicate a parameter that has little influence within the system as it 
does not affect the other parameters or become affected by the other parameters.
Parameter Dominance = CAUSE VALUE - EFFECT VALUE
A high dominance value would indicate a parameter that has a large effect on the rest of the 
system without the rest of the system having much of an effect on it. Such a parameter would be 
termed ‘dominant’ and will have a significant effect on the rest of the system if  changed. Despite 
this, these parameters are not necessarily interactive and their role is limited by the fact that as 
the system changes they may not be affected and therefore may not play a significant role in the 
system’s progression. A low dominance value would indicate a parameter that is greatly affected 
by the rest of the system without itself having much of an effect on the other parameters, such a 
parameter would be termed‘subordinate’.
Interaction Intensity and Dominance values are best expressed as percentage values of the total 
matrix scores. This allows the values to be related to the system as a whole.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Parameter Interactive Intensity
Among the 33 leading diagonal parameters, scores for interactive intensity range from 1.4% for 
the least interactive parameter to 4.8% for the most interactive and hence most influential 
parameter. Scores for interactive intensity are distributed as shown in Fig. 4 below.
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(Fig. 4: Frequency Histogram for Interactive Intensity Scores)
1.4 -  1.8 1 .9 - 2.3 2 .4 - 2.8 2.9 -  3.3 3.4 -  3.8 3.9 -  4.3 4 .4 - 4.8
In teraction  In tensity Score (%)
Mean = 3.03
Variance = 0.74
Standard = 0.86
Deviation
(SD)
If frequency is plotted against the central value of each interactive intensity class described in 
Fig.4 the frequency curve shown in Fig. 5 results.
+ 1 S D
M e a n  =  3 . 0 3
2 . 6  3 . 1  3 . 6
In teraction Intensity S core (%)
(Fig. 5: Frequency Curve for Interactive Intensity Scores)
For practical purposes it is useful to band the parameters into groups which describe their level 
of influence within the collapse system. One method of achieving this grading is to make use of 
the standard deviation as shown in Fig. 5. This provides an arbitrary means of grouping the 
parameters together with those of similar influence.
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5
4
3
Primary
Influence
Secondary
Influence
2 J . Tertiary 
Influence
1
0
3 . 62.6 3 . 1 4 . 1 4 . 61.6 2.1
In teraction In tensity Score (%)
(Fig. 6: Method of Parameter Banding)
This banding arrangement results in the parameters being segregated as shown in Fig. 7 below.
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Infiltration to Sewer 
Displaced Joints 
Ground Water Regime 
Void Formation 
Structural Condition 
Bedding Material Type 
Disruption from Connections
Exfiltration 
Investment History 
Applied Loading 
Tree Root Interference 
Bad Construction Practice 
Fill Quality (Choice)
Construction Method 
Geographical Location 
Ground Movement 
Other Utilities / Interference 
Sediment Level .
Soil Properties 
Age of Sewer 
Sewer Material 
Pipe Alignment 
Aggressive Maintenance 
Rodent Damage 
Effluent Loading 
Joint Type 
Surcharging 
Sewer Size
Sewer Material Condition (Micro)
Depth of Cover
Sewer Shape
Pipe Section Length
Surfacing Type
PRIMARY INFLUENCE
SECONDARY INFLUENCE
TERTIARY INFLUENCE
(Fig. 7: Parameter Banding)
The obvious problem associated with banding of this nature is the creation of step changes 
between parameters with very similar levels of system influence. For this reason, a small amount 
of ‘overlap’ between bands has been allowed for as shown in Fig. 7.
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3.2 Parameter Dominance
Fig. 8 below shows the eight parameters which were found to be most dominant given the 
‘CAUSE - EFFECT’ relationship determined in section 2.4.
c / 0  C D
C/3 U 3 
0 3  ' - =
<u 1 2  - -
u i 10 -
P aram eter
N o te : P e rce n ta g e  va lu e s  re la te  to  the  s y s te m ’ s to ta l ‘ P a ram e te r D o m in a n c e ’ sco re  fo r  ‘ D o m in a n t ’ p a ra m e te rs  ie  w h e re  C > E
(Fig. 8: The Eight Most ‘Dominant’ Parameters)
It not surprising that ‘Geographical Location’ scores highest in terms of dominance, as location 
may help determine much within the system without many of the other of the factors influencing 
it. A similar argument could be made for the other seven most dominant parameters.
Fig. 9 shows the eight factors which score lowest in terms of dominance and may therefore be 
referred to as the most ‘Subordinate’ parameters within the system. This is not meant to imply 
that they do not have any influence over the system, or over each other, but simply that they are 
the parameters which score lowest.
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10.0 4-
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P aram eter
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(Fig. 9: The Eight Most ‘Subordinate’ Parameters)
Many of these ‘subordinate’ parameters are in fact ‘effects’, and are typical of what is currently 
assessed using traditional survey techniques such as CCTV and, more recently, Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR). This would appear to make sense as evidence of these factors would 
suggest a sewer could be progressing towards a potential collapse situation. Unfortunately, 
assessing sewers purely on these types of factors only serves to highlight those already 
approaching collapse conditions and not those which are likely to move towards collapse 
conditions at a rapid rate and which may, therefore, benefit from preventative maintenance.
4. VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
4.1 Data Investigation
The Interaction Matrix Method relies, to a large extent, on the knowledge and experience of 
those who complete the coding exercise. The results, therefore, are largely subjective and require 
some form of verification. An extensive investigation has been completed with the aim of 
identifying sources of available data which relate to the parameters within the sewer collapse 
system.
4.2 Results of Data Investigation
Sources of data relating to 21 of the 33 parameters have so far been identified. Many of the 
parameters may be supported by same source data, for example CCTV records contain 
information regarding sewer material, sewer size and sewer shape amongst many others. Some
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parameters are very difficult to support with data, the presence of voids, for example, being 
difficult to detect using traditional survey methods. Trials of GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) 
techniques are continuing at Thames Water to determine their potential for reliably identifying 
void formation adjacent to sewer pipework.
A sewer collapse response unit has been established which will visit sites within the Thames 
Water region as and when collapses occur. It is hoped that the inspection methodology 
developed will allow additional information regarding the parameters within the system to be 
gathered. The visits will also provide example and corroborative evidence to support the 
Interaction Matrix.
4.3 Statistical Model
The data accumulated will be used to develop a statistical understanding of the sewer collapse 
system. The model will allow the parameters within the system to be banded according to their 
influence, the results of this statistical investigation being compared to those from the Interaction 
Matrix. This will allow the Interaction Matrix model to be improved and modified over time into 
a more effective representation of the sewer collapse system.
The statistical model is to be developed in association with the Statistical Services Centre at 
Reading University, UK. The assistance of an expert body and the use of best statistical practice 
will help overcome the difficulties associated with the complexity of the system and the co­
dependent nature of some of the parameters. —
5. C O N C L U SIO N S
The Interaction Matrix method appears well suited to the problem of sewer collapse due to the 
large number of variables involved and the complex interactions that exist between them. The 
method has allowed the problem to be approached in a logical, systematic manner. Formation of 
the matrix and the associated consideration of all possible interactions has provided a useful 
basis for carrying out a critical and structured assessment of factors influencing sewer collapse.
The matrix analysis, supported by a statistical investigation of available data outputs, will 
ultimately assist in directing future rehabilitation and survey work more effectively. Future 
research within the field of sewer collapse will be directed towards the key areas identified by 
the matrix. A key output will be recommendations for future data collection and its potential 
significance in the context of more cost effective sewerage management.
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Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit
Geographical Details
Local Authority A rea____
House Number
US MH No.
SEWER LOCATION
The Sewer
EX-SECTION 24
MATERIAL (P)
SEWER TYPE
Street / Road Name
OS Grid Reference
DS MH No.
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
□
□
□
□
□
□
Complete on return from site 
Complete on return from site
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state__________;__________
Y/N Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wall)
10 Plastic
X Other, state -
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state_____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Height mm
Width mm
SEW ER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
□ 1 Arched (with flat bottom)2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state .
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
If YES, describe
□
□
□
Roots visible in excavated area? | |
Estimate no. of trees within 5m j |
Estimate no. of trees within 10m □
Estimate height of trees (max) j j
□
□
□
□
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state___
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
COVER
CONNECTIONS (P)
Failure
INFILTRATION
DEFECTS (P)
Depth to invert
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby?
Tick any that occur at or 
within 5m of failure point.
□ 1.Gas pipes
□ 2. Water pipes
□ 3. Electricity cables
□ 4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
□ 5. Cable ducting, other
□ X. Other, state
□
□
□
Water main burst/leak nearby? □
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
m
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
3. Multiple cracks/fractures
4. Open joints
5. Displaced joints
6. Broken pipe
7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
9. Debris (grease)
10. Scale
VOIDS (P)
Evidence of voids 
in ground around sewer?
RODENTS (P)
Evidence of rodents?
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
11. Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation
Y/N, Details______
Y/N, Details
Any rodents sighted?
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix)
□
□
□
Does road have speed bumps? □  
BUILDING WORK / INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P)
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
□
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A 
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details
Any evidence of recent surface □  Y/N, Details
opening?
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of bad practice? 
(eg propped pipes etc)
□ Y/N, Details
AGE OF SEW ER (P)
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
Is sewer forced to deviate „  □
around any obstacles in ground?
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Any evidence of previous repair? | |
Comments
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Add sketch if appropriate
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gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pip
ish fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
Gasket
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting uPVC pipe
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe mechanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
S urface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam -
Rolled Asphalt -
(e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated 
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In assessing the structural condition of a sewer, the state of the surrounding ground is of fundamental 
importance: the stability of a cracked or deteriorated sewer depends to a large extent on the degree of 
lateral support provided by the surrounding ground. This report describes the results from trials of a 
surface mounted Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) technique, as marketed by Subterra, to determine 
it’s effectiveness in identifying voids and other anomalies surrounding sewers.
Surface mounted GPR surveys, in-pipe GPR surveys and CCTV surveys of 3.6km of sewers were 
conducted in Haringey between November 1997 and May 1998. Comparisons were made between 
the findings of the three survey methods , the location and nature of individual features being 
investigated and attempts made to match sub-surface anomalies between the different sets of results.
A reasonable correlation between results from the three survey methods was found on 5 of the 8 sites 
surveyed. In these cases the initial surface mounted GPR survey identified problems which were at 
least partially confirmed by the in-pipe GPR and CCTV surveys. A significant difference was noted 
in the level of detail that the two GPR methods were able to identify, a more accurate assessment of 
the location, size and nature of any anomalies being possible with the in-pipe GPR method. Overall, 
the surface mounted GPR method resulted in costs of £0.85/m and the in-pipe method £5/m. These 
rates reflect the cost over 10 days of survey work, although significant problems were encountered 
concerning traffic and parked cars which have adversely affected these figures.
The mixed results for the surface mounted GPR system were accounted for by difficulties in data 
interpretation, difficulties in maintaining antenna / sewer alignment and time lapses between surveys.
It was concluded that, at present, the use of surface mounted GPR should be restricted to carefully 
chosen sites where reflections from other buried assets and disruptions due to parked cars and other 
obstructions are minimal.
The surface mounted GPR system would seem to benefit from further development in the field of 
data interpretation, possibly in the form of pattern recognition or the use of knowledge based 
systems. Many of the problems associated with the surface mounted GPR system do not necessarily 
apply to the in-pipe method , it is therefore recommended that further trials of the in-pipe method are 
completed with a view to producing a specialist tool for inspecting sewers of a high criticality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Surface Mounted GPR
The basic principle of the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) technique involves short duration, high 
frequency electromagnetic wave pulses being transmitted from an antenna into the ground. When the 
transmitted impulses strike an interface (change in dielectric constant) they are reflected as an echo 
to a receiving unit. The distance from the antenna to the reflector is determined from the time taken 
for the pulse to travel from the transmitter to the receiver. The received signal is fed to a processor 
unit which formulates an underground image from the changing signal as the antenna moves. A 
schematic diagram illustrating the principles and key components of a typical system is shown in 
Figure 1.1.
TRANSMITTER
ENCODER
RECEIVER
PROCESSOR
DISPLAY UNIT
Fig. 1.1 Key Components of a Typical GPR (Read & Vickridge, 1997)
Subterra offer two types of GPR service for sewer inspection, a surface mounted configuration and 
an in-pipe configuration. This report is primarily concerned with the performance of the surface 
mounted configuration. The Subterra system utilises the following commercially available 
equipment:
1. GSSI SIR 1 OH multi channel control system
2. Bistatic transceivers 500MHz and 200MHz centre frequency
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The antennae equipment is towed behind a vehicle traveling at around 5mph (depending on traffic 
conditions) which contains the processor and display unit.
1.2 Sewer Deterioration
In assessing the structural condition of a sewer, the state of the surrounding ground is of fundamental 
importance: the stability of a cracked or deteriorated sewer depends to a large extent on the degree of 
lateral support provided by the surrounding ground (WRc, 1994). It is generally accepted, therefore, 
that the formation of voids around a sewer are an indication of a sewer which may have the potential 
to collapse. The methods by which such voids may form and the factors associated with void growth 
are discussed in Volume III of the WRc Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual.
1.3 Objectives
In broad terms the objectives of the work are to determine the effectiveness of surface mounted GPR 
in locating voids surrounding sewers. Existing survey techniques, such as CCTV and sewer profiling, 
are only capable of assessing the internal condition of a sewer. While this can provide an accurate 
assessment of the structural condition of the pipe itself, an assessment of the level of support 
provided by the surrounding ground is not possible. A reliable method of identifying the occurrence 
of voids would therefore be valuable.
A further objective of the work is to compare the results from surface mounted and in-pipe GPR 
surveys of the same sewer. This is of interest as the costs of the two types of survey differ 
significantly, the in-pipe method being slower and hence more expensive due to the need for access 
to the sewer and ,in some cases, traffic management schemes.
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2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Trial Sites
A number of roads and streets within the Haringey area were selected as potential trial sites, the sites 
are listed within the Subterra documentation contained within the Appendix of this report. Haringey 
was selected as an area that has suffered a significant number of sewer collapses in recent years and 
was also thought to have reported them accurately with regard to sewer criticality. The sites selected 
amounted to some 10km of sewer.
2.2 Survey Work ^
Surface mounted GPR surveys were carried out by Subterra during November 1997 and a report was 
issued soon after detailing perceived anomalies near the sewers and identifying sites which were 
thought to warrant closer inspection with an in-pipe GPR. In-pipe GPR surveys were carried out in 
January / February 1998, the results being compared with those found by the surface mounted 
method. A selection of sites were surveyed using the in-pipe method, some of which had been 
interpreted by the surface mounted method as having problems and some of which were thought to 
be in reasonable condition. CCTV surveys were then carried out by Subterra in April / May 1998 to 
internally inspect the sewers, as some of which were thought to be in a collapsed or ‘collapse 
imminent’ condition, following the in-pipe GPR survey. CCTV inspection allowed the internal 
inspection of sewers which had been interpreted from GPR surveys as suffering from voiding. Areas 
interpreted as suffering from voiding being inspected for any signs of silting or structural defects 
likely if ground loss and voiding were taking place.
2.3 Comparisons
Comparisons were made between the findings of the three survey methods for all of the sites 
successfully surveyed. The location and nature of individual features being investigated and attempts 
made to match anomalies between the different sets of results.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Subterra Reports and CCTV Records
A summary report, as supplied by Subterra, is contained within Appendix 8.1 of this report; more 
detailed reports, also as supplied by Subterra, are contained within Appendix 8.2 of this report. 
CCTV videos are held on file at Spencer House, Reading.
3.2 Completed Surveys
The results described below concern only those sites surveyed by all 3 methods for which reporting 
was complete. This amounted to some 3.6km of sewer covering 8 sites. Of the other sites, numerous 
problems including high volumes of traffic and parked cars resulted in incomplete surveys within the 
time scales and costs scheduled.
3.3 Comparisons
A reasonable correlation between results from the 3 survey methods was found on 5 of the 8 sites 
(62.5%). In these cases the initial surface mounted GPR identified problems such as soil piping, 
saturation and voiding which were at least partially confirmed by the in-pipe GPR survey. 
Subsequent CCTV investigation also supported the findings. The summary report provided by 
Subterra (see Appendix 8.1) identifies a reasonable correlation between results for 7 of the 10 sites, 
however, no CCTV video or full report was received for two of these sites and, therefore, they have 
not been considered.
On the remainder of the sites the surface mounted GPR either identified problems which were not 
identified by either of the other methods or failed to identify anomalies spotted by both the in-pipe 
GPR and CCTV inspections.
It should be noted that, as expected, there was a significant difference in the level of detail that the 
two GPR methods were able to identify. The majority of anomalies identified by the surface mounted 
method being classified as ‘soil piping’, ‘saturation’ or ‘ground movement’, only on a few occasions 
were anomalies identified as ‘voids’. Interpretation of the in-pipe GPR data often identified voids and 
in a number of instances commented on the perceived size of the voids and whether or not they were 
filled with water, areas of infiltration and exfiltration were also identified. A more accurate 
assessment of the location of any anomalies was also possible with the in-pipe method.
Overall, the in-pipe GPR method was found to have a better correlation with the CCTV results than 
the surface mounted method has with the CCTV results.
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3.4 Costs
Both the surface mounted and in-pipe GPR methods entailed costs of around £2100 per day (or 
night). This cost included conducting the survey work, including any necessary traffic management, 
and the production of a report. It was found that having sewer jetting equipment on standby during 
any in-pipe survey work was beneficial, resulting in an additional £500 to the daily rate.
Overall costs for the GPR work resulted in the following rates:
Surface Mounted - £0.85/m of survey
In-Pipe - £5/m of survey
It should be noted that significant problems concerning traffic and parked cars were encountered 
during the work which have affected the rates calculated; nevertheless, the rates above reflect the 
average cost over the 10 days of survey work.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Differences in Results
The mixed results described for the surface mounted GPR system may be accounted for by a number 
of factors, the most likely of which being highlighted below.
4.1.1 D ata  Interpretation
The processing and interpretation of the return signals is obviously a crucial element in any GPR 
system. In situations where many interfaces lie between the antenna and the designated ‘target area’ 
there are likely to be numerous echoes making differentiation between buried utilities and different 
types of underground discontinuities difficult. These problems are obviously more likely to apply to 
the surface mounted GPR method, especially when one considers the number and variety of buried 
services which generally overlie the sewer. The interpretation of GPR data in general requires a high 
level of skill and experience, this would seem to be especially true when interpreting surface 
mounted GPR data relating to sewers. Difficulties in data interpretation due to the presence of 
underground utilities have previously been reported by many authors including Kikuta & Tanaka 
(1990).
The in-pipe GPR system has an obvious advantage in this area in that it is unlikely that, save for the 
sewer wall, there will be any ‘obstructions’ between the antenna and the intended target area.
4.1.2 Sewer Location
A further advantage of the in-pipe GPR method is that the antenna will obviously follow the line of 
the sewer. Unfortunately, parked cars and other obstructions mean that a surface mounted antenna is 
likely to be forced off the line of the sewer on reasonably regular basis; this is likely to be especially 
true in busy urban areas. Offset manholes may also give a false indication of sewer location.
4.1.3 Time between Surveys
As previously described, the surveys were carried out according to the following time scale: 
November 1997: Surface Mounted GPR
January/February 1998: In-Pipe GPR
April/May 1998: CCTV
The lapses in time between the surveys may have resulted in changes in the sewers’ condition for the 
three surveys. However, changes in the sewers’ condition over these periods, particularly between the 
two radar surveys, is likely to have been minimal given the relatively serious nature of the defects 
being identified.
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4.2 Costs
The costs reported for the two GPR methods reported in section 4 means that the in-pipe method is 
approximately 6 times more expensive than the surface mounted method. The additional costs 
associated with the in-pipe method relating to traffic management, gaining access to the sewer and 
the lower antenna velocity. The difference in the costs obviously needs to be balanced against the 
perceived accuracy and level of detail provided by each method. The nature of the site also needs to 
be carefully considered given the problems with the surface mounted method and data interpretation 
described above.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Results concerning the ability of the surface mounted GPR to identify voids and similar anomalies 
surrounding sewers were mixed, a reasonable correlation between the three survey methods being 
found on 5 of the 8 sites. These results may be explained by difficulties in data interpretation, 
difficulties in determining and maintaining the line of the sewer and the time lapse between surveys.
A significant difference was found in the level of detail that the two GPR methods were able to 
identify.
At present, use of the surface mounted GPR method should be restricted to carefully chosen sites 
where reflections from other buried assets and disruptions due to parked cars and other obstructions 
are minimal.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The surface mounted GPR system would seem to benefit most from further development in the field 
of data interpretation. This could take the form of advances in pattern recognition or the use of expert 
or knowledge based systems. A major advantage of the surface mounted system is obviously the 
speed at which it can accumulate data, however, a considerable amount of time still needs to be spent 
in analysing this data. The development of a semi-automated system for pattern recognition may, 
therefore, be of benefit.
Many of the problems associated with the surface mounted system, such as reflections from other 
buried services and problems with following the line of the sewer, do not necessarily apply to the in­
pipe GPR method. It is therefore recommended that this system is tested and developed further, with 
a view to producing a specialist tool for inspecting sewers of a high criticality. Although the costs for 
in-pipe GPR surveying are relatively high, an accurate assessment of the location and extent of voids 
and unstuffed headers around sewers of high criticality would certainly be of interest. Due to the 
capital costs involved, R&T trials should be conducted as part of Subterra contracts as and when they 
occur.
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8. APPENDIX
The reports contained within this section are copies of those provided by Subterra during the project.
8.1 Summary Subterra Report
In the following report, sites which have been highlighted in colour are those which have been 
surveyed by all three methods ie surface mounted GPR, in-pipe GPR and CCTV. Of these sites, 
those highlighted in blue on the first summary page indicate sites chosen as alternatives to those 
originally selected due to problems with parked cars and other obstructions.
The second summary page displays Subterra’s interpretation of the degree of correlation found 
between the three survey methods. Sites highlighted in magenta indicate those which Subterra 
believe showed a good correlation between all three survey methods. Sites highlighted in green 
indicate those which Subterra believe that the surface mounted GPR method was only ‘partially 
correct’.
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We have printed the accompanying tables in two formats for ease o f interpretation. 
The table with the yellow and blue hi-light indicates the following
-yellow hi-lights the control survey locations for CCTV and the results of the CCTV 
survey in a collective format ie numerous defects seen.
- blue hi-light  ^the alternate survey locations which we had to substitute for 
locations X,Y and Z due to inaccessibility o f sewer M/H covers at the original 
locations.
The CCTV report column also has also been annotated with either one * or two ** 
which indicate the following;
• * indicates that no infiltration was observed during the survey
• ** indicates that some degree o f infiltration was observed during the survey.
Table two has been hi-lighted with magenta and green to indicate as follows;
- ■ ■ ■ ■ i  locations at which we believe there is good correlation between 
all the survey results ie surface GPR,ISGPR and CCTV and therefore the original 
surface GPR survey interpretation was accurate.
-green hi-light| locations at which the original surface GPR survey was only
partially correct ie we interpreted no sewer survey required ,but infiltration due to 
water leaks is possible.
Site N Lordship Lane on the original surface GPR and ISGPR survey in November 
1996 was interpreted as no water leaks apparent on the report: this site was 
resurveyed in February this year and two water leaks had appeared near No.41.
These leaks were reported to the leakage project, but at the time o f the CCTV survey 
no action had been taken.
The CCTV tapes and the reports have been retained because they contain up to date 
information on sites K.02. Ml and D which are listed as rehab, projects.
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Thames Water Engineering 
Maple Lodge
3rd - 7th November 1997 Inclusive
Without Prejudice 
Interpretative Radar Report
Subterra lid.
Site Diary
Monday 3rd November 1997 cont...
15.45hrs
Unable to retrieve data tape from Sir 10 system.
16.05hrs
After lengthy discussion with manufacturer, it is decided that we will return to 
Allied Assoc, to repair damage to Skyboard Processor.
16.10hrs
I.J. Trust and R. Hughes remain on site to check levels on existing sites to be 
re-surveyed. D. Trust and D. Woodbury return to Allied Assoc.
17.25hrs
Arrive at Allied Assoc, where Sir 10 system was stripped down and data tape 
removed - processor board replaced.
18.55hrs
Re-calibrating equipment after repair. Tested and working.
19.40hrs
Traffic conditions too heavy, making it impossible to return to site. Phoned
I. J. Trust and instructed him to return to digs.
20.55hrs
Arrived back at digs.
RITEC Site Diary: David Trust 
Project 045/13 
Thames Water R & T 
Leak Detection Surveys
Monday 3rd November 1997
04.30hrs
Mobilise from Bromborough/Chester 
08.30hrs
Arrived at Allied Assoc, heading for Rickmansworth to collect and calibrate 
equipment. (Sewer radar-collect, data tapes).
09.15hrs
Leave Allied Assoc, heading for Ricmansworth to collect survey unit and 
trailer.
10.30hrs
Leave Rickmansworth for site. -North east London.
11,30hrs
Arrive Chartis Rd. setting up to survey calibrate equipment - crew lift MH lids 
to check size of pipe and approx. depth.
11.55hrs
Surveying Chartis Rd.
12.25hrs
Setting up to survey Evershot Rd. crew checking levels.
12.45hrs
setting up to survey Middle Lane.
13.05hrs
First MH Middle Lane will not lift. Sent crew off further up Middle Lane to 
attempt access in another MH.
14.15hrs
Crew return after unsuccessfully attempting to access Middle Lane sewer due 
to traffic conditions, parked cars and stubborn MH lids.
14.25hrs
Surveying Middle Lane - traffic congestion heavy.
14.55hrs
120m. from end of survey (Middle Lane) generator surged then stopped 
working, causing radar unit GSSI Sir 10 to crash which corrupted data files on 
data tape read/write.
RITEC Site Diary: David Trust 
Project 045/13 
Thames Water R & T 
Leak Detection Surveys
T u e s d a y  4 th N o v e m b e r  1997
Surveying: Chartis Road
Start: At dead end outside Charrington Park Tavern
• Antenna coupled directly to floor
• File 12
• Site A
40m.
115m.-120m.
330m
350m
Area of ground movement.
Phase change on area with Ground Movement. (GM)
Off line of sewer.
End of survey.
NB. Chartis Road is in fairly good condition overall. The ground conditions 
around 40m. from the outside of Charrington Park Tavern, appear to 
indicate where a burst main may be leaking or has been repaired.
The road surface was too new to determine if any recent excavations 
have taken place.
CONCLUSION:
Further investigations into the sewer on Chartis Road would not 
benefit the results at this time.
Surveying: Evershot Road
Start: At the junction of Tollington Park & Evershot Road
• File 13
• Site B
40m. Saturation the first 40m. - possible leaking reticulation main.
100m. Saturation around services.
140m. GM along side of MH
230m. Junction of Thorndale Rd. - heavy saturation across road
junction.
280m. Junction of Corbyn Rd. - heavy saturation & GM across this
junction.
345m. Heavy water saturation from 2^m. plus
370m. End of survey.
T u e s d a y  4 th N o v e m b e r
File 13
Site B continued......
NB: The last 25m. on the survey of Site B indicated an area of heavy 
saturation. This could possibly be from a leaking main.
CO NCLUSIO N:
A good site for further investigations with in-Sewer Radar. ©
• File 14
• Site E
Surveying: Middle Lane
Start: At the junction of Middle Lane & Park Rd. (A1201) heading up
to Priory Rd. High St.
62m. Wet Patch and Void next to MH
100-120m. Area of Wet Ground.
240-250m. Junction of Elm Field Ave. (area of Wet Ground)
400-410m. Area of Wet Ground
420m. Possible leak from main,
550-580m. Possible ieaking water main.
590m. Survey wheel stopped working - data corruption error on the
tape.
NB: To be re-surveyed at a later date; sufficient information was collected to 
warrant an In-Sewer Radar Survey. This should be carried out when a 
smaller radar antenna has been developed. Proper traffic management 
must be organised, as this is a busy arterial route.
CONCLUSIONS:
In-Sewer Radar Survey is needed to properly evaluate the condition of 
the surrounding materia! around the sewer.
• File 1
• Site G
Surveying: Hawthorn Rd.
Start: At the junction of North View Rd. & Hawthorn Rd.
Data file corruption error on tape device.
T u e s d a y  4 th N o v e m b e r  c o n t . . .. ' . - ■ • • - - . . .
File 2
Site G
Surveying: Hawthorn Rd.
Start: At the junction of North View Rd. & Hawthorn Rd.
80m. Saturation with minor GM
320m. End survey
NB; Although the above information is minimal the saturation anomaly 
detected at 80m. is sufficient to warrant an In-Sewer Radar Survey.
CONCLUSION:
In-Sewer Radar Survey required to gain more information around the 
80m. area.
• File 3
• Site E
Surveying: Middle Lane (RE-SURVEY)
Start: At round-a-bout on Priory Road High St. - heading south down
Middle Lane.
100m. GM.
160-190m. GM & Wet Patch.
380m. Wet Patch.
450m. GM.
550-570m. Minor Voiding around MH.
600-610m. Road junction (New Road) and saturation.
690-720m. Possible leaking water main.
750m. End of survey.
NB: Re-survey due to corrupted original.
CONCLUSION:
Based upon original survey and re-survey work, this site should have a 
future In-Sewer Radar Survey.
File 4 
Site F
Surveying: Cloverly Road
Start: At the junction of Parkside North & Cloverly Rd.
20m. Turned right onto Cloverly Rd.
20m. Heavy saturation across junction.
T u e s d a y  4 th N o v e m b e r  1997 
File 4
Site F cont....
50m. Heavy saturation.
110-130m. Area of GM above line of sewer.
135m. Saturation.
185m. From this point to the end of the survey, saturation and GM
were detected down the length of the street.
CONCLUSION:
There is a problem in the last 45m. of the survey but it does not 
warrant an In-Sewer Survey at this time.
• File 5
• Site F
Surveying: Linzee Road
Start: At the top end of Linzee RD. (dead end) heading towards Priory
Rd. High Street.
150m. Services crossing road - Wet Patch.
240m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
No need for an In-Sewer Radar Survey.
File 6 
Site D
Surveying: Sydney Road.
Start: At the junction of Wightman (B138) & Sydney Rd.
10m. Left onto Sydney Rd.
45m. Saturation.
115m. Possible water leak.
210m. Saturation and GM.
235m. GM around services crossing road.
460m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
Sydney Road needs an In-Sewer Radar Survey.
W e d n e s d a y  5th N o v e m b e r  1997 
File 10 
Site H
Surveying: Woodlands Rise.
Start: Junction of Muswell Hill Rd. & Woodlands Rise.
30-40m. GM.
50m. GM.
80-100m. GM.
120-130m. GM.
240m. Wet Ground and some GM.
290m. Wet Ground and some GM.
310m. Large anomaly detected crossing road.
380m. gm7
440m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
In need of In-Sewer Radar Survey.
File 11
• Site I
Surveying: Woodlands Gardens
Start: Junction of Woodlands Rise & Woodlands Gardens
15m. On line of sewer.
60-80m. Up hill - heavy saturation.
110m. GM.
280-290m. GM and possible voiding.
400m. GM
440m. GM.
480m. Junction of Woodland Gardens and Muswell Hill Rd
490m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
In need of in-Sewer Radar Survey.
W e d n e s d a y  5th N o v e m b e r  1997
File 7 TEST
File 8 
• Site C
Surveying: Seymour Road
Start: At junction of Wightman Rd. (B138) & Seymour RD.
160m. GM - minor saturation.
396m. Minor saturation.
440m. End of survey
CONCLUSION:
No need for an In-Sewer Radar Survey on Site C. The road surface 
seemed in reasonable condition with some “dimpling” but nothing 
major appearing to occur below the surface.
• File 9
• Site J
Surveying: Muswell Hill
Start: At the junction of Rookfield Ave. (dead end) & Muswell Hill Rd.
(A504)
40-60m. Area of Wet Ground.
130m. Area of GM - road base dimpling.
320-350m. Large area of GM - visible on road surface.
390-400m. Wet Patch.
440m. Round-a-bout.
560-600m. VOIDING.
630M. Wet Ground and an area of GM
650m. Possible leaking reticulation main.
700m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
Site J needs further investigations with In-Sewer Radar Surveys.
W e d n e s d a y  5th N o v e m b e r  
File 12
Site K su r\
Surveying: Hatch Lane
Start: Junction of Courtney Lane & Muswell Hill Rd.
30-40m. Possible void at MH.
100-120m. Wet Ground
150-160m. Wet Ground and GM
200m. GM.
240m. GM.
290-300m. GM around the sewer that crosses the road.
640m. Junction of Barnard Hill.
695m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
No need for In-Sewer Radar Survey most problems stem from another
source.
File 13
• Site L
Surveying: Berrenger Road.
Start: Outside number 40 Everington Rd. - junction of Berrenger Rd
20m. Cross line of pipe.
50-70m. GM.
165m. GM.
190-210m. Large area of GM.
260-290m. Large area of GM.
340m. Off line of pipe.
360m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
Needs closer inspection with In-Sewer Radar.
W e d n e s d a y  5th N o v e m b e r  1997
File 14
Site 03 MVjf. § 7 * 8 t&M *■- ~^ vO K
Surveying: Watson Road.
Start: Junction of Ringslade & Watson Rd.
15m. GM.
40-60m. GM.
90-120m. Area of GM and VOIDING.
170m. Left onto High Rd.
225m.* Left onto Bounds Green Lane.
330m. Large area of Wet Ground - possibly from reticulation or
services.
460-470m. Junction of Selbourne Rd.
595m. Junction of Park Ave.
610m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
In need of In-Sewer Radar Survey.
File 15 
Site 04
Surveying: Cranbrook Park N22
Start: Junction of Cranbrook Park and High Rd.
0-30m. Area of Wet Ground
30-50m. GM
365m. End of Survey.
CONCLUSION:
Due to large areas of Wet Ground and Ground Movement, an 
In-Sewer Radar Survey should be carried out to establish 
whether these problems have occurred due to the condition of 
the sewer.
o
Surveying: High Rd. N22
Start: Junction of Northumberland & High Rd. heading south.
10m. Passing Northumberland.
90-100m. Area of GM.
162m. Area of GM - possible water leak.
850m. End of line.
890m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
An area to be re-surveyed internally with radar.
File 20 
Site M2
Surveying: High Rd. - N17
Start: Junction of Scotland Green & High Rd. heading south.
90m. Area of Wet Ground.
120m. Area of GM.
250m. Minor Void and GM.
540m. End of survey.
580m. Stop.
File 21 
Site M1
Surveying: Bruce’s Grove
Start: Junction of Forester and High Rd.
20-40m. Large Void (or clay).
60m. GM.
70-110m. Possible reinforcement.
120-180m. Possible reinforcement
180-260m. Possible reinforcement.
280m. Left onto Bruce’s Grove
330m. Possible Void(s).
460m. Woodside Gardens.
470m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
In need of In-Sewer Radar Survey
i  r \
November 1997
Surveying:
............................. - ...........................................■ ...................................... - ............
High Rd. N22
Start: Junction of Northumberland & High Rd. heading south.
10m. Passing Northumberland.
90-100m. Area of GM.
162m. Area of GM - possible water leak.
850m. End of line.
890m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
An area to be re-surveyed internally with radar.
File 20
Site M2
Surveying: High Rd. -N17
Start: Junction of Scotland Green & High Rd. heading south.
90m. Area of Wet Ground.
120m. Area of GM.
250m. Minor Void and GM.
540m. End of survey.
580m. Stop.
File 21 
Site M1 ,
Surveying: Bruce’s Grove
Start: Junction of Forester and High Rd.
20-40m. Large Void (or clay).
60m. GM.
70-110m. Possible reinforcement.
120-180m. Possible reinforcement
180-260m. Possible reinforcement.
280m. Left onto Bruce’s Grove
330m. Possible Void(s).
460m. Woodside Gardens.
470m. End of survey.
CONCLUSION:
In need of In-Sewer Radar Survey
i  r \
T h u r s d a y  6th N o v e m b e r  1997
in -S e w e r  R a d a r  S u r v e y  ______________________
File 20: As above (file 19). - Re-calibrated Sir 10
66m. End survey at MH outside no. 333 Lordship Lane 
11.35hrs
Removed antenna from sewer to re-set for invert.
File 21
Invert surveyed for same length as file 19 and 20.
66m. End survey Mh outside no. 333 Lordship Lane.
T h u r s d a y  6th N o v e m b e r  1997
In -S e w e r  R a d a r  S u rv e y ________________________
File 20: As above (file 19). - Re-calibrated Sir 10
66m. End survey at MH outside no. 333 Lordship Lane 
11.35hrs
Removed antenna from sewer to re-set for invert.
File 21
Invert surveyed for same length as file 19 and 20.
66m. End survey Mh outside no. 333 Lordship Lane.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A ‘sewer collapse’ may be said to occur when a sewer suffers a complete loss of structural 
integrity (WEF/ASCE, 1994), generally resulting in an immediate cessation of service. It has 
been reported (WRc, 1994) that the UK water industry spends approximately £200 million 
per annum (1994 prices) dealing with the structural deterioration of sewers and sewer 
collapses. In addition to the direct capital costs of sewer collapses which relate to repair and 
reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered which are bome 
by society as a whole. Such social costs may include: delays to traffic, disruption of local 
economic activity, flooding of properties, loss of amenity and environmental consequences 
such as groundwater pollution and the operation of overflows into local watercourses.
In recent years, rehabilitation of sewer networks in the UK has been carried out partly as a 
reactive process (i.e. renew after failure) and partly as a proactive process (i.e. renew to 
prevent failure). Proactive rehabilitation is generally restricted to those sewers for which the 
cost of reconstruction following failure are highest i.e. the consequences of failure, in capital 
terms at least, are greatest. The success of proactive rehabilitation is dependent upon the 
process by which those sewers most liable to failure are identified; ideally a sewer would 
undergo rehabilitation just prior to failure.
The main aim of this project is to identify, and gain an understanding of, the factors which 
influence sewer collapse. The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those 
sewers most at risk, allowing sewer rehabilitation to be more effectively directed.
Research to meet this aim commenced with a literature review entitled, ‘A Review of the 
Factors Influencing Sewer Collapse’. The report identifies 33 factors in total which are 
thought to have an influence on the likelihood of an existing sewer collapsing. The review 
highlighted the fact that detailed knowledge of the factors which influence sewer collapse 
and their relative importance is limited. Following the literature review, an Interaction Matrix 
(IM) was constructed which attempts to describe the sewer collapse system. This was done in 
an attempt to harness ‘expert’ knowledge and resulted in the categorisation of the 33 
parameters according to their perceived level of influence. It was considered that the results 
from this, largely subjective, method required verification from a more objective approach 
and, therefore, a statistical investigation was initiated. Over the past 12 months, much effort 
has been expended in investigating, accumulating, collating and formatting the data to be 
used for the statistical investigation. The analysis, which is currently underway, utilises the 
logistic regression method to interrogate a data set consisting of approximately 12 000
1
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records representing over 600km of sewer. The statistical investigation and IM method are 
supported by a programme of site visits which aim to provide example and corroborative 
evidence.
Future work will concentrate on further, more focused investigation of the key system 
parameters identified from the statistical investigation and IM method in an attempt to 
conclusively prove significant influence following the ‘broad-based’ nature of the initial 
investigations.
To the author’s knowledge, all previous attempts at statistical investigations of failed sewers 
have been restricted to single variable analysis, with a limited number of variables and a 
relatively small data set. There appears to be no evidence of a multi-variable analysis having 
been performed. A contribution to knowledge is, therefore, likely to arise from the initial 
statistical analysis and subsequent further investigations.
It is intended that the following journal papers be submitted within the next two years:
1. ‘Sewer Collapse - Improving our Understanding’
A broad, conceptual paper which describes the problem of sewer collapse and current 
understanding and describes the approach being taken to improve this.
Target submission date: November / December 1999
Target journal: Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
2. ‘A Statistical Investigation of Structurally Unsound Sewers’
Description of the statistical approach employed and analysis of results.
Target submission date: February 2000
Target journal: Urban Water
3. ‘A Review of Sewerage Rehabilitation Policies’
Description and assessment of policies currently in use.
Target submission date: July 2001
Target journal: Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
2
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Sewerage System
Sewerage systems are networks for the collection of waste water or surface water, conveying 
it via pipes, conduits and ancillary works from its point of origin to either treatment works or 
water courses respectively. The waste water carried includes the used water of business, 
industry and dwellings and the surface water incorporates the flow of storm water from roofs, 
highways and paved surfaces, sometimes these flows are combined in one sewer.
The UK’s sewerage system began to develop in the early 19th century as a direct result of the 
Industrial Revolution which caused a large proportion of the population to move from the 
countryside into towns arid cities. Today there are approximately 295 000km of public sewer 
in the UK (Hayward, 1998), the cost of replacement by conventional means probably being 
in excess of the £40 billion estimated by King in 1982. The development of the existing 
system over such a long period of time has resulted in sewers of varying shapes, sizes, 
materials, construction methods and construction standards being in service today. Tables 1 
and 2 below describe the distribution of sewer age, material and size in the UK.
Age Brick (%) Clay (%) Concrete (%) Other (%) All (%)
Pre 1914 3 (95) 19(26) 0.1 0.3 22
1914-1945 0.7 (100) 23 (24) 1.4(71) 0.5 26
Post 1945 0.2(100) 36 (18) 13(69) 3 52
All 4 78 14 4 100 (30)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages of sewers 300mm or larger
Table 1 Sewers in England and Wales - Age and Material (Read & Vickeridge, 1997)
Diameter Percentage
300mm or less 70%
300mm to 1m 25%
Over 1m 5%
Table 2 Size of Sewers in the UK (Read & Vickeridge, 1997)
1.2 Performance Requirements
The basic performance requirements to which sewer systems shall operate are set out in BS 
EN 752-2:1996 as that:
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a) the pipework operates without blocking;
b) the flooding frequencies shall be limited to prescribed values;
c) public health and life shall be safeguarded;
d) the sewer surcharge frequencies should be limited to prescribed values;
e) the health and safety of operator personnel shall be safeguarded;
f) receiving waters shall be protected from pollution within prescribed limits;
g) sewers shall not endanger existing adjacent structures and utility services;
h) the required design life and structural integrity shall be achieved;
i) sewers shall be watertight in accordance with testing requirements; 
j) odour nuisance and toxicity do not arise;
k) appropriate access shall be provided for maintenance purposes.
1.3 The Problem of Sewer Collapse
The term ‘sewer collapse’ refers to a situation where there is a complete loss of structural
integrity of the sewer (WEF/ASCE, 1994). This generally results in an immediate cessation
of service as much of the sewer’s cross-sectional area is lost and the sewer may become 
incapable of supporting the surrounding ground. There is, however, an important distinction 
to be made between a collapse and a service failure (caused by a blockage for example), 
which does not constitute a collapse.
It has been reported (WRc, 1994) that the UK water industry spends approximately £200 
million per annum (1994 prices) dealing with the structural deterioration of sewers and sewer 
collapses. In 1984, C u lle n  claimed that around 5000 collapses occurred annually in the UK, 
there is little evidence to suggest an improvement in this figure since.
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, borne by the water company, and which relate 
to repair and reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered 
which are borne by society as a whole. Such social costs may include (Peters, 1984; Green & 
Wood, 1987; Probert et al, 1982):
• delays to traffic due to diversions etc.;
• disruption of local economic activity;
• flooding of properties;
• loss of amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell;
• public health consequences;
• environmental consequences.
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In recent years it is probably the environmental and public health consequences of sewer 
failure which have commanded most attention amongst these social costs, the two often 
being considered concurrently. Sewer collapses can lead to groundwater pollution and the 
operation of overflows into local watercourses, increasing the risk of pollution incidents. 
Where such sewers carry waste from chemical, petro-chemical or pharmaceutical plants the 
hazard is potentially greater. Bishop et al (1998) in a summary of a report produced for the 
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA Project Report 44, 
1996) list bacteria, inorganic nitrogen species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as 
potential sewer related groundwater pollutants. Despite finding relatively few incidents of 
sewer related groundwater contamination which lead to adverse public health effects, the 
report concluded that sewers constitute a pollution source with the potential to contravene 
groundwater quality regulations. Schleyer et al (1992) state that the full extent of the 
potential hazard confronting groundwater from leaking German sewers was only recently 
recognised. They estimate that approximately 300 million m3 of waste water seeps into 
German groundwater each year.
1.4 Sewer Rehabilitation/Renewal
Prior to the advent of CCTV inspection in the late 1960s (Cox, 1981), very little was known 
about the condition of sewers that were too small for man entry (typically those with a 
diameter less than lm). As these make up around 95% of the system, the condition of the 
vast majority of the assets was unknown at the time, the only signs of poor performance 
being blockages and flooding. All rehabilitation of the. sewerage network was done on a 
purely, reactive or ‘ambulance’ approach. Such an approach ignores any growing 
deterioration problems and may lead to a total breakdown of the system (WRc, 1994). It is 
inevitable that any structure subject to a varying regime and no maintenance will deteriorate 
with time.
The widespread introduction of CCTV in the early 1970s allowed sewerage engineers to 
begin to make a tentative assessment of system performance. It soon became apparent that if 
sewers were to be kept functioning effectively that significant increases in sewer 
rehabilitation expenditure would be necessary. In 1977 the National Water Council 
(NWC)/Department of the Environment (DoE) produced a report suggesting that a 
considerable backlog of work existed in sewer rehabilitation and quoted capital figures 
required for maintenance that were far in excess of those being assigned at that time. 
Following this report the Water Research Centre (WRc) in Swindon began to investigate the 
extent of the problems and to propose solutions and strategies. In 1984, following a £10
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million investment programme, the Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual (SRM) was published; 
this was the first coherent attempt to lay down procedures for the assessment and grading of 
sewers according to their importance and structural condition. The current, 3rd edition, of 
SRM, as published in 1994, forms the basis for current UK sewerage practice with respect to 
the planning of sewer rehabilitation.
The sewerage rehabilitation strategy outlined in SRM III is based on the concept of ‘critical’ 
sewers. Critical sewers are typically those for which the cost of reconstruction following 
failure are highest i.e. the consequences of failure, in capital terms at least, are greatest. 
Typically, critical sewers make up around 25% of the network and have one or more of the 
following characteristics (WRc, 1994):
above average depth; 
bad ground and/or high water table; 
brick or stone construction; 
man entry size;
close proximity to buildings or major underground services.
CCTV investigation is targeted at critical sewers, those sewers shown to be in an 
unsatisfactory condition are then programmed for rehabilitation. In this way, critical sewers 
are subject to a pro-active rehabilitation programme. The remaining 75% of sewers, the non- 
criticals, are maintained only on a reactive basis. Hence current practice attempts to strike a 
balance between reactive and proactive rehabilitation.
6
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2. RESEARCH AIMS
The large number of critical sewers and the relatively high cost of CCTV surveys means that 
frequent re-inspection of all critical sewers is implausible and certainly not cost effective. 
Therefore, in order to maximise the benefit of proactive rehabilitation, CCTV investigation 
should be directed at those sewers most likely to fail.
The main aim of the project is to identify, and gain an appreciation of, the 
factors which influence instances of sewer collapse.
The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those sewers most at risk, 
allowing survey investigation and hence sewer rehabilitation to be more effectively directed.
Two further, supplementary, aims are as follows:
T o  id e n tify  th e  f u t u r e  d a ta  g a th e r in g  e xerc ises  n e c e s s a ry  i f  s e w e r  d e g ra d a tio n  
a n d  f a i l u r e  a r e  to  b e  m o re  f u l l y  u n d e rs to o d  a n d  s e w e ra g e  r e h a b i l i ta t io n  is to  be  
d ir e c te d  m o st e ffe c tiv e ly .
T o  c o m p le te  a  c o m p re h e n s iv e  re v ie w  o f  th e  s e w e ra g e  r e h a b i l i ta t io n  a n d  r e n e w a l  
p o lic ie s  o f  s e w e ra g e  o p e ra to rs  w o r ld  w id e . T h is  w i l l  a l lo w  a n  in fo rm e d  d e c is io n  
to  b e  m a d e  r e g a r d in g  T h a m e s  W a t e r ’s c u r re n t  p r a c t ic e  a n d  h o w  th is  m a y  
d e v e lo p  in  th e  fu tu r e .
1
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3. REVIEW OF WORK TO DATE
3.1 Overview
This sub-section aims to provide a brief overview of the work completed in the first 24 
months of the research project and give reasons for the path that has been chosen. It also aims 
to describe how the various sections of work fit together in contributing to achieving the 
research aims outlined in section 2. The four sub-sections which follow this one describe the 
four main areas of work completed, or underway so far, in more detail.
A literature review entitled, ‘A Review of the Factors Influencing Sewer Collapse’, was 
initially completed in February 1998; this has since been updated and expanded, the most 
recent version being completed in August 1999. The report identifies 33 factors in total 
which, according to the literature, are thought to have an influence on the likelihood of an 
existing sewer collapsing. Within the report, the identification of each factor is followed by a 
brief explanation of why it is thought to be important. The report also includes a description 
of how each individual factor may be identified using current survey or inspection techniques 
and whether such information is currently available.
The literature review showed that the sewer collapse system is thought to be dependent on a 
large number of variables which are subject to complex interactions in describing a sewer’s 
vulnerability to collapse. This makes the sewer collapse system difficult to describe and 
represent using traditional methods. In completing the literature review, the views of a 
number of Thames Water sewerage engineers were informally canvassed in an attempt to 
ensure that important factors had not been overlooked. It soon became apparent that there 
was much to be gained from attempting to harness the informed, ‘expert’ opinions of 
experienced sewerage engineers in achieving the main objective outlined in section 2. The 
Interaction Matrix (IM) method was chosen as a method of harnessing such knowledge.
The IM method was thought to be well suited to the problem of sewer collapse due to the 
large number of variables involved and the complex interactions that exist between them. 
The method allows a problem to be approached in a logical, systematic manner and results in 
a useful visual interpretation. The formation of the matrix also forces consideration of all 
possible interactions within a system and provides a useful basis for carrying out a critical 
and structured assessment. The fact that Mr Brian Clarke (academic supervisor) and Dr 
Marcus Matthews (University of Surrey) had previous, successful, experience of utilising the
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method was also a factor considered. The method allowed the 33 parameters initially 
identified to be broadly categorised according to their perceived influence within the system.
The IM method relies, to a large extent, on the knowledge and experience of those who 
complete the coding exercise fundamental to the method. It was recognised that the results 
would, therefore, be largely subjective and require some form of verification. Hence, it was 
proposed that a statistical analysis of sewer condition data from all appropriate sources 
should be completed, the results of which being compared and contrasted with those from the 
IM method. An investigation of data sources has been completed which aimed to identify 
sources which would support the 33 factors identified by the literature review and considered 
by the IM method. Some variables were found to be easily supported by data sources, others 
were very difficult to support for the significant number of records required for a statistical 
analysis. In all, 20 of the 33 (61%) variables identified as influencing sewer collapse may be 
supported in some way by a data source. All data sources have been assessed for quality in 
accordance with characteristics set out by Orli (1996). It was found that, despite a number of 
concerns, for the purpose of a broad statistical analysis the data sources provide information 
of an acceptable quality.
Over the past 12 months, much effort has been expended in investigating, accumulating, 
collating and formatting the data to be used for the statistical investigation. This has resulted 
in a data set consisting of approximately 12 000 sewer records, representing over 600km of 
sewer. Current activities are focused on the completion of the statistical analysis and fully 
interpreting the results. The analysis is to be completed with expert guidance from the 
Statistical Services Centre at Reading University who have already provided valuable 
assistance. The statistical method employed is the Logistic Regression model, which is a 
form of regression used where the response variable is binary rather than continuous. For this 
analysis, the dependent variable is the sewer condition, ‘ 1 ’ relating to a sewer in a collapsed 
or near collapsed condition, ‘O’ being any other condition. Utilisation of the logistic 
regression method will allow the most influential of the 24 predictor (independent) variables 
to be identified; the results being compared with those from the IM method.
The IM method and statistical investigation are supported by a programme of sewer collapse 
site visits which aim to provide example and corroborative evidence. The programme of site 
visits began in May 1999 and so far a total of 5 sites have been visited. The possibility of 
collecting data and samples (soil etc.) from such visits, and subsequently using such data for 
analysis, was considered at an early stage of the project but was rejected for a number of 
reasons, including those below:
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• the vast majority of sewer collapses are repaired and surfaces reinstated within a time
frame that does not allow for notification of a research engineer and subsequent data
collection,
• the geographical expanse of the Thames Water region means that obtaining
representative data in the quantities necessary for a statistical investigation is a task
beyond the time frame and budget of an EngD project.
The use of a GIS in completing the statistical analysis was also rejected due to concerns over 
the quality of data held on the Thames Water corporate GIS and the fact that many of the 
data sources would require costly and time consuming conversion to be GIS compatible.
It is thought that this combination of activities will provide important information regarding 
the characteristics of those sewers most at risk from structural failure, thereby contributing 
towards the main research aim outlined in section 2.
3.2 Literature Review
A literature review entitled, ‘A Review of the Factors Influencing Sewer Collapse’ was 
completed with the assistance of the Thames Water library at Gainsborough House, Reading 
in a format described in section 3.1 above. Unfortunately, as the current version of the report 
amounts to approximately 17 000 words, reproduction within this report is not possible; the 
literature review format also makes the production of an abridged version very difficult. 
However, the full reference list has been reproduced in Appendix 1 of this report and the 
main conclusions are reproduced below in section 3.2.1. The 33 factors identified within the
• Surfacing
• Location
• Trench fill quality
• Aggressive maintenance methods
• Bedding material & type
• Disruption from connections
• Groundwater regime
• Sewer age
• Chemical and physical effluent quality
report are as follows:
• Existing structural condition
• Voiding
• Bad construction practice
• Other utilities / interference
• Ground movement
• Infiltration
• Material condition
• Investment history
• Displaced/open joints
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• Sewer material
• Sewer shape
• Pipe alignment
• Sewer size
• Joint type
• Sediment level
• Rodent damage
3 .2 .1  G e n e r a l  C o n c lu s io n s  f r o m  L ite r a tu r e  R e v ie w
From the literature available, it can be concluded that the factors which may influence sewer 
collapse are numerous and widely varied in their nature. Knowledge concerning how such 
factors interact in producing a oollapse: and their relative importance is limited. Research has 
been confined to a relatively small number of individuals and institutions; the WRc being 
responsible for much of the work completed to date.
A large proportion of the published research appears to have been produced in the 1970s and 
1980s when sewerage systems and their apparent degradation became national news 
following a number of high profile collapses. However, attempts to investigate the condition 
of sewer networks and the reasons for their degradation were severely hampered by a lack of 
relevant data. Prior to the late 1960s, when CCTV investigation was introduced, very little 
was known about the condition or even the construction characteristics of the UK’s sewers. 
Since this time, due to the expanse of the UK system, data has been only slowly accumulated.
Privatisation of the UK water industry in 1989 has meant that water companies have, in some 
cases, become reluctant to publish research for fear of losing any competitive edge over rival 
water companies. The water industry regulator (OFWAT), however, requires ever more 
detailed information relating to network condition and sets ever more stringent requirements 
for system performance. If these are to continue to be met and improved upon, then an 
increased understanding of sewer degradation and failure must be a target which is given a 
high priority.
3.3 Interaction Matrix Method
Appendix 2 of this report contains a paper entitled, ‘Application of Interaction Matrices to 
the Problem of Sewer Collapse’. The paper was presented at a European Water Pollution 
Control Association (EWPCA) Conference entitled ‘Sewerage Systems - Cost and
• Surcharging
• Surface loading
• Cover
• Tree root interference
• Construction method
• Exfiltration
• Soil type
• Individual pipe section length
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Sustainable Effective Solutions’ in Munich in May 1999, the conference forming part of the 
12th IF AT exhibition. The paper was accepted following submission of a 1500 word summary 
in June 1998. The paper provides a detailed description of the Interaction Matrix method and 
summarises the results obtained.
3.4 Statistical Investigation
3 .4 .1  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  D a t a  S o u rces
The major sources of data for the analysis are briefly described below.
CCTV Data
Internal inspections of sewers are made to collect information on a sewer’s appearance; this 
information being used to assess the sewer’s structural condition. As previously described, 
the vast majority of sewers are of a size that makes safe man entry impossible and hence 
sewer surveys are mostly conducted by use of CCTV. Such surveys are generally completed 
in accordance with the Water Services Association/Foundation for Water Research 
(WSA/FWR) ‘Model Contract Document for Sewer Condition Inspection’ (1994). A national 
standard for defect coding is provided by the WSA/FWR ‘Manual of Sewer Condition 
Classification’ (1993); surveyors being required to hold a specialist sewer survey 
qualification.
Records of CCTV surveys contain two types of information, ‘header’ data and ‘condition’ 
data. Header data describes the location of the sewer being surveyed, the time and date of the 
survey and records the identity of the surveyor. A number of particulars concerning the 
sewer’s construction features are also recorded such as the sewer depth, size and material. 
The condition data is used to describe defects, features and general observations which are 
recorded by the surveyor as the CCTV camera moves along the sewer length. Some 66 codes 
are used as shorthand for any defects present, e.g. CC(J) = Crack Circumferential (at joint), 
OJM = Open Joint Medium. The recording of such information allows each sewer length to 
be assigned a structural condition grading based on the defects recorded, their extent and 
their positions within the sewer. The procedure for determining a structural condition grade is 
detailed in the WRc ‘Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual’ (1994) and provides for assigning a 
grade ranging from (1), to a sewer with no structural defects, and (5), for a sewer length that 
is in a ‘collapsed or collapse imminent’ condition (WRc, 1994).
Soil Mans
Digitised soil maps, obtained from the Soil Survey and Land Research Centre (SSLRC) at 
Cranfield University, have been used to provide information regarding soil fracture potential 
and soil corrosivity.
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Soil fracture potential and soil corrosivity data for the Thames Water London area are based 
on a 100m x 100m resolution raster data set derived from the 1:250 000 National Soil Map 
Sheet 6, South East England which identifies soil type. Soil fracture potential is classified 
into one of eight bands ranging from ‘Very Low’ to ‘High* (Alluvial)’ the banding assigned 
depending on the potential for damage being caused by variations in moisture content. Soil 
corrosivity potential is also classified into one of eight bands ranging from ‘Non Aggressive’ 
to ‘Very Highly Aggressive’, depending on a number of factors including soil moisture 
content, soil acidity, soil aeration, soluble salt concentration and electrical resistivity.
The Ordnance Survey co-ordinates recorded in the data allow the effect of soil condition on 
sewers to be investigated within the overall analysis
Traffic Data
Traffic data, purchased from the London Research Centre (LRC), by Thames Water in 1995 
amalgamates traffic information as collected by individual London Boroughs. The data 
provides total vehicle counts, goods vehicle counts, bus counts and road classifications for all 
the major routes in the London area, all data relating to 1991. This allows the effects of 
traffic and road type on the underlying sewer to be investigated within the overall analysis.
FRAXCOM
FRAXCOM is the Thames Water burst water main database. The information recorded on 
FRAXCOM is collected on site by contractors who make repairs following a burst incident. 
The database is updated on a daily basis and contains records dating back to July 1990. 
Records within the database include geographical information, which allows the effects of 
bursts and subsequent surface openings and repairs on the structural integrity of nearby 
sewers to be investigated within the overall analysis. The FRAXCOM information being 
input as a repair rate per km of water main for a particular road.
Borehole Logs
The Geotechnical division of Thames Water Site Services maintains a record of borehole 
logs from the Thames Water region. Boreholes are generally sunk as part of site 
investigations which precede construction works such as major infrastructure schemes or 
treatment plants. This data source contains approximately 50 000 borehole logs in total and 
provides useful information concerning local groundwater levels and regimes. Due to the 
format and vast volume of the borehole data, an assessment of groundwater level has been 
made on a local authority by local authority basis. The ground water level being related to the
13
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depth of sewers, which are generally constructed at depths of between lm and 6m below the 
surface. The location description on the CCTV records allows the information to be related 
back to individual sewer lengths.
Age Data
The age of a particular sewer may be approximated from the age of the buildings which the 
sewer services. It is a plausible assumption that from the early 20th century onwards, 
development of new buildings was mirrored by the development of sewers to serve them. 
Original building age, for all streets in London, has been estimated by the Thames Water 
Corporate Modelling Group by tracing the development of London A-Z maps from the mid 
19th century onwards to create age contours. Ages intermediate to the contours being inferred 
by assuming linear development in years intervening the contours and interpolating on the 
basis of the distance between the two age contours; eight maps being used to chart London’s 
development over the last century. The location data contained within the CCTV data source 
allows the age data to be related back to individual sewer lengths.
3 .4 .2  O th e r  D a t a  S o u rc e s  C o n s id e re d
A number of other data sources were considered for use within the analysis but were rejected 
for various reasons as described below.
Thames Water Corporate GIS
The Thames Water Corporate GIS is basically a digital map of clean and waste water assets; 
asset attributes such as sewer purpose, sewer size and sewer shape are also detailed. 
However, the origins of the data displayed on the system varies from that collected by full 
field survey to that digitised from existing asset maps. Hence, the quality and completeness 
of the data is subject to considerable variation.
OD3c (Collapse Records’)
OD3c records are single A4 paper sheets which record details of sewer collapses. Although 
the records have been kept since 1991, only 2 years worth have been subject to any sort of 
audit process, two years worth of records amounting to approximately 1800 incidents. 
Significant inaccuracies were found during the audit performed on the 1800 records with 
many found to be incomplete. Approximately 60% of the records relate to collapses of minor 
sewers on private grounds with only around 20% of the records relating to critical sewers. A 
further problem is that the records provide information on ‘incidents’ only and not on ‘non- 
events’ making statistical analysis more difficult.
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Hydraulic Models
The Thames Water waste water modelling group has developed hydraulic models for 
practically all catchments in the region; such models being capable of identifying which 
sewers are most liable to surcharge. Unfortunately, the vast majority of models relate only to 
trunk (principal) sewers which make up around 1% of the network.
Streetworks Records
Local Authority offices maintain records of surface openings by utility operators which may 
be of use in investigating the effects of disturbance due to maintenance works etc. However, 
the format, availability and accuracy of such records varies significantly between Local 
Authorities making their use problematic.
3 .4 .3  D a t a  Q u a l i ty
The quality of the six data sources identified in 3.4.1 has been assessed in accordance with 
the characteristics set out by Orli (1996) which are reproduced below:
Accuracy
1. The measure or degree of agreement between a data value (or set of values) and a source 
assumed to be correct.
2. A qualitative assessment of freedom from error.
Completeness
1. The degree to which values are present in the attributes that require them.
Consistency
1. Data are maintained so they are free from variation or contradiction.
2. The measure of the degree to which a set of data satisfies a set of constraints.
Timeliness
1. The extent to which a data item or multiple items are provided at the time required or 
specified.
2. A synonym for currency, the degree to which specified values are up to date.
Uniqueness
1. The ability to establish the uniqueness of a data record (and key data values).
15
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Validity
1. The quality of the maintained data is rigorous enough to satisfy the acceptance 
requirements of the classification criteria.
2. A condition where the data values pass all edits for acceptability, producing desired 
results.
Although all six data sources have been assessed according to these characteristics, 
reproduction of this assessment would result in an analysis beyond the scope of this report. In 
summary though, it would be fair to say that the main concerns regarding data quality 
surround the issues of accuracy, timeliness and consistency. In theory, at least, the accuracy 
of all sources could be improved; for example, soil maps could be reproduced on more 
detailed scale. Accuracy within sources is also subject to variations, the large and varied 
number of variables supported by CCTV data means some variables are identified with more 
confidence than others. Another issue affecting more than one data source is that of 
timeliness, an example being traffic data which refers to a specific date and, therefore, only a 
brief snapshot in a sewer’s life span. The issue of data consistency is apparent in all sources 
which rely on human influence, for instance CCTV surveys are liable to minor variation 
depending on the personnel who complete the survey.
It is important to note, however, that quality data does not necessarily mean perfect data and 
in any data gathering exercise and subsequent analysis a balance has to be struck between 
data quality and data manageability. For the purpose of this broad statistical analysis it is 
thought that the data sources utilised provide information which is of an acceptable quality.
3 .4 .4  D a t a  M a t c h in g
The CCTV data is the reference point to which all other data sources are matched. The road 
name, place and local authority information contained within CCTV records is sufficient to 
allow all variables from the other data sources to be cross-referenced back to the information 
provided by the CCTV survey.
The soil map, traffic, FRAXCOM and age data are all matched to the corresponding CCTV 
record using LEAKGAZ, an analytical tool written by Thames Water Corporate Modelling 
Group as part of the Network Asset Performance and Strategy Project for the Technical 
Directorate. The critical data source for LEAKGAZ is the Address Point data assembled by 
the Ordnance Survey and the Post Office. This data contains a full 7 digit grid reference for 
every address which the Post Office delivers to. This information means that any spatial data
16
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can be attached to address points, making the matching of soil map, traffic, FRAXCOM and 
age data to CCTV records possible. A number of sub-routines are included within the 
software which help minimise the obvious weaknesses in working with reference to streets, 
such as:
• street names are always associated with their GPO 4 digit outcode and locality to 
overcome the problem of non-unique street names e.g. there are some 140 Albert Roads in 
London;
• name matching routines have been developed to minimise the problems of spelling 
variations between for example, the actual street name and the version input by an 
operator onto the CCTV record;
• long streets which cross zonal (water pressure) boundaries are treated as separate 
locations, so each street is unique to a zone, together with the link to a unique outcode this 
makes for reasonably short streets in practically all cases.
The remaining data source, the borehole log, is attached to CCTV records on a local authority 
by local authority basis. As both the borehole records and the CCTV records contain a local 
authority reference this is a relatively simple process.
3 .4 .5  T h e  S ta t is t ic a l M e th o d  (L o g is t ic  R e g re s s io n )
The basic aim of most statistical modelling is to derive a mathematical representation of the 
relationship between an observed response variable and a number of explanatory variables, 
together with a measure of the inherent uncertainty of any such relationship (Collett, 1991). 
There are a number of different uses to which such a model may be put, in this case the main 
objective being to discover whether there really is a relationship between a particular 
response,, a sewer in ‘Grade 5’ condition, and a large number of other variables.
When a response variable is continuous, models are often of the form:
y = a + p,x, + p2x2 + ......+ P a  + s
which expresses the fact that y depends linearly on the values of k explanatory variables
labelled xb x2, ..... , xk, through unknown parameters a, pb p2, ...... , s is the error term, a
variable representing the error in predicting y from the x terms.
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If, as in this case, the dependent (y) variable is binary some modification to this model is 
necessary as in its current form the fitted y value is totally unconstrained meaning that 
although observed values of y  must be either 0 or 1, predicted values may be less than 0 or 
greater than 1. The first stage of this modification is the transformation of the probability 
scale from the range (0,1) to (-co,co). A linear model is then adopted for the transformed value 
of the success probability, a procedure which ensures that the fitted probabilities will lie 
between zero and one. Although a number of transformations of this type are possible, the 
most common is the logistic transformation.
The logistic transformation of a success (i.e. y=l) probability p  is log{p/(l-p)}, which is 
written as logit(p). It is easily seen that any value of p  in the range (0,1) corresponds to a 
value of logit(p) in (-00,00) as shown in Figure 1 below.
4 --
3 --
2 - -
Q.
-- 0 --O)o
-1 - -
-2 - -
-3 --
0.60.4 0.80.20.0
Value of p
Figure 1 The Logistic Transformation of p.
Given this transformation, the model form becomes:
logit (p) = a + pjXj + p2x2 + ...... + pkxk + s
For a linear logistic model to be fitted to the data set, the unknown parameters, a, f31} p2> 
pk are estimated using the Method of Maximum Likelihood rather than the Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analysis as generally used in simple regression models. This is because the 
linear form of the logistic model has infinitely large or small values of the dependent 
variable, which means that OLS cannot be used for parameter estimation. The likelihood 
function is given by:
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L(p)=nupi*(i-Pir yii=i vyiy
The solution is found by an iterative process by means of computer-implemented numerical 
algorithms designed to search for and identify the best set of parameters to maximise the log- 
likelihood function. Goodness of fit of the model is then assessed using a number of 
parameters that measure the discrepancy between observed binomial proportions and fitted 
proportions.
This form of analysis is to be completed for approximately 12 000 sewer records, of the form 
described in section 3.4.6, allowing the variables which have most influence on the structural 
condition of a sewer to be identified.
3.4.6 Summary o f Variables
Table 3 below summarises the variables to be used in the logistic regression analysis in terms 
of their type and origin.
Variable Name Dependent / 
Independent
Variable Type Data Source
Sewer Condition Dependent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Sewer Depth Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer Use/Purpose Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer Size Independent Continuous quantitative CCTV
Sewer Shape Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer Material Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Sewer Lining Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Sewer Pipe Length Independent Ordinal categorical CCTV
Sewer Location Independent Nominal categorical CCTV
Open/Displaced Joints Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Root Intrusion Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Infiltration Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Debris Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Line/Level Deviation Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Connection/s Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Vermin Independent Nominal categorical (bin) CCTV
Soil Fracture Potential Independent Ordinal categorical Soil Maps
Soil Corrosivity Independent Ordinal categorical Soil Maps
Goods Vehicle Flow Independent Discrete quantitative Traffic Data
Bus Flow Independent Discrete quantitative Traffic Data
Vehicle Flow Independent Discrete quantitative Traffic Data
Road Classification Independent Nominal Categorical Traffic Data
Asset Age Independent Discrete quantitative Age Data
Burst History Independent Continuous Quantitative FRAXCOM
GW Regime Independent Nominal Categorical Borehole Log
Table 3 Summary of Variables and Data Source
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As described in section 3.1, current activities are focused on the completion of the statistical 
analysis and fully interpreting the results. The analysis being done using S-PLUS software, a 
tool for exploratory data analysis and statistical modelling based on the S language.
3.5 Sewer Collapse Site Visits
Sewer collapse site visits are generally triggered by a telephone call or e-mail from personnel 
at a local Thames Water Customer Field Service (CFS) office or Regional Design centre 
(RDC). This is generally followed by liaison with the on-site contractor to try and decide the 
most appropriate time for a site visit. The timing of a visit is often difficult as much time is 
spent by the contractor in locating the exact point of collapse, arranging traffic measures if  
necessary, breaking open the surface and excavating to the point of failure. The actual failed 
sewer is then visible for a very short period of time before being removed and replaced. 
During a typical site visit, photographs are taken and information is collected on the form 
reproduced in Appendix 3, the data collected then being transferred to a database.
A number of site visits are to be written up as case studies to provide example and 
corroborative evidence to support the other areas of investigation, i.e. the IM method and 
statistical investigation. As yet, the five or so visits made have failed to provide an 
opportunity for such a case study to be completed due to problems with the timing of visits as 
described above. It is anticipated, however, that over the coming months suitable 
opportunities will arise.
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4. FUTURE WORK
4.1 Description
The Gantt chart overleaf describes how the future work is programmed for completion over 
the next two years and is to be read in conjunction with the description below.
Following completion of the statistical investigation already described, a significant decision 
point will be reached. It is intended that the results from the statistical work, and those from 
the IM method, will allow a small number (2 or 3) of the 33 factors initially identified to be 
selected for further, more focused investigation. These factors will be chosen from those 
shown to be most influential within the sewer collapse system. Such further investigation 
will, in the view of the author, be necessary to conclusively prove significant influence 
following the ‘broad-based’ nature of the IM method and statistical investigation. It is also 
important that such factors are chosen to afford the opportunity of making a significant 
contribution to knowledge (see section 4.2 below). The further investigation necessary will 
commence with a focused literature review and may then consist of any number of the 
following:
• a further, more detailed, statistical investigation;
• laboratory testing;
• fieldwork.
The exact composition of such investigations will obviously depend on the factor being 
considered, hence a more comprehensive plan will be detailed at the required time.
The sewer collapse site visits, as described in section 3.5 are to continue for the period 
detailed in the Gantt chart below or until such a time that no additional information is being 
acquired and a sufficient number of case studies exists.
The final stage of the research project will be to complete a comprehensive review of the 
sewerage rehabilitation and renewal policies of sewerage operators world wide. This will 
allow an informed decision to be made regarding Thames Water’s current practice and how 
this may develop in the future. This work has already commenced in an informal context 
through discussions with sewerage engineers at symposiums, conferences and other 
meetings. In the future this work will extend to the completion of a literature review and 
more formal communications with sewerage operators.
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4.2 Contribution to Knowledge
The literature review described in section 3.2 highlighted the fact that detailed knowledge of 
the factors which influence sewer collapse and their relative importance is limited. To the 
author’s knowledge, all previous attempts at statistical investigation have been restricted to 
single variable analysis, with a limited number of variables and a relatively small data set. 
There appears to be no evidence of a multi-variable analysis having been performed. A 
contribution to knowledge is, therefore, likely to arise from the statistical analysis described 
in section 3.4 and the ‘further investigations’ described in section 4.1 above.
A further important output will be recommendations regarding the future data gathering 
exercises necessary if  sewer failure is to be more fully understood and sewerage 
rehabilitation is to be directed most effectively. Such guidelines do not currently exist.
4.3 Journal Publications
It is intended that the following journal papers be submitted within the next two years:
1. ‘Sewer Collapse - Improving our Understanding’
A broad, conceptual paper which describes the problem of sewer collapse and current 
understanding and describes the approach being taken to improve this.
Target submission date: November / December 1999
Target journal: Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
2. ‘A Statistical Investigation of Structurally Unsound Sewers’
Description of the statistical approach employed and analysis of results.
Target submission date: February 2000
Target journal: Urban Water
3. ‘A Review of Sewerage Rehabilitation Policies’
Description and assessment of policies currently in use.
Target submission date: July 2001
Target journal: Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
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ADDENDUM TO ‘FUTURE WORK5
As described within the 24 month dissertation, the description of ‘Future Work’ was limited in 
detail due to uncertainty over the results of the statistical investigation. Despite the fact that the 
statistical analysis is still ongoing, preliminary results have allowed more detailed consideration 
of the specifics concerning this future work. It is thought that the further, more focused 
examination of the system’s most influential parameters will feature an investigation of a 
practical nature. A number of options for such investigations are briefly outlined below, a firm 
decision regarding which is most appropriate will be taken following a feasibility study of each 
option and completion of the statistical analysis.
1. Investigation into the effects of variations in soil moisture content and associated 
shrinkage and swelling on sewers laid in cohesive soils
Rationale
Investigations into the effect of soil properties on sewer stability have been limited to those 
concerning the ‘washing out’ of fines with sewer infiltration (and exfiltration). This process is 
thought to lead to structural problems due to a lack of support as areas of soil with low densities, 
and even voids, develop; it is thought to be most prevalent in cohesionless soils. However, initial 
results from the statistical investigation would suggest that as well as sewers in soils of this 
nature being particularly susceptible to structural failure, those sewers constructed in soils with a 
high fracture potential are also particularly susceptible. Soils with a high fracture potential are 
typically those which are cohesive and have a high clay content. It is speculated that this higher 
failure probability rate is due to variations in moisture content causing shrinkage and swelling in 
the soil and associated stresses in the sewer. Although this phenomenon is well documented 
within the field of foundation engineering its effect on sewers remains unknown.
Method
A soil box could be constructed which incorporates a sewer pipe and typical bedding 
arrangement, strain gauges being attached to the sewer pipe. Various types of soil could be tested 
with varying moisture contents, the ground movements and associated pipe strains being 
recorded. Knowledge of the stress-strain response of the sewer pipe would allow the recorded 
strains to be converted into stresses. The work could also include the testing of soils removed 
from the sites of actual sewer collapses.
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2. Investigation into the effects of dynamic loading on sewers 
Rationale
The surface load imposed by traffic is obviously a factor affecting the total load experienced by a 
sewer. Initial results from the statistical analysis would suggest that, in particular, the number of 
heavy vehicles which pass over a sewer is an important factor in determining the likelihood of 
failure. Previous investigations of the transfer of surface loads have been limited to the analysis 
of the effects of a single vehicle passing over a sewer. There is no evidence of the effects of 
varying loading patterns over substantial time periods being investigated.
Method
A soil box could be constructed which incorporates a sewer pipe and typical bedding 
arrangement, strain gauges being attached to the sewer pipe. Various loading ‘patterns’ could be 
imposed on the sewer through use of INSTRON type apparatus, such patterns could mimic those 
from actual highways or be borrowed from other disciplines such as those used in the testing of 
pavements or bridge members. Knowledge of the sewer pipe stress-strain response would allow 
the conversion of strains into stresses. In this way the effects on the sewer of various loading 
patterns and magnitudes could be investigated.
3. Investigation into the effectiveness of the use of the Boussinesq method for predicting the 
transfer of surface loads to sewers
Rationale
The stresses on a sewer caused by the transfer of surface loads are usually estimated by the 
method based on Boussinesq’s equations. However, Boussinesq’s method includes a number of 
assumptions, such as:
• surface loads are treated as point loads;
• the material through which the load is transferred (soil) is elastic;
• the material through which the load is transferred (soil) is homogeneous.
Although it is clear that these assumptions do not hold for the particular case of a sewer, it is not 
clear as to how accurate the theoretical values are or how the accuracy varies for sewers of 
differing construction characteristics.
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Method
A soil box could be constructed which incorporates a sewer pipe and typical bedding 
arrangement, strain gauges being attached to the sewer pipe. Various loads could be applied to 
the sewer, the stresses experienced by the sewer being compared to those calculated by the 
Boussinesq method for various sewer construction characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The UK Sewerage System
The U K ’s sewerage system began to develop as a direct result o f the Industrial Revolution, 
which caused a large proportion of the population to shift from the countryside into towns 
and cities. In the 60 years from 1801, the British population not only grew from 10 to 30 
million, but also changed in its urban/rural pattern from a ratio o f 30:70 to 55:45. A  major 
cholera epidemic in 1831 resulted in the formation o f a Royal Commission and Edwin 
Chadwick produced a report in 1842 concerning the sanitary condition o f the population. The 
report recommended the establishment of drainage systems and introduced the concept of 
well designed sewers with self cleansing velocities.
The development o f sewerage systems rapidly followed, as urban drainage systems began to 
change form from open ditches which flowed into streams and rivers, to the type o f buried 
structures on which we now rely. Today, there are about 250 000km o f public sewer in the 
UK, the present day cost o f replacement by conventional means probably amounting to some 
£70 billion [I]. The development o f the existing system over such a long period o f time has 
resulted in sewers o f varying shapes, sizes, materials, construction methods and construction 
standards being in service today. Tables 1 and 2 below describe the distribution o f sewer age, 
material and size in the UK.
Age Brick (%) Clay (%) Concrete (%) Other (%) All (%)
Pre 1914 3 (95) 19 (26) 0.1 0.3 22
1914-1945 0.7(100) 23 (24) 1.4(71) 0.5 26
Post 1945 0.2 (100) 36(18) 13(69) 3 52
All 4 78 14 4 100 (30)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages of sewers 300mm or larger
(Tab. 1: Sewers in England and Wales - Age and Material[1])
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Diameter Percentage
300mm or less 70%
300mm to lm 25%
Over lm 5%
(Tab. 2: Size o f Sewers in the U K [1])
1.2 Thames Water
Thames Water was formed in 1989 when the U K  government privatised the 10 Regional 
Water Authorities. It is now the largest water and wastewater services group in the U K  by 
customer base, serving more than 11 million customers in London and the Thames Valley. 
Every day 3200 megalitres o f wastewater are treated utilising approximately 350 sewage 
treatment works and some 78000km of sewer. A t privatisation in 1989 Thames Water 
detailed a ten year capital expenditure programme for sewerage which totalled some £985 
m illion[2] (November 1989 prices).
1.3 The Problem of Sewer Collapse
A  sewer collapse may be said to occur i f  either or both of the following conditions prevail:
• an immediate loss o f service caused by a structural failure o f the sewer, or
•  a sewer suffers a structural failure such that it is no longer capable o f supporting 
the surrounding ground.
There is a distinction to be made between collapse and service failure, (caused by tree root 
intrusion for example) which does not constitute a collapse.
The Water Research Centre (WRc) reported [2] that the U K  water industry spends 
approximately £200 million per annum (1994 prices) dealing with structural deterioration 
and sewer collapses. In an earlier report[3] it was also claimed that around 5000 collapses 
occurred in the U K  every year. The capital cost o f these collapses was found to show a 
skewed distribution, the most expensive 10% o f the incidents accounting for 80% of the 
costs. It was this work which formed the basis for current U K  sewerage maintenance 
practice, whereby sewer survey, analysis and rehabilitation investment are targeted at those 
sewers for which the consequences o f collapse are most severe. This relies on the basic 
assumption that the most significant opportunities to make substantial savings are in the areas 
where collapse incurs greatest expenditure.
As well as the capital costs of sewer collapses, borne by the water company, and which relate 
to repair and reinstatement, there are additional indirect or social costs to be considered 
which are borne by society as a whole. Social costs may include:
•  delays to traffic due to diversions etc,
•  disruption o f local economic activity,
•  flooding o f properties,
•  loss o f amenity caused by noise, dirt and smell,
•  environmental consequences.
In recent years it is probably the environmental consequences o f sewer failures which have 
commanded most attention amongst these social costs. Sewer collapses can lead to 
groundwater pollution and the operation of overflows into local watercourses, increasing the
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risk of pollution incidents. Where such sewers carry waste from chemical, petro-chemical or 
pharmaceutical plants the hazard is potentially greater. Bishop et a l [4] in a summary of a 
report produced for the Construction Industry Research and Information Association (C IR IA) 
list bacteria, inorganic nitrogen species, inorganic ions, phosphate and boron as potential 
sewer related groundwater pollutants. Despite finding relatively few incidents of sewer 
related groundwater contamination which lead to adverse public health effects, the report 
concluded that sewers constitute a pollution source with the potential to contravene 
groundwater quality regulations. The poor quality o f many urban groundwaters lends support 
to evidence that sewers may be implicated141.
The range and magnitude o f problems associated with sewer collapse, and the costs to both 
the utility and the public, led to the promotion o f a Thames Water research project, in 
collaboration with the University of Surrey, UK, to gain a better understanding of the factors 
influencing sewer collapse.
The main aim o f the project is to identify key contributing factors associated with sewer 
collapse and provide a diagnostic basis for identifying those sewers most at risk from 
collapse. The proposal was to develop an evaluation system to enable survey and 
rehabilitation work to be prioritised more effectively, thereby reducing the incidence of 
future collapses. The construction and use o f an Interaction Matrix to aid the understanding 
of sewer collapses is discussed within this paper and forms part o f the overall project.
2. THE INTERACTION MATRICES METHOD
2.1 What is an Interaction Matrix?
The interaction matrix technique was first proposed by Hudson [51 in 1992 as an analytical 
method to aid the understanding o f complex rock engineering problems. The major concept 
employed within the interaction matrix involves the system being broken down to identify 
the smaller interacting components that make up the whole. The method allows the 
representation o f the total system behaviour by displaying all the relevant parameters of a 
problem and their interactions.
2.2 Formation of the Matrix
The basics o f the interaction matrix are shown in Fig. 1. The leading diagonal shows the 
principal parameters o f the system (X, Y  and Z). The interactions between these parameters 
are shown as o ff diagonal terms.
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Effect of 
X on Y
Effect of
X on Z
Effect of 
Y o n X
Effect of
Y on Z
Effect of Effect of
ZonYZ onX
(Fig. 1: Interaction M a trix [6])
The first stage in the development o f an interaction matrix is to decide on the elements which 
comprise the leading diagonal, these are the principal parameters which influence the system. 
The matrix may have any number o f leading diagonal parameters from 2 upwards. Once 
these elements have been chosen, the next stage is to consider the interactions between them 
and enter these into the matrix. The interaction between two primary elements may take 
various forms from a simple numerical relationship to a description o f how the two elements 
relate. It is important to note that off-diagonal terms are not necessarily the same in “forward 
and reverse directions” i.e. the matrix isn’t necessarily symmetrical. W ith reference to Fig. 1, 
this would mean that the effect o f X  on Y  is not necessarily the same as the effect o f Y  on X .
The interaction matrix method is particularly suited to the problem o f sewer collapse because 
of the large number o f parameters which may contribute to the collapse system and the 
complex interactions which exist between these parameters. Many o f the parameters interact 
simultaneously, affecting other parameters as well as the system as a whole. This makes the 
collapse problem difficult to describe and represent using traditional methods. The 
interaction matrix method allows these parameter interactions to be displayed and accounted 
for as sub-systems within the overall matrix.
In line with the method explained above, a 33 x 33 interaction matrix has been developed 
which attempts to describe the vulnerability of a sewer to collapse. The leading diagonal 
parameters were compiled following an extensive literature search and consultation with 
experienced practitioners from Thames Water and the University o f Surrey. The 33 leading 
diagonal parameters are listed below.
•  Structural Condition
•  Bad Construction Practice
•  Ground Movement
• Sewer Material Condition (Micro)
• Displaced Joints
•  Applied Loading
• Tree Root Interference
• Exfiltration
Void Formation
Other Utilities / Interference
Infiltration to Sewer
Investment History
Surcharging
Cover
Construction Method 
Soil Properties
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• Surfacing Type
• F ill Quality (Choice)
•  Bedding Material Type
•  Ground Water Regime
• Effluent Loading
• Sewer Shape
•  Sewer Size
•  Sediment Level
Geographical Location 
Aggressive Maintenance 
Disruption from Connections 
Age o f Sewer 
Sewer Material 
Pipe Alignment 
Joint Type 
Rodent Damage
• Pipe Section Length
An example, 4 x 4  section o f the matrix is displayed as Fig. 2 below
VOID
FORMATION
Void may allow joint 
movement X
May provide low 
resistance pathway
Supports void 
formation DISPLACED
JOINTS
X
May allow root to 
penetrate sewer
X X COVER
Root interference 
less likely at extreme 
depths
Root penetration and 
associated activity 
may cause voids
May cause localised 
joint movement X TREE ROOT 
INTERFERENCE
(Fig. 2: Example Section of Sewer Collapse Interaction Matrix)
With a matrix o f this size, the presentational technique o f displaying the 1056 possible 
interactions is extremely useful. The formation of the matrix also proved to be an extremely 
useful exercise, as it supported the identification o f probable interactions within the system.
2.3 Interaction Matrix Coding
Following the construction o f the matrix and consideration o f the interactions between the 
leading diagonal elements, the off-diagonal boxes were coded in order to evaluate the 
interaction intensity and dominance o f each parameter within the sewer collapse system. This 
was done in order to provide a quantitative assessment o f the subjective views expressed in 
describing the interactions. Hudson [5] proposes a number o f different coding methods 
ranging from a simple binary method, where interactions are switched either on or off, to 
more complex mathematical solutions via partial differential equations.
The sewer collapse matrix has been coded using an ‘expert semi-quantitative’ method which 
assigns numerical values to each off-diagonal box based on the level o f interaction it 
represents. Coding values were assigned as follows:
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Code
0
1
2
3
4
Perceived Interaction
None
Weak
Medium
Strong
Critical
Coding was completed separately by a number of experienced individuals and, following 
discussion, averages taken o f the values assigned. In this way the matrix coding reflects the 
knowledge and expertise o f the individuals involved.
2.4 Cause and Effect Analysis
At this stage the matrix formation and coding is complete and analysis can begin. It now 
becomes apparent that the summation of the assigned values along each row o f the matrix 
give an indication o f the influence each leading parameter has on the rest o f the system. 
Conversely, the summation of the assigned values through each column o f the matrix 
represents the influence o f the rest of the system on that particular parameter.
'
Y1
X I A X 2 ; X3
Y2
Y3
X1+X2+X3 
represents 
effect ‘A ’ has 
on system 
ie CAUSE
Y1+Y2+Y3 represents effect that system has 
on ‘A ’ ie EFFECT
(Fig. 3: Cause and Effect Calculation[6])
In this way ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ values may be determined for each o f the leading diagonal 
parameters within the system. These summations may then be used to evaluate the interaction 
intensity and dominance o f each of the leading diagonal parameters as follows:
Interaction Intensity = CAUSE V A LU E  + EFFECT V A LU E
A  high value would indicate a parameter that both affects the rest o f the parameters and is 
affected by the rest o f the parameters, such a parameter would play an important part within 
the system. A  low value would indicate a parameter that has little influence within the system 
as it does not affect the other parameters or become affected by the other parameters.
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Parameter Dominance = CAUSE VALUE - EFFECT VALUE
A high dominance value would indicate a parameter that has a large effect on the rest of the 
system without the rest o f the system having much of an effect on it. Such a parameter would 
be termed ‘dominant’ and w ill have a significant effect on the rest o f the system i f  changed. 
Despite this, these parameters are not necessarily interactive and their role is limited by the 
fact that as the system changes they may not be affected and therefore may not play a 
significant role in the system’s progression. A  low dominance value would indicate a 
parameter that is greatly affected by the rest o f the system without itself having much of an 
effect on the other parameters, such a parameter would be termed ‘subordinate’ .
Interaction Intensity and Dominance values are best expressed as percentage values o f the 
total matrix scores. This allows the values to be related to the system as a whole.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Parameter Interactive Intensity
Among the 33 leading diagonal parameters, scores for interactive intensity range from 1.4% 
for the least interactive parameter to 4.8% for the most interactive and hence most influential 
parameter. Scores for interactive intensity are distributed as shown in Fig. 4 below.
Mean = 3.03
Variance = 0.74
Standard = 0.86 
Deviation 
(SD)
1.4-1.8 1.9 - 2.3 2.4 - 2.8 2.9-3.3 3.4-3.8 3.9-4.3 4.4-4.8
Interaction Intensity Score (%)
(Fig. 4: Frequency Histogram for Interactive Intensity Scores)
I f  frequency is plotted against the central value o f each interactive intensity class described in 
Fig.4 the frequency curve shown in Fig. 5 results.
6 - -  
5 -- 
4 -- 
3 -- 
2 -  
1 - -
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Mean = 3.037 --0)oc0)fc
3 5 "oo 4 „ -1SD +1SDH—O
>,oc0).3O*
£
1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6
Interaction Intensity Score (%)
(Fig. 5: Frequency Curve for Interactive Intensity Scores)
For practical purposes it is useful to band the parameters into groups which describe their 
level o f influence within the collapse system. One method of achieving this grading is to 
make use o f the standard deviation as shown in Fig. 5. This provides an arbitrary means of 
grouping the parameters together with those of similar influence.
7 --
<u 6  - - o c 
® -  h 5 --3Uu0 4 --«*-o
>oc0)
3cr
£
Primary
Influence
Secondary
Influence
Tertiary
Influence
4.13.1 3.6 4.62.1 2.61.6
Interaction Intensity Score (%)
(Fig. 6: Method of Parameter Banding)
This banding arrangement results in the parameters being segregated as shown in Fig. 7 
below.
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Infiltration to Sewer 
Displaced Joints 
Ground Water Regime 
Void Formation 
Structural Condition 
Bedding Material Type 
Disruption from Connections
Exfiltration 
Investment History 
Applied Loading 
Tree Root Interference 
Bad Construction Practice 
Fill Quality (Choice)
Construction Method
Geographical Location
Ground Movement
Other Utilities /  Interference
Sediment Level
Soil Properties
Age o f Sewer
Sewer Material
Pipe Alignment
Aggressive Maintenance
Rodent Damage
Effluent Loading
Joint Type
Surcharging
Sewer Size
Sewer Material Condition (Micro)
Depth o f Cover
Sewer Shape
Pipe Section Length
Surfacing Type
PRIMARY INFLUENCE
SECONDARY INFLUENCE
TERTIARY INFLUENCE
(Fig. 7: Parameter Banding)
The obvious problem associated with banding of this nature is the creation o f step changes 
between parameters with very similar levels of system influence. For this reason, a small 
amount o f ‘overlap’ between bands has been allowed for as shown in Fig. 7.
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3.2 Parameter Dominance
Fig. 8 below shows the eight parameters which were found to be most dominant given the 
‘CAUSE - EFFECT’ relationship determined in section 2.4.
a) 12
c/5 m
cn infu ra
Parameter
Note: Percentage values relate to the system’s total ‘Parameter Dominance’ score for ‘Dominant’ parameters ie where C>E
(Fig. 8: The Eight Most ‘Dominant’ Parameters)
It not surprising that ‘Geographical Location’ scores highest in terms of dominance, as 
location may help determine much within the system without many o f the other o f the factors 
influencing it. A  similar argument could be made for the other seven most dominant 
parameters.
Fig. 9 shows the eight factors which score lowest in terms of dominance and may therefore 
be referred to as the most ‘Subordinate’ parameters within the system. This is not meant to 
imply that they do not have any influence over the system, or over each other, but simply that 
they are the parameters which score lowest.
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Parameter
Note: Percentage values relate to the system’s total ‘Parameter Dominance’ score for ‘Subordinate’ parameters ie where C<E
(Fig. 9: The Eight M o st‘Subordinate’ Parameters)
Many o f these ‘subordinate’ parameters are in fact ‘effects’, and are typical o f what is 
currently assessed using traditional survey techniques such as CC TV and, more recently, 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). This would appear to make sense as evidence o f these 
factors would suggest a sewer could be progressing towards a potential collapse situation. 
Unfortunately, assessing sewers purely on these types of factors only serves to highlight 
those already approaching collapse conditions and not those which are likely to move 
towards collapse conditions at a rapid rate and which may, therefore, benefit from 
preventative maintenance.
4. VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
4.1 Data Investigation
The Interaction Matrix Method relies, to a large extent, on the knowledge and experience of 
those who complete the coding exercise. The results, therefore, are largely subjective and 
require some form o f verification. An extensive investigation has been completed with the 
aim of identifying sources o f available data which relate to the parameters within the sewer 
collapse system.
4.2 Results of Data Investigation
Sources o f data relating to 21 o f the 33 parameters have so far been identified. Many o f the 
parameters may be supported by same source data, for example C C TV records contain 
information regarding sewer material, sewer size and sewer shape amongst many others. 
Some parameters are very difficult to support with data, the presence o f voids, for example, 
being difficult to detect using traditional survey methods. Trials o f GPR (Ground Penetrating
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Radar) techniques are continuing at Thames Water to determine their potential for reliably 
identifying void formation adjacent to sewer pipework.
A  sewer collapse response unit has been established which w ill visit sites within the Thames 
Water region as and when collapses occur. It is hoped that the inspection methodology 
developed w ill allow additional information regarding the parameters within the system to be 
gathered. The visits w ill also provide example and corroborative evidence to support the 
Interaction Matrix.
4.3 Statistical Model
The data accumulated w ill be used to develop a statistical understanding of the sewer 
collapse system. The model w ill allow the parameters within the system to be banded 
according to their influence, the results of this statistical investigation being compared to 
those from the Interaction Matrix. This w ill allow the Interaction Matrix model to be 
improved and modified over time into a more effective representation o f the sewer collapse 
system.
The statistical model is to be developed in association with the Statistical Services Centre at 
Reading University, UK. The assistance of an expert body and the use o f best statistical 
practice w ill help overcome the difficulties associated with the complexity o f the system and 
the co-dependent nature o f some of the parameters.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The Interaction Matrix method appears well suited to the problem o f sewer collapse due to 
the large number o f variables involved and the complex interactions that exist between them. 
The method has allowed the problem to be approached in a logical, systematic manner. 
Formation o f the matrix and the associated consideration o f all possible interactions has 
provided a useful basis for carrying out a critical and structured assessment o f factors 
influencing sewer collapse.
The matrix analysis, supported by a statistical investigation o f available data outputs, w ill 
ultimately assist in directing future rehabilitation and survey work more effectively. Future 
research within the field o f sewer collapse w ill be directed towards the key areas identified 
by the matrix. A  key output w ill be recommendations for future data collection and its 
potential significance in the context o f more cost effective sewerage management.
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A P P E N D IX  3
FORM FOR USE ON SEWER COLLAPSE SITE VISITS
Sewer Collapse Inspection
EXPLANATORY NOTES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN APPENDIX
(P) INDICATES WHERE A PHOTOGRAPH SHOULD BE TAKEN IF POSSIBLE
Date of Visit
Geographical Details
Local Authority Area  __
House Number
US MH No. I
SEWER LOCATION
The Sewer
EX-SECTION 24
MATERIAL (P)
SEWER TYPE
Street / Road Name
OS Grid Reference
DS MH No.
JOINT TYPE (P) (See Appendix)
JOINT SEALING MATERIAL (P)
□
□□
□
□
□
Complete on return from site 
Complete on return from site
1 Main Road - Urban (town/city centre)
2 Main Road - Suburban / Rural
3 Light Road
4 Footpath or Verge
5 Fields
6 Gardens (private)
7 Woodland
X Other, state________________ _
Y/N Complete on return from site
1 Asbestos Cement
2 Brick
3 Cast Iron
4 Clay
5 Spun (grey) iron
6 Concrete
7 Ductile Iron
8 Pitch Fibre
9 Plastic (structured wail)
10 Plastic
X Other, state
1 Combined
2 Foul
3 Surface Water
4 Trade Effluent 
X Other, state
1 Spigot and Socket
2 Rebated
3 Ogee
4 Sleeve
5 Coupling
X Other, state_____
1 Rubber
2 Clay
3 Mortar
4 None
X Other, state
SEWER SIZE Diameter/Height. mm
Width mm
SEWER SHAPE (P)
INDIVIDUAL PIPE SECTION LENGTH
□ 1 Arched (with fiat bottom)2 Barrel
3 Circular
4 Egg
5 Inverted Horse shoe
6 Oval
7 Rectangular
8 U shaped
X Other, state_________ ..
mm
The Ground
BEDDING (P) (See Appendix)
PIPE SURROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does pipe surround differ 
from trench fill?
If YES, describe surround
TREE ROOTS (P)
TRENCH FILL (P) (See Appendix)
Stones in trench fill?
SURROUNDING GROUND (P) (See Appendix)
Does SG differ from trench fill? 
If YES, describe
□
□
□
Roots visible in excavated area? | [
Estimate no. of trees within 5m | |
Estimate no. of trees within 10m j |
Estimate height of trees (max) j j
□
□
□
□
1 Concrete
2 Natural Surface
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Concrete
2 Natural Ground
3 Granular
4 Sand
X Other, state__
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clav
3 Silt'
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state _
1 None
2 Less than1% by volume
3 Between 1 and 5% by volume
4 Greater than 5% by volume
Y/N
1 Sand
2 Clay
3 Silt
4 Made Ground
5 Chalk
6 Gravel
X Other, state
OTHER UTILITIES VISIBLE (P) Tick all that apply
COVER
Depth to invert
CONNECTIONS (P)
No. of connections to 
collapsed sewer visible
Failure
INFILTRATION
GW in trench
Watercourse nearby? u  Y/N, Details
Water main burst/leak nearby? □  Y/N, Details
1. Longitudinal cracks/fractures
2. Circumferential cracks/fractures
3. Multiple cracks/fractures
4. Open joints
5. Displaced joints
6. Broken pipe
7. Hole in pipe
8. Debris (silt)
9. Debris (grease)
10. Scale
DEFECTS(P)
Tick any that occur at or j I
within 5m of failure point. —□□□□□□
□□
□ Y/N, Details
□ 1.Gas pipes□ 2. Water pipes□ 3. Electricity cables□ 4. Cable ducting, green (BT)
□ 5. Cable ducting, other□ X. Other, state
_________ m
□
VOIDS (P)
RODENTS (P)
□□□□□
□□
Evidence of voids □
in ground around sewer?
Evidence of rodents? □
Any rodents sighted? □
Other
CONSTRUCTION METHOD | |
ROAD SURFACING (P) (See Appendix) | |
Does road have speed bumps? □  
BUILDING WORK/INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY (P) ^
Any activity in nearby vicinity?
BAD PRACTICE (P)
Any evidence of recent surface □  
opening?
Any evidence of bad practice? □  
(eg propped pipes etc)
11.Spalling
12. Wear
13. Missing mortar
14. Displaced brick
15. Missing brick
16. Encrustation
17. Deformation
Y/N, Details___
Y/N, Details
Y/N
1 Trench
2 Tunnel
3 Embankment
1 Macadam
2 Asphalt
3 N/A 
X Other
Y/N
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
AGE OF SEWER (P)
PIPE ALIGNMENT (P)
SEWER REPAIR (P)
Estimate construction date of 
oldest nearby building
Is sewer forced to deviate .. □
around any obstacles in ground?
Any evidence of previous repair? □
Y/N, Details
Y/N, Details
Comments
Add sketch if appropriate
Appendix
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ush fit polypropylene sleeve coupling
Sliding ring
gure 5.2 Typical Flexible Rebated Joint Details for Concrete Pipe
Existing 
flanged pipe 
or fitting
Gasket
uPVC pipe
(b) uPVC pipe to flanged pipe m echanical coupling
Sewer Bedding I Surround
Surface
Trench Fill
Surrounding
Ground
Pipe Surround
Bedding
Determination of soil type
Sands Majority of particles may be distinguished by the eye. Feels gritty when rubbed
between fingers.
Silts Not gritty between the fingers. When moist, cannot be rolled between the fingers
to form a thread.
Clays When moist, can be readily rolled between the fingers to form a thread.
Gravel Generally easily identifiable by visual inspection
Road Surfacing Type
The following definitions point to the differences between the 2 principal types of highway 
surfaces:-
Coated Macadam -
Rolled Asphalt -
(e.g. Tarmacadam or ‘Tarmac’) Graded aggregate that has been coated 
with bitumen and where interlock of the aggregates is the major contributing 
factor to the strength of the material. The most common road construction 
in the UK
Coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, filler and binder combined in a dense mix 
in which the mortar of fine aggregate, filler and high viscosity binder makes 
the major contribution to the strength of the mix.
NB An aggregate grading which includes a wide range of particle sizes is known as a continuous 
grading and is particularly common in macadams. In rolled asphalts a relatively single sized 
coarse aggregate is used with a large proportion of fine aggregate and very little intermediate 
sized material, this arrangement of particles is known as gap grading. The higher fines content in 
asphalts accounts for their higher cost.
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1. PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to record progress towards the ongoing research objectives. It does 
not necessarily describe work at a conclusive stage, simply the progress made towards the 
deliverables. This report may also contain details of any refinements made to the research 
objectives as set out within previous reports. Courses and events attended which have relevance 
to the research, including EngD modules, are listed. Proposals for future work are also discussed.
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2. RESEARCH AIMS
The broad objectives as stated here, supersede those outlined in previous 6 months reports.
The main aim of the project is to identify, and gain an appreciation of, the factors 
which influence instances of sewer collapse.
The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those sewers most at risk, allowing 
survey investigation and, hence, sewer rehabilitation to be more effectively directed.
One further, supplementary aim is as follows:
To identify the future data gathering exercises necessary i f  sewer degradation and 
failure are to be more fully understood and sewerage rehabilitation is to be directed 
most effectively.
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3. PROGRESS IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
This section summarises research work carried out between 1 October 1999 and 31 March 2000.
3.1 Statistical Investigation
The statistical work described in detail in previous reports has now been completed. At present 
the first draft of the complete report concerning this section of work is with industrial and 
academic supervisors for comment. At approximately 20 000 words it is thought that it will form 
a substantial element of the final portfolio. In writing this report the background to the logistic 
regression method has been revisited as suggested by Professors Ralph and Page at the 24 month 
viva.
3.2 Detailed Investigation
As described in the addendum to the 24 month report, the ‘detailed investigation’ section of the 
research is to consist of experimental work. The work will investigate the effects of cyclic 
loading on a rigid clay sewer pipe and the surrounding ground. It is to be conducted using a steel 
soil box and INSTRON loading apparatus at the University of Surrey. In brief, the work is to 
proceed as follows:
1. testing of rigid clay pipe in ring crushing test to BSEN 295: Part 3: 1991 to obtain pipe 
stress-strain response;
2. assessment of the soil box set up as a means of mimicking trench conditions;
3. measurement of pipe and soil response under cyclic loading over 24 hour periods.
A literature review of previous, similar, work is currently being conducted and a detailed 
experimental programme is being formulated. The steel box has been designed and lifting 
equipment to manoeuvre the box, weighing approximately 3000kg when filled with soil, into 
position has been purchased.
3.3 Sewer Collapse Site Visits
Due to the significant amount of time required to complete the statistical investigation and 
initiate the experimental work, a decision was taken to suspend the collapse site visits until the 
completion of the experimental work. This should allow for the considerable effort such visits 
require to be allocated without adversely affecting the other aspects of the research.
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3.4 Journal Papers
Two journal papers are currently in preparation.
1. ‘Sewer Collapse and Effective Rehabilitation Strategy’
Target Journal: ICE Water, Maritime & Energy
2. ‘A Statistical Investigation of Structurally Unsound Sewers’
Target Journal: Urban Water
An updated version of the initial literature review is also being prepared and this will also be 
considered for journal submission.
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4. COURSES/EVENTS ATTENDED
This section summarises the courses and events, including EngD modules, attended between 1 
October 1999 and 31 March 2000.
• Finance, distance learning EngD module.
• Marketing, distance learning EngD module
5
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5. SUPERVISION MEETINGS
Progress meetings with industrial and academic supervisors have been held as follows:
• 22 November 1999, Thames Water, Reading
• 13 January 2000, University of Surrey
• 18 February 2000, University of Surrey
6
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6. FUTURE WORK
The following work is proposed for the next six months.
6.1 Statistical Investigation
Final version of full report to be completed.
6.2 Detailed Investigation
Literature review to be completed and detailed programme of work to be submitted to 
supervisors for approval. Experimental testing to commence and to be largely complete 
within the next 6 months.
6.3 Journal Papers
The two papers described in section 3.4 to be written and submitted. Decision to be taken 
regarding the submission of the literature review paper.
6.4 EngD Modules
The following EngD modules are programmed within the next 6 months:
10-13 April 2000, Risk II
5-8 June 2000, Economic Approaches
10-13 July 2000, Materials
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1. PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to record progress towards the ongoing research objectives. It does not 
necessarily describe work at a conclusive stage, simply the progress made towards the deliverables. 
This report may also contain details of any refinements made to the research objectives as set out 
within previous reports. Courses and events attended which have relevance to the research, including 
EngD modules, are listed. Proposals for future work are also discussed.
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2. RESEARCH AIMS
The broad objectives as stated here, supersede those outlined in previous 6 months reports.
The main aim of the project is to identify, and gain an appreciation of, the factors 
which influence instances of sewer collapse.
The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those sewers most at risk, allowing 
survey investigation and, hence, sewer rehabilitation to be more effectively directed.
One further, supplementary aim is as follows:
To identify the future data gathering exercises necessary'if sewer degradation and failure 
are to be more fully understood and sewerage rehabilitation is to be directed most 
effectively.
2
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3. PROGRESS IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
This section summarises research work carried out between 1 April 2000 and 30 September 2000.
3.1 Statistical Investigation
The statistical work described in detail in previous progress reports has now been completed. A 
report concerning this section of work has also been completed, at approximately 20 000 words this 
will form a substantial element of the final portfolio.
3.2 Experimental Work
3.2.1 Purpose o f  the work
As described briefly in the 30 month report the laboratory testing has two main aims:
1. to assess the effectiveness of a rigid pipe within a soil box as a means of simulating trench 
conditions, and;
2. assuming the set-up is proved acceptable as simulating trench conditions, to measure soil and pipe 
response under cyclic loading conditions, programmed to mimic heavy traffic flow, over 
significant time periods.
The effectiveness of the soil box set-up in simulating a trench condition will be measured by 
calculating bedding factors and comparing them with those calculated by the Clay Pipe Development 
Association (CPDA) and Water Research Centre (WRc). The CPDA/WRc bedding factors are those 
currently used in UK design practice and were calculated from tests conducted in trenches. If the soil 
box set-up does not prove acceptable then efforts will be concentrated on assessing it’s limitations 
and ‘improving’ it’s performance.
3.2.2 Major stages
The first phase of the work is to perform crushing strength tests, to BS EN 295-3: 1991, on a number 
of Hepworth Supersleeve 150 clay pipes. The pipes will be instrumented with circumferential strain 
gauges at soffit and invert to allow a profile of the load/displacement response to be obtained.
The second phase of the work involves use of the steel soil box, with the clay pipe sitting on a class B 
bedding and the remainder of the box being filled with a class A graded granular material. Four 
circumferential strain gauges will be placed at the soffit, invert and springing levels on the inside of 
the pipe walls, earth pressure cells will be placed across the crown of the pipe and deflection gauges 
will be placed on the outside of the box walls. A low friction layer between the soil and the box walls 
will be introduced to restrict the load that is transferred directly to the box walls.
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This second phase will comprise of two main elements. The first element is the application of a static 
load of increasing magnitude (stepped) up to a ‘maximum safe working load’ i.e. not failure. 
Readings from the earth pressure cells and strain gauges will then allow a ‘bedding factor’ to be 
calculated. The bedding factor is defined as the ratio of the load on the pipe in the soil box to the load 
on the pipe in the crushing test that induces the same strain in the pipe. The calculated bedding factor 
will be compared to those obtained by the WRc for pipes in test pits. It is not the intention to derive 
‘new’ bedding factors or assess the accuracy of those currently in use, but to compare the 
performance of a pipe in a soil box to that of a pipe in a test pit.
The second element of the test will then commence. Pipe strain and load on pipe (earth pressure 
cells) will be monitored over a twelve hour period under a sinusoidal load programmed to mimic the 
passage of buses over the sewer pipe. The load will have amplitude of 210 kN/m2 and a period of 60s. 
The load of 210 kN/m2 was derived form the front axle weight of a Dennis Dart single decker bus.
Both stages will be repeated up to four times depending on the repeatability of results. Each time the 
box will be emptied and re-filled. If time and finances allow, a further test with a different loading 
pattern will be considered. This will allow the issue of whether loading pattern and not just load and 
time period, significantly affect the pipe response to be briefly investigated.
3.2.3 Work completed so fa r
The first stage of the work, i.e. the BS crushing tests, have been completed. The results show a linear 
load-displacement plot to failure as expected, with good repeatability for the 8 tests. The majority of 
the equipment required for the second stage of testing has been obtained and the soil box has been 
designed and constructed. All problems concerning the use and cost of laboratory space, the 
INSTRON apparatus and technician time have been resolved. A detailed experimental programme 
has been formulated.
3.3 Journal / Conference Papers
A journal paper entitled, A Review of the Factors Influencing the Structural Deterioration and 
Collapse o f Rigid Sewer Pipes ’, has been submitted to ‘Urban Water’.
A further journal paper entitled, ‘The Structural Condition o f Rigid Sewer Pipes: A Statistical 
Investigation is in the final stages of preparation.
An abstract entitled 'Sewer Collapse and Effective Rehabilitation Strategy’ has been accepted for 
publication in the proceedings of the NOVATECH 2001 Conference in Lyon.
An abstract entitled ‘A Statistical Investigation o f Structurally Unsound Sewers', has been submitted 
to the 2001 International Conference on Underground Infrastructure Research, in Ontario, Canada.
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4. COURSES / EVENTS ATTENDED
This section summarises the courses and events, including EngD modules, attended between 1 April 
2000 and 30 September 2000.
• Risk II, EngD module, 10-13 April 2000
• Economic Approaches, EngD module 5-8 June 2000
• World Water Congress of the IWA, 3-7 July 2000
• Materials, EngD module, 10-13 July 2000
• EngD Conference, 12-13 September 2000
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5. SUPERVISION MEETINGS
Progress meetings with industrial and academic supervisors have been held as follows:
• 30 May 2000, Thames Water, Reading.
• 14 July 2000, University of Surrey.
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6. FUTURE WORK
The following work is proposed for the next six months, more details can be found on the bar chart 
overleaf.
6.1 Experimental Work
All experimental work, as described in section 3 of this report, to be complete. Write-up to begin.
6.2 Journal Papers
Paper describing statistical work to be submitted (as described in section 3 of this report). Paper 
describing experimental work to be outlined.
6.3 EngD Modules
Dealing with the Media, 23-26 October 2000.
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1. PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to record progress towards the ongoing research objectives. It does not 
necessarily describe work at a conclusive stage, simply the progress made towards the deliverables. 
This report may also contain details of any refinements made to the research objectives as set out 
within previous reports. Courses and events attended which have relevance to the research, including 
EngD modules, are listed. Proposals for future work are also discussed.
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2. RESEARCH AIMS
The broad objectives as stated here, supersede those outlined in previous 6 months reports.
The main aim of the project is to identify, and gain an appreciation of, the factors 
which influence instances of sewer collapse.
The identification of such factors will assist in distinguishing those sewers most at risk, allowing 
survey investigation and, hence, sewer rehabilitation to be more effectively directed.
One further, supplementary aim is as follows:
To identify the future data gathering exercises necessary if  sewer degradation and failure 
are to be more fully understood and sewerage rehabilitation is to be directed most 
effectively.
2
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3. PROGRESS IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
This section summarises research work carried out between 1 October 2000 and 30 March 2001.
3.1 Statistical Investigation
This work, including the final report, has now been completed.
3.2 Experimental Work
This work has been completed and is currently being written up.
3.3 Journal / Conference Papers
A journal paper entitled, A Review o f  the Factors Influencing the Structural Deterioration and 
Collapse o f  Rigid Sewer P ipes’, has been submitted to ‘Urban Water’. Referee’s comments were 
positive calling only for minor changes which have since been made and the paper re-submitted.
A further journal paper entitled, ‘The Structural Condition o f  Rigid Sewer Pipes: A Statistical 
Investigation has been completed and submitted to Urban Water.
A paper entitled ‘Sewer Collapse and Effective Rehabilitation Strategy ’ has been accepted for 
publication in the proceedings of the NOVATECH 2001 Conference in Lyon, which will take place 
in June 2001.
A paper entitled ‘A Statistical Investigation o f Structurally Unsound Sewers ’, has been accepted for 
publication in the proceedings of the 2001 International Conference on Underground Infrastructure 
Research, in Ontario, Canada, which will take place in June 2001.
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4. COURSES / EVENTS ATTENDED
This section summarises the courses and events, including EngD modules, attended between 1 
October 2000 and 30 March 2001.
• Dealing with the Media, EngD module, 23-26 October 2000
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5. SUPERVISION MEETINGS
Progress meetings with industrial and academic supervisors have been held as follows:
• 20 November 2000, University of Surrey
• 16 March 2001, Thames Water, Reading
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6. FUTURE WORK
The following work is proposed for the next six months.
6.1 Final Write-up
Writing up has started recently and is programmed for completion in August 2001.
6.2 Sewer Collapse Site Visits
A small number of further visits will be made in the coming months to complete this section of the 
work.
6.3 Other
The EPSRC‘Grad School’ at Worthing will be attended from 10-15 May 2001.
The conferences in France and Canada already mentioned will be attended in June 2001.
a***
